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Abstract 
The aim of analysing the environmentnl and welfare impacts of the domestk.; energy transition 
process together is to enhance our under!.tanding of their integrated nature and, thareby, inform the 
choices that individuals, households and society as a whole make with regar,1 to energy use. 
The literature pre!:e1ots different models of energy transition. In response to these, this study refines 
the definrtion and presents a new staodaro model of the domestic energy transition process, which 
describes how tt-e share of different energy sources in household enervt buugets chanpr over 
time. It identifies a rural and an urban energy transition pror.Ass and divides these into phases, 
each characterised by a difff.~ont pattern of energy use It also shows how the rural phases may be 
linked to the urban phases by urbanisation. 
The literature has focused on identifying the causes of energy transition. This study reviews these 
causes, but goes one step further by ex..,mining the VArious Impacts of the nror.ess. Since the 
uttim...te aim is to seek ways of optimising the lri:"ec.s of the domestic energy transition process, it 
is ,n·J)(ln~nt to know what factors move the process forword and also the consequences of 
cl-tar,Qing :mergy use patterns. 
Tim •'Y►~ and 11,nnount of energy households use have implicat!c.n> to, both the welfare and the 
envi,on., ••!~1 lnpacts of energy use. The study standardises and summarises energy use data 
from v&noi:• · 11;,·i.,s. 't is presented in terms of the nett energy and useft1I energy households 
derive from ew::, l!r.1tr~v sourc.a. Useful energy 13 regarded as the better indicator of welfare 
derived from ene,~y v,. The ana / Si,\ shows an increasing trend In energy use across the entire 
domestic en9rgy tfanst:':;.1 process e." the energy sources households use becor1e more 
"lffordoble, v rsatile and convdnioo. 
Thit environmental Impacts of ~he r..>t•!Uts of domestic energy and of enorgy ccnservation are 
examined separately. It is shown that in the earty phases the Impacts are mainly of local 
significance, but they become more Important as the energy transition process proceeds. The 
impacts also tend to affect households directly in the earty phases, but are more dispersed, though 
not less important, in the later phases. 
Terreblanche's (1986) description of welfare is used for discussing the welfare impacts of domestic 
energy use. Two energy poverty Imes are used to assess if household energy use levels meet their 
basic energy needs. The data Indicates energy poverty is widespread in South Africa. TI1e study 
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also shows that many aspects of energy use are relevant to the attainment of the Intermediate 
welfare goals of growth end efficiency, stability, equity end civilisation, es well as to people's 
.,l bjecii, , sense of welfare. 
Examinin~ thll environmental end welfare impacts together emphasises that to change one set will 
also affect the other This noeds to guide the formulation of energy Polir.ies that aim to change the 
domestic energy transition process. Recommendations that do e,eactly that ere presented in the 
conclusion The main emphasis is on energy conservation, since it addresses bcth sets of impacts 





Die impak van die hu1shou elike energietransis1e op sowel die omgewing as op welvaart woro saam 
geanalisoer om begrip omtrent hul verweefdheld en daardeur lngllgte belsuitnemlng van indrvidue, 
hu1shoudings an die gemeenskap as gehee, omtrent die gebruik van energie te hulp bevorder 
Die hteratuur bevat verskillende modelle van energietranslsle. In reaksle heirop gee die studle 'n 
nuwe definisie en ontWikkel 'n nuwe standaard moool ,. .., die huishoudelik9 energietransisio. Dit 
boskryf hoe versklllende energiebronne se bydrae tot huishoudelike "'lerglebegrotings oor tyd 
verander Die model ldentifiseer 'n landelike en 'n stedclike energletranslsie wat in fases opgedeel 
word volgens kenmerkende energie\arbrulkspBtrone. Daar word ook gewys hoe verstedeliklng die 
landelike fases nan die stedelike fases koppel. 
Tot op hode was die fokus van die literatuur op die idenUfisertr.-, van die oorsake van die 
energ,etransisie. Hierdie studie gee 'n oorsig van hierdle oorsake en gaan 'n stapple vArdor deur 
ndag aan die versklllende lmpakte van die proses te skenk. Aangesien die uiteln'1alike doel is 
om maniere te vind om die r.etto lmpakte van die huishoudellke energietrapsisle te optlmaliseer. Is 
dit belansirik om die ondertiggende faktore en ook die gevolge van veranderings in 
energ,evert>rulkspatrone te verstaan. 
Die tipe en hoeveelheld energie wat huishoudings gebriuk, het implikasies vir die impak van 
energieverbrulk op belde en welvaart en omgewing. Die studie standaardlseer en som 
energieverbruiksdata van verskele ander studies op en druk dit uit In termo van die total• energie 
en verbrwkbare energie wat huishoudlngs van elke energlebron kry. Verbruikbara energie word as 
die beter aanwyser van welvaart ult energleverbrulk beskou. Die analise toon 'n stygende tendens 
In energleverbriuk deur die loop van die hele huishoudellke energle-translsle-proses socs wat 
huishoudings se energlebronne bekostlgbaarder. veelsydlger en geriefliker word. 
Die lmpak van huishoudellke energiebronne en energiebesparing op die omgewing word 
afsonderlik bespreek. Dear word daarop gewys hoe die impak in die vroe6r fases hoofsaakllk van 
plaaslike belang is, maar m'3er belangrik raak soos wat die energietranslsie vorder. Die impak op 
hulshoudings Is ook in die vroe6r iases meer direk, maar In die latere faJes is dit meer verspreid, 
hoewel nle minder belangrik nie. 
Terreblanche (1986) se omskrywlng van welvasrt word vir die bospreklng van die welvaartslmpak 
van huishoudelike energleverbruik gebrulk. Twee energ1&-armoede maat3tawe word gebrulk om te 
meflt of hulshoudelike energleverbruiksvlakke genoegsaam Is om basiese energiebehoeftes te 
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hoe energieverbruik die beruiking van die intermediere wet,aartsdoelwitte van groei en 
«:ioeltreffendheid, stab1liteit, gelykberegtiging en beskawing, sowel as mense se subjektiewe 
welvaartservaring, beinvloed. 
Deur die impak op die omgewing en op welvaart seam te analiseer, word beklemtoon dat 
·,erandering in die een ook die ender sal affekteer. Hierdie verweefdheid moet die uitgangspunt 
wees by die formulering van energiebeleid wat daarop gemik is om die huishoudalike 
energietransisie te verander. Voorstelle in heirdie verband word in die slot gemaak. Die klem Is 
• 
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ENERGY USE, HOUSEHOLD WELFARE ANO THE ENVIRONMENT 
1.1 Introduction 
South Africa is g middle-Income developing co,1ntry and as such Is experiencing most of the 
typical development problems associmed with ongoing industrlall!'iatlon. The most important Is 
that rt has a growing population that is urbanising and modernisir.g rapidly. This means, 
amongst other things, that the domestic demand for energy and patterns of domestic energy use 
a,e in a state of flux. Pre-industrial or so called 'traditional' patterns of energy use that rely 
mmnly on renewable resources such a! fuelwood have been under pressure for a lony time 
now In feN areas are households that use these enc,rgy sources ablo to meet thalr energy 
requirements from them alone. Consequently, many households rely on paraffin, coal and gas -
particularly In peri-urban areas. Th~ present electriflCation drive Also means that lncteasing 
numbers of households are gaining access to electricity. These changes 1n household energy 
consumption patterns affect mostly black and coloured households, since whit~ and Indian 
housoholds made the transition to electricrty sometime ago 
These changes in domestic energy use patterns have profound effects on household wo1f6re. 
The difference bi.,ween relying on fuelwood and having access to eledrlcity Is enoonous. As 
Gandar (1991;95) has observed: 
On a typical morning in South Africa, nearly half a million people, mostly rural 
women. set out on the routine but arduous job of colledlng firewood .... Many will 
have started in the half-light of precJawn, for the task might take up to nine Of ten 
hours and invctve walking a total of 20 kilometres tr.> bring home a headload of 
firewood weighing about ◄O kilograms. 
They will have been walking for quite some lime when the kettles begin boiling 
and the toasters start popping in suburban homes. Their occupants begin their 
day with the convenience of hot water on tap, of hairdryers and electric shavers. 
In addition, different fonns of energy production and use hove differing effects on the natural 
environment. Fuelwood Is a potentially renewable resource, whereas paraffin, coal and gas are 
not. Coal fired power stations pollute the environment around them but enable households to 
have access to cle11n energy, whereas households using fuelwood, paraffin and coal suffer from 
local pollution effects. Then there are the environmental consequencas of deforestation, 
destruction of nutrients, mining coal, disposing of nuclear waste, erecting electric power lines, 
. . . 
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2 
etc that increase or decrease 1n importance according to households' patterns of energy 
consumption 
The purpose of the preseri study is to describe the changing patterns of .1om.astic energy use 
and to analyse the Impact:; these changes have on the natural environment and on household 
welfare 81'ld, thereby, enhanc'3 Ollf understanding of the integrated nature of the relationship 
between househo:d welfqrv end the environment. 
The h:imework within which 1hese differ1tnt environmental Md welfare impacts are analysed is 
the so called domestic energy transition process. Simply put, this process Is a description or 
model of how household pattern.; of energy use change. Chapter 2 defines and discusses this 
energy transition and looks at thE. modernisation approach to analysing this process of Socia.I 
change. Attention is al o given to different ways of conceptualising and repra5entlng this 
procoss, culminating in the :,resentation of l"e "standard moder of the domestic energy 
transition process which sArve~ as the base or fMmework for much of the rest of the study. 
Chapter 3 examines factors thtrt havll beo11 tdentifted or are widely regarded as causes of the 
domestic energy transition procHs. h ts important to be aware of these factors when analysing 
the consequences o( energy transition t-ecause often, if one were to look at the consequences 
alone, certain changes in househo1a energy use patterns would s e.- to be Irrational. For 
Instance, the shift from using fue~.od to using dung and crop wastes can only be o,cplained by 
the Increasing scarcity of fuelwood and the unafford&bility of attematlves 1uch as paraffin, since 
the shift does not bring about either Improvements In household welfare or less damagin11 
environmental impact:;. 
Chapter • Identifies trends in energy sources' contribution to household welfare at diffen,nt 
stages in the domestic energy transition process. T" do this, data on energy consumption levels 
are collated, standardise(f and summarised so as to detennlne how different ~nergy use 
patterns affect household welfare. The chapter also gives attention to the availability and 
versatility of different energy sources. 
The environmental effeds of the domestic energy transition process are the focus of chapter 5. 
Specific attention is given to the effects different patterns of energy produdion and consumption 
for domestic purposes have on the environment and the Impacts these environmental effects 
have in tum on individual and household welfare. Attention is also given to the scope of energy 
conservation measures to reduce the Impacts of energy use on the environment. 
The welfitro Impacts of energy use and the domestic energy transition process are analysed and 
dil".usse-J in chapter G. Attention it given to households' levels of nett and useful energy 
con.;umptlon, the exic;tence of energy poveity, tne use of energy to meet basic needs and other 
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wants, and households' subJective assessments of the contribution ener11y use makes to their 
sense of welfare. 
Finally, chapter 7 discusses ways of changing the domestic energy transition process so as to 
minimise the negative and enhanco the posrtive impact:; of energy use on the environment and 
on household welfare Ways of conserving energy within tho domestic sector are also loolred at. 
A range of recommendations are made aimed at changing energy policy and hous6holds ene1gy 
consumpt10n patterns. The chapter ends with a visual summary of the main points of the 
preceding chapters. 
Before proceeding, it is necessary to say a word or two about the structure of the different 
chapters and of the study as a whole. Firstly, as noted above, the 'standard moder of the 
domest1e energy transition process described In section 2.3.3 Is used mainly as a fra11"3W!lr1( for 
summarising the information in the final section of each c,f the succeeding chapters. The order 
in which the energy sourcH are discussed In each chapter is also based on this model, namely· • 
fuelwood, dung/crop wastes, paraffin, coal, gas, and electricity. Secondly, the structure of 
::hapter 6 deserves special mention In that it Is based on the de~criptlon of welfare given t:y 
Terrebbmche (1986:58), who notes that once basic needs have been met there are four 
"intermediate" goals of social welfare, namely the attainment of growth and efficiency, stability, 
distribution or equity, and civilisation. The chapter therefore starts with a discussion of the use 
of energy to meet people's basic needs, woes on to how energy use affects the attainment of 
each of these intermediate goals and ends with how people's subjective assessment of the 
energy use patterns affects their sense of welf&1e. There is thus a progression In the discussion 
from nHds to wants to ()lf"':ept,ons. Thirdly, the scope of the information covered In chapters 5 
and 6 Is very broad. This makes it necessary to concentrate on giving an overview of the 
differe11t Impacts of energy use rather than an In depth analysis of each. One of the a ms of the 
study Is to draw as many aspects of domestic energy use together as possible so as to create a 
broad appreciation of the Issues, but it does mean that it Is often difficult to show how different 
environmental and welf&1e Impacts of energy use are linked or integrated into a systemic whole 
such as '&scribed In section 1.3.1 
The rest of this Introductory chapter deals with two Issues that ne~d to be addressed at the 
outset. Section 1.2 discusses the concept of welfa, e ,:;nd its measurement, while section 1.3 
discusses how the environment and more particular1y th.s environmental effects of energy use 
are linked to household welfare. 
1.2 Describing and measuring •,wlt•re 
'Welfare' Is a funJamental concept in economics, yet a myriad attempts to define it have felled to 
produce a widely accepted definition. Even more elusive has been a satisfactory ~landard 
. ' 




measure of welfare. For this reason It Is necessary to discuss. the concept and its measurement 
so as to clarify what Is meant by welfare In this study and to indicaht how it is going to oe 
measured or assessed. This Is donll in sections 1.2. I and 1 2 2 respactively. 
1.2.1 What ls welfare? 
Welfare Is usually defined in terms of equally abstract concepts such as quality of life, life 
s.atisfact10n Gr fulfilment, happiness. attainment of bliss. need satisfaction or social well•belnQ. 
These concepts certain'Y suggest the richness of the idea, but, as virtual synonyms. they do not 
provide much guidance on "what is welfare?". 
The welfare concept is founded on the assumption that people (as economic agents) have 
preferences which enable them to arrange any set of goods, social states or outcomes to 
actions in a complete order from the "most preferred" to the "least preferred". Assufl'llng, further, 
that people's behaviour is "optimising" means that they will choose the most preferred good, 
social state or action if possible and hence move !o a position of higher,welfare. Thus the ability 
to express preferences and make choices In accordance with those preferences enables a 
person to become "better off' or to experience an increas& in welfare (Dasgupta, 1988:15). 
Underlying people's preferences and optimising behavlOUr Is another assumption: that people 
are activated by self-interest. Various interpretatlol's of thl~ proposition are possible Self-
interest can be defined in such broad terms that practically anything is covered by it Egoism Is 
taken to subsume all forms of altruistic and moral behaviour. Dasgupta (1988:19) argues that 
such a broacl definition Is contrary to experience: "Not only Is egoism not necessariiy 
characteristic of all areas of human behaviour, there are areas where it is generally regarded as 
uncharacteristic, for example love, friendship and family rel8\ionshlps". A more cautious 
treatment of self-Interest is r6qulred, one that reflecis the diversity of human motivations better. 
If it is t-ssumed that preferences are not based solely on self-Interest, it is possible that they are 
not always good indicators of individual welfare. Ng (1983:7-12) notes three reasons why this 
might be so: firstly, people's preferences may be affected by their consideration for the welfare 
of others - as when parents make sacriftees fo.- their children: secondly, preferrnces may differ 
from what is OQtlmal due to ignorance or imperfect foresight; and, thirdly, an individual may 
exhibit 'irrational' preferences based on hobit, custom or principle. Each of these are relevant to 
the discussion of energy use, since many households' chosen energy consumption patterns do 
not appear to optimise welfare (In the narrow sense of Individual self-Interest). 
A person's welfare or 0l1ality of hfe Is affected by as many choices as there are to life itself 
Such an all encompassing view Is accepted as an axiom, but in practice economists, quite 
naturally, tended to focus on those variables that were 'economic' in nature, for instance 
• . ••• • • . . • • II 
. . 
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measures of GDP/capita and income/capita. This fostered an unbalanced lllf,terialistic view of 
welfare which in tum affected the kinds of policies that were prop.lsed. Fortunately perceptions 
are changing and more and more 'non-economic' variables arEi being taken into account in 
addition to these economic variables A well known example of where the welfare concept has 
been evolving in this way is within development economics: from a narrow focus on economic 
growth it broadened to Incorporate employment creation, then the alleviation of inequality, more 
recently the satisfaction of basic needs and most recently the active participation of people in 
developmen. processes that are sustainable (Streeten, 1979·28 and World Bank, 1992:3'4). 
This study accepts the integrated approach with its multifaceted view of welfare. In this view, 
not only do all variables affect welfare, but they may also affect each other. Economic variables, 
therefore, affect non-economic variables and vice versa, while at the same time detracting from 
or enhancing welfare - as the case may be. Unless there Is a clear line of causation, it may be 
necessary to make some judgements about the nature and direction of these various impacts. 
Welfare not only has many dimensions, but also operates at different levels. Two, the individual 
and social levels, are usually referred to by economists. This study focusB~ on a third: the 
household level. A household may be described as consisting of one person or a small group of 
people who share resources for the purpose of pursuing their mutual welfare. As a socio-
oconomic unit, the householt1 "is a small constituent part of the larger society" that often ads as 
a coherent entity (Bryant, 1990:1-5). Yet, welfare at the household level Is not derived solely 
from such "entity actions". Because households consist of Individuals and exist within society, 
household welfare Is also partly determined by the level of welfare enjoyed by their respective 
members and partly b:t the lovel of social welfare. In neo-classical economics It Is customary to 
represent household welfare with a single welfare function. Such o generalisation does not 
capture the multifaceted nature of household welfare and it tends to hide the widely divergent 
levels of Individual welfare that may exist within households as a result of unequal power 
relationships between members (Berk, 1987:676). Therefore, indicators of both individual and 
social welfare should be used in conjunction with those measuring aspects of household 
welfare. The rest of this section examines ways in which variables of energy use are related to 
household welfare. 
Household welfare may be represonted a.; being determined by the extent to which basic needs 
and other wants/desires are ~atlsfied, as well as by individuals' «objective assessment of their 
welfare position. The basic needs encomp!lss those things without which physir.al survival is not 
possible, namely water, food, clothing and shelter. Foley (1981:1) notes that the need for 
energy is not often identified as a basic need, but this does not change the fact that it is one. A 
household requires a certain essential minimum amount of energy to cook food, heat water and 





state of 'absolute energv ooverty', 1.e a state where the households' b11sic need for energy fails 
to be met At what levol of energy consumption absolute onergy poverty occurs differs from 
place to place due to varying climate, diet. tiousing and health. Using the fulfilment of the basic 
need for energy as a yarcstick for measuring household welfara has a strong moral appeal 
founded in the claim that "a society in which the important needs of all its members are satisfied 
should be regarded as ranking above one in which they are not" (Dasgupta, 1988:53). The use 
of energy to satisfy the baste needs of cooking, heating water and providing wannth is discussed 
in section 6.1.2 
The other wants/desires whose satisfaction is relevant to household welfare are non-essential In 
so far as life will not cease without th1tm; nevertheless they can contribute significantly to 
people's quality of life. Terreblanche (1986:5'4) argues that the satisfaction of these other 
needs/desires may be depicted as "intennediate goals" In the quest for social welfare. Yable 1.1 
lists the four goals he identifies and the guiding principles that should regulate their attainment 
The third column gives the variables of household energy use that are most relevant to the 
attainment of each goal 




the growth and efflCient.-y goal 
(economic and distributive efficiency) 
the stability goal 
(security and contlmJity) 
the distribution or equity goal 
(fairness and justice) 
the civilisation goal 
(ralsin9/maintitnance of moral 
and cultural values) 
I 
Energy relatied factors that 
•«-ct each goal 
- percentage Income spent on •11ergy 
- price/cost of energy sources 
- appliance p~s 
- efficiency of consumption 
- rellability of energy supply 
- stability of energy and appliar, ~ P"'" :; 
- provision of physical security 
- effect of policies on access to ene. " • ,. rces 
- lack of credit to purchase appliances 
- Incidence of energy subsidies 
- possession of appliances 
- lighting 
- entertainment opportunities 
- modernisation 
Source The Intermediate goals are Identified by Terr1blanch11986 58 
Each goal represents a separate dimension of welfare which if attained without compromising 
any of the other goals would enhance total welfare. Unfortunately. this Is not often possible 





since, as noted previously, the vanables of welfare are interdependent. This is especially so in 
the case of household energy use. So while the variables In the second column are listed next 
to particular goals, this does not by any means exclude the existence of over1aps and trade-offs 
wrth respect to other vanables and goals. The energy related factors that affect each of the 
d1ffe•ent goals is discussed in section 6.2 
Lastly, people's subjective assessment of their welfare position can be crucial to the quality of 
life they enjoy. Here the focus Is on how people regard the contribution that domestic energy 
use makes to their welfare. Obviously, paople's subjective assessment will ba affected by the 
extent to which their basic neuls and other needs/desires for energy have been met 
Nevertheless, it is hypothetically possible for people to exist In an ideal wor1d where all the most 
modem energy sources and appliances are available in unlimited quantities, and yet for them 
still to be unhappy or diszatlsfied (Meller et al., 1987:1-4). Venables that measura people's 
attitudes towards ditferent fools, their satisfaction with the fuels and appliances they use, the 
status value they attach to different fuels and appliances, and the ranking they give to the issue 
of energy among other issues such as education, housing, etc., are all possible Indicators of 
people's subjective assessment of the welfare they derive from energy use. These subjective 
variables of welfare are examined further In secil.Jn 6 3. 
1.2.2 Measuring welfare 
In many respects it Is easier to describe welfare than measure it. An acceptable standard 
measure has eluded economists and other social scientists thu~ far. This Is hardly surprising in 
view of the richness and encompassing nature of the conr.Apt, as well as the subject.iv• and very 
personal experience r,f it. Indeed, it Is through trying to devise measures of welfare and through 
assessing their adequacy that a clear understanding of the multifaceted nature of welfare itself 
has evolvect In this section, however, no attempt Is made to expound the meritsi1imitations of or 
conditions for measuring welfare in terms of utility, consumer surplus, or the money-metric. 
Instead, the rest of this section gives attention to the range of welfare Indicators commonly used 
In development and quality of life studies and to the indicators used in the rest of this study. 
The following ways of measuring or assessing welfare are used in development and quality of 
hfe studies: 
(i) Economic indicators These are measures of economic characteristics like GDP per 
capita, household Income, per capita Income, expenditure and consumption. They are 
wid· ly used as indicators of welfare, but since the ear1y 1970's tht--e has been a growing 
appreciation of their limitations. This is reflected in the World Development Report· 1990 





capita are adequate yardsticks for the standard of living" neither measure "captures such 
dimensions or welfare as health (and) hfe e,,:pectancy . ." 
(ii) Socia/ indicators These are measures of physical and social characieristics or 
condrt10ns such as nutrition, life expectancy, under 5 mortality, housing, access to 
drinking water, literacy, etc These indicators were introduced to complement tha 
conventional economic indicators and thus create a more balanced picture of welfare. 
Since the mid-1970's their use has become widespread, largely du' to the emphasis on 
the provision of basic needs in development strategies. It has also baen realised that 
there Is little to distinguish social indicators from economic indicators in view of the fact 
that "social indicators can assume economic significance, whilst economic variable may 
also be indicative of social conditions" (Meller et al., 1987:5). Hence, they are often 
referred to as socio-economic indicators. In all cases the$e Indicators give a direct 
measure of some aspect of existence: they are therefore objective measures, but how 
they relate to welfare still needs to be judged in relation to some (subjective) norm. 
Usually it is fairly obvious • richer, healthier, more educated people are asi.umed to be 
happier than ones less so However, is it indeed so obvious • does material privilege 
always imply a higher level of welfare? Many social scientists have taken the view that 
the experience of welfare is a more complex phenomenon dependent on a wide range of 
soctal, physiological and spiritual factors in addition to material circumstances. 
(iii) SubJ9Ctive soc,a/ ir.d,cators These are measures of people's perceptions of their life 
experiences, circumstances, frustrations, satisfactions and aspirations. They may be 
studied qualitatively or quantitatively. The former method gives great insight into a 
particular person's circumstances, but is not amenable to comparisons. The I titer 
method measures subjective feelings and reactions to their quality of life either by 
rudimantary scaling of reactions or by the classification of choices between altema:!ves 
(Meiler et al. , 1987:7-8). Such indicators may measure very specific aspects of people's 
lives which are relevant to welfare (personal relationships, status or work satisf Pction) or 
more general experiences of life (participation in dt> Jsion-making or freedom of choice). 
(iv) Public mood opinion polling. These are similar to the subjectivp indicators just 
mentioned, except that the issues chosen for measurement are extremely general: how 
satisfied are people with life at present/with the economic situation/with the public 
service, etc. (Meller et al., 1987:10). 
The above range of indicators reflects the multifaceted nature of welfare, though they are 
seldom (if ever) all us1td in a single study. The data requirements would be vast and date would 
be impractical to collect <1nd interpret. Consoquently, social scientists usually only attempt to 
study a particular aspect of welfare, such as income or nutrition. To a certain exte11t then, 'what" 





1s being :,;tud1ed tends to determine 'how' rts impact on welrare is measured. This is also true or 
the relat10'lsh1p between domestic energy consum:,,iott and household welfare. 
One of the aims of this study Is to emphasise the diverse nature of the relat10nship between 
energy use and household welfare. Therefore indicators of many different aspects of energy 
use are used, since each emphasises a differe;it dimension of how domestic ensrgy 
consumption affects welfare. The choice of indicators is largely determined by what is 
discussed at particular points in the study and by what has been reported in the lrterature. 
Minimal original data collect10n o~ measurement was undertaken, since. as noted earlier, the 
;>urpose of this study is to dr:iw information from existing studies together to create an overall 
view of what has been learnt so far. 
In some cases the format in whic.'l the information was presented in some sources has been 
altered or manipulated in order to facilitate comparison with data from other sources. These 
changes are d9scribed where relevant. Nevertheless, a few points in this regard warrant 
discussion now. First~/. the economic indicators generally only take data on commercialised 
energy sources into consideration. This may not be a problem If the households being studied 
are completely reliant on such energy sources, but this is rarely the case in a developing 
country. Indeed, in many areas non-commercial energy sources are so important that to 
exclude them would lead to erroneous conclusions. It is possible to postulate various shadow 
pncing p ncedures that could be used to 'monetise' these energy sources. However, the results 
of such procedures would tend to be sensitive to the assumptions on which they are based. No 
energy studies that use shadow pricing could be found. The rear.or for this may be that it Is 
easier and more certain to measure and compare the physical quantities of energy derived from 
different energy sources. The economic indicators are, nevertheless, useful measures of the 
impact energy use has on those dimensions of household welfare that are linked to Income, 
expenditure and relative prices. In addition, other Indicators are used to measure the cost of 
non-commercial fuels, e.g. the time spent collecting them or the distance walked to fetch ttlem. 
Secondly, data on the physical amounts of energy sources consumed by households r.;r per 
capita are only comparable if the units of mea:;ure are measuring the same thing. So kilograms 
of fuelwood and coal are not comparable unless manipulated into a common measure such as 
coal equivalents, oil equivalents, kilowatt hours or calorific values (see Foley, 1981:312-313). 
Most South African studies use calorific content or energy output of the different energy sources 
to generate data on nett energy consumpt10n (see table 4.1 ). Such dalu are comparable, but still 
do not necessarily give an accurate indication of tha relative contribution each energy source 
makes to welfare. For this purpose the relative amounts of u ,;eful energy derived from each 
energy source are calculated using data on the energy-use efficiency of e&eh (see table 4.2). 
Useful energy consumption is used as the main unit of comparison in this study. 
- . . ,,-• 
~ . ~'· . ... .. . ~--- - - - - - -
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The third point concerns the spec1f1C8l10n of an energy poverty line. Any poverty line, whether 
measuring income. ~ nsumption, m 'rition or energy use may be thought of as comprising two 
elements: an amount of whatever 1s being measured that is essential to sustain life, and a 
furthar amount that may be regarded necessary to participate in the everyday life of society 
The first amount is objectively determinable, being based on the physiologic:21 needs of people, 
both at particular points in time and averaged over longer periods. The second amount is far 
more subjective. It will vary from community to community depending on what each one regards 
to be an acceptable minimum level of contumption (World Bank, 1990·26-27). Few studies 
have considered what represents an adequate level of domestic energy consumption. Cecelski 
et al (1979·32-33) refer to som. that suggest 9-12 GJ (gigajoules) per year as the amount 
needed for the "minimum provision of food arid shetter", and others that estimate <43 GJ per year 
to be the "minimum requirement for a satidactory life". They note that the former probably 
underestimates needs for those areas that require some space heating. These estimates are 
not very useful in this context, since it was not possible to find the original studies from which 
they wore taken. Nevertheless, data on nett energy consumption per capita in most of the 
studies referred to here are of the same order of magnitude es the lower of the above estimates, 
i.e. 9-12 GJ. The types of fuels used and patterns of energy use reported in many of these 
studies suggest that these levels of energy use are low. Therefore, in the absence of further 
information the energy poverty line for domestic nett energy consJmption is assumed to be 10 
GJ per capita per year. By similar reasoning, it is assumed that the energy poverty line for 
useful domestic energy consumption is 1.5 GJ per capita per year. This suggests an average 
enargy-use efficiency of about 30%, which does not appear unreasonable in the light of the 
information given in table 4.2. It is important to note that households with energy consumption 
levels close to these poverty lines would, under normal circumstanc.es, be consuming more 
energy than is 'essential to sustain life', but they would nevertheless be consuming less than 
what society generally considers sufficient. Indeed, the amount of energy essential to sustain 
life is almost totally time dependent end should not t:-e described es an average value over a 
year, e.g. if households require energy to keep warm on a winter's night their need is immediate 
and absolute. This means that even if a households' average le·,el of energy consumption is 
well above the poverty line, it is still at risk of a fatal shortfall in energy at a particular point in 
time. Obviously households with very low levals of energy consumption ere more at ril>l(. 
Further confirmation for the choice of the above poverty lines is given by the fact that they are 
about 10% greater than the average levels of energy consumption calculated for households in 
the rural areas of what was formerly Bophuthatswana. Eberhard and Dickson (1991 :34-35 and 
90) describe these household energy consumption lovels as "unsatisfactory". Fu :udy of 
what constitutes an adequate level of energy consumption under a variety of South African 
conditions is definitely needed. 
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Fourthly, although this -:tudy focuses on household welfare. much of the data are presented in 
per capita terms Tne reason for this 1s that per capita data eliminates distortiOns caused by 
differences n household size which may vary by a factor of three between communities 
Household data are used where useful. It should also be remembered that the marginal 
increase in energy consumpt10n tends to decline as household size increases, since the energy 
demand for uses such as space heating, cooking, lighting and entertainment Is only weakly 
correlated to the number of people in the household, i.e. there are domestic energy economies 
of scale .• 
Fifthly, and lastly. it should be noted that the measurement of and reporting on objective and 
sub;ectr.1e ir1dicators are skewed towards the former. The reason for this is that data on 
obJectiVe lndlCDlors are more ea:;ity come by. The v,ew that these indicators are 'more scient;flc' 
than subjective one:. also probab~ plays a role. Such a view is based on a narrow materialistic 
1nterpretati0n of welfare and must therefore be rejected as erroneous. The subjective, non-
malarial dimensiOns of welfare are •s importa,1t and it is to be hoped that this will be recognised 
1n future energy stud;es In the meantime this study can only reflect the imbalance and point to 
areas where appropriate subjerlive indicators are needed 
1.3 Environmental conservation and community developm,mt 
The aim of this sectiOn 1s to examine the integrateJ nature of the relationship between the 
environment end household welfare. Section 1 3 1 elaborates on asp-,cts of the 'integrated 
approach'; section 1.3.2 discusses the links that exist between the 3nvironment and households: 
and section 1. 3 3 argues that it i~ difficult to say which links are important, but notes that there 
are three levels l,t which domestic energy use is linked to the environment. 
1.3.1 The integrated approa-.·h 
Th9 integrated 11pproach is based o~ the view that tho environment and household welfare are 
inseparable or they are interdependent. This view is based on the axiom that people's existence 
and qualit) of life are inextricably integrated with the existence and quality of the natural 
environment 
Obv10us as this may b&, the tendency In the past was :o treat community development and 
anvironmental conservation separately. Either the one or the other served as a focus around 
which research was conducted, conclusions drawn and pol!cy recommendations made. This 
fragmented approach gave rise to the impression that the objectives of development and 
conservation were diametrically opposed to each other. In a nutshell the impression was: 
davelopment exploited the environment; conservation limited the opportunities for development. 
Example~ that appear to confirm these statements are common: the destruction of rain forests 
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to provide ranching land or nee paddies , the d1sruphon of nver ecosystems by tt:e construct10n 
of dams, expenditures on pollut10n measures limrting a company's capacity to expand, and the 
removal of communiltas from land set aside for conservat10n - to mention just a few. 
Desprte appearances. the idea that development and con3ervati0n conflict 1s only superfic1&lly 
true The 1mpress10n can be delJunked by examining the underlying motives of each Starting 
wrth development: dunng the past forty years the approach to development has undergone 
some changes, from economic growth it progressed to employment creat10n, then to the 
alleviat10n of inequalitv, more recently to the sallsfact10n of basic needs and most recently the 
actrve pa1t~pahon of people in development processes tt\at are sustainable. Thro6ghout these 
changes. however, the motrve remalned the same, indeed each successrve approach has been 
more finely tuned to the ~tive, namtitly. "to give every.me the opportunity to Irv• a rull life" 
(Streeten, 1979:?.R-31) The approach to conservation has undergone similar changH, but 
gain the motrve has remained constant: to CGnserve the natural environment because of the 
matenal, cuHural, inlellectual and aesthetic benefits people derive from rt (Green, 1985:8-11) 
VVhlle tt\ese motrves may appear c ifferent, there 1s actually little to distinguish them from eBCl"I 
other. They are equa.ty anthropocentric, uttlitarian and materiahstic. In fact, they can be 
reformulated into a common motrve: to maintain and improve people's quality of life. Given the 
broad nature of this obiectrve, rt 1s hardly ~urpnsing thl'lt there are different ways of trying to 
achieve it It would, therefore. be more .ccurate to d1tplct the apparent conflict between 
development and conservat10n as a disagreement over the approach or method to be used to 
enhance people's quality of life VVhich is the be1'ter approach will differ wtth circumstances and 
in many instances "economy and ecology wtlt have to merge" in the d&cision making process 
(Brundtland. 1987 :x) . 
The integrated approach treats the natural and human environments as integral parts of a whole 
and so creates a framework for l'5S"'l~ing developmental and environmental problems. 
However, simply analysing them :>n the same terms will not reso~e all conflicts of approach or 
cause the trade-offs inherert in all d1 -ci:sions to disappear. VVhat it will do is foster rational, 
innovative and b1.1lanced decision ma.·mg that takes cognisance of the integrated nature of 
problems as well as of their short anc1 long term implications Policies that involve trade-offs are 
1nev1table. but rt 1s important that the choices that are made do not impair development and 
conservation prospects in the long te.m. 
The integrated approach is well suited to c.Jealing W1th the issues that characterise the field of 
domestic energy use. Firstly, the integrated approoch provides a rational framework for dealing 
With tho l•'lks between people and the env1ronrnent. Such links are readily identifiable and 
si11n:fi.:am tn the field of .', mastic energy use Secondly, the integrated approach has a long 
term ori'intation which 1s des,~ble tn a field replete with instances where short term gains in the 
. . . 
. ' ' 
. " . ~ -
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quahty of life may be made at the nsk of 11,~urring long term Jo:.::es. Thirdly lt,a integ1ated 
approach pro;;ides a paradigm where the objective is to enhance people's quality c.f life so that 
any 1nformat10n on proposed development and conservation pohci:>s is a:;sessed on the sa'l'le 
term:. with the aim of id&nt1fying an innovative. harmonisad and bala--iccd sal of policies. Su,,, 
an approach is desperately needed in the energy field. where developme, .t and conservalio,, 
policies often seem to be pulling in different diroctions ins•esd of compf\lmenting each other. 
1.3.2 Unka betwe,,n the envlronmen• and houasholda 
Simply to state th9t human and environmontal welfare re mtegratftd is not suff,cient to makg it 
so Therefor::i some institnces to substanli1. te the daim are examined here, along with a number 
of other relevant points 
tr this study the term environment ,~ restricted to the meaning it bears lo popular usage: to refer 
to the air, water and soil, plants and animals, habitat~ and ecosystems: the objects that the 
environment "environs" are peopt.- (Hawley, 1986: 11 ), am1 the retchonship betweon the 
environment and people is handled within the economic frar.,e of refe1t,nce. T~is implies (a) th'II 
people are the measure of value both in the definition of the environment and in th evaluation 
of environmental changes, end (b) that the environment is treated as a kind of :-,..t,,131 asset 01 
non-reproducible good from wnk::h people (households) derive various economically vatuab .. t 
direct and indirect services. Four classes of such services exist: the provision of basic needs, 
the satisfaction of other needs, the di:.posal of wastes and a~nity services (Fre~man et al. 
1S73:20) These are now elaborated upon to illustrate how households benefit from th11 
environment and how their actions in tum affect the environment. 
The first and most important class of services involves the support of human life. The 
environment provides a habitat for people. People depend on the environment for those things 
that sustain tham: air, water, fooo, shelter, clothes and energy. To 'delink' people from the 
environment would be like cutting the umbilical cord that links a foetus lo its mother. The result 
't.Juld be a cessation of human life. The ,;econd class of services is closely related to thf'I first, 
but has more to do with the production of non-essential goods and services that enhance 
people's welfaro by simplifying tasks, and by providing services and opportunities over and 
above those required to satisff basic needs. The environment serves as a source of material 
inputs or resources for the ;.;onomy. The aim of all prir'lary activities - mining, forestry, fishing 
and agriculture - is to mobilise these resources for people to use either as they are or in 
secondary production processes The third class of services that the environrrent performs is 
the removal, storage or assimilation of the residuals generated as by-prooucts to human life and 
economic activity Na1ura1 environmental processes such as wirid, rain and gravity remove 
wastes to harmless areas, or disperse them into harmless concentrations. Chemical processes 
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nd bt0logical actt0n transform wastes into harmless and sometimes useful substances. The 
fourth class of services r the so called amenrty services BeAullful, pet~ful and clean 
em11ronmental surroundings provide opportunities for recreat10nal activity, aestnellc enjr •ment 
and cuhural expenences, allot which contnbute positively to people's welfare. 
So far only the welfare enhancing effects of utilising environmental services have been referred 
to This is not the completo picture, there is also a reverse side The environment is a limited 
caprtal resource, so use of a particular service usually reduces the size and quality of the 
resource which impairs the qualrty and sup~ly both of that same service and of the other classes 
of services This 1s particularly relevant to the second arid third classes of services mentioned 
above, 1 e the environment 1s the source of raw ~tenals, but the extraction of non-renewable 
resources leads to a decline in the stock of these resources and, depending on the method of 
extracttOO, may reduce the environment's capacity to supply hfe support and amenity services 
The ut1lisat10n of renewable sources tends to have less of an impact, but even here the method 
of collecting and wrthdraw1ng the material is important. Where potentially renewable resouices 
hke sod, water. fish and forests IV8 overutillsed (i e . harvested faster than stocks can be 
regent:raled), the future supply of these materials is jeopardised and the quality of the 
environment reduced 
The waste disposal s,3rvlces under normal circumstances maintain the quality of th9 
environment. These services are renewable in some instances and strictly non-renewable in 
ethers. In the former instances renewable chemical and biological processes transform or break 
down potentially harmful wastes into harmless subs:ances. 1 ho:.a proceises usually operate 
effectively up to a certain threshold levnl but if this i~ exceeded their renewable nature may be 
jeopardised and they may evon cease to op~rato. In the latter instances the environment is a 
place where harmful wastes that do not decompose or become less harmful over time continue 
to exist. Thay are eithar dispersed throughout the environment at concentrations too low to be 
harmful or 'isolated' in 'dump sites'. 
Where more wastes are d11mped in!o the environment than can either be effectively neutralised 
or effectively dispersed/isolated, not only is the environment's capacity to deal with waste 
reduced, but also its capacity to supply other services. The life support services may be 
impaired by the release of toxic wastes and by wastes affecting the quality and supply of clean 
air and water. The supply of materials, partlcular1y forestry, agricultural and aquati:: products, 
may also be affected, as well as the quality of the amenity services available to peop,le to enjoy. 
Other negative !mpacts arise because some environmental processes, especially food chains, 
cause certain wastes to re-accumulate into harmful concentrations, and others, such as the 






How i• domeatJc energy u .. linlcftd to th• •nvironmvnt? 
Peoplo need energy, which ,s only available from Iha environment The ,esult 1s a hnk between 
the environment and households that Is essential for the support of hllman life. On a ma;;ro 
scale energy stocks are in no danger of being depleted, but on a micro scale access to or the 
ava1lab1lity of energy resources Is restricted by factors such as low incomes. local resource 
deplet10n and shortcomings in energy policies As a result many houset-olds experience energy 
poverty. Under normal circumstances the use of energy to satisfy ba!ic needs will only have 
limited detnmental effects on the environment. effects that are wall within rts capacity to 
neutralise. However, in regions particularly deni:lely populatt.d resource poor one, - where the 
demand for energy exceeds the available supply, severe damage may be done to the 
environment. 
In addition to using energy to meet a basic need, many households use it to meet other 
neods/des1res. The link that this creates between households and the environment is or a 
different order to the one just described. In this instance the environment serves as a source of 
energy inputs or res01.,rces that are used to produce goods nd services over and above those 
necessary to satisfy basic needs The vast amount of energy being used for these purposes 
means that not only are energy resources bem~ depleted, but also that the environment 1s being 
affected by the processes whereby extensive quantities of petroleum. coal, natural gas, 
uranium, hydro energy, etc re extracied, conveyed and converted into useful fonns of energy 
Admittsdly mo,t of these impacts cannot be ascribed solely to the use of energy for household 
purposes, as is discussed IYter. 
Tho wastes generated as by products in the production/ consumption of energy also link 
households to the environment VVhere small amounts of fuel are consumed at dispersed 
points, as for example in rural households, the resuHing stream of waste is easily neutralised by 
natural processos anu the environment is ten largely unaffected. How l\ler, where large 
amounts of fuel, especially coal or oil, are processed or bumt at a sln(.11e polr,' (:'l power station 
or a refinery) or at points close togethe (urban households), the resuning si~an, o' v . .-., <1 ·r.ay 
exceed the nv1ronment's capacity t 1ore, disperse or assi1 ,,,ate it effecth/11ly i 'ltl ir, p~ that 
undlspersecJ. unassimllatec:! waste has on e11vlronmental quality may o1ary from mild to 
devastating depending on the type of waste, its concentration and the limo :or which it remains 
so. A decline In environmental quality impairs the supply of envlronment::al life support services, 
which may Ir. tum affect peoples heanh, causing anything from discomfort or imtation to chronic 
illnAss, paralysis and cases of poisoning or total braakdown, even death People's health forms 
a direct link between household welfare and the quality of the environment, therefore it is 
discussed along with the othor rnvironmental impacts of energ)' use in chapter 5 
-~-- - -~ ~ -
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1 he dumping or waste also impairs the environment's capacity to supply amenity s~rvices which 
in tum reduces hou:ehold welfare Even though this particular hnk can only be subj~ivety 
perceived. 11 exists and Is !mportan . 
Lastly, ways of controlling and r~qulallng waste streams represent yet another hnk between 
households and tho enwonment. 
As noted above. Chapter 5 examines the impac~~ of different patterns of energy produdion and 
use on tho neiural environment. as well as the scoptt for conserving energy Therefore most of 
these hnks are discussed in greater detail there. 
1.3.3 Which link• are imporu.nt? 
The prev10us section noted some of the links between household welfare ar,j the environment. 
In order to simplify the discussion it would be convf'nient to be able to isolate an~ concentrate 
on the 'more Important' hnks. but as the followin!J example demoostrates, it is not a~~s clear 
which links are important and which not. In the rural .. reas of the former Transkel fuelw\."'>d 
consumption is bout 650 kg per person per year. It Is .... limated that by the year 2000 
Transkei's rural population w1U number about 3.« million. which means that the demand for 
fuetwood would be In the order of 2 236 000 tonne per year. The sustainable supply of 
fuetwood in the year 2000 Is estimated at 875 000 tonne per year. which means that each year 
there \\1II be a deficit of 1 361 000 tonne (Aror. et JJI . 1989.10 & 29) If y,e assume that each 
tree yields 125 kg ot fuetwood, then each person need cut down only 5 trees per year. 
However. during the course of the year more than 10 000 000 more trees than the sustainable 
yield wlll then be cut down. VVhile 5 trees may not seem to matter. 10 000 000 trees In an area 
as small ai lhe Transkei do matter. 
• 
Similar examples where sa11mingly lnslg;,ifl("'-lnt .,.1: . • Innumerable households con1Nne to 
produce major impacts on the environm. 1.. 10 u;·, 1 ,:,"· Does this make all domestic adiom: 
involving energy use important? And i' s v :, n of these important actions should be 
addressed first in order to ameliorate hous•t,olJs' negative impacts on the en:;ironment mo!t 
effectively? In casos Involving k.,.,;alised em11ronmentu1 impacts both, causal and quantitative 
links are usually easily determined and as a result the appropriate method of reducing the 
impact may be identified as well For instance, nearly all the indoor pollution in a particular 
household may originate from the open hearth. so appropriate methods of reducing the pollut10n 
may involve IncreasIng ventilation, installing a wood stove wilt, a Chimney or changing to a 
cleaner fuel. In cases involving environmental impacts such as global warming, desertification, 
or city level air pollut10n, it is more difficult to determine 'how much' of a particular impact is 






ii 1s also d1ffteutt to specify appropriate measures at tho household level for reducing such 
impacts 
Another d1mens10n of this problem anses where threshold levels are exceeded Under normal 
circumstances low levels of pollution are tolerable in the sense that they do not Impair the 
environment's lite support service t;;- any great extent. However, should the concentration of any 
pollutants exceed a parttCular level (the threshol~ level), the environment's capacity to absorb, 
disperse or otherwise neutrahse them may be Impaired and its capacity to support life may break 
down. Such a breakdown usually oc.curs very rapidly ana the consequences may bfl disastrous 
A question that might be asked is. Did domestic energy use contribute to the base amount that 
would represent acceptable waste discharge or to the critical amount that caused the threshold 
level to be exceeded? A simple answer is not possible since in most cases discharges are 
cumulative. Nevertheless, it could be argued that dol'1",estic uses of energy can be divided into 
those that are essential, in the sense that they fulfil some basic need, and those that are non-
essential The wastes ans1ng from essential uses could lhe'n be regarded as acceptable and 
reasonable, contnbullng only to the base level of discharges, whereas the wastes from non-
essential uses would always be regarded as contributing to the critical amount. This approach is 
already apphod when direct controls are usod to limit the u:;e of private vehicles and open fires 
dunng pollution crisell in large cities (Baumol and Oates, 1988: 1~◄). Despite its logic, it is still 
only a partial answer, since often simple measures can signiftCantly reduce the effect even 
essential uses of energy have on the environment. 
Instead of trying to identify the 'more Important' links, it may be more meaningful to single out 
those links whose impact on the environmont is excessive in the sense that it could Aasily be 
amehorated or prevented without much effort or cost. So the impact that an inefftclent hearth 
fire and an inefficient power station have on the environment would be regarded in the same 
light if the amount of effort and cost of amelicratinn the impact is proportionally the same for 
each In other words, the marginal social benefit of each Rand spent on conservation or 
polltJtion control must be equal across all activities. This study does not venture into the field of 
calculating marginal CtJsts and benefits, but the principle informs the discussion in the following 
chapters 
Even 1f efforts to Identify the more Important links are not altogether successful, there is 
something to be gained from distinguishing between macro, Intermediate and micro level 
impacts - obv10usly keeping in mind the point that small impacts often add up to create larger 
impacts. Starting at the small end; micro level impacts refer mainly to the very localised effects 
domestic energy use has on the e'lvironment both in or around the dwelling or area of use, and 
at the places where the energy resource is taken rrom the environment, refined and distributed 
The impacts close to the dwelling are easily linked to the specific household's pattern of energy 
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use and include indoor pollution, localised smoke pollution, a point for depositing waste (ash) 
and a loss of local amenity services Other micro impacts include localised habitat destruction 
from m1n1ng operations, the cutting down of trees and the erection of power lines, local pollution 
~rom a mine, power station or refinery, with a loss of amenity as well. and a loss of nutrient, tf 
crop wastes and dung are used al:! fuels Generally these Impacts may be linked to particular 
activities such as mining, cutting down trees refining oil or generating and distributing electncity 
How,ver, to link them to the energy consumption of individual households is often difficult, since 
t\, ,r separate imp8C4s are not readily identifiable Nevertheless the impact of all households 
together 1s usually obvious. 
The intermediate level impacts include neighbourhood, city or regional air pollution, the pollution 
of nver systems or areas of ocean. resource depletion in a particuiar region, deforestation and 
the disruption/destruction of ecosystems. These impacts are still largely geographically confined, 
and so can be ltnked to the energy consumption patterns of households within specific areas. 
For instance. air pollut10n in Soweto ~nnot be blamed on the residents of KwaMashu. 
Sometimes. howevar. an environmental impact in one area may be causally linked with 
households outside that area For instance, all the hou::eholds, whether in Pietersburg or Cape 
Town. that receive electricity from Lethaba. Kendal, Duvha and Komati f)'JW8r stations are 
directly responsible for a proportion of the air pollution in the Witbank area. tt should also be 
noted that if these power stations were more evenly distnbuted across the country, they would 
most probably only contribute to base level pollution in different localities, instead of to the 
critical levels which cause the pollut on problems in and around Witbank. 
The macro level impacts cover the larger inter-regional and global environmental problems 
These include global warming, acid rain, ozone depletion, desertification, ocean pollution. toxic 
waste build-up and the loss of biological diversity. n,e individual household's contribution to 
these impacts Is so small as to appear 1nsignif1Cant. Even the contribution of the entire domestic 
sector in South Africa is not very great. Yet it is with these Impacts In mind that the example at 
the beginning of this section was given. An inurvidual household's use of energy Is usually 
linked to these problems and although its contribution may ba minuscule, it Is nevertheless 
important. The m;c;ro level impacts combine to produce intermediate Impacts, and all Impacts 
combine to form macro impacts Indeed it is with reference to the micro origins of the macro 
problems that the maxim 'think globally, act locally' was coined within the environmental 
movement. By addressing the small impacts, the larger impacts are also ameliorated. 
In the following chapters reference is made to these levels of linkage between domestic energy 
use and the environment. but they do not necessanly form a framework for the discussion. 
. . 




THE DOMESTIC ENERGY TRANSITION PROCESS 
Study of the domestic energy transrtion process in South Africa has thus far focused on 
desc:1bing the process end on Identifying and analysing which societal factors influence rt. The 
eIm of tt.is chapter Is to discuss venous aspects of the liomestic energy transition process in 
order to set the sc11ne for the rest of the study Section 2.1 defines and discusses the concept 
of energy tmnsrtion; section '/ 2 investigates the modernisation appro&ch to analysing a process 
of social chfmge such as tho domestic energy transition process: section 2.3 describes and 
d1scussos different wets of conceptua:ising and representing the domestic energy transition 
process: and, lastly, sect10n 2., present! a possible framework fOf compansons. 
t.1 Definition of the domestic energy tranaltion process 
E !lergy transition has been depicted as "the process wheruby the consumption patterns of fuels 
used by a poJ11lation change over h"li • (Viljoen, 1990 1). 
The ro,lowing points may be Ii' ds co;,r ammg this defin:tion: 
(i) 1 he cha;ige 1r. e:,ergf ccnsurr.p1100 refers to two tendencies: first. tne way one fuel 
repkk.es noth ; ·,,er tIml f' i d, i.acond, the increase in energy consumption over time. 
(II} The l<Jnn 'fuels cuvar:. ,1ot on!y ttl 'l conventional fuels such as fuelwood, coal, paraffin, 
gas and l)lecir.city but also includ•s energy sources such as dung, crop residues. 
biogas. s-:iI.tI onergy v.md enercy. hydro-energy and geothermal energy. Even 
measures to increa:.e erergy efftelenr.y are relevant. Indeed, it would be mora accurate 
to speak o! energy H:•urces rather than of fuels. 
(iii) The time period over which the enc,rgy transltl!'o takes pl&Qt 1, long. decades rather than 
years. This distinguist-ies the transition process from ~hcitt •en-- JI su' ~ti1ul101'1 that 
(iv) 
occurs with :;easonal and other temporary changes. 
The definitic:•n does not spec!fy the causes or the p, 
may var:y a:ross 30Clet~s. regions, sectors of t"e !-
across time. 
,y tr ..1nsit10n. These 
.J the economy and 
Doppegieter et a/ (1991.45) note that the er.argy transition is often described in terms of a 
switch from: 
non-commercial to comme!Qal forms of energy; 
tretirtional to non-traditional forms of energy, 
conventional to non-conventional forms of energy. 
VVhl!e the switch from one of the above categories of energy to another may be in line with the 
above definition, the classificat10n or the dirferent ca!egories is not unproblematic. For instance, 
• • ' 1 
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fuetwood is normally classified as non-commercial although much of rt is sold; the definition of 
what 1s tradrtional or non-traditional vttries wrth social and geographical factors, as well as over 
time. The same argument applies to conventional or non-conventional energy sources (Cecelski 
et al , 1979:9) In ddd;tion, describing the energy transrtion process in terms of these categories 
places the focus on the changing characteristics of the energy source used, rather than on the 
actual switch from one energy soured to another. It is the shifts that are important here, so the 
above categorisations will be used sparingly. 
Sassim (1980:116-117) identifies yet another way of characterising energy transition (at the 
global level), which is depicted below. 
. 
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Figure 2.1: The global energy transition 
As population increased and industrialisation progressed In developed countries, local 
renewable ener~y resources such as wood were replaced by exhaustible energy resources such 
as coal and oil. As these resources are depleted and, one might add, as environmental concern 
grows, Sassim (1980: 117) predicts a tran!.ition to sustainable energy resources, which ha says 
includes !)reeder reactors, direct solar power and fusion power. \/Vhile the switch from 
renewable energy resources to exhaustihle energy resources and, finally, to sustainable energy 
resources may be in line with the above definition of energy transition, the fo,;us Is again on the 
changing characteristics of the energy sources used rather than on the switches from one 
energy source to another. 
The usual progressior. of the transition process is assumed to be from wood to paraffin/coal, to 
gas and, finally, to electncity. As we shall see, this representation Is too simplistic. The actual 
process of energy transition usually entails a gradual repldcement of one energy source by 
. . . 






another At any one time a vanety of fuels may be used simultaneously, although one will 
usually predominate during the different ,>hases of the transrt10n process. 
For pr£1sent purposes Vll1oen's definit.on 1s too broad tt covers all energy consumed by a 
populllt10n irrespective of whether that energy is used in the domestic, transport, productive or 
servlC8 sectors. No doubt an energy transition at this macro-level can be identified (consisting 
of the weighted sum of the energy transit10ns occurring in each sector), but that is not the focus 
ot this study. The focus here Is on the energy transit10n in a specific sector - the domestic 
sector. 
The following definit10n is certainly not the last word in this regard, but it makes provision for the 
points made about the prev10Us definition and takes the narrowar focus of this study into 
account: 
Th• rlomeffJc energy tran.itlon la the proc... whes-.by th• energy eourc.. and the 
quan;Jty of energy UNd by• population for domeatJc pur~ change ovw the long run. 
Again the following points are pertinent: 
(i) The transition process is expli<'.it~ divided into two components: changos in energy 
sources used and changes in the quantity of energy used. 
(ii) The 'domestic: purposes' referred to include cookln!J, heating water, space 
warming/cooling, lighting, house Cleaning and home entertainment. i.e. all energy uses 
that take place in the home environment, but excluding transportation and home 
enterprises. 
(iii) The 'long run' 1s used to distinguish the process of energy transit10n from the temporar/, 
reversible process of fual substitution. !'. :~ used to indicate the transition is permanent. 
rather than slow. In some cases the transition may be rapid, as with electrification. 
2.2 Moderniutior theories and the domestic energy transition process 
Many definitions of modernisation exist. Most Incorporate the ideas that It is "a type of social 
change which is .. progressive in its effect" (Tipps quoted in Senekal, 1980:21). \/Vhat is meant 
by "progressive ' is seldom speclfled. Senekal (1980.21) suggests that rt refers to a shift 
whereby the social system develops another level of existence that represents a real and/or 
perceived improvement on the previous level of existence. According to Berger and Godsell 
(1988:289) the new level of existence would appear to be an 1ncreasicgly rational, technological 
mode of living. Study of the process of rrlOdemisation has lead to the development of various 
socK>-eCOnomic theories of rrl0demisat10n No attempt 1s made to delve in depth into the pros 
and cons of these different theones, nor 1s attent10n given to the tem11nolo;iic:al debates 
, . 




prevalent in this field of social analvs1s This sect10n aims to show how the different theories of 
modem1sat10n can assist our understanding of the domestic energv tra'lslt10n process. 
The domestic energy transition process 1s wic!ely regarded as a subcomponent of the broader 
proces:.es moving societies from the tradltional to the modem form. Indeed, the traditional-
modem dichotomy that characterises the modemisat10n pe~spectille is current m almost all 
discussions of domestic energy use. The aim of this section 1s to ex.amine briefly how the 
domestic energy trc1ns1tion process can be treated in the light of the modernisation app:uach to 
the study of social change. 
Common to all modem1sat10n theories 1s the undert,,ing belief that because \lf the diffus10n of 
Western or 'modem' economtc/\echnological/polltlcal instrtut10ns, processes, standards and 
norms. and because of the need for compat1b1hty Within social structures, developing s0e1et1e~ 
wlll gradually take on the charactenstics of developecl ones (Blumer. 1990:22). In other words. it 
1s assumed that trad1t10nal societies will convorge to the model of modem SOCl8ttes (Jaffee. 
1990:34) 
Exactly how the diffusion takes place is uncertain. The earher modernisation theories suggest 
that "pictures of the future" are the moving factors (Lerner, 1968:387). Every more developed 
nation transmits pldures of itself to less developed societies. which receive them and decide 
which of them constitute the preferred picture of its own future Once a particular picture has 
been accepted It begins to influence policy planning. Efforts are made lo plan the transfer of 
'modsm' ch!'racteristic.s into the less developed societies so os to replicate the picture. The 
model on which such change is based is thus exogenous to the society In which the change 
occurs. 
This picture effect is similar t:> what is referred to in development literature 83 the demonstration 
effect, which describes the process whereby less developed countries end88\/0Ur to emulate the 
policies or patterns of development pursued by more developed countries in the hopes of 
replicating the 'success' the latter experience. 
The widespread failure of transitional s0e1eties to a~. modem institutions and practices 
successfully has lead to the view that modernisation operates most ohectillely throu~h the 
transformation of institutions or society m general in response to internally generated demands 
At the very basic level tl,is transformation is only possible if individuals undergo a "change of 
heart" - a very complex. intangible process whereby people from traditional societies adopt an 
"emp<>•tietic style of life" (Lerner, 1968:388; Jaffee, 1990:29). Empathy is the psychic 
mecha111s111 ti,~ enables people to imagine themselves in situations other than their own -
usually those that <tre 'worse off. In th~ modernisation context there is a 'role reversal' in that 
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people in trad1t1onal s1.1c1elles 1mdgine themselves in the positions of people in modem ones. i.e. 
those that are bettar off 
The spread of empathy w1thtn societies has not been explained. but it is clear that it is often 
rostncted by stn '"'ural constraints 1n tha form of soci<.tl organisations and the distribution of 
material resources: ind1v1duals' capacity to exercise a free will may be constrained by their socio-
economic position (Jaffee. 1990 14). Ne11ertheless, Lerner (1968:391) argues that tt,ere has 
be1Jn a spread of ernpathy globally which has diffused new demands fo, well-being among 
peop1& who had nevF.lr been exposed to the idea that well-being was theirs to demand. He says 
that in order to meet these new demands societies need to undergo comprehensive changes 
which will enable tt-em t.:> >perate more effteiently. 
irrespective of how the diffusion of 'modem' institutions. practices. st~ndards and norms occurs, 
all theories of modernisation emphasise the f,riportance of structural compatibility. The focus of 
this ,dee •~ on the nature of the relationships of the various parts of society with each other and 
with the systemic whole Parsons, whan referring to these relationships, uses the term 
'imperatives of compatibility between structures". Imperatives of compat:bility are "those whk.h 
hmit the range of coexistence of structural elements in the same society, in such a way that, 
g1\ 1n vne structural elament ... [the otner] which goes with it must fall within certain specifidble 
i.n .. ,s" (quoted in Hoogvelt, 1978:52). 
The principle of structural compatibility operates along wrh tho previous two explanations, the 
oicture effect and the empathy effect or as a separate explanation relevant in all societies 
undergoing chsnge. Not only '1o~s the need for structural compr..l ,ili+y determine the direction 
of change, but it is alto central to the success or durability of th . 1..h.., 1Je (Hoogvelt, 1978:53). 
Propondnts of th,!! principle of structural compatibility argue ti,cit the i.lmple transfer of 
institutions, etc. may prove to be positively Jysfunctional if other ~er:'/, r:-~ Jociety do not adapt to 
tne new circumstancds which arise. Some theories of moderr l~ 1tion go so far as to argue that 
r.ertaift patterns of benaviour are Internally consistent to particular economic/technological 
complexes and that when such complexes are adopted, their associated behuvivur patterns 
send reverberations through the entire social, cultural and political structure of the developing 
soci'3ty (Hoogvelt, 1978:56). So. for inst1:1nce, If the norm of profitability is applied to all 
resoun .. es tlie mstilut1ons. social structures and paltG1ni. of behaviour will need to change to 
"Jlow resources (land. lat•our anti _pi,al) to mo..-e from less productivCI to more productive us&: 
Modernisation theories :;eem to offer a useful framework for analysing the domestic energy 
transition process From the above di3cuss1on it appears that ther'1 are at least thr , .. wa~s of 
expla1n1ny why househ Ins shift their energy consumptior. towards more 'modern lue,s. namely 




The picture effect explains the domestic energy transition as the process of change that occurs 
when less developed or tradrt1onal households try to emulate developed household's pettems of 
energy consumption by adopting more modern fuels. The 'modem' models or pictures of energy 
consumption to which the less developed households respond/aspire are tran-;mitted/received 
via chanl"els such as the media, advertising, migrar,t labour. education and normal contact with 
urban centres. The most important channel is probably the employment of domestic workers in 
households that have access to gas and electricity. These workers, in the course c ,.1eir work, 
become fully acquainted with the convenience, cleanlinsss and adoµtahility of gas and electricity 
in the domestic situation. It is therefore a small step for them to want the same services from 
ene,gy in their own households and, in time, to start adopting the more modem fuels. 
The empathy effect has a direct impact on the domestic energy transition precess by enabling 
households to imagine that their energy consumption patterns can be similar to those of more 
developed households and by giving them the confidence to demand that it should be so. This 
rejection of the status quo and the new demands (wants) it generates provides the Impetus that 
leads to the adoption of more modem fuels. The empathy effect also affects the domestic 
energy transition process indirectly by creating a demand for improved general standards of 
living. Improved living standards are only really possible if more resources are made available to 
households. One of the ways of achi&ving this is by 'upgrading' the fuels consumed by 
households. Greater use of gas 11nd electricity simplifies the delivery of resources and leads to 
greater efficiency of consumption. These chang~s should translate into better living standards. 
So imaginin1:, oneself into a different si\uation gives rise to demands for change and sets in 
motion the tren, 's that eventually lead to change. 
The principle of structural compatibility, as noted above, depicts society as consisting of many 
parts combined Into an integrated whole. This implies that changes such as the domestic 
energy transition pr1>eess may on the one hand be the product of or at least h~ affected by other 
changes in society, while on the other hand it may itself have an impact on those other changes. 
Stated differently, structural '.:Ompatibility Is relevant in analysing both the causes and 
consequences of the domesti.; energy transition process. 
With regard to causes of ihe dom&:.tic el'ergy transition process, changes in society such as 
economic growth, rising incomes. cM;,g,ng techno:ogy, increa-;ed urbanisation and rising 
education standard~ al! ten 1 to h-:we some effect. These rnlationships are examined in chapter 
3 in groater Jetail. 
As regards the conseq1Jer.ces of the domastic energy transition process. the changes in energy 
coM•1rnotion patterns may be regardlld a~ part of the ac!£'ptlv~ change in tochnology that affects 
housdholds' 11cc1:1ss to epµliances and informatir,r . tl1eir op{lortunitias fJr home enlertainment 
oncl thAir standard of livinJ generally. C11apters 5 and 6 focus on tt·,esEt relationships. 
-· . . . ' .... . . . . , 
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The thrf'e mechanisms of change identified by modernisetion theones seldom operate in 
Isolallon. Indeed rt is most probable that the domestic energ~• transition process is the product of 
the pictura &ffect, empatt:y effect and the pnnciple of st:uctuf9I compatibility operating together -
pulling and pushing energy consumption patterns in similar d1rect10ns. In the following sections, 
no express attempt is made to disentangle the separate effects of these different mechanisms. 
2.3 The energy transition process: conceptual models 
The aim of this sect.on is to present a number of conceptual models of the domestic energy 
transrtion process The first two models, namely the energy ladder and income-fuel replacemen\ 
models, deptct the relationship between the eneroy transi:ion process ar,d income. The third 
model presented is referred to ds the 'modem1satl0fl model', since it ,emph~. ,:.dS the causal 
:r>laltonship between modernisation and energy transition. The final model serves as a standard 
for the r&st of this study, hence its name: the standard model. 
' 2.3.1 Energy tranaitior. ~nd income models 
The 'energy ladder' m<Y.iel of energy transition is a highly simplified representation of the 
relationship between the type of fuel consumed by households and theu economic status 
(Ooppegieter et al, 1991:33). At the most basic level it is postulated that households will move 
up a ladder of success,vely cleaner, more efficIert and more convenient fuels as their incomes 
mcrease, This succession is depicted in figure 2.2 
Electncrty ----
Gas 
---- Paraffin ----Coal 
Fuelwood ----Dung/ crop wa_s_tr._s _ ,.. 
Figure 2.2: The energy ladder 
At the bottom of t~e energy ladder very poor households (which usually encompass traditional 
households as well) use d1•ng, crop wast~s and fuelwood. As the incomes of householt.'I rise 
they can afford to move up to the coal, paraffin and gas rungs of the ladder success,vely. At st.ill 
higher Income le11els households can reach the top of the enerpy ladder where elect:icity is the 
principal energy source 
fhe main critIcIsm cf the energy ladder model is the rigid way it links the use of specific fuel 
typas to particular levels of household Income The relat10nsh1p betweon the energy transilton 
process and mcome Is far more flexible than this The energy ladder also ig11ores the gradual 
process of fuel replacemant and the phenomenon of multiple fuel usa; both i•,tegral aspects of 
the domes!'· .,nergy trans,llon process 
• 
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A more satisfactory model of the relalionsh1p between the energy transition process and 
household income represents the consumption of different types of fuels as a series of bell-




Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage <4 Stage 5 
Rising income 
Figure 2.3: The income-fuel transition model of domestic energy transition 
The underlying ra!lonale of this 'income-fuel transition' model is the same as that for the energy 
ladder model, namely that households will consume successively cleaner, more sfficient and 
more convenient fuels as their incomes increase. However, instead of sharp changes from one 
fuel to another being associated with fixed levels of income, this model allows for gradual fuel 
transitior.s and for multiple fuel use. The impact of inCOt,,e on the choice of fu0 1s is also 
interpreted more broadly. allowing the relative prices of fuels and of appliances to b,, taken intn 
consideration. 
In the above figure it is presumed that at very low levels of income households wii only be able 
to afford non-commercial biomass fuels. In area$ where fuelwood is plentiful it w,11 be the main 
energy source. VVhere it 1s scarce and thus relativ.::ly expensive very poor fami!i1Js will be forced 
to resort to burning dung and crop ,mstes. As Income Increases, households will bo in a 
position to purchase paraffin which will be used first for lighting In home-mado 10mps and later, 
when a stove can be afforded, for coo~ing. In areas where coal ls available and cheaper than 
paraffin, households will use it instead of fuelwood or paraffin for space warming and cooking 
A further increase in income will enable households to purchase gas aprJliEmces and substitute 
pamffin with gas. In the penultimate stage electricity becomes available to households. lntt,al 
.;!1anges will include the use of electric lighting and radios. The use of eledricity for cooking and 
space warming will require further increases in income, mainly to enable the purchase of the 
appropriate appliances. The transfer to electric appliances may be delayed for quite some t,me 
whero household investment in gas appliances has been high In th9 final stage of transition 
electricity will be households' only source of fuel. 
The income-fuel transition model takes into account many of the shortcomings of the energy 
ladder, but rts focus is still very limited In fact , an implicit assu'Tlption of both the above models 
. . \ . . , . . . . __ , ,. · ~ 
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Is that other fnctors affoct1ng enr1rgy trMsrtion are held constar t. o•:! from the discussion in 
chapter 3 11 w1l1 becoma evident that in~·ome is only one of many Impo i ant factor~ 1' 9ct the 
energy transition process. A more 'encompassing' modbl Is 1herefore ne these 
other factors into account. 
2.3.2 Energy transition and the modernisation mc-1...::i 
The 'modernisation' model, developed by Viljoen (1990.1"25- ◄ Z:lJ, de!cribes the energy 
transn;"'n in tem,s of the socio-economic characteristics of popul.itions at different phases of the 
process These characteristics he summarises in a modernisation index. U11fortunatety, whon 
descnblng the model, VilJOOn does not expand on how this Index is to be derived, although l3ter 
he describes a modernis3tion index compiled lro'l" various variables that he found correlated 
fairly well to e,1ergy consumption. These variables Include the length of time urbanised, car 
o-:-merst. resldontial mobility, type of dwelling, television ownership and whether bom in an 
urban area (Viljoan, 1990:130). It is not clear whether this latter modernisation index is the 
same a,; the one referred to in the model. For lack of any indication to the contrary it is 
a~sumed that it is , 
The modernisation index i,; plotted on tho horizontal axis, while the vertical axis measures the 
budget shares of fuel:;, expressed either In terms of useful energy provided by a particular fuel 
or in terms of expenditure on a particular fuel. Another feature of the model is that it makes 
allowance for the e-ffect of urbanisation by introducing a discontinuity between the rural and 
urban components oi the energy transition process. The model Is presented below: 
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Since the transition phases 1dent1l1ed by this model are broaclly s,m,lar to tho phases 1dent,fied in 
the standard n,odel below, they are descnbed here only ver'I brieny 
The biomass dependency phase. the first phase or the transition process. ()('..Curs in isolated 
rural areas where subsistence hving predominates. In this phase domestic energy is derived 
solely from ruelwood, dung and crop wa~tes. In most are.is fuell.Vood scarcity 1s a worsening 
problem. 
• the I ural tran:-.rt1c,n phase fuelwood remrnns an lmpurtaf"t source of fuel, but due to rts scarcity 
ti becomes cnslly to collect, and so it is often cheaper, as well as more convenient, to use 
paraffin. A trans1tic.n away from fuelwood also occurs as the general well-being of a region 
improves. 
The first urb"ln trans11ton phase is unconnected to the previous phase as a result of the spatial 
relocation that accompanies rural-urban migration. For this reason this phase may also be 
referred to as the 'migration transition' Due to the extreme S<:ilrcity of ar,y form of biomass fuel 
tn many urban areas, and even more so in metropolitan areas, the new urbanites often have r:o 
option but to rely almof,, entirely on pardffin or paraffin and coal. 
The second 1.1rban tr insition phase is characterised by a falling rate of dependence on paraffin 
and greater u:;., or gas, as well as other minor fuels. These changes are seen as part or the 
search for greater convenience and amenity from appliances and fuels that accompanies the 
modernisation process. Factors underlying this stage of modernisation are access to formal 
housing, employment, education and services. The limited accoss to many of these factors 
means that many people may be trapped in this phase. 
The third urban transition phase sees the beginning of the process of electrif1Cation. The llhlft to 
electricity, due to its convenience, results in a decline in the use of paraffin, coal and gas -
although gas remains dominant. The rate of transition is largely depondent on the availability of 
electricity, i.o the rate or electrification, yet other factors such as the cost of api)lianc{ls, the 
availability of formal housing and the cost or hook-up are also important. 
In the final phase of energy transition electricity becomes the only domestic energy source or 
importance. Further chani:,es relate mainly to the quantity or electricity used. The trend Is for 
consumption to increase as households accumulate appliances and become more affluent, 
although there is also evidence of a minuscule shift to devices that use renawable resources 
such as solar heaters, especially among households in the top income group. 
On the whole the modernisation model gives a good description or the domestic energy 
trans1t1011 process Nevertheless, some general comments on it are in order: firstly, if the 
modern1sat10n indox used in the model is the same as tt:e one described in Viijoen (1990:130) 
.. ., ·.. . . 
. \ , • . 
• • 1 • .. 
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then 11 gives rise to both terminological and conceptual problems Using tt, a term 
"modernisatton" creates associations wrth a specific tradrti:>n of social analysis that attaches a 
far broader meaning to the term than Viljoen's index indicates The term ,s therefore misplaced 
or wrongly defined Wrth regards to th& compilat10n of the index rtself, it includes variables such 
as place of birth or time urbanised, that apart from being very area specific are only remotely 
connected to household energy use. It also omits some important variables of modernisation, 
e.g education In addition, the index does not make provision for the important effects that 
vanables such as fuelwood scarcity. the availability of paraffin and electricity and the price of 
appliances have on the transition process, although these are referred to In the discussion of the 
tndivrdual phases Secondly, th6 use of an Index that does not change during the course of the 
transrt10n process tends to hide the fact that in each phas~ of transrtion different factors are at 
work affecting its direction and pace Thirdly, there does not seem to be any rationale behind 
the relative 'amounts' of modernisation apport10ned to each transition phase, i.e. why do the 
phases as represented on the horizontal ax,s differ in extent? Fourthly, the budget shares of 
fuels are only a meaningful measure of the reldtive use of different fuel types.;f all fuels are 
commercialised or if equivalent prices are given to the 'free' biomass fuels. As an alternative the 
percentage shares of fuels in households' total energy budgets could be used. Lastly, the 
dynamic nature of the transition process is r.ot immediately evident from the diagram, which is 
supposed to be a representat10n of the process over time. 
2.3.3 The standard model 
The model presented be!ow is referred to as the standard model because it serves as a 
'standard' for the rest of this study and because it attempts to summarise the relationship 
between the domestic energy transition process and the economic, d3mographic, spatisl and 
temporal factors discussed in chapter 3 as completely as possible. It should be noted that 
despite the visual similarity with both the income-fuel transition model and the modernisation 
model. the variables measured by the axes of these models differ and many more causal factors 
are taken into consideration. 
• The standard model depicts the energy transition In rural and urban areas separately. The 
transition process in rural areas is divided into three phases and that in urban areas into four. 
The model slso shows how rural-urban migraticn is likely to affect the migrant household's 
energy consumption patterns. 
• 
, • 1 .. 
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In the standard model the vertical axes measure the percentage shares of fuels in tha total 
huusehold energy budget in terms of the useful energy provided by each fuel. This measure is 
regarded to be preferable to a measure based on the fuel shares of energy expenditure 
because it reduces the poss1bihty of under-representing non-commercial fuels, which are 
important sources of energy in tt-ie early stages of energy transition. Calculating useful energy 
shares 1s, however, not without problems: apart from the scarcity of data on fuel use, there 1s, 
firstly, the question of which convers10n factors should be used to calculate the potential energy 
output (or nett energy content) of different fuels and, secondly, the question of Ywhteh set of 
appliance efficiency ratings should be used to cor.vert the nett energy supplied by eac.h fuel into 
'useful energy' Various measures exist in each ca~a. The choice of measures could influence 
the relative importance of fuels at different stages of the transition process. These ;>radical 
problems are not addressed here; instead hypothetical values ars used for the purposes of 
1llustrat10n 
Time is reflected on the honzontal axis so as to emphasise the dynamic nature -,f the energy 
transition process and to provide a context in which the other factors can Interact witt, each 
other. \Nhile the passage of time certainly doas affect the transition process, rts position on the 
honzontal axis 1s not intended to reflect a causal relationship. Since the different phases of 
transrt10n may occur more or less slowly, the speclftCOlion of an appropriate time period for each 
phase has been deliberately i:1voided. Instead, the transition time of each phase is a1-i-umed to 
be equAI for the purposus of 1llui,trat10n. ,n reality, there is a considerable degroe of spatial and 
mtertemporal variation m th9 rate of transrtion botweon the different phases and across the 
process as a whole . 
The discussion of tl'e above model 1s carried uut under various headings: tho role of rural-urban 
migration, differences between the rural an,. um1:1n transition processes, tho rural tronsit10n 
phases and the urban transit10n phases 
2.3.3.1 The I oltt of migration 
Essentially the standard model presents two processes of -1nergy transition. 7hey are separated 
sp~tially ;,,nd consequEint'Y progres:. rnore or le-.s independently. Nevortheless, certain factnrs 
do create lmks be:-.. ~.,,, L.rban e11d rural areas. 
Factors operating in the urban-rural direction include IAbour migrancy and migrants' remittances, 
eY.1ens10n of energy distribution networks, modemisafon, the availability of appl1t nces arr1 the 
changing of people's preferences The influence of these factors is discussed under the 
relevant phasei, they affect. 
1 
. . . .. 
. . . . . . . . . ~ 
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The most Imoortant factor operating in the other direction Is rural-urban migration This process 
Is illustrated In the standard model by the Imes between the rural and urban transition phases of 
the model The lines suggest which urban transit10n phase a rural migrant or household coming 
from a specific phase In the rural transition process is most likely to slot into when moving to an 
urban area M19rar.:s moving out of the first and second rural energy transition phases are likely 
to transfer into the initial urban phasP of energy transition, because their level of income, access 
to formal housing and other socio-economic characteristics will be broadly similar to urban 
dwellers in this phase A few migrants from the~e early rural phases may be able to move 
directly into the second or even third urban phases, but as in the case of urbanites this will 
depend on their incomes, the availability of fuels other than paraffin and the other factors 
ment10ned below under the respective phases of transitK>n. By the same token, migrants from 
the third rural transit ::>n phase are likely to join the urban enerl)y transition process in either the 
second or later phas1:1 .. , because their socio-economic characteristics arA similar to the urbanites 
in these phases In addition, energy consumption patterns in the third rural phase are fairly 
similar to those in the second and third urban phases of transition. 
Migration in the standard model is assumed only to affect the energy transition proce~s 
exparienced by the actual ind1v1duals or households that move from rural to urban areas. They 
are forced to adapt their energy consumption patterns in response to the new factors prevailing 
in the urban a,e.Js to which they move. However, for the many households that either remain in 
rura, areas or <.1re of urban orium anyway, the pattern of energy transition remains relatively 
constant If ",e rate of migrat10n or of url..an growth is particularly rapid it rnay affect tile relative 
importance of different fuels in th& nat10rial energy budget, as well as retard or slow down the 
energy t nsitK>n process expenenced by a region or the country as a whole. but it is assumed 
that its basic pattern wiil remain constant 
Thrs treatment of the migrat10n process's effect on energy transition differs from that in the 
modernisation modol In the latter model, migration is seen as an integral part of the transition 
process. The first urban transrt10n phase is even referret.l to as tt,e migration transition. The 
modem,s"t,on model emphasises the process of energy transrtion expgrienced by individual 
migrants or migrant households. F'lr them the spatial •elocation that migration entails does, in 
most instances, result in a "discontinuity from the prev10us stages of the process• (Viljoen, 
1990: 128), a circumstance clearly iiv:hcated by the break in the energy transition pattern 
depicted ,n tt,e modermsat10n model This I:i an important point to make, but a far greater 
number of householJs either do not migrate or are urbanrsod already In their cases no 
mIgral;on transrt10n occurs Instead they continue to bo &Aposed to the factors that affect the 
1ransit10n process ,n the areas where they have always been. Unfortunately this is not 
immediately cl&ar from the rnodem1sat10n model, which Is why the standard model depicts two 
separata transIt1l>0 pronsses and links the'TI via the m1grat10n process if and when it occurs 
. . - . . ' 
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2.3.3.2 Rural versus urban transition processes 
To understand the above model It is necessary to h1ghhght some of the differences bet\'leen the 
rural and urbun transition processes depicted in tt 
Some of the differences ore immediately apparent: the importance of t,1elwood m the rural 
transrt10n process versus the almost total absence of fuelwood use in any of :~e urban transition 
phases; the dominance of commercial fuels In urban areas versus the availability of non 
commercial fuels in at least the early phases of the rurul trar,sition, and tne greater mix of fuels 
in especially the third urban phase than in any of the rural transition phases. 
The differences that are less obvruus are, however, of gre'Jter interest: firstly, in rural areas poor 
households' main source of energy is fuelwc,od or other biomass fuels. while in urban areas it Is 
paraffin or eo&! (where ii is available). This means that the urban poor genera,ly need access to 
cash incomes m order to m'3et their energy requirements, whereas the rural poor, at least in the 
early phases of transition, can meet their needs from a 'free' resource base In the later phases 
of the rural transition p•ocess even fuetwood becomes commercialised in response to its 
mcreasmg scarcity. 
Secondly, the rate of energy transition m the rural areas is usually lar slower than that in urban 
areas So while the urban energy transition process may take plr.;ca over a period of years or 
decades, the rural transition process may take scores of years o .• even generations. \Nhere the 
transit10n Is very gradual energy consumption patterns may be regarded as stable for all 
practical purposes. The reasons behind these differing rates of change are manifold: the low 
levels of economic development and grov.1h, t'ie strength of traditions and limited access to new 
technologies all retard change in rural areas, while the impact of modernisation, greater 
economic 9nd political power and the bias In the provision of energy services and in the 
extens10n of distribut10n networks accelerate the changes m urban areas. Probably the root 
d.fference ;, the greater populatton density in urban areas which not only leads to the more raptd 
depletion of the biomass energy resource base, but also makes the creation of alternative 
energy networks more economical. 
Thirdly, the aroount of energy consumed in the later phases of the urban transition process is 
usually far grttater than that consumed m any of the rural transition phases. The difference may 
be ascribed to the higher incomes of urban households and the greater versatility, convenience 
and amenity of fuels, particularly electncity, used in urban areas. as well as the fact that fuels 
are readily available, 1f not 'on line', In urban areas However, in the bdrfy phases of the urban 
trar,siticn process households generally consume less nett energy than in the first phase of the 





Reasons for this Mparent Inversion of the predominant trend toward greatN energy use in 
urban areas are discussed below. 
2.3.3.3 The phases of energy transition 
These descriptions of the phases of the domestic energy transition process highlight the 
following aspects: the dominant energy sources used, the level of energy cons11m1>tion and 
trends ,n t~e level of energy use and the rate of transition. 
(a) The rural transition phaaes 
(i) The first rural transition phase Domestic energy consumption patterns in rural 
subsistence areas have been stable fo. very long periods of time and under normal 
circumstances would show little tendency to change. Households rely almost exclusively 
on fuelwood and access to it is ',ree'. In most rural areas other biomass fuels - dung and 
crop wastes - are available. but very little is ust:d, since people invariably show a 
preference for fuelwood. Other fuels , such as paraffin, are either not available or 
unaffordable since households' cash incomes are very low. Affordability also restricts the 
use of more efficient wood stoves, although cultural factors may limit their use as well. 
Where candles and paraffin (for lighting) are used they usually account for a major share 
of energy expenditure (within a very limited budget), but in tenns of the useful energy 
they provide they are insignificant. In this pre-transition phase an average household 
consisting of six people will consume between 9 and 18 GJ of useful energy per year, 
depending largely on the geographo< 11 location and climate. Seasonal variations in 
energy consumption may also be s,"11if,cant. 
It is only when fuelwood resources start to become scarce that change in the status quo 
occurs. The first noticeable sign of energy transition usually entails households 
supplementing declines in their fuelwood consumption levels with lower grade biomass 
energy sources such as dung and crop wastes. When this happens the quantity of 
energy used by households may fall due to the need to conserve fuel and due to the 
lower energy efficiencies of dung and crop wastes. Energy consumption levels may 
decline to the bare minimum. This initial \:)hase of the transition process will be very 
gr, /ual, but it will tend to gain moment1Jm as fuelwood depletion progresses. 
(1i) The second rural transition phase At the beginning of the second phase of the rural 
energy transition process depicted in the model, fuelwood is still the predominant source 
of energy. However, as this resource diminishes, households have little option but to 
make greater use of dung and crop wastes, either until these fuels also become depleted 





continue to use dun, and crop wastes after paraffin becomes available, hence the 
gradual decline in the importance of these l!nergy sources. The transfer to paraffin Is 
hastened by the commercialisat10n of fuelwood, which reduces differences In the relative 
cash pncu b&twoen the fuels Towards the end of the second rural transition phase 
paraffin should become more important than fuelwood. 
As far as the quantity of energy consumed is concerned, it will tend to remain at very low 
level... throughout this transition phase, unless rising household incomes enable greater 
expenditure on commercialised energy sources. 
The rate at which the changes noted above take place varies from region to region and 
8CCOfding to the relative strength of the factors affecting the process. These factors 
include the scarcity of fuelwood, increasing incomes, the availability of paraffin, the cost 
of primus stoves and the processes of modernisation and economic development 
occurring in the area. 
(ii1) T.'le third rural trans,t,on phase In the third phase of the rural energy transition process, 
the fuel consumption patterns of Individual households will vary considerably. Some 
households will adopt commercia: energy souices almost completely and others use a 
mix of fuels. The overall pattern will continue to reflect the trends set in motion in the 
previous phases, but the changes will tend to be less pronounced. So fuelwood's share 
in the total household energy budget will continuo to decline, while that of paraffin 
continues to increase gradually. As the transition process progresses with the adoption 
of gas and electricity, paraffin's share In total household energy budgets may even begin 
to decline However, use of gas end electricity in rural areas is usually restr.cted to 
!pacific households end so the impact on total household energy consumption is limited. 
The use of stand-alone petrol or diesel generators to supply electricity to households 
may also become more common in this phase of transition, but by no mean:: Widespread. 
The average quantity of energy consumed by households in this phase is likely to be 
slightly higher then in the previous phasfts, both because household incomes are likely to 
have increased and because households will have had time to become familiar with the 
ch11racteristics and uses of the new fuels, In most cases paraffin. The amount consumed 
may vary widely from household to household according to factors such as the specific 
household's income, the household's level of modernisation, the predominant type of 
energy sourcs or the mix of fuels being used, and the size of the household. 
The rate of energy transition in this phase is likely to be slow compared to the changes 
which occurrttc.l in the phase preceding it. The main factors restricting the pace of 
change are the limited avail.tollity of gas and electricity, the level of household incomes 
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and the prox,mrty of the reg10n to major urban centres. The latter factor will tend to 
determine the region's level of modernisation, income and access to the electrlc!ty grid 
and gas supply networks 
A fourth phase of rural energy transition could bt1 postulated. As in the fourth phase of the 
urban energy transrt10n, electricity would be the predominant energy source. However, the 
likelihood of such a situat10n being reached in the short or even the medium term is rather 
remote in many rural areas in South Africa. H is expected that the trends that constitute the third 
phase of energy transition will operate over a long period 
(b) Th• urbnn tr•naltlon ph .... 
Just as an extra phase could be tagged onto the end of the rural transition process. so could a 
phase that would precede the first phAse of the urban energy transition process be identified. It 
would be similar to the second rural pnase or transition. However, in most of South Africa's 
large urban centres, biomass fuels were depleted a long time ago, with the result that the energy 
consumption patterns depicted in what Is described as the first phase of the urban transition 
process in this model has been the norm for an equally long period of time. 
(i) The first urban transition phase Patterns of energy consumption i,, the fir..'t phase of the 
urban energy tram: on process are fairly constant although thC)' tend to differ spatlally. 
In arees where coal Is available, most households use about equ I qvaro1ititi:: of coal and 
paraffin, which together then account for most of ths energy cons•Jmed bt households. 
By contrast, in areas far 81W8Y from the sources of coal, paraffin Is the pradom1nant fuel. 
lndet.d, in certain areas the reliance on it may be almost total. In buth are&s fuelwood 
consumption is minimal, although it Is likely to be higher in coal consuming oroas where it 
Is used as kindling for coal fires. 
The quantity of nett energy consumed in this first phase Is usua!ly lower than in the first 
and second r,hases of the rural transition process, but the amount of useful energy that 
is availabl6 ,o the houst1hold Is often greater because of improved efficiencies in both the 
types of fuels and th1 appliances used. Nevertneless the nett levels are extremely low. 
The quantity of energy consumed is again dependent on a variety of factors: the 
household's income, the level of modernisation and size of household. Each of these 
factors will tend to increase energy consumption. 
(ii) The second urban transition phase Changes in energy consumption In the second urban 
snergy transition phase are very signif1CSnt compared to those In the previous phase. ~t 
the beginning of the phase paraffin 1s still the dominant fuel, but with the passage of time 




transrt10n r,1ay be very rapid - even more rapid than the rural tMnsition that led to the 
abandcnment of fuelwood and tt"le adoption of paraffin At some stage gas may become 
the dominant source or energy, but it Is unlikely to become as dominant as paraffin In the 
previous phAse. Instead a housel1old will meet its energy requirements with a mix of 
energy sources . l'J:1jo fuels will include gas, paraffin and coal (depending on location), 
while very small amounts of on rg,- may be derived from fuelwood, c.1ndles, dry cell 
batteries and from car batteries 
VVhile paraffin may lose its predominant positio,1 ,n the household energy budget, the 
consumption of paraffin will tend to Increase. !"ldeed, total household ,nergy 
consumption will rise as nouseholds start to eam lncom&:. that ,nable more than mere 
subsistence consumption, and as they ,tart to use gas which is a more convenient form 
of energy Al,o growing familiarity with the different fuels and their uses will temt to 
encourege higher energy consumption. 
(il.j Thq 1/,,rd urtJan transition phase In the third phase of the urban energy transltK>n the 
trends no•ed In the previous phase continue. P&raffln continue, to decline In Importance, 
bA';·u r,.pl.t.:'~d by gas and eventually by electricity At the beginning or the phase gas is 
tile uc1,1iran, fuel, with its share of the total household energy bud~~, reaching a peak 
just bi1lc,• ~ E;. tnfication really becomes a significant factor. As electrification gets under 
way the do"\·, ,!, c.> of uas In the total household energy budget starts to decline, but this 
does not nece-; ·r. mean that gos consumption decreases - at least not at first. It Is 
only when olectrlt.rty .s, ..... s to replac.J g, s as an energy source for cooking that the use of 
g:'Jc; startr. to 1ecline In n, • 1 rms. Befo~-- such a lime th11 services provided by electricity 
tMd to complement thoso prcvldoll by gas. 
AJ noted in tho dlscussicn <'f c."11.. 11econd phase above, total household energy 
consumption will tend to Increase with !:1con\O, with access to more convenient energy 
sources and with growing famlliarity of the fuels and their uses In the case of electricity, 
consumption Is closely related to the number and type of appllancos that a household 
possesses. Since it usually takes time for a household to accumulate appliances, 
electricity consumption should show a rising trend for some time before ievelling off. 
(Iv) The fourth urban trans1t1on phase The fourth phase of the urban energy transition Is 
characterised by the dominance of electricity Indeed the percentage share of electricity 
in the total household energy budget In this phase is comparable to that of paraffin in the 
first urban phase noted above. The co,sumptlon of other fuels Is restricted to 
specialised functions such as the use of firewood for space heating, gas for braals and 
paraffin and candles as back-up sources of lighting in the event of a power failure. 
. ' \ . . , 






The quantity or energy umsumed m this phase is not qurte as closely linked to Incomes 
as ,n previous phases; nevertheless income levels are still lmpo,tant The higher a 
household's income. the less sensitive It Is likely to be to factors suet, as the cost of 
electncrty and the cost of appliances. Households wrth moderately high levels of income 
a,e still hkely to take such factors Into account, especially when rt comes to the purchase 
of expens,ve appliances such as refrigerators. 
There Is also some correlation between the length of time which a household has acr.ess 
to electricity and the quantity of electricity ~•urned. However, it does not appear to be 
a causal relationship; rather it Is during this lime that a household ac::cumulates more 
app,i"lo--:es • .J become& acquainted wrth the fuers uses. as well as develops energy 
,ntensive habits. These changes are probably best interpreted In tenns of modemlsatlon. 
Finally, at some stage after electrif1C8tion, households may start to seek ways of reducing 
thei~ dependence on electricJty or of reducing their energy consumption by Investing In 
alternate energy appl!ances such as solar water heaters. The extent to which these 
appl' nces are used dep,inds on their pr;ce and the awareness of the f\eed to conserve 
energy or, more generally, on the extent of environmental sociaUs.-tion that has taken 
place, The Initial effect-; of this shift towards other energy soul'Ctis Is depicted In the 
diagram by the slight downward trend In the share of elec.ricity In the total household 
energy budget towards the end of the of the fourth ph se of th11 urban transition process. 
It is p.>sslble to postulate a fifth phase of energy transition where the use of energy saving 
appliances and energy conservation 1n general becomes Important In household energy 
consumption pattems In the USA there have been concerted efforts to change household 
energy consumption pattems In this direction. Gore (1981 :30-57) dlfcusses some of th1t 
mltlatlves that h~ve been undertaken in different areas. However, South Africa still has to 
- progress a long way before the domestic energy transition process enters such a phase. 
2.4 A framework for comparlaona 
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Households in socio-economic states 1 and 2 have dlfferi,19 patterns of energy cons11mption 
that enable them to attain welfare levels of x and y respectively. A household whose energy 
consumption pattern makes a transition from that typical of state 1 to that typical of stste 2 will 
experience a change in household welfare equal to y-x. If y-x is positive, reflecting a rise in 
welfare, then the transition may be regarded as desirable and other households should be 
encouraged to make it. If it is negative the transition was undesirable and the process should be 
discouraged or possibly even reversed. The above example e&11 be extended so as to frt the 
framework of the standard model of the domestic energy transition process: 
RUAL TRANSITION URBAN TRANSITION 
1R 2R 3R 
URBANISATION 
1U 2U 3U 3U 
t u V PROCESS w X y z 
I u - t I V· U I I x-w I y-x I z - y J 
2R-t--1U X • W 
ES THAT MAY OCCUR 3R -t--1U X • W CHANG 
DURIN G THE URBANISATION 
PROCESS 2R .-:.2u X -W 
3R -+-2U X • W 
V · t V \J z - w 
z - t 
Figure 2.7: Measuring changes in welfare across the domestic energy transition 
The interpretation of this figure is basically the same as for the previous one: a household 
whose energy consumption changes, say, from pattern 2U to 3U will experience a change in 
household welfare equal to '/•X. If y > x then the change is desirable, but if y < x the reverse 
applies. In this figure: 
the number of socio-economic states (3 + 4) Is determined by the number of transition 
phases depicted In the standard pattern of domestic energy transition; 
tht' set of changes between the rural and urban transition processes depict welfare 
changes that may occur as household energy consumption patterns change during/as a 
result of the urbanisation process. For instance, If as part of such a process a 
household's energy consumption pattern cilanges from that typical of 2R to that of 1 U 
4 • , " . 
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then the household will experience a change in welfare equal to w-u. The four most 
likely combinations of change are given. but others are possible; 
the bottom two lines of the table show the change in welfare levels from the beginning to 
the end of the rural and urban transition processes respectively and of the two p.rocesses 
combined. This broad view is important because while the transition from say 1 R to 2R 
may lead to a decline in household welfare, the welfare effect of th~ entire rural transition 
process (from 1 R through 2R to 3R) may be positive, i.e. u-t may be less than v-t. So a 
transition from 1 R to 2R may be undesirable, but the same cannot be said of a transitt0n 
from 1R to 3R 
The actual application of this framework to the analysis of levr Is of household welfare derived 
from different patterns of energy consumption would entail at least six steps: 
(i) the collection CJf information on the effects that energy use have on household welfare 
levels in each transition phase, i.e. the determination of welfare levels t, u. v etc.; 
(ii) the comparison of the welfare leve!s in adjacent transition phases, e.g. u - t; 
(iii) th9 corr.parison of welfa:-e levels across the urbanisation proceu; 
(iv) the comparison of welfare levels across the rural and urban transitions and acrost the 
entire domestic energy transition process; 
(v) the determination of which transitions are desirable and which are not. based on the 
results of the above comparisons; and 
(vi) the formulation of recommendations (policies) to change household patterns of energy 
use so as to enhance their welfare. 
This framework and procedure may appear well suited to the task in hand, but unfortunately it is 
completely impractical on a number of counts. These are noted briefly. Firstly, it is implicitly 
assumed that levels of welfare can be known exactly and expressed by a single variable or at 
least a function. This Is a gross over slmpllfication. Welfare, as is clear from section 1.2 above, 
is a comple)C concept affected by many factors that Interact with each other in complex ways. A 
means of measuring welfare from all these sources does not exist, since a common unit of 
welfare is lacking and some welfare producing actions are simply not amenable to 
measurement. Secondly, the framework and procedure are based on the standard pattern 
which places the analysis in a straight-jacket. The standard pattern is just one attempt to portray 
the domestic energy transition process and as such it is a simplification of reality. This means 
that patterns of e11ergy use that are different from those portrayed in the standard pattern are 
not 'deviations', but reflect the limitations of the standard pattern. A more 'open' analysis allows 
different energy use patterns to be treated on their own terms. Thirdly, there is not sufficient 
data to make even rudimentary estimates of welfare levels in each of the seven phases of 
transition. Even the data that exist are not often comparable. Lastly. using this framework 
wolild require a vast amount of repetition, which would make the study far too long. 
£'I • ' .. • 






CAUSES OF ENERGY TRANSITION 
Study of the domestic energy transition process has to date focused on identifying the causes 
or factors that pre.;lpitate the process. While much has been learned it does not seem possible 
to identify from the literature a single precipitating factor, or even a predominant factor. Instead 
numerous real or potential causes have been noted. 
This chapter exami11es the factors that have been identified or are widely regar, ~d as causes of 
the domestic energy transition process. By way of Introduction factors thtft • -.., • conceivably 
determine changes in total energy use are noted in section 3.1. Then the I A ~o s w th specific 
causal effects on the domestic energy transition process are discussljd (se'" . •n 1.2). Some of 
th.3se factors have a definite econorr.:C content. such as income, prices of energy sources and 
the cost of appliances, while others have a broader develc--mental or social content, e.g. 
urbanisation, type of dwelling, attitudes and preferences. From the range of factors it Is clear 
that the domestic energy transition process is not only or even predominantly an economic 
phenomenon. Lastly, section 3.3 looks at the operation of these factors within the frameworit of 
the standard model de'icribed on section 2.3.3. The aim is to Identify those causal factors that 
impact on the progress of the domestic energy transition process during each of its phases. 
AHhough the different causative factors are discussed separately they are, In fact, all 
interrelated, each factor complementing or detmcting from the others according to the principle 
of structural compG:ibility. The ::-.eones of modernisation discussed In section 2.2, thus, help 
explain not only the relationships between the domestic energy transition process and the 
causative factors, but also between the latter factors themselves. Change in any sphere of 
society causes greater or lesser reverberations in sll the other spheres. 
3.1 Factors determining changes In total energy demand 
The domestic energy sector is a component of the total energy sector. Therefore, factors that 
affect the latter are also relevant to the former. At the theoretical level, Leach et a/. (1986:11-
12) suggest that changes in total energy use may be decomposed into the folk.wing causal 
relationships and effects: 
different sectoral growth rates: t.1ose are measured In terms of GDP growth and are 
basie to the changing level and structure of energy demand in economies; 
income-Induced changes in erergy consumption: a shift in the level and distribution of 
income may lead to changes in the level and fuel mix of final energy consumption in the 
domestic sector, as well as other sectors; 
' 
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growth•induced changes ,n product mix whrle growth may change the mix of major 
sectors, rt may also l9ad to changes in the "product mrx" within sectors, for instance the 
mix m types of housl"lg: 
energy price-mduced .::hanges !1 product mrx. real inc.eases in energy prices may lead 
to a change in produc. 1:iix, e.g . • ~s~ ~riergy mtenslve products are substituted for more 
energy intensive ones; 
autonomous technology sub,;trtution: gl'O'·ll'l allows the progressiva replacement or more 
eMrgy intensive equipment • ,th 'batter', ITlQ ., energy officiant technology; 
energy price-induced technology ~ubstitutlon· ·11no costs lead to the substitution of more 
energy effrci6nt, capital intensive technologies for energy intensive technologies; and 
energy price-Induced fuel substitu,ion: change!: ln the relative prices of fuels may lead to 
changes in the relative fuel shares. 
Thi~ ks, ,., by no means exhaustive. Many non-ea'.11.>mie fa :-t~n ,,re not lnc-lud-td, as Is evident 
from the rost of this chapter. The relationships, 01.t.1.ne,. above, are also not as straight forward 
as stated. In reality, the adaptation processes a,.11 :-.\r>v,-,d down hy a number of economic, 
social and cultural restrictions, conflicts of goals amr1 msnltinq ,olitical friction, as wel• as 
limitations due to inadequate Infrastructure. These prob oms are referred to in greater detail in 
the following sections . 
3.2 Causes of the domestic energy transition process 
This section examines factors that have been Identified in the literature as causes or 
precipitating factors of Ula domestic energy transition process Though each factor is dealt with 
separately, it must be emphasised that all are interrelated And it is their combined operation that 
moves the domestic energy tr.insltlon process forward. The order in which the factors are 
discussed is not related to the importance of their impact un the transition process. 
3.2.1 Economic development 
The general connections between economic development and energy consumption have b'len 
extensively studied by economists and energy planners. The relationship has been express,•d 
tn many ways, two of which are looked at here, namely, energy-intensities and energ\-
elasticlties. 
Energy intensities measure the amount of itnergy consumed per unit of GDP produced, I.e. 
E/GDP. Data on long-term energy-intensltieJ ,n the USA Indicate an Increase up to a c:ertaln 
point followed by a downward trend. Thi!= pattam is a se ref13Cted in data of energy-intensities 
in developing and OECD countries sine, 1973. It would thus appear that "in the early stages of 




as higher lovols or economic C:i.-!veloomont are reached" (Doppogieter et al 1991 :270). The 
reason for the decrease 1s ascribed to improved technologies, more efficient fuels and greater 
product1vrty (leach et al, 1986:20). Gerholm (1992:27) 1s cri\ic.'.ll of the relevance of this 
measure b 'cause 1t combines economic (GDP) and physical (E) units of measure and because 
the ratio can be affected by a range of technological and economic developments and 
meas•Jres. Some economic measures may t:e unrelated to energy use, e.g im1,Jrov ments 1-: 
labour product1v1ty. 
Enoryy-elastir.1ties rr.easure the relationship between energy consumption and eco:lomic growth 
as determined by thu ratic chor,ge in energy us& to change in GDP. 1 his ralto is also known dS 
the "1,mergy coeffir.1ent". Tho ,1qure below summarises he Aent..ral trend ,mderlying t~e energy-
elastic1ti'3s of countnos a: their et-onr>m1os develnp over lime. 
Low 
M04l 01:VtL:'IPING C:OUHTR1E: 
·~ve MO\lD C><TO ms &EC'OR 
.,, T>'E cu,ve s •Ce: TMC IHC"S 
IND MAY 11[ txPECT£0 \ 
CONTINV£ to HAJt: HOCH MTu 
cc: 1-..C,-E.A~ IN (NlAGY OEMAJ\10 
81/T NOtE THAT IIECeNT H•GHEII 
PRJ<;fG HAVl! HO\/\JIIUlllCEO Tt ( 
M rrs o, GA.OYVrN , ' 
---
~'1:IIY FEWVNOEII-DEVl!lOP£0 COUNTRIES 
ll'~N Ofrril THIS ~CC'"TION Of THC CUftVE Wlli 
ONLY LOW'AATE:5 o, l"'CAEACE IN (HCfltGY U!:C 
Development (as measured by changes 1n real GDP over time) 
Source ~•- :1,,e. eter cf a/. , 1~1:273 
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Pl'ICE C:0-DmONS 
Figure 3 1 · ~ he relationship between energy-elasticities dnd countries' economic 
41':V:)1opment 
Tlie S-sraped c;. J can be divided int,> three stages as shown. Stage A 1s characterised by 
energy-elasticitie., ceeding one, repr~senting most developing countries; in stage B energy-
olast1cities are abt • ore, which was typical of most West European countries and ,lapan up to 
about 1973; and stt•r., r-, with ener(;y-elasticit1es smaller than one, represents most Industrial 
countries sinco the fi ,I .,,, cris,s. So, broadly speaking , "the rate of change ,n energy use is a 




Leach et al (1986:14) note that "in subsistence societies energy use is almost entirely for 
consumption purposes, i e. for household use· and that "the traditional development process 
introduces an expan-l!ng range of activities and technologies which greatly increases the use of 
inanimate energies for production purposes. In the r~sidential sector, however, energy use may 
fall as families switch to more efficient cooking and heating fuels and associated equipment " 
Cecelski et al (1979:2-3) note that development plays an important indirect role: "increases in 
income accompanying economic growth woul~ lead both to rises in hnusehold nergy 
consumption and to changes in the composition of that consumption.• Even a policy 
emphasising basic needs would increase both th" derived demand for energy as effective 
incomes rise, and the use of energy embodied in such services. However, it is not at all clear 
how or to what extent these trends affect the domestic energy transition process. 
Foley (1981 :89) notes that "energy consumption and GDP production are so enmeshed in the 
geographical, industnal, economic, social and political characteristic-. of countries" that to try 
and associate trends wi'' a specific process s•,ch as the domestic energy transition is almost 
impossible. It neverthele s seems reasonable to argue that, due to the need for stru!.1ural 
compatibility (i.e. the 1eed for different structural elPments of a society to be able to coexist), 
development (whether economic or otht?IWise) does have an Impact on the domestic energy 
transition i)rocess, 
3.2.2 Income 
The energy transition process is most often analysed In terms of rising incomes. Typ:cal 
findings are that: "(1) there is a very strong relationship between energy consumption and 
income; (2) this relationship is different for rural and urban areas, with greater consumption In 
the rural category; and (3) there is a marked tendency for consumption to saturate at high-
income levels" (leach et al , 1986: 1◄8). Data supporting thesf' findings are certainly not 
lacking. At the macro level, Viljoen (1990:◄3) finds that there is a negative correlation between 
fuelwood use and GDP per capita which, he argues, suggests that the transition from this 
energy source is at least pa11y dependent on the creation of wealth. Leach et al. (1986:143-
1◄5) note that biomass depende11ce falls very sharply with increased income and is replaced by 
greater reliance on commercial fuels. They argue that this shift may lead to a fall in total fuel 
consumption, but due to difference:: i:1 en~-use efficiency of the replacement fuels the quantity 
and quality of energy services may inc1t..Jse. 
At the household level Viljoen (1990:80) argues that "the budget share of expenditure rather 
than share of income" is a better indicator of the transition process. Moreover, he finds only a 
weak correlation between income and expenditure on the major fuels. In the case of electricity, 
evidence from a small survey in langa and Gugulet..i suggests that income does not determine 
electricity consumption. II i~ therefore suggested that "the causal role generally ascribed to 
. . .. - .. . . . ., ~ 
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income in influencing expsndrture (and hence consumption) on fuels cannot be supported" 
(V1lioen. 1990.92 and 122). VVhere there Is some correlation Viljoen argues that the changes 
are determined by different factors at each level nf income and not by income itself At low 
income levels household expenditure is found to be a key variable, while fer groups with 
incomes above R100 per week (1987) household expenditure is said le h~ve little effect; non-
economic vanables are found to be important instead. On the other hand, when Viljoen 
(1990:106) divides his survey sample into groups according to the predominant fuels used it is 
found that Income increases across Iha groups In the following order: paraffin, mixed, gas and 
electricity. This appears to confirm Iha impact of rising incomes on the domestic energy 
transit10n process. 
Levels of income are not the only relevant income related variable In section 3.1 it was noted 
that energy consumption patterns may also be affected by changes in the distribution of income. 
Cecelski et al (1979:63) note that "existing patterns of income distribution and ownership 
strongly cond;tion access by the poor to 1tnergy resources " This matter has not be.Jn studied 
sufficiently to come to any firm CO'lCluslons. Suparf1C181 evidence, nevert· :eless, suggests that in 
societies with very skew Income distributions the energy trunsition process in the poorer 
communities is inhibited, since they do not have the means to demand access to or to purchase 
commercialised energy sources, particularty electricity. Their competitive posit10n Is weak due to 
the unequal distribution of Income. This ;s obviously directly relevant to South Africa. 
3.2.3 Price of fuel 
Fuel prices and the cost of energy services afft>Ct the level of energy consumption both directly 
and indirectly, while relative fuel prices tend to Influence the choice of fuel used and the rate of 
interfuel substitution (Leach et al., 1986:63-6<4). 
"In the literature, the quantity of energy consumed by the poor Is frequently described as 
'inelastic' in the sense that it is a basic necessity which must be provided under all 
circumstances"; this implies that energy consumption Is not responsive to price changes 
(Cecelsl.l et al , 1979:22). It would appear that this is true at low levels of income where a fairty 
f1Xed level of nett energy is maintained - about 10 GJ per capita annually, which is considered to 
be barely sufficient to meet basic needs (Cecelski et al. 1979:3"). VVhere households era 
already living at lhe energy 'bread-line' or poverty line, higher fuel prices may lead to severe 
hardship; households may have to cook fewer meals or ths meals may be undercooked; living-
spaces may become extremely cold; and activities may be restricted to daylight hours. At higher 
levels of income households have more scope to save on their nett energy consumption and so, 
above a certain threshold amount, energy consumption will tend to be more price elastic. For 
instance, since the first oil shock in the earty 1970's, households in the USA have been able to 
. -
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reduce their energy consumpt10n significantly without affecting their standard of living in 
response to the rising cost of energy (Gore. 1981 34) As regards individual energy sources. 
they tend to be more pnce elastic than energy per se given the scope for inter-fuel substitution. 
Energy pnces affect the consumption of energy indirectly by influencing the technology choices. 
High prices will tend to encourage the use of energy efficient appliances and the constr?Jdion of 
energy efficient ho•1ses, or at least tho effective insulation of houses. Poor households are, 
however, genorally less able to take advantage of tl"ese changes and so "suffer most from the 
nsmg cost of energy" (Gore, 1981.57) . 
In rural and pen-urban areas paraffin, coal and gas are the on,y practical alternatives to biomass 
fuels for cooking and healing. The rat10 of the useful energy versus the cost of energy derived 
from paraffin, coal or gas to that derived from fuelwood I'>, therefore, extremely Important to the 
issue of interfuel substitution or energy transition in these areas. The lower the ratio, the more 
widespread the use of the non-biomass fuel Is likely to 'le. VVhere fuefwooj is collected by 
consumers, the real costs should be used to calculate the ratio. (Factors affecting the real price 
of fuelwood are discussed below.) 
The relative price between coal and paraffin appears to be the main differentiating factor 
between these two fuels. This price difference has given rise to the dominance of coal use in 
Gauteng and Mpumalanga versus the dominance of paraffin in the Western Cape (Viljoen, 
1990·60). 
The perceived price of different fuels Is also important In determining the pattern of energy 
consumption. In a survey on attitudes towards different fuel:; Viljoen (1990:112) found that the 
"widespre9d usage of paraffin is ... a result of its perceived oconomy". VVhether this is still the 
case is not known. The perceived costs are also relevant with regard to r.ollect!ng 'free' biomass 
fuels. In a study of domestic energy in the former KwaZulu. Gander (198-4:3, 6) found that 
women who collected wood, in addition to the time cost (wtich averaged between 6 hours 45 
minutes and 9 hours per household per week), also noted th•t diffrculties (long distances, heavy 
loads and steep terrain), the inconvenience (going out in thE rain <'r when ill}, and the rii=ks (of 
molestation}. These factors, as well as the environmental impact ~f gathering wood, all increase 
the real cost of fuelwood. "Another factor is that the real cost of collecting fuelwood and dung 
appears to be borne largely by those groups - women and children - whose alternative 
occupations are particularly limited" (Cecelski et al., 1979:28). Due to discrimination against 
women on the grounds of sex this may be true as far Es cash earning opportunities are 
concerned. However, ii is more likely that women have to be ir the brunt of collecting wood and 






Factors affeciing lhe relative prices of fugls Include the availability or scarcity of the respective 
fuels (discussed in section 3.2.5), the existence of price subsidies for certain fuels such as 
paraffin, the cost of changing to a new energy system (i.e. hook-up costs and appliance prices) 
and the volume of fuel that needs to be consumtd to make it 8CClnomical. Wth rogard to the 
last point. paraffin Is easily divisible and so while buying in bulk may be cheaper than in small 
quantities, the difference is not substantial. By contrast. it is cheaper to supply electricity to 
large consumers than to small consumer~. The poor, if linked to the grid, do not have the 
means to consume large amounts, so unless there is cross-subsidisation between large an" 
small consumers, the price of electricity to the poor will be higher . 
3.2.4 Coat of appliances 
Closely related to the impact fuel prices have on the domestic energy transition process Is the • c.ost of appliances that make tha utilisation of new energy sources possible. The effect 
appliance prices have 011 the energy transition process may be charact1111rised as follows: if a 
household cannot afford the critical outlay on appliances to utilise a particular energy source, 
then that household will be barred from making the transition to the fuel, even though in the long 
term it may be more efficient and economical. As Cecelski et al. (1979:28) note: the "high first 
cost of a new system (such as an improved wood buming stove) may continue to inhibit 
widespread adoption, even at hiqher income levels." This Is partlcula1ly relevant in the case of 
electricity where. in addition to the cost of appliances. there are usually installation and 
connection fees. 
No aopliances are needed to use fuelwood, so apart from a pot, the initial outlay 1s zero. This 
makes the introduction of more efficient •;.ood stoves very difficult, because the investment is 
non-essential. In the case of other fuels some initial investment is essential. The relatively low 
cost of paraffin prlmus stoves has lead to the widespread use of this fuel compared to gas. The 
transition to gas is thus limited and slow. \1\/here hr useholds do purchase gas stoves the level 
of investment that this entails, as well as the cost of electric stoves, tend to encourage the 
continued use of gas even after elect1if1Cation (Viljoen, 1990:115). This retards the transition to 
complete reliance on electricity. 
The order in which appliances are acquired also shows some trends which impact on energy 
use - particularly the quantity consumed. \1\/hen paraffin becomes available and affordable, a 
stove is usually the first item needed and purchased, followed by lamps and in rare Cf' ;es 
refrigerators. Gas is usually used for cooking, although gas lam1 s and ~as refri(lerators are 
available. Cecelski et al. (1979:26), referring to intomational experiences, note that when 




electric stcves, radios, fans and irons. and then refrigerators, hot water geysers and air 
condit10ne,.i. In So•.'th Afnca telev1s10n sets are also high on the list. 
The initial costs of appliances that enable the use of wind or solar energy are generaiit bayond 
the means of most housenolds Their use is. therefore, almoi.t entirely restricted to higher 
income groups. The transition to these energy sources is thus directly affected by the price of 
the appliances 
3.2.5 Scarcity/availability 
Scarcity and availability may appectr to c.iescribe opposite sides of the same coin. However, in 
this context scarcity is used to describe the gradual exhaustion of biomass fuels, while 
availability refers to the extent of access to commercial fuels, e.g. grid electrification. 
The increasing scarcity of fuelwood in rural and perklrban areas has given rise to at least three 
trends: firstly, fuelwoo1 scarcity In very low income, usually remote rural regions inevitably 
results in the burning of ot,11Jr biomass resources as fuels. The use of dung e;,d crop residues 
is common in South Africa and Increases as fuelwood scarcity Increases. This trend to 
substitute fuelwood with even lower g1ade biOmass fuels can be described as reverse energy 
transition, but may •lso be seen as an intermediate stage before households start to use 
commercial fuels. Ser.ondly, the scarcity of fuelwood has prompted energy plann rs to develop 
technologies Intended to alleviate the problem. Solar cookers, hot boxes. improved wood 
stoves and biogas plar,ts are examples, as are the planting of woodlots and the development of 
agroforestry Without wanting to minimise the importance of these efforts, it unfortunately 
appears that "knowledge about energy-.-elatod lechnolcgy greatly exceeds knowledge about lhe 
problems which the technology is meant to solve" (Barnet! et a/, 1982:1). Consequen••, 
adoption of some technologies has been slow and generally only of local importance. StUI, the 
changes that have occurred represent a process of energy transition; either a shift towards 
more efficient and sustainable use of existing fuels, or a shift to completely new sources of 
eneroy such as solar oower or blogas. The third, and predominant, trend resul!:ng from 
fuelwood scarcity encompasses the commerclalisotion of fuelwood and the substitution of 
fuelwood with transltional energy sources, namely, coal, paraffin and gas. Both these changes 
are widespread in South Africa. Which of the transitional energy sources ls adopted depends 
on, among other things, thblr relative 11vailabllity. The predominance of coal in Gauteng and 
Mpumalanga may be ascribed to the fact that it is readily available there and, therefore, Is 
cheaper than other fuels. Paraffin 1s avallablo everywhere and so In areas where coal is 
expensive it tends to be the predominant fuel. 
The distribution ndtwork for paraffin is large and pdrvasive and consists of both fonnal and 




system is largely formal and restricted to urban centres due to the indivisibility of yas (Viljoen, 
1990:118). As a result, gas is !ess importent than paraffin or coal In the domestic energy 
transition process. 
The availability of electricity is a sine qua non for tha transition process to progress beyond 
transitional energy sources. The lack of grid extension!; to townships and rural areas In South 
Africa has retarded the energy transition for many decades. Only recently have the 
government, Eskom and city councils begun to give this matter the attention it deserves. 
3.2.6 Urbanisation 
Various studies suggest that there is some correlation between urbanl58tion levels and patterns 
of domestic energy consumption. For instance, Viljoen {1990:43), after analysing data from 14 
African countrie.;, notes that "in countries with higher levels of urbanisation there is a shift away 
from woodfuel to paraffin and electricit)." Such correlation, howwer, st,ould come as no 
surprise. The important question is whether they should be ascribed to the urbanisation 
process itself or to the host of other changes that occur along with it. If a household moves 
from a rural area where f•Jelwood is abundant to an urban area where it is scarce, should the 
resulting change in that household's energy consumption pattern be ascribed to the move or to 
tt,e Ir.crease in the scarcity of fuelwood that was experienced as a result of the move? Many 
other changes also occur with urbanisation - energy sources not available in rural areas are 
available in urban areas (to those who can afford them), access to free energy sources 
becomes restricted, people are exposed to modem lifestyles and advertising, employment 
opportunities and incomes are generally higher in urban areas, there is easier t«::eess to 
education, etc. It is evident from the other sections in this chapter that all these changes may 
affect the domestic energy transition process regardless of whether they occur In an urban or 
rural setting. However, many of them are almost integral to the urbanisation process or, state'1 
differently, urbanisation is a necessary condition for their occurrence. It therefore seems 
reasonable to argue that urbanisation itself is a potential cause of the domestic energy transiGon 
process. There will, however, always be great difficulty In distinguishing Its impact from those of 
all the other rectors associated with it. 
It should be noted that a distinction is made between an Increase in the urban-rural mtio due to 
a higher rate of population growth In urban areas and due to migration from rural areas. In the 
former case, any changes In energy use patterns should be ascribed to increasing populRiion 
pressure and not to the process of urbanisation. So Viljoen's (1990:43) finding that "when the 
rate of urban growth is high the per capita consumption of woodfuel is higher, while that of 
electricity ls lower'' may not point le.wards any causative relationship between urbanisation and 
the domestic energy transition proc'3ss. Urbanisation should only be regarded as a cause of 
energy transition where households physically relocate from a rural to an urban area. 
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3.2.7 Type of dy "l!!lng 
The type of dwelling a iects energy use in at least two ways. Firstly, the quantity of onergy 
required for space heating is Affected by the design, the orientation, the mat8rials used in 
constructlon and the size of the housa. Secondly, the electricity grid is at present only being 
extended to residential areas that have been formally subdivided into plots. i.e. squatter camps 
are not being electrified (uppermAn, Eskom: personal communication). 
Siegfried's (1 984) study of ir,dlgenous hut architecture in the former Transksi shows that 
traditional building practices vptlmise inc!oor temperatures. Despite outdoor temperature 
variations b'9twaen O and 40 d,,grees • the temperatures inside these traditional dwellings 
remained within three degrees of Irie optimum of 18 degrees. This means that households who 
live In traditional dwellings are able to conserve energy sources that would otherwise have had 
to be used for space heating. By contrast most housing in resettlement areas and In peri-
urban/informal areas utilise materials, designs enc! construction methods that are not conducive 
to energy conservation. Iron sheeting and plastic have pocr insulation properties. 
Consequently such hous'ls hecome excessively hot by d11y/summer and extremely cold by 
night/winter. Cold poses the gre.1test p1oblem. These households have great difficulty keeping 
warm despite using significant amounts of energy for space-heating - r-ost of the heat being 
loS1 throuoh the roof and walls or simply through gaps resuHing froni !)OOr construction. Even 
some low cost formal housing Is llv poorly designed that It requires more space heating than 
traditional housing. Section 7.2.2 discusses a number of energy conserving dEisign features 
that can be incorporated during the construction of houses al minimal extra cost. The most 
important of these Is the orientation of houses. All 1new houses should be oriented so as to 
utilise the passlve heating effects of the sun. Failure to do so mean~ a valuable opportunity to 
savo enargy is lost. 
Middle and upper class housing is ali;o often poorly designed from an energy conservation 
perspective. Large windows, open plan designs and exces$ive use of concrete, for instance, 
lead to rapid heat lo:i~. Generally, though, this class of housing Is better constructed and 
greater use is made of energy conservinp/insulation materials. Certainly within the urban 
domestic energy transition the type/quality of housing ra household has access to Is an important 
determinant of its space heating requirements. Access to better housing, ceteris paribus, 
means a household needs to use less energy for space heating. 
The size of the dwelling also has an impact on the amount of energy needed to keep it wa,m. 
Obviously the la1ger the house the more energy is needed. Middle and upper class housing is 
t1 , ,arlably more expansiva than economy housing and so requires more energy for space 
warming. In this sector the effect of house siz~, thus tend to counteract the beneficial ef!ects of 
better design and construction noted above. 
' . . 
• • . ~ ·• • I 




As noted above, tho second '#lay the type of dwelling affects the domestic energy transition 
process relates more to the tenure system of an area than to the type of housing. In order to 
plan the reticulation of electricity (and other services) property borders need to be clearty 
defined. This means 11,at inior.-tl81 housing can be electrified so long as it is established on 
property surveyed plo1s. Indeed there are many examples of where self-help housing on such 
plots have been supplied with electricity, e.g Rhinl neer Graharr.3town. It would seem that 
gh en the overwhelming demand for electnficatlon the availability of such plots has become one 
of the determinants of whether households can progress from using paraffin, coai .ind gas to 
• 
having access to electricity Certainly in many squatter areas the ~ of clearly defined property 
rights and property sur.,eyed sights Is the major reason for these areas not hav,ng been able to 
t ke this step in the domestic: energy transition process. 
3.2.8 Attitudea/preferencea 
That attitudes and preferences can affect the progress of the domestic energy transition 
process ts closely linkad to the dlscusslo11 of the picture and empathy effects In section 2.2. A 
positive attitude towards an energy sourct1 Is the first step towards making the transition to using • 
rt . Attitudes are most often changed by exposure to the advantages of different patterns of 
energy use. The picture effect which operates within the domestic work sector In South Africa Is 
important in this regard. PAOple employed in modem households become familiar with the 
convenience of gas and electrfcrty. 1t Is then only a small step for them to desire lhe same 
services for themsel\/es. Tile transition from simply desiring access to actually demanding It hns 
been facilitated by the spread of empathy. Empathy enahles people to Imagine themsel\/es 
enjoying greater access to the e,1ergy sources they see other p:,ople enjoying and also develop 
the freedom/will within themsel\/es to Jemand that such access be granted to them as well 
In rural areas the ITIO(e modem households are often those that use paraffin. Their example 
and the fact that paraffin Is cleaner and more convenient than biomass fuels cause households 
to regard paraffin as preferable \Nhe11 these preferences are acted upon, household energy 
consumption patterns change, I.e. by people exercising their preferences, the energy transltlor. 
process is moved forward. Similarly, the process whereby the plr ·ure effect leads to changes In 
people's attitudes and then people act on their new preferences may be partly behind the 
Increased use of gas in urban areas The persistence of relatively high levels of gas use after 
electrtficatlon is probably also the result of households gilling effect to their preferences; ,nany 
households prefer gas to electricity for cooking because It is faster and easier to regulate. 
There can be little doubt that the widespread demand for electrification Is a reflection of people's 
preferences for this energy sour ... e above all others This preference i~ rooted in the 








lmporta11t in dete:m1ning oeople's preferences are the multitude of serv,ces and the quality of 
these services to which electricity (along with various appliances) g,ve access. 
Another area where attitudes and preferences play an important causal role in the domestic 
e,1ergy transition process Is In the adoption of .-nergy conservation measures. People's 
attitudes towards tlie environment as a whole and towards specific environmental problems are 
a maJOr detenninant r f the extent to which they are prepared to Implement conservation 
mea!.ures In most Instances households will only adopt energy conservation measures if the 
benefits are tangible and direct, i.e. either a lower energy i>ill or a cleaner, healthier home 
environment Fortunately most energy conservation measures do deliver such benefits and the 
principal reason why they have not been adopted is tnat people are not aware of them. 
lnfonnation regarding these measures neec.ls to be disseminated more widely. However, the 
success of eMrgy conservation also requires a change of attitude; there needs to be greater 
appreciat,on of the Impacts that human activities have on tht' environment and of the links 
oetwe9n the environmont and human welfare. A-. attltudei, change in this direction, the 
domestic energy transition will be eble to progress to the phase where energy conserr.r.loo 
becomes the most important conslderat,on, 
3.2.9 Modernisation 
In section 2.2 It was noted that modernisation is widely regarded as ~ type of social change that 
Is progressive In its effect and that leads to improved lev~ls of existence. Section 2.2 also 
discussed various theories of how modernisation occurs. This section focuses on the 
relationship between the brosder process of modernisation and the process of energy transitic-n. 
Depending on one's toe.us, this relationship can btt interpreted in various ways. On the on{' 
hand. the change In energy consumption patterns resulting from the ener11y transition process 
may be regarded as an integral part of tt\e process of modernisation In othe~ words, the 
transition to more 'modem' energy sources Is evidence of modernisation. Or taken a step 
further, the availability ond use of energy sources such as gas and electricity promote the 
process of modernisation by enabling households to attain higher levels of energy service and, 
hence, a "new level of existence• On the other hand, the process of modernisation may be 
seen to facilltate or to cause changes tn housahold energy consumption patterns, i.e 
progressive households arv likely lo transform their energy consumption patterns in response to 
their Improved (modernised) level of existence This Is in line Wl'II the principle of structural 
compatibtlity whereby society is seen as consisting of many parts combined into an integrated 
whole (see section 2.2). Thus. tf any of the variables (parts of society) relevant to modernisation 
show some "progressive" change then the need for structural compatibtllty would induce an 
appropnate degree of change In the patterns of energy consumption so th~t the different parts 
of !he whole remain in some ktnd of equilibrium For instance, if a household moves into formal 
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housing, it !s likely to want and be able to get access to electricit~ . However, the roles could 
also be reversed: progressive change in the area of energy use would create a need for other 
areas of life to 'catch-up'. Trying to sort out which effects are operable or the direction of 
causation in different situations is very difficult. 
Various studies discuss the relationship between modernisation and the domestic energy 
transition process. For instance, Viljoen (1990:91) uses a "modernisation index" in his 
description of the domestic energy transition process. However, it has already been noted in 
section 2.3.2 that there are limitations to his index: it includes variables. such as place of birth, 
that are only remotely relavant to the energy transition process, while ignoring others that are 
important variables of modernisation, e.g. education. Apart from this, the evidence he mentions 
is for the most part based on correlations between time urbanised and aspects of energy use 
such as expenditure on fuels and types of fuel consumed. It is found that time urbanised Is 
strongly correlated with expenditure on the major fuels. Viljoen (1990:101) suggests this 
indicates "that as a population 'modernises' its expenditure on fuel will increase, whether or not 
income has increased." \Nhen he divides his survey sample Into groups according to the 
predominant fuels used it is found that time urbanised increases across the groups in the 
following order: paraffin, mixed, gas and electricity. He argues that "this Is an indication of a 
transition away from the use of paraffin and towards the use of electricity as modernisation 
proceeds" (Viljoen. 1990:106). The use of time urbanised as a proxy for modernisation has its 
problems since the relationship between the two is by no means clear. Some people may have 
lived in urban areas sill their lives, but because they have been trapped in a cycle of poverty 
their pattern of energy use may not have modernised. By contrast, other people may mlgrme 
from rural arE1as where electricity is not available, but on their arrival in the city they may gain 
immediate access to housing that is electrified. In both cases time urbanised has little to do with 
thA level of modernisation; instead, a host of other variables are relevant. 
3.2.1 O Other factors 
In addition to the factors discussed In the previous sections, there are several other potential 
causes of the domestic energy transition process that need to be briefly mentioned. 
Population pressure This factor may be regarded as a causq once removed: it is not the 
number of people per se that is a cause, but rather the effect that large numbers have on the 
supply of energy sources such as fuelwood. \Nhere population pressure leads to the depletion 
of energy resources, households are forced to saek alternatives. The transition to using 
dung/crop wastes and paraffin in the second phase of the rural domestic energy transition can 
be ascribed largely to population pressure leading to the scarcity of fuelwood. Fuelwood is also 
not used in urban areas because the number of people in these areas means the demand 
outstrips supply many limes over, consequently people have lo rely on other energy sources. 
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Geographical locat1on This factor is particularly relevant to the rural domestic energy transition 
To start with, the availclbility of biomass tuels vanes from region to region and so the pressure to 
start using commeret&I fuels varies as well. Secondly, climate differs from one area to another, 
which has a direct Impact on households energy use patterns. Thirdly, households In remote 
rural areas are unlikaly to gain access to gnd electricity now or in the future, which means they 
are either going to have to continue relying on fuelwood and/or paraffin or develop stand alone 
electncity systems. 
Poltt,csl power Communities that are able to put pressure on government, municlpalitles or 
even Eskom are likely to gain access to electncity sooner than communities with less political 
clout At present rural communities are at a disadvantage in this regard becaLose of the 
diffr.ulties associated with mobilising these communities in order to press their demands 
effedively. 
Tim , It is not a cause of transition in its own right and yet the longer households have access to 
ene 1Y sources such as paraffin and electricity the more varied their pattern of use seems to 
b81' .>me. This is especially so with regard to electricity where it takes households time to build 
up a stock of appliances. The passage of Ume may therefore be depicted as a necessary 
condition for the operation of other factors which do affect the domestic energy transition 
process. 
3.3 Cause• of the domeatic energy tranaltion proceaa 
This section looks at the operation of the above mentioned causes within '-e framework of the 
standard model described In section 2.3.3. The aim is to Identify those ,usal factors that 
impact on the progress of the domestic energy transition proce&.;; during u .. of its phases. 
Attention is given first to the rural energy transillon, then to the factor:· affec , •w changes In 
energy use patterns that occur wh~n households move from rural to and tiJ ,r~as, then to 
the factors affecting the urban energy transition and, lastly, to some overall tn 'l :s 
3.3.1 Cauatta of the rural energy tranaition 
(i) Tf,e first rural transition phase The pattern of domestic eriergy cons•1mptior, "I rural 
subsistence areas show~ little tendency to change under normal circumstances. 1is Is 
because access to fuelwood is free. people prefer fuelwood to other biomass energy 
sources and households' cash incomei. are so low that they are unable to afford paraffi1' 
and other commercial energy sources where these energy sources are in fact qvailable. 
The low level of household incomes :1lso means that appliances such as wood sto1 , 
and primus stoves are not affordable 






Changes m any of the above factors would precipitate changes in patterns of domestic 
energy use. For example, if incomes increased households would be more likely to start 
using paraffin and the price of stoves would present les, of an obstacle. A decline in the 
supply of fuelwood is, however, the principal cause of changes In energy consumption 
patterns in this phase of the energy transition. 
(Ii) The second rural trans,tton phase F3ctors affecting energy use In this phase are mainly 
of a demographic or economic nature An increase In populat"'n resutts In greater 
pressure being plact>d en the natural resource base of a regi?n. The scarcity of 
fuelwood Is a sign ot this pressure. However. In most areas the loss of tree cover Is 
largely a consequence of land being appropriated for uses other than growing trees. 
cultivation end hous;ng :.eing the most important of these attemative uses. Indeed the 
collection of fu"iwood only contributes significantly to Its own scarcity when instead of 
collection being restricted to dead wood, live trees are cut down This usually only 
occurs when fuelwood is already vory scarce. 
The scarcity of fuelwood increases the real cost of this energy source In many ways: it 
has to be fetched from further afield; it is more time~nsuming, arduous and hazardous 
to collect: and there is a decline ir! the quality of fuelwood available. A sure sign of 
fuelwood scarcity is that it becomes commercialised. Once this happens It Is only a 
ll\l:ltter of lime before paraffin becomes competitive. One of the prerequisites for this to 
happen is the existence of a cornprshensive distribution network to 'bring paraffin to the 
people'. The share of paraffin in the total household energy budget will, thus. tend to 
iilcrease as it becomes more readily availabl& and as the supply bec.:>mes more reliable. 
The level of household ir,comes Is the most Important economic factor affecting this 
phase of energy transition. If Incomes are very low neither the initial outlay on paraffin 
stoves nor the ongoing cost of the paraffin Is likely to be within households' means. but 
as incomes rise both appliances and fuel will become more affordable. Income levels 
are dependent both on the region's level of economic development and on the way it Is 
integrated into the economies of more developed/uman regions. The higher the level of 
economic development and the closer the links with more developed areas. the higher 
incomes in the specific rural area are likely to be. 
Modernisation, as a resutt of education and th9 factors mentioned in the above 
paragraph, also affects the rate and extent of 'he transition fmm fuelwood to paraffin: 
the need for night lighting, the desire to be more modem, and the greater cleanliness 




(111) The th,rd rural trcJnsitior, phasP The most important factor :1ffecting the energy transition 
process in this phase 1s probably the level of household :ncome. Incomes affect r,ot only 
the typa of fuel consumed, but also the quantity of energy and the rate at whicn new 
fuels are adopted. For most households in this phase an increase in income would 
enable them to incre1:1se their fuel (paraffin) consumption, purchase a wider variety of 
appliances (lamps and refrigerators), and in some cases start to use gas for cookirg. 
Households In the top income brackets will be able to link up with the electricity Qrid 01 , if 
the grid is not accessible, to inves! in stand-alone electric generator:. Once a household 
has access to electricity, irrespective of its source, it will start accumulating electric 
appliances. 
• 
The availability of altemate fuels, namely gas &nd electricity, is also relevant to the 
proc.ass of transition in this phase. A reliable and accessible gas distribution networit will 
favour the adoption cf th!s fuel, while access to the national electricity grid will enable 
households that can afford it to hook-up. A region's geographic location and level of 
economic develo~•mQl'lt are important in determining the availability of gas and electricity. 
Areas close to major urban centres are more likely to have access to these fuel sources. 
The ex1ster ce ('f a rural electrif,cation programme may al~o hasten the transition to 
electricity in this phase. It Is also likely, cetens paribus, that politically Important or 
powerful regions will obtain access to the electricity grid sooner than other regions. 
nme is the last factor that is important in this third phas· The energy consumption 
pattern that establishes itself after the second phase of rural transition is likely to be fairly 
stable However, with the passage of time households get used to using the new fuels, 
their expectations chanr,e or they bec.:>me modernised and rural development gradually 
takes effEict. As a r.asull, patterns of energy consumption will gradually change and while 
the passage or time is not the direct cause, it is nevertheless a prerequisite for the other 
factors mentioned to take place. 
3.3.2 Energy tranaitioo during urbaniaatior 
Ir. section 3.2.6 it was noted that though there is some correlation between levels of 
urbanisation and patterns of domestic energy consumptiori, the urbanisation process itself is 
only causally related to the energy transition in so far as its occurrence is a necessary condition 
for a host of other factors to take effect. In other words, the changes in energy use that occur 
when a household moves from a rural to an urban area are most likely precipitated by other 
changes that occur along with the move. The most obvious is a change in geographical 
location. The household may be moving to a new climate zone, to an area where coal is more 
abundanUscarce or to 6.n area where fuelwcod resources have been depleted. Each of these 




Relocation to an urban area also means moving to a new house. On the one hand this may 
lead to a fal! in housing quality. since most new arrivals move into the informal housing sector. 
On the other hand a household may be fortunate to be able to move into formal houling. Either 
way, the household's pattern of energy use will have to adapt to the new home environment. It 
was noted above (section 3.2.7) that informal dwellings usually require more heating than 
traditional dwellings found in rural areas. Most households' levels of energy consumption will, 
therefore, tend to increase on arrival in urban areas. 
One of the principal changes that may occur is that the urbanising household gets access to 
electricrty. The likelihood of this happening is far greater if they move into fom,al housing or into 
an area whore the p10ts have been property surveyed for urban development. Urban areas are 
also being electrified far more rapidly than rural areas, which increases their chances of getting 
access to electricity. 
The extent to which households are ab•e to a<1apt to the new set of circumstances is largely 
dependent on their level of income. All energy sources in urban areas are commercialised, so 
the amount of energy a ~,ousehold can use will depend on what it can afford. Household;; will 
also need to purchase appliances in order to be able to use the new energy sources, especially 
if 'hey get access to electricity. Newly urbanised households with no income will find it very 
difficult indeed, since free energy resources are exceptionally scarce, if not unobtainable, in 
urban areas. It should, however, be noted in this regard that urban income levels are usually 
higher than rural income levels, even for the poor. 
Finally, a process of modernisation may accompany the process of urbanisation, which in tum 
would affect household energy consumption patterns. This is said with care given that there 
does not seem to be any direct link between time urbanised and modernisation (section 3.2.9). 
Nevertheless, when households move to urban areas they will inevitably be exposed to different 
"alue systems, technologies and opportunities. The extent to which they adopt and adapt will 
have an impact on their pattern of energy use. VVhere a household adopts a 'modernised' 
lifestyle 1!s USE' of energy will obviously have to change to be compatible. 
3.3.3 Cauaes of the urban energy transition 
(i) The first urban trar.sition phase The main factor affact;ng energy consumption patterns 
in the first urban energy transition phase is the scarcity of fuelwood. If fuelwood were 
freely available most households in this phase would show a preference for it because of 
cost factors. As it is, fuelwood is in short supply and therefore commercialised; in many 
areas its price is comparable to that of paraffin. The fact that paraffin is more portable 
and cart be traded in small quantities makes it a good replacement for fuelwood. As a 
result extensive distribution networks for paraffin have been developed. The cost of a 
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primus stovo may make it difficult for very JJOOr households to use this energy source, 
but for most urban ho•Jsehold!» such stoves are not too expensive Instead, households' 
level of income tends to restrict the amount of paraffin they can afford to consume. 
(ii) The second urban trans,t,on phase Numerous factors affect the transition process in this 
phase, but their relative importance differ from household to household. As already 
indicated. rising Incomes enable households to purchase the more expensive gas and 
gas appliances, as well as the minor fuels such as candles and batteries. The relative 
cost of gas to paraffin a:'10 the cost of gas appliances are also factors. The initial 
Investment that Is required to be able to use gas is substantially higher than it is for 
paraffin. This may be a serious obst&cle in the transition towards (;reater reliance on 
gas and accoun:s for the persistence in paraffin use for a long time after gas has 
become available Obviously a supply nstwor1( for gas is essential for it to be adopted. 
Gas requires a far more formal supply networ1( than paraffin. This means It is generally 
slower to develop tha11 the paraffin natwor1( and tends to be concentrated in the older 
urban areas. 
In this phase households tend to adopt gas because on the one hand it Is more 
convenient than paraffin or coal, while on the other hand electricity Is not available to 
them as yet. If electricity were to become widely available to households in the previous 
phase of the transition process it Is possiblo that the role of gas in the process would be 
significa'ltl'J reduced. Since access to electncity Is often closely linked to access to 
formal housing, this factor Is also an important determinant of the energy transition in this 
phase. 
Lastly, modernisation (reflected in nsing expectations, greater familiarity with different 
types of fuels, improved education, changing cooking and eating habits, greater 
awareness of cleanliness and the desire for more free time) also contributes to the 
energy transition in this phase. 
(iii) The third urban transition phase The mai'l factor affecting the transition process in this 
phase is the availabi:ity of electricity, which is almost entirety dependent on the process 
of electnftcation, i.e. the rate at which the national grid is extended to previously 
unconnected residential areas. Numerous factors determine how, where and when 
electrif1Cat10n is undertaken. There are economic and development considerations. as 
well as political factors. The political factors relate on the one hand to t, ,mment's 
rewtionship with particular communit!es and, on the other hand. to a community's 
capacity to make effective demands on public resources. On both counts urban areas 
fare better than rural areas. 
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Th development considerations include matters such as the health and welfare 
d.mnta:1es that accomp ny the electnficat10n process, access to the mass media -
particularly televisK>n - an;J the general modernising effect that se.tms to be associated 
with tho use of electnclty. 
The economic considerat10ns can be di' ided between those operating at the macro level 
and thOse effecting the micro level. The former relates to the costs. benefits and 
financing of extens1..>ns to the electricity grid and related infrastructure, while the latter 
relates to economic factors that households take into consideration before hooking up. 
These fact()(S include the poce of electricity relaltVe to the price of gas or paraffin, the 
cost of wmng a house, the cost of the initial hook-up and the relative cost of ga:i; 
appliances versus :-13dric applianees It has already been noted that in the case of 
loves the high level of inve~tment iovolved in the purchase of a gas stove and the cost 
of electnc stoves win tend to encourage households to continue to use gas for cooking -
and thus retard the rate of tll'lrtsttoo to elect~. 
The access of households to formal housing ts another important factor affecting the rate 
of the energy transrtlon process in this third phase. Formal houses are likely to be 
electnfled before the grid IS extended to informal settlements, b:,th because it is easier to 
create the infrastructure in fo.mal are•s and because the inhabitants of such areas are 
more likely to be able to afford the cost of insta.llation and the user charges. 
Lastly, preferer.c:es and modermsat10n also affect the transitlOfl process In this phase. 
Electricity 1s preferred to othe: fuels because it is ciean, supplied on line (convenient) 
and hes a Wide range of uses (v\'.'rsatlle). As a result households are inclined to make 
tne change to this energy source if at all possible. This Inclination Is strengthened by 
changes in people's expectaticms, levels of oducation and the example effect of the 
urban milieu - all of which are aspects of modernisation. 
(IV) The fourth urban trans1t1on phase As in the previous phase lhe rate of electriflC8tk>t, is 
the most important factor affecting the rate of energy transition in this phase. At present 
Eskom 1s electnfying about 300 000 houses a year and intends to maintain this rate for 
at least the next five years (Opperman, 199'4;2). By any standards this 1s an impressive 
achtevement and means a very rapid •ransilion from paraffin and gas to electricity is 
taking place. Indeed in some area~ electrificat10n 1s so rapid that access to suitably 




on the energy transition process Households unable to gain acce~s to such plots are 
also unable to get access to electricity. 
Once households '·ave access to electricity, the ievel of consumption is largely 
determined by economic factors such as income levels, the price of appliances and the 
cost of the electricity. The higher a household's Income the less sensitive it is likely to be 
to the c-.ost of electricity and the price of appliances and, consequently, the higher the 
level of energy consumpt10n ls likely to be. The length of time households have had 
access to electricity also seems to be correlated with the quantity consumed. However, 
again the passage of time is not a causal factor, but merely a necessary condition for 
households to accumulate appliances and 11evelop energy intensive habits. 
Finally, the energy transition In this fourth phase is affected by the extent of 
enviror,mental socialisation, i e the degree to which people are ;>ositive~ disposed 
towards the environment and aware of the need and th• means to con~fuve energy. 
--The more sensitrve people are to such issues and the greater the perceived benefits of 
any energy conservation measures the more likely people are to incorporate energy 
saving behaviour into their patterns of energy use. \Nhere there are economic incentives 
or direct environmental benefits to be had people will be more inclined to change. In this 
regard the cost of ahernative, energy saving appliances 1s an Important determinant of 
the rate of transition to a less energy intensive pattern of bel'laviour. 
3.3.4 Overall b'enda 
All the causal factors di•,cussed in sectioo 3.2 affect the domestic energy transition process in 
all its different phases. However, the extent of each factor's affect will differ in each phase, 
some predominating during the early phases of transition, others later. The previous three 
sections drew attention to these chang'.no impacts. There are, nevertheless, some broader 
trends that are worth emphasising. • 
During the entire rural energy transition th, status of fuelwood supply is the m?st important 
causal factor. \Nhere fuelwood is scarce, fa.;tors such as the availability of alternative energy 
sources, particularly paraffin, e1 ,d the income to purchase them and their associated appliances 
are important. In all the phases of the urb11n energy transition the most important determinant is 
the availability of electricity or rather tho rate of eloctriftcation. No other single factor is moving 
tile energy transition process forward to the same extent, although it Is possible that in some 
areas the lack of suitably surveyed plots may be operating as ;1 constraint. Other important 
. . . . 
. . . ' 
. ""' ' . " , 
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causal factors affac.,ni,i t'Ml. ,,., ·~"5•cion ,n all lh.J urban phase are income levels the cost of 
energy sources and appl,,. ~,: :. ar,l'f 111e ,m,,act of modernisation. 
As regards the whole domestic energy • :-ansrtion process. the mo. t ·mportant fac!Qr.; are those 
that relate to the availab1lrty of the different energy sources and the bility of households to 
purchase them. i.e. again the status uf fuelwood supplies and pamff:n distribution networ1(s, the 




ENERGY SOURCES ANO HOUSEHOLD WELFARE 
This chapter seeks to identify trends in energy sources' contnbution to household .J81fare at 
different stages in the domestic energy transition process. In order to do this it is necessary to 
collote, standardise and summarise data on energy consumption levels from various studies and 
to mveshgate how these patterns of energy use affect household welfare. The section also 
grves attenhon to the ava1lab1lity and versatility of different energy sources. Av111lability ,s cruc,al 
in detennining what energy opt10ns are open to households, and versatility gives an indication of 
the number of tasl-s an energy source can perfonn and, hence, ,ts potential for enhancing 
welfare Other factors Iha affect the particular energy source's impact on household welfare are 
also ltsted. These lists complement the discussion in chapter 6, where the welfare implications 
or household energy consumption patterns are examined in far greater detail. 
The ma,n energy sources are treated separately in sectlOfls 4.1 to 4.6. Some pertinent points 
relating to the minor energy sources and to energy conservation are made in section 4.7. 
Sectt0n 4.8 wraps up by deriving total useful energy consumption levels and Identifying trends in 
the charactenstics of energy sources used at different stages of the domestil: energy transition 
process But before proceeding several of points need to be made regarding the calc:.llatiOo of 
nett energy nd useful energy values, the different data sources and the format of the tables. 
Calcu/dng nett energy •nd u.efu/ energy v•I~ 
The impact that the use of a partieular energy soun:e has on hot.:Hhold welfare Is detennlned 
by many fer.tors; the most important Is the qutint,ty of useful energy households denvo from II. 
This vanable measures the amount of en~rgy households actually use and derive benefit from. 
It ,s 1mportont to use this variable in assessing an energy source's contribution to welfare, rather 
than household nett energy consumptton, since the energy-use efficiencies of different energy 
sources vary widely. To Illustrate the difference, wssume there are two households whose levels 
of nett energy consumption are equal, but the one uses fuelwood and the other gas. If their 
welfare position were assei.sed on the basts of this information they may appear equally well-off. 
How~ver, the energy-use efficiency of gas Is about five times that of fuelwood, I e the 
household using gas would be denvmg nearly frve times more useful energy and, hence, benefit 
than the household using fuelwood; consequently, their welfare would differ bt a similar amount. 
Nett energy consumption measures the total amount of energy 'delivered' to households and is 
calculated by multiplying the physical quantities of energy households consume by the energy 
source's calonfic value in order to obtain equivalent energy values, which are eq,ressed in 
gtgapules (GJ =- 100J MJ) Various calorific values are found in the lllerature. These are 
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presented m the table 4 1, wrth those used in this study noted in the final column Given the 
narrow range of values for each of the energy sources. it does n~• matter too mv~h which are 
used. This study uses the values noted by Eberhard (1986). 
Table 4.1 : Calorific values of different energy source, 
Energy BHt Unitad N•~ons Eberhard Rlvett-Carnac UHd here 
source (1979) (1981) (1981) (1990) 
fuelv.ood 21-23 MJ/kg . 17 MJ/kg 17 MJ/kg 17 MJ/kg 
(15% motsture) 
dung 11.5-16.5 MJ/kg . 12 MJ/kg . 12 MJ/kg 
(40% motsture) 
coal 30 MJ/kg - 27 MJ/kg 25 MJ/kg 27 MJ/kg 
paratfin 38MJ,1 -43 2 MJ/1 37 MJ/1 36 7 MJ,1 37 rAJ,1 
gas . 45 5 MJ/kg 49 MJ/kg 46.5 MJ/kg 
I 
49 MJ/kg 
electricity . . . 3 6 MJlkv.tl 3 6 MJ/kv.tl 
Not• 1 MJ •0001 GJ 
Usflful energy consumption is calculated by multiplying the nett energy consumption amounts by 
the energy-use efficiency 11111lues associated with each energy source. Table 4.2 presents 
energy-use efficiencies found In the literature. Again those used in this study appear In the final 
column. 
Table 4.2: Energy-uH efficiency of dltr.rent energy aourcH 
Energy source Proud et al. ViQoen Rivett..carnac 
(1983) (1990) (1990) 
Fuelv.ood • open fire . . 13--25% 
• stove . 10% 11-30% 
Dung • open fire . . . 
Coal • brazier . . . 
- stove - 20% <16% 
Paraffin • stove 54-57% 50% 47-50% 
- lamp - . . 
Gas • stove 55% 75% 60% 
















I Gt:. '. ' 
Electricity • SIOVt' - % 55% I · o . _ _ _._ ______ _._ ___ •__ I _ _!. ~ _j 
Dat•.ourc .. 
The data used in this section are taken from six different studies, namely: 
Best (1979) - who studied the fuel consumption of three villages in Lesotho, Transkei and 
KwaZulu, visiting them both In summer and in winter. The sampld sizes are 
comparatively small, but the fuel used was measured with some rigour. 
L1engme (1983) • who studied tho use of wood for both fuel and buildln11 in Gazankulu. Daily 
fuelwood consumption data are presented separately for each of the 14 households 





surveyed The inclusion of the household sizes facilitated the conversion of this data 
to the formal used hara. 
Eberhard (1986) • who studied household energy consumption in six rural areas and five peri• 
urban/urban areas across South Africa. This sot of data is an invaluable source of 
information and the format of reporting is the same as that adopted here. The 
samrlas were sufficiently large to give reliable results. 
V1/1oen (1990)· who studied energy use in a number of perl-urban/urban areas In the Western 
Cape and one in the Transvaal. He divides the Cape data according to the 
characteristics of the areas surveyed (see Viljoen, 1900:38). This may affect the 
spread of the data between the samples. The data were reported in weekly 
consumption amounts which necessitated multiplying it up to get annual figures. The 
whole sample data also had to be changed from u!leful onergy consumption levels to 
physical quantities. This was dona using the energy-use efficiency and calorific 
values given in the study itself (see Viljoen, 1990:82-83). In addition, household data 
were converh,d Into per capita data using the h1>usehold sizes given in the study (see 
Viljoon, 1990:65). Though the samples were sufflclently large, it is felt that the 
calculations that were made to make this data comparable to data from the other 
sources reduces its reliability. 
R1vett-Carnac (1 990) - who studied energy consumption patterns of households in the 
Mariannhill district near Pietermarltzburg, Natal. The data are broken down into three 
"strata", !.e. pert-urban, tow11ship (non-electrified) and township (electrified), a format 
which Is maintained here. Rivett-Camac reports the fuelwood consumption data in 
terms of the physical amount of fue~NOOd households used, but the data for all the 
other energy sources are in terms of the monthly energy expenditure on the particular 
energy source. To make this data comparable the monthly expenditure values ware 
divided by the fuel prices given in the study (see the notes to the tables) to obtain the 
p,1ysical quantities of energy used and than multiplied up lo get annual figures. In 
addition, household data were converted I:nto per capita data using the household 
sizes given in the study (see RivAt,-r.~mr:tc 1190: 18). The size of the samples en 
which the data fire based vari~d frcm ~ l·cuseholds that used fuelwood to 42 that 
used grid electricity. The reliuolltt) ,,t ,lie data therefore varies from one 6'-lergy 
source to another. Again the calculations that were made to make the data 
comparable to that in other sources probably reduce its reliability os Wl'III. 
Eberhard and Dickson (1991) - who studied energy oonsumption patterns in underdeveloped 
areas in Bophuthatswana. The format of data is the same as Eberhard (1986); 
consequently it is the same as that used here. The samples were also sufficiently 







Format of the d•t• tablu 
The data derived fro'Ti the above mentioned studies have been ciivided into three transition 
stag'ls, namely: the rural transition stage, the early urban transition stage and the late urban 
transition stage. These stages are not the sl\me es the trarisition phases described in the 
standard model They are a si•nplif!CJ\tion In so far as the 'rural stage' incorporates ell three 
phases of the stan:1ard model's rural transition process, while the 'early urban stage' and the 
'late urban stage' incorporate the first two urban phases and the second two urban phases of 
the standard model's urban transition process respectively. 
This format is adopted because the data from the six studies noted above were not originally 
collected with the seven phases of the standard mod,tl in mind and informat10n that may have 
enabled the data to be divided into thu venous phases is lacking. The data is also presented in 
disaggregated form, Le. the differences between households and, hence, the households' 
individual posrt10ns in the energy transition process have been hidden/lost. It would. therefore, 
be misleading to argue that a particular sample of households are all in the same phase of the 
energy transition process, while in reality there may be significant differences In their individual 
energy consumption patterns. The phases of the standard model are best suited to describe the 
energy use gattems of individual households rather than groups of them. 
The three stages used In the tables in this section ere obviously t1ppllcable to the date available 
since in most cases It is explicitly stated whether the samples are of rural, peri-urban or urban 
households. Only Viljoen's date posed categorisation problems since he divides it according to 
"new" and "old" formal and informal areas; the non-use of elflctricity in the sample was therefore 
used es indicative of the households being drawn from the early urban transition stage In all 
cases, 1f households in a sample used electricity and were located In an urban area, it was 
assumed they were in the late urban stage of transition. 
The division of the data between these different stages is not completely satisfactory, but at 
least 11 still enables the discussion of the different welfare impacts of energy use to be relatec! to 
the standard model of the energy transition process, even if only in the broadest terms. 
4.1 Fuelwood 
Table 4.3 presents household end per capita date on domestic fuelwood consumption. The 
physical amounts of fuelwood used are converted to nett energy consumption end useful energy 
consumption using the calorific value of 17 MJ/kg of fuelwood and an energy-use efficiency of 
13%, as noted in tables 4.1 and 4.2 above . 
. I 




Table 4.3· Useful energy derived from the domestic consumption of fuel1NOod per y'Hr 
only for households using fuel1NOod 
Area Suurc• Date Per HouMhold Pff Capita 
%HIH Phy.cal Nett UNlul Phyaleal Nett 
ulllng amoonl energy enwgy amount enwgy 
enwgy (kgl conasnp- conMmp- (kg) conasnp-
eource tJon lion lion 
I IGJI IGJI I IGJI 
Rural Trans/Uon Stage 
L.xho Maleliloane B..a 197,l 100 1745 2987 388 3315 5 70 
Transl<al • Joz:anna s Nek 8"t 197'11 92 lt\96 12.27 419 3)2 513 
KWIIZulu • Mut>unka a. 197'11 100 41124 8201 1088 1124 1911 
I ~ - GtfW'"lll'N LJengme 1983 100 5,439 92-411 1202 700 1292 
Ci&IGll•LUf'..O Ebtttlard 1986 100 31102 5783 752 788 1302 
T,_... • Mll'zimahte Ebemerd 11186 100 2WS 4!37 829 I!!',() 11 05 
Trenskal • Clltkebury Ebt,hard 11186 100 2 '5'3 46Sl 801S 48,4 823 
Trenakeo • Nkangll Eberllllfd 11186 100 3m 6421 835 e 847 
Gazankulu · Cottondale Ebemerd tQl'C 
I 
100 3580 11)86 791 5n 9n 
L«-W • Mol<Umuru Eberhllrd 1986 100 3358 570B 742 11156 11 14 
Boph1'hatswana • Bodobe E.bematd' 1991 79 1812 3080 400 :m 510 
Boph\Ahltawana • Madltte E.l>erhllrd' 1991 Q5 2::44 38 15 498 318 541 
Bophlthllls_,. • Dinokana Ebemafd 1991 100 ?.ill 4301 558 37!; 8 :ie 
BophlAhlts-,,e . Gen~ Ebemerd' 1991 74 1798 3057 397 C72 883 
Bophlthat._,. • 0-W.rd Eberhard' 1991 '° J111 5289 888 539 916 BophlthatSMN • Loopeng Eb9mard' 11i91 100 3978 8783 8 7'11 m 1312 
£1o!)h<tt.swana (rural aw<age) Eberhard' 1991 89 2642 4491 584 454 1n 
EMty Vrt»n TraMIUona/ $tllgfl 
Nllal · Vuhndlela Ebemerd 191!8 98 521-4 8884 11 52 7'515 1284 
OMO.w Ebel1lerd 11186 88 34.'3 583 078 58 OQ5 
Bophlthllls.wna • Amalllng Et>emard 19118 51 29:3 447 058 50 085 
Cape • N.w Betheecla Eber!Wd 19118 9-4 3042 51 71 en 84l 11 02 
Cape • Crouroach Eberhard 11188 :ie "°19 81!132 888 51111 9S2 
Cape (old lnformel) ~ 1Q90 2 . 
Cape (,_ inlormet) ~ 1'8l 3 
Cape(.-.ge) Vlljoen 1Q90 1 7 . 
Trans.,..,(,_ inlonnlll) W,..n 1Q90 851 7'58 1289 1 IJI 151 3~ 
Nllal . ManannlllN (pell Ull>l.i) R-.....s-camec: 1QQO 31 21132 4114 e;8 3-45 587 
Natal • ManannhtN (!'ship non e I R"411-C-,,-c 11ial 15 Zi()8 4284 5 ',i,C 374 838 
BophlAhlt- . Mmebatho a..mard' 1991 76 107'52 18 :le 2 311 180 2n 
L•t• Un»n Transition $f11p 
Cape (old lormlll) Vlljoan 1Q90 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cape ,,_ lormlll) v~,.,.., 1990 25 -
Natal • Manannhll jt'ah4p elec l RMII-Cemec 1990 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Note 1 
2 
EberNrd (1991) IS shall for Eber!Wd end Dtclalon (1991) 
3>erhlll'd end Otelalorl (1991 47) report t'lal houMholda thlt coffect thetl own ll,elwood in M,,,.blthO •ise QXl kg ~le 



































The fl'l)St notablo feature of the above table is the range in the quantity of useful energy and, 
hence, the varying amounts of welfare households derive from the use of fuelwood. Many 
households consume sufftciftnt fuelwood to meet their basic need for energy, i.e. more than 
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1.5 3GJ of useful energy per capita: others do not. This is clearly shown in figure 4. 1 below, 
which also grves some indication of the amount of useful &nergy denved from fuelwood by 





























Figurfl 4.1: Per capita useful energy derived from fuelwood ,t different stages In the 
domestic energy transition only for households using fuelwood 
The sequential ordering of the samples in each of the three transition stages is ba.,ed on the 
useful energy derived from fuelwood and does not reflect greater or lesser progress in the 
energy transition process. From figure 4.1 it is evident that there is a decreasing trend in the 
amount of useful energy households derived from fuelwood in successive stages of the 
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domestic energy transition Consequently, fuelwood's contnbuhon to housel.~ld welfare may be 
expected to decrease in a s,m,~r manner. 
The widespread a11ailab1hty of fuelwood in rural areas, as well as the fact that in these areas 
access to it is free, or at least does not require cash, is the principal reason why it occupies such 
an important posit10n in the energy budgets of households in the ruraI transitton st~e. Indeed 
many households, particularly the poorest ones, r~ly on fuelwood almost entirely. Even where 
tree stocks have been depleted and fuelwood is scarce (see secb.>n 5.1 1), households will 
continue to rely mostly on fuelWOOd, but tend to use less energy overall Only when shortages 
become acute or fuelwood is commerctalised do households tum to other energy sources. In 
peri-urban and urhan areas fuelwood is not often readily availal>le, whereas other energy 
sources are, So from the early stages of the urban energy transifion few hous,,holds rely on 
fuelwood to the same extent as rural nouseholds do. Generally, only the poo<es~ households 
use it to meet most of their energy needs; other households use 111rying quantities of fuelwood 
in combination with other energy sources. In the late stages of the urban energy transition 
fuelwood is used almost exclusively for luxury activities such as bre.ais and hearth fires. 
Fuelwood --.an be used to fulfil most of the basic needs for energy, and without the need for any 
appliances. Indeed the eppllances available do not increase fuolwood's versatility, but tend to 
cause the tasks for which it is already used to be executed mo· e efflclently Fuelwc.od's maln 
limitation is that it cannot be used for lighting, so households reliant on it usually use cand!es or 
paraffin for this purpose. 
In addition to the above factors, fuelwood's impact on household welfare is affocted by: 
the quality of fuelwood available to households - the scarcity of woods with desirable 
burning qualities affects household welfare negatively; 
the amount of time and effort, as well as risks, taken to gather fuelwood; 
the use o! appliances such as ~t011es. Although these are not essential, they enhance 
the welfare households derive from fuelwood by increasing energy-use efficiency and 
smoke removal; 
the smoke - II is a health risk and reduces the amenity of the indoor environment (see 
section 5.1.1 ), though smoke may act as an insect-repellent and add a desirable taste to 
food; 
the open hearth provides a 'social centre'; 
the low effteiency of fuelwood; and 
the fact that fuelwood is a renewable resource 
\, . . . ... . . . . - - - - ---- --
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4.2 Dung/crop wastes 
In table ◄.4 household and per capita data on the domestic use of dung/crop wastes as Wl 
energy source are presented. Again, the relevant energy output and efficiency vanables ere 
used to generate data on nett 13nergy and useful energy consumption. 
Table 4.4: Useful energy deri-.ad from the domestic consumption of dung/crop wastes 
per yHr only for households using dung/crop wa111ties 
Ar•• Source Date I Per Houeehold Per Capita 
%HIM l'tlyllcal Nett U•ful Phy__, Nett U•ful 
ullng .... oun1 ener.JY enwgy atlounl -gy ..wgy 
-gy (kgJ coneir1p. con-.np. (kgJ con-.np- conaunp. 
eource lion Uon lion lion 
(QJ) (QJ) (OJI (GJJ 
Runl ,,.,lltk,n Stage 
Leeotn.'.' • Maleliloene BNI 1117'11 Ill :»111 3600 JS) 561 873 087 
T ,analalj • .1ozama·a Nek Beel 1117tl ~ 215P 25~ 2!5U 343 412 041 
KMZIAI • Muhunkll e.11 ~llill 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Gazanl<ulu • G,yl-,. ., .. L,engme 11183 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
CIN·Lu,lcD Ebemard 1SIIS 83 7'117 1150 098 1110 231 023 
Tra'ISbi • Man.an••N• Ebemard 1111!8 S) 1121 11 05 1 11 1e1 224 022 
Tr.-· ClllrMbu, y Eberhatd 11188 100 131:;: 15 74 157 231 2n 031 
Tramleai•Nkanga Ebematd 111e6 100 101M 12n 1 ;ii 131 1 51 015 
Guankulu • CCll!onc!M Eberhard 11ii88 13 1777 21 32 213 2211 27'5 027 
L-'-. Molrumuru El>emaird 191Ml 117 5e5 871 088 112 134 013 
Bophl.(hllsww,a - Bodobe E.bernard' 111111 72 ::.nr1 2402 2<40 m 1132 OQ3 
Bophl.(hll,_ . Madulle EberhMd1 111111 63 1105 13 215 133 154 11!15 018 
Bophl.(hlla- . OtnokaN Ebematd' 111111 25 sn 8M OS ~ 1Cllil 011 
~-Gan'jeN Et,e,tier(j' 1'1111 10 . . . . . 
Boplulwt- · 0--rd Ebemard
1 111111 57 2IS35 31 62 318 5C3 852 oeis 
~awana-Loopeng Ebelhard
1 1'1111 31 3530 42C3 424 714 157 088 ~-'Ill (rurel --.1 Eberha/d1 1FQ1 .... 2244 21SQ3 2.811 ~ 855 068 
CM1y Urflen TrllMltJonal siag. 
Natal • Vu.,dlela Eberhard 1eae 3) . 
Qwa()we Ebemerd 1ll!!6 68 . . . 
~-• Amllelang Eberhatd 11188 10 . . 
C•pe•NMB«hnl!e Ebemar11 1988 16 . 
c.pe . crowa.«i. Eberhard 11186 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cape (old w,formaJ) V.l,oei, 111l0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
cape (nM 1n1orma11 w,-, 111110 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cape(-.ge) wi-, 111l0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 
Trane....i (nM informaQ v,1,oei, 1800 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Nllal • ~tannhill (pen urt>en) RMII-Carnac 1Slil0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NUI • Mllf11nnhll (l'lhlp non • ) RM11-C1rnac 1Slil0 0 0 0 0 0 0 r, 
Bop,•.thltS'Mnl Mmebltho Ebemerd
1 111111 18 . . 
Lat• Url»n Tr1111a/llon Stage 
Cape (old formal) Vlljc)en 1800 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
cape (new lurmlJJ v..,o.n 1 ggo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Nlhl. ~ariannhtl (l'ahtp tleC I RMII-Camac 1800 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 




From the table 1t Is evident that dung 1s widely used as an energy source in rur-11 areas. 
particularly the former homAland areas The emounts used are surpnsmgly large - some 
households may obtain as much as a fifth of ''ieir useful energy from this source 
Figure 4 2 shows how much useful energy households denve from dung/crop wastes at different 
stages 1n the domestic energy transrtic,n process. The notes on figure 4 1 's compilation apply 
equally to this figure 
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Figure 4.2: Per capita useful energy derived from dung/crop wastes at different stages in 
the domestic energ!J transition only for households usinri dung/crop wastas 
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Clearly dung/crop wastes are almost only used as an energy :.ource rn the rural energy tran-
srtron From the figure rt rs also evident that none of the h011seholds using this energy source 
der,ve sufficient energy from rt to meet their basic energy Meds. It may, thorerore, be assumed 
that dung/crop wastes are used as a c:upplementary energy source by households uperiencing 
shortages or ruelwood, Smee paraffin rs avarlable in most areas, it m3y further be assumed that 
dung rs con~11med because rt is a 'free' resourc.. As such rt :s a fuel of last resort for 
households that do not have access to other energ/ source or cannot afford them. 
Dung/cmp wastes are not very versatile energy sources, since ti1ey bum inefficiently. They are 
used. along wrth fu 11wood, for cooking and heating water, but they generate too much smoke to 
be ~n acceptable source or energy for space warming . 
Other factors &ffectrng dung/crop wastes' impact on household welfare include: 
lhe acceptabilrty or 'Jsing dun'1/crop waites as a source or energy; 
the rneffrcfency of dung as a source of energy; 
'he opportunrty costs or burning dung and crop wastes (see section 5.1.2); 
the Irmo and effort expended to collect and prepare these fuels: and 
the smoke, which is a nealth nsk and reduces the amenrty of the home (section 5.1.2). 
4.3 Paraffin 
Table '4,5 presents data on domes,ic paraffin consumption gathered from various sources. As in 
the pre\lious two sections, the nett enorgv and ~·seful energy consumption of households is 
calculeted usin!] the relevant energy output and efficiency variables. The range in the quantity 
or useful energy that households denve from paraftin Is IJroadly similar to that reported for 
ru ... lwooa rn table '4.3 However, in the case or paraffin the ne+t 9nergy consumed is about five 
times less than when fuelwood is used. This illustrates the , cial importanr.e of energy-use 
efficiency A:so notable is the lower bulk or pardffin versl.i. ruelwood: to obt~in 1000 MJ or 
usefcl energy would rec;uire Just 5-4 hire o, ~araffin as oppos~d to 590 kg or ruelwood. Using 
paraffin, therefore. increases household welfare b~• decreasi 10 lho amount or effort re4uired to 




Table 4.5: Useful energy derived from the domestic consumption of paraffin per year 
only for households using paraffin 
·-





Rural TransltJon Stage 
lesctho • Ma•ehloene Best 1979 l(X) 
Tran5keo • Jozanna • Nek 89": 1979 100 
l(walulu • MaShunka le• 1979 78 
Gazllntrulu . -..,yani area ~me 1883 . 
Ciskei • LUJiko Eberhard 11l66 100 
T ranskei • ManZJtNhte Eberhard 1966 96 
Tr1nlkai. Clerkebury Eberhard 1966 96 
T r1nskel • Nkanga Eberhard 1968 100 
Gazankutu • Cottondale Ebe<hlrd 1968 cs 
L eoo, 'I • Mokumuru Eberhard 1966 97 
Boptu.thatawana • Bod,be Eberhard' 1991 74 
Bopn..thatswana • Madi.tie ~rd' 1991 93 
Boptn.thatswana • D•nokana Eberhard' 18';1 100 
Boph..thatswana • Ganyesa Ebefhlrd' 1!:191 83 
Boph.ihllswana • 0-rd Ebefhlrd' 1881 96 
Boph.itlalawana • I oopeng E~ard' 1991 97 
Boph..thllawana (rural •-•ge) E~rd' 1881 91 
Early Urt»n Trana/Ilona/ Stage 
Natal · V, '1ndi.la E~ard 11l66 fl3 
QwaQwa Eberhard 1968 85 
Bo~awa. , • Amlleleng Eberhard 1966 56 
Cape • New BethMda Eberhard 1966 94 
Cape • Cr0$SfoadS Eberhard 11l66 100 
Cape (old mrOfmal) ViljOen 1000 100 
Cape (new Informal) Viltoen 1990 100 
Cape (awrage) Vilioen 1GOO 922 
Trans,..l (MW 1nFonn11I) VIIJ()en 1990 94 
;~Ital • ManaMholl (pen urban) RMII-C1rnac 1ll00 95 
Natal • Manannh,11 (Uh1t> non • ) RMtt-Carnac: 1880 77 
Boph..thllswana • Mmabalho Eberhard' 1881 96 
L•t• Urban r,.nsltlon Stag• 
Cape (old l()(lrll) VIIJ09n 1090 T/2 
Cipe I,,.,; IOfm 11) V1lioen I "C<l 975 
Nlllal • Ml.nan11hrll j!°"'1lP ~ ) I Riwtt-Camac 1800 35 I 
NotH 1 
2 
Ebemltd (1881) IS short IOf Eberhard and OICkaon (199i J 
Per Household Per Caprta 
Phylliul Nett UaelUI Physlcal Nett UNful 
amount energy energy 1mount energy energy 
(I) consump- consump- (I) coneunp- consump-
llon llon llon tlon 
l(GJI (GJ) (OJ) (GJ) 
66 244 1 22 127 047 023 
136 I 503 252 :11 6 000 04) 32 I 118 058 74 027 014 . . 
130 481 2 41 .,, 1 04 052 
1ail 736 J88 45 1 67 083 
142 525 283 24 089 044 
ge .355 1 78 10 037 01£' 
100 7 25 363 213 1 04 052 
S4 200 1 00 10 037 019 
187 818 3(11 33 1 22 081 
68 326 1 83 15 056 0.,, 
136 511 255 19 070 O:le' 
217 800 401 so 185 0F3 
200 962 481 46 1 70 085 
178 859 329 30 111 056 
178 658 329 33 1 22 061 
158 5TT 289 :!>8 078 036 
1Slil !566 294 31,4 116 058 
279 1032 516 856 2"'3 1 21 
264 gn 466 578 213 1 07 
879 2512 1256 957 354 1 77 
445 1647 823 83 307 1 si 
294 10 !18 544 81 300 1 so 
362 1339 670 86 244 122 
203 751 376 4' 1111 091 
21!9' 1069 535 :'6 1 3:) 065 
21131 1047 524 42 1 56 078 
233' 362 431 341 1 2e 063 
350 1295 8 "8 51 I 6'i 094 
I 
331 1225 812 83 2 J3 117 
54' 2 00 1 ex, 8 030 015 
3 
T ,_ l,gurn 1r1 baH<t or, 101111 samplt ell• because of uncerta,nty regarding data g,,..n In Eberhard and Dickson 
(1001 49) comro1ed to tt>et 1n Eberl>trd end 01· 1<son (11191 46) 
kMltl-Carr.ac 1000 19) repo1t1 thll the par1tf1n prk'a ranged .,.._n 85 certs and 70 cants per l~r• 1n the lfN he ltudied 
(Apnl lllQ'.1) o conwrt the monthly partlf1n •.pend ... •r• d.Jta g""'1 by Rr.owtt-Cernac (19'l0 19) to physocel quant,ies a 
pnce ol t-7 S centa r<-r Itri was 1$SUfl\ed 
. . . .. . , . . 
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Figure 4.3: Per capita useful energy derived from paraffin at different 4'tages in the 
domestic energy transition only for households using p~raffln 
Looking at the above figure it is clear that households in the rura! transition and in the late .. ,ban 
transition stages only denve limited amounts of useful energy from paraffin. In rural areas 
income levels ar9 limiied, so l,ouseholds prefer to i.: .. e fuelwood instead of paraffin because 
acce'is to it is free. Paraffin is mostly used for lighting. Only rural households experiencing 
acute fuelwood shortages use more paraffin. In the late urban stages of the energy transition 
households have access to other energy sources, and only use paraffin as a back-up By 
. . ( 
. ,., . . ' . . 
\ . . • . ·• ' . I'.. . . . • ' 
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contrast, dunng the early stages of urban trans11icn paraffin 1s an important source of useful 
energy, wrth m~ny households consuming sufficierit to meet their basic energy needs More 
paraffin 1s used at this stage because fuelwood 1s ~care.a, electncity unavailable and the cost of 
paraffin appliances. which rtipresent an 'access fee',;:; relatively low 
The d1stribuhon network for paraffin 1s w;despread ,n both urban and rural areat It is marketed 
from larger shops and through the informal secto1 ~mere 'tuck shops' supply to households. 
R1Vett-Camac (1990.48) notes that paruffin's wide scale cvailabllrty and the fact that it is 
relatively transportable and divisible are all reasons for its 'popularity'. The lack of access to 
acceptable alternatives such as gas and elsctri~itv is also a'l important Mnsideration 
Paraffin ,s more versatile than fuelNOOd, but few households own all the appliances neoded to 
realise this potential. Most households oniy own pr1mus stoves and are, therefore, restricted to 
using paraffin for cooking and haaling wster. Paraffin Is also commonly used for lighting -
utilising erther hcioa-made or bought lamps. Them in disadvantage of paraffin is ,.,at to use it 
for space heatin~ and refrigeration requires appliances that are generally too expensivo and use 
too much fuel ,or most household budgets. 
In addrtion to the above factors. paraffin's impact on household welfare is affected by; 
the 'access fee' of purchasing paraffin appliances, particularly a primus stove: 
the pnce of paraffin and the percentage of income spent on this energy source: 
the convenience, h1:1alth and amenity benef its of using paraffin instead of fuelwood or 
coal: ano 
the pos~1bllrty of ch,ldren poisoning themselves by Imbibing paraffin and the risk of 
serious bums and explosions. 
. . 
. . . . 




Data on the domestic consumption of coal are presented tn table 4 6 The fom , 
that used tn the previous sections. 
e as 
Table 4.6: Useful energy derived from the domestic ct-i,•,.·rnpt r>t. >f coal per year only 
for households using coal 
--
Area Source Date Per Hounhold Per Capita 
%H/H Phyalcal Nett UMlul Physical Nett UMIUI 
uelnq amount energy energy amount energy enwgy 
energy (ki,) con-.np- coneump- (kg) coneump con...,,p-
source tlon Uon Uon tlon 
(OJI (GJ) (GJ) (<1Jl__ 
Rural Tn,mlllun St1g• 
lMOtl'IO • Mlllel\loene BNt 197'11 . . . . . . 
Trana . ., .aa Nik B• 197'9 . . . . . . 
KwaZulu • MashunQ Best 197'9 . . . . . 
Ga:ankulu. G1fan1 ,, .. Loengme 1 lil83 . . . . . . 
CISl<ei • Lujlla> Eberhard 1966 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T ranaloli • Mar,ll!N le Ebert:a,d 19!16 8 J/J2 10511 159 88 238 OJO 
Tranakei • Clerkebufy Eb«hard 1986 18 1145 3100 4815 191 510 077 
Tran l<et • Nkange E/l«hard 1"56 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Galank\llu • CattO'ldlle Ebemard 19116 36 14n 31i188 5 911 m 5~ 089 
l~boM - Mlkumuru Eberhard 191!8 10 17'9 4153 on C) 1 08 018 
Bojlh,lhatlM'\I · Bodlbe Ebemard1 1881 511 fO) 1701 295 104 281 042 
Boph.thats-,,a • Madi.Cle Eberhard' 1991 2 98) 2592 3119 1:211 3<16 05:!' 
Bopl11.that-na • Clonol<an• Eberhard' 1991 25 702 1895 284 86 232 035 
e,,pluhlbwana • Gan)'IM Eblthard1 1891 7 1014 2738 411 lo4 443 068 
Bcphl.C'1alawa,a • 0-.d Ebamard' 1991 8 1088 21184 433 111) 432 085 
Bophl.Chll1wan■ • Loopeng 1:~• 1991 Q 8C) 2288 ~C) 117 318 047 
8opt.l.(hatlMnt (rural •-age) Eberl'lard' 1881 12 775 3'193 314 112 302 045 
E11r,1 Urt»n T~ltlot>al S'bg9 
NIUI • Vuhndllllt Eberhefd 1866 3 11119 3210 482 1119 458 Ollll 
QwaOwa Ebelhtnl 1 00 1734 4882 702 322 8 811 1 :ll 
Boph1.Chal1wan, • Amat•ng Eberhard 1986 92 1()11 .51Q 436 211 570 0815 
Cape • N-Botllllda Eblthard 1 31 003 24:.'18 3611 1n ◄ (ll 070 
Cape • Croasrotds Ebelt>ard 1986 45 3451 (1318 13911 4B6 1312 IW 
Cape (Old 1nlormal) W,oen 1900 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cape (- inlormal) V1l,oen 19lil0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
CaP" (a'Nagt) V~,oen 19lil0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Tranawa11,-1nlormal) v~ 1990 8811 2113 5711 857 ~ 1368 2a, 
Natal • M~nannti,11 (perl Ulblln) RM>lt-Cemac 1900 138 1:,ci 3818 54:? 1tD' C41 088 
Natal. Manennh,h (t'&h•p non • ) R,...it,Cerna<: IQQ) Q4 1 :;ro- 33 7., :5~ 181 504 07('1 
Bophl.Chalswana • Mmalltho Ebefh.,d1 1~1 42 97'5 211 JJ 39G 1"6 3~ 059 
, ~r• Urt»n Tn111s/tlon sr.g, 
Cape (old rormet) Vlljoen 1000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cape (new rormel) Voljoen 191l0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Na•• • M11oenr.hll (rs11,r, Ill« , RMI! Cl,NIC 1000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 
~ -
Nein Ebefhar.) •19(\1) lo. ~hOlt fur Ebelhar·• 111d Ooekson (199') 
R1111tt-Cer111c (1 1 ii) r~pOlls 1hllt "'"' or coel rcngtd lrom ~ c:ents 10 ~ ~ en~ per l,,ilogram in th.I 1 •• ta ;.tudted 
(Ap,• 1 I to ton'11ft the munthly ~Oal •"P'ndlure data g,Yan by RMll-t:arnac (1ll00 :D-21) 1<' pnY11ttl i,uaro1C111 a 
pnce or 24 cents peo kilogram waa a sumed 
' . " ' . . .. ' 
• ' • ' • • • , .. • ' •. • f .- ...,,;.,, .. .. :. • .. • • '\ 
.. ... ' '. - -
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From lhe above table rt 1s y\·11ient that domestic coal consumption is confined almost entirely to 
areas close to South Atnca',; coalfields, namely KwaZulu-Natal, Gauteng and Mpumalanga 
Secondly, households that do use coal tend to consume it in large quantities, ,.a. there is not the 
range in coal use that was noted in the case or fuelwood and paraffin. Thi1dly, coal is a bulky 
fuel This is illustrated by ext,gnding tho example introduced in the previous section. to obtain 
1000 MJ or useful energy frcrn coai would require 185 kg, which Is less than the 590 kg for 
fuelwood, but still ,h,ee times the 54 litre for paraffin. Ne. 13 also that that households using coal 
were a minority in most survey sar1ples Coal use is, therefore, probably more limrted than 
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Figure 4.4. Per capita useful energy derived from coal at different stages In the domestic 
energy transition only for houuholds using coal 
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In the ru·al transrt1on domestic coal use is obviously limited. In the early urban transrtiori those 
households that do use coal are usually in the m,nonty and are confined to coal producing 
regions In the late urban transition few households use coal onca they have access to 
electncrty, although as noted in sect10n 7.1 3(b) the proportion may still be substantial in some 
areas, 111 Soweto 22% of newly electnfied households still have coal stoves (Heyl, 1988). 
The cost of coal dus to high transportat10n costs confines its use to areas in and around 
coalfields and the main urban centres The weight ot coal means transportation costs are high, 
which inhIb1ts distnbution and, hence, use in the rural transition and ir the early stages of urban 
transition. In the late urt>an transition stages convenience, cleanliness and the availabilrty of 
other energy sources seem to be more important determinants of coal use than the availability of 
the fuel itself. 
Coal is as versatile as fuelwood, except that it does not bum as readily in an open fire. As wrth 
wood appliances, coal appliances in most cases coal stoves - also only enhance energy-use 
effrc1ency, but not versatility. Coal's main limitation is also that rt cannot be used for lighting 
Other factors affecting coal's Impact on household welfare include. 
the quality of coal households use; 
the physical characteristics of coal - it is heavy, dirty and difficult to hght; 
the use of coal stoves They enhance household welfare by increasing energy-use 
efficiercy and smoke removal; 
the smoke - as noted in section 5.1.-4 and 7.1.3(b) it reduces household welfare by 
affecting people's health and reducing tre amenity of the home environment; 
the greater energy: weight ratio of coal, to that of fuelwood, and 
the price of coal and the percentage of income spent on this energy source. 






Data on the dom 1stic consumption of gas are presented below. 
Table 4.7: Useful energy derived from th-a domestic consumption of gas per year only for 
households using gas 
-
Area Source Date Per liOUHhold Per Capita 
'11.H/H Physlul Nett Useful Phyalc:4il Nett Useful 
ualng anount energy energy amount energy energy 
energy (kg) conautnp- conatftlp- (kg) con8tftl p- consump-
aou.c:e Uon lion 110 ... tlon 
--- (OJ) (GJ) i(GJ) l!GJI 
Rural Trans/I/on Stag• 
Lesotho Malefiloene Best 1979 . 
Transl<eo - Jozanne'• Nek Best 1979 . . 
KwaZulu • Mashunka Best 1979 . . . . . 
Gazankulu. Goyan, are• Liengm1 1SB3 . 
C1ske, • Lu111a> Eberhard 1Q86 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T r1nske1 - MlnZlmahle Eberhard 1eee 4 48 2.36 1 41 11 7 057 034 
l rans"81 • Clarkeoory Eberhard 1966 9 131 637 382 179 088 053 
Tranal<a4. Nkll'lgl Eberhard ,eee 9 SQ 2.89 1 73 33 016 010 
Gaankulu • Cottondale Eberhard 1eee 8 129 632 319 195 096 057 
Lebow& Mokumuru Eberhard ,eee 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Bopnl.Chatswani, Bod1be Eberhard' 1001 0 0 0 0 0 J 0 
Boph\4ha1SWJM - Madutle Eberhard' 1001 0 0 0 0 0 0 u 
Boph..Chat~wana Donokana Eberl'lard1 1991 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Bophl.Chats'Mlna • Ganyesa Eberhard' 1981 10 118 578 347 28 1 37 0 .!12 
Boph..Chatswana - Deel'Mlrd Eberti.rd1 1981 28 115 564 ~38 18 088 053 
Bophuthatswana Loopeng Ebemard1 1981 12 510 2498 1499 70 343 2.06 
Bophl4hatswane (rural 1wrage) Eberhard' 1991 12 162 794 4 76 31 1 52 091 
Early Urbtn Trarns/tlonal Stage 
NMlll • Vul1ndlela Eberhard Hl86 5 100 4 El) 294 11 9 058 035 
OwaOwa Eberhard 1966 9 152 7"'5 447 21 6 1 06 064 
Bophl.Chatswana - Amatelang Eberhard 1966 10 73 358 215 171 084 0.50 
Cape - New Bethesda Eberhard 1986 g 49 240 1 44 42.2 207 1 24 
Cape . Crossroads cuerhard 1966 4 396 1940 11 64 46 7 2.:ll 1 43 
Cape (old informal) V1l)Oefl 1900 245 361 1700 1061 676 331 199 
Cape (new 1nrormal) Vol)Oef1 1900 I 176 362 17 74 1064 998 489 293 
Cape (awrage) WJoen 1000 31 7 4ll6 2426 1455 El) 5 443 266 
T rans\/8al (new informal) V:1,oen 1990 239 ~7 1063 638 52 255 153 
Natal Manannhlll (r,en J'l»n) R1wtt-Cernac 1990 35 ,re· 970 582 241 1 18 071 
Natal • Mti1annh1II (t'shop non e Rivett-Ca.nae 1990 :J.l 177" 887 520 264 1 ?9 078 
Bopt,uthata.,,ana • Mmabatho Eberhard' 1981 15 -
Late Urban Transition Stage 
Cape (old fc...mal) W1oen 1980 :!I 8 531 2602 15 81 77 377 226 
Cape (new rorr 1al) v,1,oen 1900 55 575 281e 1891 109:; 535 3~1 
N&lal • Manan 1h1II lt'Shlp alee ) RMIII-Carnec 1990 411 e:.a' 333 200 10 2 osr1 0~ 
Note Eberhard (1991) 1s short for Ebernard and D1ci<'1011 (1991) 
RM!tt Carnac reports that the price or gas rangtd from Rt 44 to Rl 76 per kilogram 1n tho area h11 stiJdled (Apnl 1000) To 
conwrt !he gas expent.J(ure data reported by FIMltl-Carnac (1000 ::.,0.22) to physical quant(m a pnce of A1 00 per 
kilogram was assumed 
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From table 4.7 ,t ,s evident that gas consumption is more concentrated in coastal areas, 
particula,iy the Cape. This may be partly due to the proximity of the main distributors and partly 
due to the remoteness of the coalfields. Also evident is the fact th;;it households using gas tend 
to derive larger amounts of useful energy from it than households generally derive from any 
other energy source, except electricity. 
3 25 
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Figure 4.5: P ,· capita useful c,nergy derived from gas at different s!ages in the domestic 
energy transition only far households using gas 
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Figure 4,5 shows clearly that gas consumption in rural areas is limrted. By contrast. in the late 
stages of the urban transition gas becomes an important source of energy for tho,;e households 
that use rt . which Is between a third and half the households in the survey samples. Very 
noticeable Is the fact that households using gas derived far more useful energy from it than 
households using paraffin Whether this is because gas is more convenient and therefore lends 
rtself to being consumed or because households using gas generally have higher incomes and 
therefore spend more on energy is uncertain. Also evident is that households continue to use 
gas in the late stages of the urban transition Among the reasons for this is the convenience of 
gas and the level of investment in gas stoves. 
The availability of gas is an important determinant of use, more so than is the case with 
fuelwood or paraffin. The gas distribution network tends to be restricted to urban centres and 
more especially the fcrmal retailing sector, since shops selling gas requ!re a licence to do so. 
Other constraints in the distribution network include the fact that deliveries from distributors to 
retailers are unraliable, the problem of transporting gas cylinders to and from home, the 
reluctance of tax, owners to transport gus cylinders, and the fact that many retailers only 
exchange cylinders and do not refill them (Rivett-Camac, 1990:48). 
Gas Is otentially as versatile as paraffin wt1en used in the appropriate applianc-es. How~ver 
most gas is used in stoves, since other gas appliances such as h&aters, water geysers, lsmps 
and refrigerators tend to be expensive 
Other factors affecting gas's impact on household welfare Include: 
rts convenience, cleanliness and efficiency compared to all the energy sources discussed 
thus far; 
the risk posed by acr,idental leaki. and explosions; 
the pnce and percentage of income spent 011 gas; and 





Only and electricity 1s considered here, other sources of electricity are referred tom section 4.7 
Data on the domestic consumption of electricity and on the useful energy denved from electncrty 
at dirforer.t stages in the domestic energy transition process are presented m table 4 8 
Table 4.8: Useful energy derived from tho domestic consumptio.'I of electricity per year 
only for households using electricity 
Area Source Date Per HouHhold Per Capita ,_ __ 
1t11eful %H/H Phylllc:al Nett UNful Phyalcal Nett 
using amount energy .... gy amount -11~ energy 
enerqy (kv.fl) coneump- coneump- (kv.tll coneump- cona;mp-
source llon llon tlon llon 
(GJ) (GJ) l(GJI IIGJI 
c- (old lorme } v.,.. 11l£,O 48 6167 2220 1554 685 322 226 
Ca~ (JWWIOO'ffl'J Vitic,en 19:X) 10 60! 2306 161-i 1225 441 3C9 
Cape fa-age) Vilfoen 11Rl 176 6197 2231 1562 1131 407 285 
N .. - Manamhdl (t.it,p ellle) RMII-C■mac 1&00 29 «l2D 1447 1013 eoo 216 1 St 
Boc>huhatsMna · MmabethO Ebe<hard' 11191 4 . . . . 
Notes 1 Et>«hard (11111) ,s sho.1 for Eberhard and O,c.ksc>n (1991) 
2. Houuholds in t.'w rural Dnd Nrty llagM of Iha ul1>lln -gy transtion procr,_ Mldofn ha.,. access to el■ctnc,ty. 
3 II a MMCe ch■•IP of R2 :lO/mth • tu, no acCOU<11 then tt.u l\gutM t..ome Cap■ (rJd informal) • 5047 IMll: Capa 
(MW infolmel) . 53'6 ~ -and Capa (■-age) . 5078 IMtl (Vlljoen. tllOO t'J ■nd fft) 
Households in the rural and early urban energy transition stages do not have access to 
electncity. Indeed, i;1 the preceding tables electricity consumr,ion is the distinguishing feature of 
the late urban transition ~tage. It is al:10 evident that most househc,ds with access to electricity 
tend to consume more useful energy than households reliant on other energy sources. Not only 
do they consume sufficient to meet their basic energy needs, but also enough to meet many 
other needs and wants In addition, the quality of energy service that electncity makes possible 
is superior to that supplied by other energy sources. Fo1 both these reasC'lns households with 
electricity tend to enjoy " higher level of welfare than those without it. 
Ava1lahilrty 1s more crul,,JI in the case of electricity than for any other energy source due to the 
fact that it is supplied vi& a national gr ,1.1 Access to this grid is a sine qua nc.n to enjoying the 
benefits of electricity but is only possible if the grid has been extended to the area. In the past, 
the gnd olectrification process was biased ,ow ,rdi. linking white communities. As a re::• •:t 
access to electricity is characterised by racial inequality. Recent efforts by Eskom have bogun 
to address this problem. More and more urban black households are being connected each 
year In rural areas grid electricity is unlikely to become wide't available within the next twonty 
years, and, even if rt were, it is doubtful that many rural houset>oldi. would be able to afford it. 
Electricity is the most versatile of the energy sources available to households. The vanety of 
appliances that can b~ used with electricity is enorm~us. They enable households to use 




other energy services such as lighting, refrigeration and home P~tertainment. As a result 
electricity's potential for ~nhancing household welfare is significant. 
In addrt10n to the above factors, the impact of grid electricity on household welfare is effected by: 
the means of supply - rt ohm,nates Iha time and effort that is required to hnng each of the 
other energy sources to the home, 
the convenience of electncrty - rt has merely to be switched on; 
the fact that it is the cleanest energy source from the household point of view, so health 
risks associated with its use are very low (sect10n 5.1.7); 
the cost of access to the grid; 
the tariff structure and price of elec mcity and the percentage of Income spent on this 
energy source; 
the pnce of appliances: an~ 
the status value of having access to electncrty. 
4. 7 Other energy sources 
In addition to the above mentioned energy sources, a number of other energy sources are used 
in the domestic sector, namely candles, wet-cell ba1teries, dry~ell batteries and solar energy 
The potential welfare impacts of biogas, as well as of energy con~ervat10n, 11re also discussed 
below. In most cases the amount of useful energy derived from thefe sources is small and yet 
they make a relatively importent coritribut10n to household wolfare because of the nature of the 
services they provide. Table -4.9 present! 1ata on the domestic. consumption of candles, of dry-
cell batteries and on recharges of wet""~,.u ..,atteries. 
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Table 4.9: Domestic consumption of candles, dry-cell batteries and recharges of'N8t-
CJII batteries per household using these energy sources 
- - --
Arna Source Date Per HOUMhold Per Capita 
CandlH Ory- Vwt- Candle• Ory- Wtl-
(nol cell• cell• (nol cell• cell• 
(RI (rach.l IR) (rech.l 
Rur•I Transition sr11g. 
LNol.ho Maieftloe"'t Be5t 1979 . . . . . 
T ranlk• • Jounn,u Nek e .. 1979 . . . 
KW11Zuki - MIShun"- Beat 1979 . 
Cazan•uu . G,:,,an, •••• Liengme 1983 . . . 
Co;"81 • LUJl!<O Eberhard 1886 68 . 12 . . 
T ran1Mt • Ml'lllmahle El>llrNrd 1886 2)1 41 . 
T rlllSkAli • Clarkabury Eberhar:l 11l86 225 «l 
T ""sbt • Nkllnga Eberhard 11i186 197 . 22 
Gazankulu • Cellon<!ate Ebemlrd 191!6 358 411 . . 
LeboM • MokumU<U Eberhard 19fl6 273 . 52 . 
Boplll.Chalswana • Bod,be Eberhard' 1"'11 250 . . 48 . Boplll.tho....,,. . Madwe E.bemard' 11,91 245 . 33 . . 
Bophl.thtiawana • O•nol<ana Ebertl&rd' 19'11 2e◄ 35 . . 
Bophl.tt.-......,. - Gan)'NII Eberhard' 11,91 378 81 . 
Boplll.thal-ne • o-rd Eberhard' 1991 3411 . 52 . 
Boplll.thatsv,une • Loopeng El>emard' 1991 319 . . ◄5 . 
Bophlthal..,..ne (rural .-age) Eberhard' 1991 315 . 46 . . 
Early Urben Tr■ns/tloN/ St.tge 
Natal • Vul,ndleta Ebemord 196e ◄51 35o' 68 50 
OWII 0w9 !::l>llrNrd 1966 314 14o' 58 28 . 
B:,i;,,..hallMIIII • Amatelang Eberhard 11166 341 2o' 71 04 . 
Cape - New~ Eberhard 1966 250 17r:i' . Ill 41 . 
Cape • Cr .isaroeds Eberhard 1986 504 seo' 71 83 . 
Cape (old Informal) VilJ0811 1980 'JJ7 31 7 91 57 59 170 
Cape (new informal) Viljoan ,goo 3eO 51 5 114 1015 142 31 8 
Cape (awrag9) Vll1oan 19ll0 ◄56 468 104 84 85 189 
Trans\/3111 (new inlonnal) Viljoen 1900 456 1198 78 1~ :.188 18 7 
Natal • Mariannhrll (per1 urban) Riwtt-Carnac 1980 433 1393 55 53 170 8 7 
Nol - Manannhill (t'Sh1p non • ) RMIII-Carnac 1000 387 1349 3B 58 201 57 
Boph4.thltlMNI · Mmlbatho Eberhard' 11le1 . . . . 
L.Jtt• Urban r,.,..ltlon Stag• 
Cape (Oki formal) VilJoan 1900 SQ3 567 127 118 82 18 4 
Cape (new formal) V1ljoan 1980 845 62.◄ 118 123 119 222 
Natal • Manannh1ll lt'ahio elec ) RMtt-Carnac 1000 98 1033 34 1◄ 15 4 50 
Notes 1 Eberhard (1981) IS short tor Eberhard and Dickson ( 1991) 
2 Based on whole Ample du 
(a) Candles These are probably the most widely used energy source. In KwaZulu-Natal, 
Rivett-Camac (1990:19) reports that candles are used in 91% of non-electrified homes 
and 73% of elertrified homes. In the Cape Town area the incidence of use ranges 
between 17.5 and 55.1% while in an informal area in the former Transvaal it is 97% 
(Vil;<>en, 19P0:77). From table 4.9, it is also evident that the range in the per capita 
. . 




consumption 1s largo In both the rural and early urban stages of energy transrtion 
households use significant numbers of candles, primarily because electric ltghtrng is 
unavailable. In the late urban transition the consumption of candles dot.lines appre-
ciably. They aro only used as a back up light source or as a luxury for special occasions. 
Candle',; impact on household welfare 1s also affected by their price (candles aro a 
relatively expensive source of hght), the poor quality light they provide and the fire hazard 
associated wrth their use. 
(b) Dry.cell battenes The use of dry-cell batteries for radios and hift's is common in non 
electnfted homes Other uses include torches and appliances like shavers From the 
above table it would appear that households in the early urban transition uso greater 
quantities of dry-cell batteries than households In the rural transition, although the pattern 
1s by no means clear Households with access to grid electncity use far fewer batteries. 
This energy source contributes to household welfare pnmaril} in the area of home 
entertainment and in providing occasional or emergency lighting. The extent of these 
benefrts is tempered by the price of batteries and their limited ver~atilrty. 
(c) Wet-{;e/1 batteries Those batteries are widely used :n tM 0 1'1tly stages of tho urban 
transrtion to power aud10-v1sual applianc11s. Once ho:Jsoho,ds have access to grid 
electricrty, use of this energy source declines. Use of these b tteries aiso seems to 
some extent dependent on access to recharging facilrties. The time and effort ii requires 
to recharge, the cost of the batteries and of each recharge and the hazard of handling 
these batteries all reduce the impact this energy sourco hes on household welfare. 
(d) Solar energy Solar energy rm.kes an important contribution to household welfare by its 
passive heating effect on the home environment. However, the purposeful use of this 
eMrgy source wrth apphances such as solar water heaters or solar cookers, or to 
produce elect .city with photovoltaics, is. very hmited. The use of solar water heaters is 
largely re: •· .cted to wealthier households in the late urban transition, as well as some 
farms where the labourers' cottages are provided with them. Solar water heaters have 
the potential to enhance househo:d welfare signiflC8ntly by ensuring a more or loss 
consistent supply of hot water, particularly dunng the rural and early urban energy 
transition, when households do not have access to electricity and water geysers. 
However, the cost and financing restrictions need to be overcome before this means of 
utilising solar energy becomes viable for poorer households. 
Solar cookers are another means of harnessing solar energy for domestic purposes 
Advocates of this simple technology claim it has great potential to enhance household 
welfare by reducing tho quantity of fuel - in most cases fuolwood - used for cooking and 











completely because the prob le ms experionced with its use seem to outweigh the 
benefits. These problems include the restriction to cooking a single pot et midday, 
constant nAE d to track the sun, no ancillary space heating benefits S1nci the loss of social 
function of the fHf'J The cost of these devices is also a factor (Eberhard, 1986:20). 
?hotovoltaics could enhance the welfare of non-electrified househc1lds by supplying them 
with low power electrical services such as lighting and television. The scope is par-
ticularly great in rural areas that are unlilo.aly to obtain access to the electricity grid for a 
long time. At present most photovoltaic systems in use supply energy to remote white 
farmsteads. For photovoltaics to r~alise their full w11'fare enhancing potential their price 
will have to fall significantly. 
(e) Biagas Biogas is extensively ussti by hcuseholds in India and China, ·Yhere rt makes an 
important contribution to household .-.elf?.re. Factors affecting the extent of this 
contlibution include sa ·ings on other energy sources, the fact that it is a clean, efficient 
fuf,I, the cost of a biodigestor and the time and effort required to operate it. A safe 
meens of processing sewerage Is an important secondary benefit. The obstacles tc; 
• tili~-ing btogas ere also mentioned in section 7 .2.4. 
(f) £:•1•· .'Y t c-.nso,vat,on In section 7.2 it is not&d that thd aim of energy conservation is to 
increfis< ,hf' efficiency with which present ener~y services are delivered, and to curtail 
certain vxc&ssive uses of energy. Both tht1se sets of measures lend to Increase 
household welforc- hy reducing ·~ e nett demand for energy and, hence, the expenditure 
on eMrgy sources. ThA initia1 cost of some conseNation measures or the neec. to 
change certaln :11grain~j habits will tend lo temper the welfare gains. Overall tht> 
potential welfare gains from vnergy conservation seem to be fairly evenly spread across 
the domestic energy transition process. 
4.8 Summary and trends 
In order to facilitate comparisons between the use of the different energy sources this section 
summarises some of the data on domestic energy use noted in this chapter and identifies overall 
trends. Table 4 .10, on the following page, presents a summary of the information on the 
percentage of households in each of the samples that use the different energy sources. 
FMm ti:1bl0 4.10 it is evident that during the rural transition stage both fuelwood and paraffin are 
very widely used. Few households, if any, only rely on fuelwood for their energy needs. Of 
greater concern is the high proportion of households in these samples that use dung. This 
suggests that many households in South Africa's rural areas are suffering from energy 
sholiayes, forcing them to adopt coping strategies such as the use of dung. 
- . 







Table 4.10: Percentage of households using energy a->urce 
Area Source ~1• Woo1 Dung Paraffin Coal GH Electrl· C.ndlH BattwlH 
city Dry-
lcall 
Rural Tr11nsillor, St•11• 
ln«ho. MaieNoerw iaNt 197'9 100 «l 100 . 0 . 
Tren,~e, • Jomnoaa Nik le• 197\1 '12 48 100 . . 0 . 
KwaZulu • Ma~honka IBeet 197'11 100 0 711 . . 0 . 
Guankulu • Gl)'9fM l'N ~ .... 1983 100 . . . . 0 . . 
C~~~I • Lujillo Eberhald 19118 100 S3' 100 0 0 0 cs 09 
T to'11ti...i • Ma, ,lltNIIM Ebemer~ 19118 100 '!l:i OIi 8 ◄ 0 58 28 
Tranll<ri • Clefketlury Eberherd 19118 100 1oo' 98 18 9 0 98 Cl 
Trant>"' • Nkanga Eberhard 19118 100 1cxr 100 0 9 0 91 38 
C'az>l'll<ulu • Caaondale Ebefhe/d 19118 100 13" 85 3!I 8 0 115 73 
l~:X....·' ~ Ebemerd 19198 100 97' 97 10 0 0 63 83 
Bophwhlla.-.e · Bodlbe Ebertlard' 1991 7'9 72 7,4 58 0 0 100 81 
&pt,l#hlla-,e • Med1t11 Eberhard' 1991 915 63 113 2 0 0 7,4 315 
Bophlthll, NIii • Otnokana E1>e1hard1 1901 100 25 100 25 0 0 Q2 0 
Bopluhlb_,. · Can,rna Ebertiard1 11191 7,4 10 83 7 19 0 87 50 
8opluhlb_,. • Oeerward Ebertlard' 11191 GO 57 98 8 :lB 0 100 33 
Bopt,Jr,11••- . t,.opHl9 Ebertlard1 1991 100 31 97 9 n 0 91 19 
Bopluhlt- (ru<al awage) Et>emard' 1~ Ill 44 91 12 12 ~ GO 32 
Earl)' IA'bln Trana/tlon St.1ge 
Nltll 0 \lullndlN Eberhffl 19118 98 ~ 83 3 s 0 911 115 
o ... a ... Ebertlard 19118 88 118 a.; l),J 9 0 911 32 
Bopluhlllawane • Amr ··""Ii Eberhard 19118 51 10 58 .. 10 0 8◄ 8 
C~pe • N.., B"hescll Eberhard 1988 8◄ 18 94 31 9 0 • 811 
Cape • CrourOlda Eberhard 1988 38 0 1C.0 '45 ◄ 0 52 31 
0:1pe (old Informal) lv,1pen 1990 2 0 1ru 0 2'45 0 !15 78 
Cape (new lntormal) Vlljoen 1990 3 (J 100 0 179 0 Xl 38 
Cape (1-..rage) Vlljoen 1000 1 7 0 '122 0 31 7 178 38 50 
T rana,UI (MW 111fonNI) Vlljoen 1990 es 1 0 94 ee8 239 0 97 se 
Nltll • MarlllV'lhill (pl(I Jrbln) RMCI-Camac. 1"100 31 0 915 138 315 o' 91 n 
Nltll • MatNIMhill (l'a/\lp non • ) RIIIICI-Camec 1990 15 0 n 9 ◄ 39 o' "1 91 
Boplul\llaMN Mmeblilho Ebl<hard1 1991 7tl 18 98 .Q 15 ◄ 8l 38 
Lai. Uroan Tnimltlon St.age 
Cape (old formal) IW,oen lllOO 0 0 n2 0 318 ◄111 18 Xl 
Cape (MW formal) lwtoen 1990 25 0 975 0 56 10 50 515 
NIOI • Manlmhil (\'ship MC) RMCI-Carnac HIGO 0 0 315 0 48 1oo' 73 15 
Natn 1 Eberhard (1~1) 11 aholt tor l:berhard and Cockaon (1"91) 
2 l 1-~ may 1!90 be L QO • 118'1(, Man.dmahle- 73%, Clarkllburf • 1~ Nlanga • 1~. Cotlondalt • ~ 
end Mokumuf\l - 1~ Compare tblmlld (19118 :lB) I., Eberhard (l98e ◄5) 


































In the earty urban transition stages paraffin Is the most widely used source of onergy and, as 
might b111 expected, the use of coal and gas show i.lgnificant regional differences. The range of 
samples m the late urban transition stage is too limited to be truly representative Nevertheless, 
rt is interesting to note that many households uso a mix of energ, sources even after they gain 
~ r,,ss to electricity 
Of the mmor energy sources both candles and dry-cell batteries are extensively used which 
indicates thut there Is a signiflc .. mt demand for lighting and radio servicets The levels of wet-cell 








The percentages in table ◄ 10 o,,ly 1nd1cate whether a household uses the energy source, but 
gives no ind1callon of the extent of use This information is found in tables 4.3 to 4.9 where the 
levels of useful energy consumption that households derive from particular energy sources are 
noted These tables give an accurate indication of the ,;ontribution energy sources make to the 
welfare of households actually using them. However, when rt comes to calculating total useful 
energy consumption, the total sample data presented in tables 4.11 and 4 12 must be used 
The results of multiplying the figur'ls in these tables by tha associated energy "lUtput and 
energy-use efficiency values are presented tn tables 4 13 and 4 14, and 4 15 t,nd 4 16 
respectrvely 
Table 4.11: Mean annual domestic energy consumption per household in total samples 
., .. Sowct 0.te Wood Dung Paraffin Coal Ou EJectrt.. Candle■ 
(kg) (kg) (I) (kg) (kg) cNy lno) 
111¥111 
Ru,., TramltJon St.fl• 
LN<tho • MaltNo■nt BHI 19N 1500 13150 :ze .. 0 . 
T ranskai • Juzanne, New BNI llilN 1705 e:n &4 0 
!<.,,.Zulu • Ma~nka BNI 11i1N 4124 0 2 .. . . 0 . 
G"2riulu • G.)111111 IIN L,engme 1983 5G . . . . . 
c .... ,,. LU;,l<O Ebeme•d 1al8 J.«12 504 13) 0 0 0 31 
T r■r\Skei • Maruimat\141 Ebemard 1lilll8 2M, «xi 11i11 25 2 0 117 
Tran5'o.eo •C~ Eberllaf'd 1986 2753 1312 13'1 1N 12 0 220 
Tranll-At . Nkanga Ebertwd , ,gee 3m 10S4 &4 0 5 0 1eo 
G.l.l.anlallu • Callondllit Ebelhard 111!!e :9) 2Z2 HS7 554 11 0 :us 
Labowtl·Mokumuru Cbem4rd 11i186 29:ll 5E 52 111 0 0 174 
Boph\All■t9W9NI • Bodibt Ebement' 11i1D1 1398 1 .... 1 12 .. 3e5 0 0 200 
8•pt,1tt11t,_,■ • ~le Ebefhald1 llillill 212 .. 11111 e2 1lil 0 0 1111 
Bophl.tll■tawan• • 01noklln11 Ebertwd' llillil1 2'4N 1.C 1311 178 0 0 2'11 
Boph\.Chal.-ne • Gen)'NII Eberhard' 11i1D1 1223 . 1eo 71 23 0 327 
Bopniihal-na . 0--d E.befhard' 11i1D1 2m 1g7e 295 85 24 0 348 
Boph\Ah■t-NI • Loopeng Ebtthald1 1""1 3'178 1098 173 78 31 0 ZIC 
8ophl.ttw1MNI (Mal •-•Gt) Ebeltiard' 1""1 23!51 1187 182 100 HI 0 211-4 
t.M/)· Urf»n TranslttoMI St.gt 
,.,. .. • Vul,ndl,lia Ebemard 111!!e 5213 1 121il 32 5 0 0, 
OMOWII Eberhard 11lee 3,C 7 13!5 1681 13 0 3)1 
B~IWIINI • Afflllltltng Eberhard 1al8 293 7 157 a 7 0 iee 
Cape • N..w Bethffdt Ebe<hard · -;M X),Q 1 2"8 2'12 5 0 z,g 
Cape • CI09:,toecll EbemMd 11ia6 1527 0 e-,; 1553 14 0 2e2 
Cape lold tnformal) Wj080 UillilO . 0 4415 0 IS 0 Hie 
Cape (new informal) V~jOen 111l0 . 0 »4 0 &4 0 13> 
Cape(.-age) Wjotn 1lillil0 . 0 33-: 0 1eo 1378 172 
Trana.....i (NW 1nf0fflllll) VIIJ()tll 1lillil0 758 0 11i11 2:l15 52 0 .C7 
N .. I • Manenn111• (pen urban) RlwCl,Camac 1ggo . . . 
N .. I • Manannhalt (t'ahop non• ) RMtt-Camec 1lillil0 . . . . . 
Bopht.(twtSW'tNI • Mmablllho Eberherd' 1lillil1 008 . 233 Cl) ~ 267 
I.lite Urbllft Transition St11gt 
Cape (old fomllll) WJ080 1880 0 0 270 0 HS7 37&4 104 
Cape (new formal) Vllpln 11D) . 0 323 0 31!5 1502 322 
l~••J • ManlnnhUI (t'Shlp altc l RMll•Carnac llllO . . 













Tabl1t 4.12: Mean annual domestic energy consumption per capita in total samples 
Area Source Oat• Wood Dung Pareffln C<MI GH Electrl- CandlH 
(kgl (kgl (II (kgl (kg) city (nol 
(kWII 
Rural Transit/~/ Sf,age 
LeMltho • Maleliloene Btsl 197& - 200 51 . . 0 -l ran5►.l!4 • .Joranna·a Nelo. SHI 19711 271 80 102 . 0 . 
KwaZUiu • Masnun1<a BMI 1919 1124 0 57 . - 0 -
Gazankulu - G1yan1 a, .. Llengme 1883 700 . -
CisMI • l.u~ko Ebemerd 1888 786 120 28 0 0 0 s 
T ranak.14 • ManZJmahle E.-hwd 1888 650 94 <43 55 05 0 24 
T ranske< • Clarkebufy Ebemard lll86 -484 231 Z3 29 7 1 6 0 38 
T ranskel • Nkanga Ebefl,ard 1888 418 128 10 0 03 0 20 
Gaanlrulu • Ccttondale E.bemerd 1988 572 28 24 825 HI 0 42 
L•bowa- Mokumuru Ebelhard 111118 !165 108 10 4 0 0 33 
Bop/I~- • Bodlbe Ebelhard' 11»1 237 sa:, 24 00 0 0 48 
Bopluthawana • Madlile Ebelhard' 11»1 302 97 14 3 0 0 24 
Bophl.thllls-ne - 0Inobna Ebemard1 1Q91 375 23 19 22 0 0 32 
~-Gan)flll Ebemard
1 11»1 297 - 42 12 4 0 51 
Bophl.(hu,,.,,- . 0-V..rd Eberherd' 11i1Q1 485 IIIJ7 45 13 4 0 52 
Bophi.thltswana · Loopeng Ebelhard' 1"'1 n2 .221 29 11 36 0 41 
Bophl.(hatawane (rural a ... rage) Eberhard' 111n IIIJ4 211/J 29 14 29 0 .«) 
Early lkt»n Transition stage 
Natal • Vulindlela Ebemard 11188 742 17 5 05 0 82 
Qwa QWII Eberhard 11188 38 . 27 3)8 1 8 I) se 
Boph~•-na • Amatetang Eberherd 11l86 :_>6 37 195 1 8 0 45 
Cape• New B«hnda Ebemard 1988 848 . 54 54 39 0 53 
cape. CrOMroeds Eberhard 11188 213 0 98 217 1 7 0 37 
Cape (old inl'omlal) v,1,oen 1Qll0 73 0 3 0 16:' 0 31 
Cape (NW lnfonnal) w,-, 1Qll0 211 0 b1 0 177 0 33 
Cape (a_.,.) w,-, 1Qll0 52 0 81 0 291 251 31 
Transwal (NW informal) Vlljoen 1ggo 158 0 4tl c; 12.4 0 104 
Natal • Manennh~I (peo Ufben) RMtt-Camac 1ggo . . - . . . 
Natal • Manannhol (l'ahlp non • ) RMU-Carnac 1Qll0 . - . . . 
Bophi.thllt._na • Mrnabatho Ebemard' 11i1Q1 134 - 34 5" 3 38 
Litt• UrbM Tr1111altl011 Stag• 
Cape (okl formal) Vlljoffl 1'1Xl 0 0 39 0 243 54il 15 
Cape (NW formal) V,ljoen 1lll0 31 0 82 0 604 153 82 
Natal • MarlannhUI lt'ahto elec I RMtt-Can,ac 1gg() . 
Notff 1 Eberhard (Hiltl1) ot al\Olt for Ebelhard and Oicl<son (1991) 









Table 4.13: Domestic nett energy consumption per household per year in total samples 
,-- --
ArH Source Date Wood Dung Paraffin Coal Gu EJectrl. Total 
(GJI (GJI IGJI (GJ) (GJ) city (GJ) 
i (GJ) 
Ru.-1 r,ans/tlw Stage 
l-ho Ma._ftloeffli Best 197'9 2550 18:JJ 098 0 4268 
T ,ar,sg • ,Joza,,ne I Ne!< e..i 197'9 21199 7 80 237 . . 0 389"' 
I< ..... ?ulu • Mas!lunka Best 191' 8201 . 0119 . . 0 8290 
Guanl<ulu • Glyanl l!M u.n, ..... 1983 92-46 . . . . 0 92-48 
Ciakai·LIJll.ko E.Mlhard 1988 5783 ea; 481 0 0 0 6869 
T t1'111.e • Manmnatlle Ebelhatd 1988 4137 552 707 068 010 0 81 73 j 
Tra'ISl,,eo • Ci.~ E.befh111d 1Sl88 -4880 15 74 514 483 0511 0 7311 I 
T~ Nkanga Ebe<hlrd 1986 6421 12n 311 0 025 0 8033 
Gllzanl<ulu • Collondaie Eberhard 1988 808e 288 818 1498 054 0 85:20 
L~-Molunuru Ebelhatd 1986 4964 854 192 049 0 0 ser: 
£1oph1lha- • Bod1ba Eblllhard' 11191 235t' 17 211 4511 9:.6 0 0 5b3J 
Boplul'llll1,_ . Mad..tle Ebeftlllld1 1'1111 3811 8315 300 051 0 0 4801 
Bophltl'llll ,wna • Oinol.ana Ebamatd' 1991 4214 1n 511 a.. , ~ 0 0 53n 
Bopn..ChallWWIII • GllnyMII Ebelhllnl' 11191 Z) 7'9 . e88 ' ·- 1 13 0 3J50 
Boplu~ • 0-W.rd Ebeltoard' 1991 47 -46 23 71 944 • IO l 18 0 84(11 
Boph.tha1M1111 • Loopeng Ebelhllrd1 1"'11 8763 1315 JC) I . a, 1 52 0 90~ Bop1Utwt1.wna (tutal •*91 Ebelhatd1 1991 3'197 11 84 5GII 'It, 078 0 81 211 
Early Url»n Tranaltlon.tl ~ 
N•-4•V~ Eberhald 11l86 8882 4 n oee 025 0 9450 
a ... a- El)efhllfd 1988 583 500 4485 064 0 5831 
BoptdhltsMna Amllellng Ebarherd 1986 447 . 581 28115 034 0 3757 
~ N-Bethesda Ebarherd 1986 51 71 . 918 781 025 0 8B 'l'5 
C pe • CRIWOllda fbarlllrd 1986 2598 0 :.S 12 41 ID 069 \) 1',13 70 
Cape (Old w,lonnal) Voljoen 1990 . 0 1847 0 438 0 :2083 
Cape (,_ lrlh.'ffl,ell 'lllfotn 1990 . 0 1088 0 314 0 1401 c., .... , V1p'I 1990 . 0 1238 0 784 4115 2515 
Tt1111,q (,_tnlormall 'lllfotn 1900 12119 0 707 5981 25!5 0 8231 
N•tl U. ,_ ~ (PINI urban) Rt•-C• m.c 1990 . . . . . 
N ... , Merlannhil, ..-ahlp non • ) R....tt-c.mae 1990 . . . 
8oplllihal - • Mmeb91ho Ebarhard' 11191 1544 882 1080 098 0 31584 
late Url»n TntnSIIJon Stage 
Cape (old IOfflllll) Vilioer, 1990 0 0 999 0 818 1382 31 7'Q 
Cape (,_ folmal) w,-, 1990 I 0 11 05 0 1544 2.119 Xl:111 
Natal • MllnllnnNtl ttahop eleC I R,-.U-CemK 1990 . . . 
Note Ebarllard (1991 I• 11\?tt l0t Ebefllerd and Otckson (11l111) 
- -




Table 4.14: Domestic nett energy consumption per capita per year in total samples 
ArH l sourt• o.,. Wood I r.ung Paraffin Coal OH Elec:ITI- To1al 
(GJ) (GJ) (OJ) (OJ) (OJ) city (OJ) 
IIOJI 
Rural TrMA/fJOII Stag• I 
lncitho • l.lata!Jloene ' ·Ht 191'9 400 312 019 0 821 
r,.._ Jom'll\A • Nel! 8,,-,t 1979 '481 coo 038 . . 0 51l6 
KMZulu • Mashunka e .. 1'179 19 11 0 021 . 0 1932 
Gaza'1kl.'lu • Gl)9ni 1rM I.JenG. ~ 1ge:) 1292 . . . . 0 1292 
CGkei•lujil<o Ebemar~ 1il68 130,' . 1 44 104 0 0 0 15!0 
Tranai. • Manzimahle ~n.rd I 11 05 1 13 1 5'l 015 002 0 1304 
T ,.,,._ • C_,.Jlt,ury 1EbHhard ' lltle 823 2n 085 080 006 C 1273 
Transl.el • Nt,anga 1~bw1Wd 1~" I 84, 151 037 0 001 0 10311 
GazanWu ° C01tondele E, ,,hard 1eeu I on 034 08" 223 0011 0 1325 
lebowll • Molo.lmuru Eae,lwlfd 1!iM 111.1 1 :lO 037 011 0 0 12111 
Bophl.that•- • Bodlbe Ebe< 'IA•d 151el 400 en oag 1 82 0 0 13 211 
~na • Medltle Ebefhvo' 15iel !'13 118 057 006 0 0 8Q'J 
Boph\.thlnMM • Oonolcanl Ebefflali' 11191 83' O:ll!I 070 059 () 0 7'16 
Boph\Ah«IMM • Gan)WA Cberhefd 1 111Q1 5 ~ . 1 56 037. 0:20 0 ~12 
Bophl.that,._.,. • 0--d Ebemard1 1~ 8 ;,s i '488 ! 87 0-'5 0:20 0 1534 
Ebe! hatd ' 
. Bop~,....,.... loopeng 1;.i• 131:: I 2 55 107 0.30 018 I) 1732 
Bopluhll-,a (rurll a..,.) Eberhard' 1U:,1 687 I 2 .! 10 038 ~14 G 1134 
EM#y Url»n TtaMltloml StJlge 
Nu1°V • Ebema•d 1W'f' 12&1 . 083 014 Oct.' 0 1:!40 
OMOM Eberhard 198<3 'J68 . 1 CX) 8~ 0011 0 1007 
Bopl\<.ttollSMna • Amalllflng Eberherd 1'1118 044 137 527 00(, 0 718 
C911e • New a.t'-da Eberhard 11186 1 02 . 200 1 48 019 0 14 8(; 
C•pe • Cr-oede Eberhard 11168 382 0 355 586 006 0 1312 
Clfle 1old lnlormll) V,lioe,, 1tll0 1 24 0 307 0 082 0 S13 
ape(,_ tnformel) '-.lipn 11111) 3511 0 300 0 087 C 71/S 
Cepe(.-age) Vllioe,, 1111() 088 0 2 211 0 1 43 o'° 5'47 
Tra~ (,_ tnlOtmll) v.r,-, 1111() 2e5 0 1 70 10;.c 081 0 15g() 
NIia! • ManannNII (per1 urban) RMII-Camac 1111() . . . . . 
Nul • Menannhol (t'ahop non • ) RMII-Camac 1111() . . 
~ • Mmeoatho Ebwhard' 19111 228 . 1 211 1 se 015 . 5 :211 
'-"• I/men TransltJoll Staae 
Cai,e (old lofmal) V~,oen 1111() 0 0 1 44 . 1111 ll8 481 
Cape (MW lonnal) VlijOlll 1111() 053 0 231 21l8 0::5 83:' 




Table 4.15: Ui::eful d.1mestic nett enerpy consumption per household per year in total 
sampt,1s 
ArH Source Date Wood Dung P..-affln Coal ~- I Electrl- Total 
(GJJ (OJ) (GJJ (OJ) (OJ) city (GJI 
IGJI 
Rural rrana/Von ~ • 
Ll!Sdho • Ma•Noe,.. Besi: 1979 332 1 Ill 1)49 . . C 543 
T ranal<e, • Jozanna s Nak BNI 11179 '.P7 076 118 0 !, ·1 
KwaZulu • Ma5hunkl BNt 11179 1088 0 044 . . 0 1110 
Gazanku'u • G,ya,,. erN Uengme 1063 ~~ 02 . . . . 
' 
l' • ,:a 
Ciakel • Luf>ko Ebert-ard 1886 752 0 80 241 0 C I " •t;'l Trana..et. Man.oma~I• Ebert...rd 1006 8 211 o~.-. 353 010 c:;a I 0 
I 105• 
Transl>•. Clerio.eb<Yy Et>err.ard 1'188 808 157 257 0 r; 036 0 11 31 
Tranakeo-Nklnga Ef'h>lhar: 1 lil88 8 3P: 1 211 156 0 015 I 0 11 J;! 
Gazankulu • Ccttondale Eberhilrd 1988 791 027 303 224 032 0 1363 
L "boM. MolaJmuru Ebemard 1038 845 085 C,"6 0"7 0 0 814 
Bophl.thltswane • Bodobe Eberhard' 1881 308 I 73 2 211 1 48 0 (, ~58 
Boplurrl,-na • M.~ Ebemerd' 11191 4 3'I 011.1 152 C08 0 0 712 
Bophiahltll'lllne · D"'~- Ebemard' 1Q., SE 017 2~ 071 0 0 8112 
Boph~IWIIIIII • Ger,,._ Eberhard' 1119i 270 . 333 029 I oee 0 700 BopluhltSW11na • o-rd =.b-,thetd' 11191 817 237 ◄ 72 034 0 71 0 1◄ 31 
Bopl11th111wana • L~,g Ebema,d' 11111 8 79 132 ::no 031 091 0 1 ◄ 53 
Bopln.thalst,,ne (~1',1 a '918ge) Et .. ~ard' ,981 5 :.D 118 "1')) 041 047 0 1025 
Early IJrtMn I fllMltiOIHII .. ,.,,. 
Nlllll • VUllno' .... E~,~ 1S&(l 1152 239 013 01:> 0 1418 
OwiOw., I ENfl'lartl 11186 078 . 250 8 73 038 0 1038 
Bopluhlt~n• • Amat...ng Irr 'ltd 1'188 058 2110 40◄ 021 0 7 73 
Cape-Newb'(hNde _,.. ·1 1988 812 . 4 ~) 114 015 0 1280 
Cepe • CrOM10e':11 • J<lffillhl 1'188 337 0 1258 8211 0 ◄1 0 2284 
Cap,, (Old lnl-) n 1990 . 0 823 0 2.62 0 1085 
c,1>4 (r.., .,forme4) 
I 
11Q) . 0 544 0 1 88 0 7~ 
Cai:-(•~I "" I la) . 0 818 0 170 347 1435 
Trent...i (new Inf rn, ) Vlf,oen 1ro 1 88 0 ~!'\1 897 153 0 1571 
Nllal • Mllflltnnhill (pwl urban) RMtt-Camac 10C'l . . . . . 
Nllll · Menennh1M (l'ahip non • ) RMU-Cernac 1SOO . . . 
Bopluhltaw9ne • Mmebetho lti.merd' 11l91 201 . 431 1 82 0511 853 
Liit• Urbwl TtaM/tlon Stage 
Cape (old formal) Vll,oen 1990 0 0 500 0 491 954 1945 
cape (,_ tormll) Vlljoen 1Elll0 0 51111 0 928 202 1728 
r-.DJ • ~Mhllt (t'ah1p elee) R....U-Cemec 1illl0 . . . 
Note Ebe<hllrd (1~) 1$ ahort for Ebemard and OJCkson (1891) 
1 





Table 4.16: Useful domestic energy consumption per capita per year in tot.al samples 
~ · 
Paraffin ! Coal Area Source Date Wood Dung Gaa Electrl- Total 
(GJ) (OJ) (OJ) l(OJ) (OJ) city (OJ) 
IIGJI 
Rural T,71111 It/on Stitge 
Lnotr,c, • M.. "!lloer,e BNI 1979 064 031 oso . 0 185 
l'll1$ke< • Jozanna I Nek Bell 1979 OS> 010 0111 . 0 0811 
K...ZukJ - Mashunka BNI 1979 2"'8 0 011 0 258 
Gazanlculu • G,yan, aru Liengme 19133 1 ea - . 0 1 ee 
C1Skel - Lui•ko Eberhard I ,Qi!: •• 1 69 014 052 0 0 0 235 
T ransk'!M • Manzlmahle EbMhllrd 1Gee 1 44 011 OS> 002 0 01 0 238 
TraM.<111 • Clarkebury Eberhard 11i186 1 07 028 043 012 oa; 0 194 
T ranSkel - Nlcanga Eberhard 1986 110 015 0111 . 001 0 1 45 
Gazanlwlu • Catlondai. EbertM>rd 1i,,e 1 26 003 044 033 oa; 0 212 
Leboww • Mokumuru Ebemerd 1"-. 145 013 0111 002 0 0 1 79 
Bc;>rll.thallWWIII • Bodlbe Ebemard1 1991 052 067 OM 024 0 0 187 
Boph~hata_,. • Madl1le Eberhard' 1991 067 012 026 001 0 0 1 a; 
Boph~hatswana • DM10kana Ebemltd1 1991 083 003 035 000 0 0 130 
Bopn~hatlW9na • Ganyna Eberhard' 1991 066 078 oa; 012 0 1 00 
Boph~SMna -o-td Eberhard' 1Q91 1 07 0411 083 oa; 012 0 250 
Boc>hl.tNtswana•L~ ~rd1 1991 1 71 027 054 004 011 0 286 
8ophl.thallW9• rural •-.gel Ebertlard1 1991 0811 0211 054 oc.e 006 0 185 
Early Url»tl , ,.., •ltlonal Stage 
Nita, • Vullndtela Eb'lfhard 1986 1 64 031 002 001 0 1 gg 
QwaQwa Eberhard •.iee 000 050 1 25 oa; 0 HIii 
~IW9N - Amateleng Ebarhard 19116 006 oee 079 005 0 158 
C1pe 0 NewBlthMda Ebarhard 11l1!6 1 43 1 CX) 022 0: 1 o..,_ 278 
Cape - CrOMroads Eberhard 1966 047 0 1 70 068 005 0 ~16 
Cape (old Informal) Vtljoen 19'1:l 016 0 154 0 0411 0 L •9 
Cape (new onfonnal) V~;oen 1Slro 047 0 150 0 052 0 2 «. 
Cape (awage) Vlijoen 19'1:l 0 11 0 113 0 086 063 273 
Trans\UI (new 1nfonnal) WJQen 19SO 034 0 085 1 64 036 0 32) 
Nila) • ManannhlA (pen Urben) Ril«t-Camec: 19'1) - - - . 
Natal - Manannhll! (t'ahlp non e ) l'<MII-Cemec: 19SO . . 
~-M · Mmabetho Eberhard' 1991 030 - 063 024 000 1 25 
uite Urt»n Transition Su,g• 
Cap,(~"'"""') Vil)oen 1~ 0 0 on 0 071 1 38 2.82 
Cepe (new lormal) Vllj.len 19EIO 007 v 115 0 1 78 0311 338 
NIia! • MallaMhtft lt'ahop elec; I RiWtt-Camac 19SO -
Note Ebarhard (1991) 1a ahort tor El»mard and Diekaon (1991) 
The information in the final columns of tables 4.14 and 4.16 is used in section 6.1.1 to identify 
energy poverty in South Africa. At this 1,1oint it is sufficient to note that levels of energy 
consumption in many cf the ::amples sre below the two energy poverty lines used in this study, 
namely: 
1 O GJ of nett energy pe: capita per year 
1.5 GJ of useful energy per capita per year. 
Note that if the data in each of the above tables were to be organised in the three energy 
transition categories according to Iha totals in the final column, the change in the •,anking' of 





various samples between tnbles 4 13 and 4.14, and between tables ◄ 1::> and 4.16 would be 
ascribable to vanations in household size Yet changes in the ranking of samples bt!tween 
tables 4 13 and 4. 15, and tables 4.14 and 4 16 woul,j be due to differences in the efficiency of 
the energy sources households use. The impact that erergy-use efficiency has on household 
welfare is discussed in section 6 2 1 .4. but 1t is worth noting here that in the domestic energy 
transition process as a whole there 1s a gradual shift towards the use of more efficient energy 
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It 1s ev1d1mt that in the rural energy transition households obtain most of their useful energy from 
fuelwood and dung, wh1cti have very low energy-use effic1enc;es. The gradual shift towards 
coal, paraffin and gas that takes place 1n the late rural and earty urban energy transit10n stages 
entails a shift towards more efficient energy sources as well. The shift to electncity in the late 
urban energy transition represents yet a further gain in energy-use eff1CJency 
The above figure also highlights trends in the overall availability and versatility of energy sources 
consumed by households at different stages of the domestic energy transition process. As 
regards the former. the overall trend 1s towards greater availability of energy ln the rural 
transition households have to collect fuelwood from their environs. in the next stage energy 
sources may be purchased from shops and in the late urban transition electricity 1s a::tually 
delivered to the home However, these improvements in availability are tempered by 
affordability 1n the late rural and earty urban transition stages the decline 1n the availability of 
fuelwood is compensated by an increase in the availability of paraffin, coal and gP.i., but since 
many households cannot afford these energy sources they either resort It- using dung or 
consume less energy. The de facto availability of energy may be said to decline during these 
stages. A similar situation exists in areas where electncrty is available to households, but some 
of them cannot afford the access f'l8 or the appliances requ;red to utilise it. 
As regards versatility, there is also an improving trend across the entire domestic energy 
transition Indeed the gains made, say, from being reliant on fuelwood to using electricity, arf' 
enormous However, dung, as noted in section '4 2, is not as versatile as fu&lwood. In the earty 
urban transition and immediately after electnflcation households may have access to versatile 
energy sources but may not be able to realise this potontial due to the cost of appliances. 
Households may, therefore, experience a fall in the range of energy services avt1ilable to them 
when shifting from one energy source to another. Most notable is the loss of the space warming 
effect of the open hearth when households use a primus stove. 
There ere a number of other trends in the charactenc;tics of the energy sources used at different 
stages of the d<. 'llestic energy transition process that are relevant to household welfare: 
There is t' gradual progression from free access to the comm6rcialisation of energy 
sources. In the early stages of the n1ral transition access to biomass energy sources 
does not require cash, but as soon as these energy sources become scarce they tend to 
become commercialised. So from the late rural transition right through the rest of the 
process the energy sources available to households are commercialised. This means 
households have to devote a certain percentage of their income to purchasing energy. 
Factors such as price. income and substitution effects. opportunity costs, etc. therefore 
become more important in determining the welfare impact of consuming energy. These 
factors are di.,cussed in various places in section 6 2.1 . 
Stellenbosch University https://scholar.sun.ac.za
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There is a trend towards more convenient energy sources. Clearly the transitions from 
fuelwood to paraffin to gas and, finally, to electricity represent shifts that bring greater 
convenience and, hence, improvements In household welfare. Dung and coal are not 
convenient energy sources <1nd their use may be depicted as deviations from the overall 
trend. Their contrib!Jtion to household welfare in the area of convenience is probably 
small, if not negative. 
Initially, the domestic energy transition process is moved forward by a lack of alternatives 
as fuelwood resources are depleted. Consequently, households are forced to use dung 
and crop wastes. Thereafter, the process moves forward because households have 
greater choice as determined by improvements in income, access and changes in 
locality; 
The en&rgy sources households use tend to become successive'y cleaner as the tran-
sition process progresses. This enhances household welfare by improving the quality of 
the health and amenity services of the home environment. These aspects of the energy 
transition are discussed in section 5.1 Again dung and coal are deviations in the overall 
trend, 
There is a trend from biomass to fossil fuels or. alternatively, from renewable to non-
rentiwable energy sources. This aspect of the energy transition is also referred to at 







THE ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF DOMESTIC ENERGY TRANSITION 
The term environment in this study, as noted in sedion 1 3.2, Is given the meaning it bears in 
popular usage: to refer to the air, water and soil, plants and animals, habitats and ecosystems. 
It was also noted the environr.ient ii; a natural asset or non-reproducible capital good from which 
people derive various economically valuable diract and indirect services. Very bnefly these 
services include the support of human hfe (and hfe in genera!), the supply of material inputs or 
resources, the removal, storage or assimilation of residuals or wastes, and the provision of 
amenity opportunities (Fre11man et al., 1973:20). 
The ut1lisat10n of these environmenial :;ervires is an integral aspact of household welfare, but is 
also a cause for con<'.em. Excessive u1ilisation of environmental services may lead to the 
destruci10n of the natural caprtal stock which provide the services - rendering them incapable of 
providing a particular service or causing a drop in the quality of services. To ensure the 
continued supply of environmental services for the purpose of development, the natural capital 
stock needs to be C·'.>nserved. Community development and environmental conservation are 
thus intercleoendent (section 1.3) 
The µresent chapter Investigates aspecis of this interdependence within the context of the 
domestic energy transition process. Specific attention is given to the effects different patterns of 
energy proo.!r.tion and consumption for domestic purposes have on the environment and the 
impacts these em,::-onmental effacts have in tum on individual and househC'", welfare. The aim 
of this analysis is to give an overview and assessment of the relative importance of the 
environmental impacts of energy use. A comprehensive analvsis Is beyond the scope of this 
study. The more diract effecis of energy use on household welfare are Investigated In chapter 
6. 
The rest of chapter 5 1s divided into threu sactions. Sactlon 5. I gives attention to the effects 
different fuel types have on the environment. It is a lengthy secilon since each fuel is treated 
separately Seci10n 5.2 looks at the potential that energy conservation in the domestic sector 
has for reducmo the negative environmental impacts of energy use. Finally, in section 5.3 the 
environmental effects which occur In the different phases of the standard model (" .ction 2.3.3) 
are identified and overall trends in their occurrence are analysed. 
5.1 Energy sources and the environment 
In this seci10n the specific links between the environment and different domestic energy sources 







to identity and discuss the environmental impacts of different domestic energy sources; 
to survey the extent of these impacts within South Africa and to identify gaps in our 
knowledge; and 
to facilitate comparisons between the impacts of different energy sources within the 
context of the domestic energy transition process. More atter,tion is given to these 
comparisons in section 5.3 below. 
The structure of the section is straightforward: for Instance, in section 5.1.1 that discusses the 
impact that the domestic use of ruetwood has on the environment, the positive environmental 
effects of consuming fuetwood are noted first and then the ma:n negative im:,acts. Successive 
sections discuss fuelwood, dung, paraffin, coal and gas, as well as some minor fuels in this way. 
In section 5.1. 7 the approach is somewhat different: attention Is given to tha environmental 
impacts of domestic electricity use in sub-sectlon11 on consumption, iransmlssk.in and 
generation. Since the impacts of generating electricity are largely dependent on the energy 
sources used, the last sub-section looks at coal, nuclear and t..ydro generation, as well as some 
other methods, separately. 
The range of information covered in this section is vast. Too much detail would therefore defeat 
one of the overall aims of the study, which Is to create a synthesis of existing Information that 
will enable the broader issues and trends within th13 proce'.ls of domestic energy transition to be 
identified. 
5.1.1 Fuetwood 
The positive environmental impacts of using fuetwood as a domestic anergy source fall Into 
three categories: 
(i) Relative cleanliness Fuetwood is a relatively clean fuel when compared to coal. It emits 
less sulphur dioxide, carbon dioxide and particulates per unit energy than coal and so the 
environment Is able to dispose of or neutralise wood smoke more easily than coal smoke 
(Lennon and Turner, 1991:8). However, fuetwood Is obviously not as clean as gas, 
blogas, paraffin and electricity. 
(ii) Spread of discharges FuPlwood emissions are released Into the environment at the point 
of combustion. Since fuelwood is used throughout the rural and peri-urban areas of 
South Africa, the emissions are similarly spread. As a result they tend not to overload 
the environment's waste dispor.al service in any one place. This Is in sharp contra$( to 
the use of coal for generating electricity on the Mpumalanga Highveld. 
(iii} Renewable resource Fuelwood Is a renewable energy source, but only to the extent that 
the resource base responsible for its regeneration remains intact. Most fuelwood in 
. ' - . . 






South Afnca 1s harvested from woodland and shrubland, with smaller &IT\Ounts being 
obtained from indigenous forests, self seeded exotics, woodlots, r,lantations and alien 
vegetation er .1d1catlon In many areas the regenerative capacity of the woodland/ 
shrubla:id resource base has bean oither wiped out or severely damaged due to excess 
u!i11satlon by an ever Increasing population (Wilson and Ramphele, 1989:4,-<46). So ,n 
most a, oas of South Africa fuelwood Is only a potentially renewable resource. The 
phenomerion of deforestation and fuelwood scarcity Is discussed further below, as well 
as in secttcn 3.2.5. 
Tho negative environmental Impacts of using fuelwood are associated with air pollution and with 
the loss of tre._, cover/deforestation 
(iv) Atr pol/ut,on The combustion of fuelwood emits mainly particulates, carbon dioxide, 
carbon monoxld11 and nitrogen oxides (Morris, 1982:435). These emissions contribute to 
the macro level environmental impacts of global warming (carbon dioxide is the principal 
'greenhou~e• gas , photochemlcGI smog and acid rain (of which nitrogen oxides arf!' key 
Ingredients). Even though the total stream of wastes generated by the domestic use of 
fuelwood In South Africa Is minute In glob.:) te,ms, this does not detract from their 
importancit • small links add up f:, big ones. The emissions are also significant In so far 
es they can be reduced at reasonable cost or effort. 
The environmental Impacts are rnore obvious at the intermediate level The smoke from 
cooking fires contnbutes to the slgnlfteant levels of neighbourhood air pollution 
axperienced In many pen-urban and township areas. The particulates may cause eye 
irritation!! and sinusitis, and ag~ravate respiratory conditions such as asthma. Some of 
the emiss10ns are also carcinogenic, which Increases the risk of cancer (Morris, 
1982:436). 
The micro impacts are more serious than both the above levels of Impact:: \Nhen fires 
are lit In poorly ventilated cooking areas or Inside dwelilngs the resulting concentrations 
of wastes may be very high. Regular exposl,re to such pollution may have serious 
consequences on people's health. Women are particularly at risk because of the amount 
of time they spend cooking and tending the fire. 
In .;older areas people often endeavour to conserve haat by sealing the cold out (and the 
smoke in) and by sleeping next to the hearth or brazier. This practice exposes people to 









Ways of ameliorating many of these impacts are discussed in section 7 1 1(c), which 
examines the problems of indoor pollut:on typically experienced by many rural 
households. 
Loss of tree covarldaforestation Ideally, fuelwood gathering should be confined to dead 
wood. No trees would then be destroy,.td and the natural balance of the forest or 
woodland ocosystems would remain largely intact. The long term supply of fuelwood 
would also not be jeopardised by any reduction in the size of the resource bas9. 
The loss of tree cover can be depicted as a 1,>rocess with four stagos The first stage is 
characterised by a plentiful supply of wood, but there Is a t,ansition from the practice of 
removing dead wood only to the removal of live branches ar 1 the cutting down of trees 
as well Initial Impacts may be almost Imperceptible, but they add up. Particular species 
of •rees, especially ones with desirable fuelwood qualities, will become scared. Trees of 
a particular size may also become scarce - usually those from 10 to 20 centimetre In 
diameter, since they make good fuelwoo'1. The largest trees are not often cut down 
simply bocause it would take too much effort. Large trees may also be regarded as 
valuable for shede or for other reasons. In the second stage trees In the immediate 
vicinity ot dwellings become scarce. They are the most easily harvested and therefore 
the first to disapJ,ear In general, h0'11ever, fuelwood Is still readily available. The third 
stage is reached when fuelwood supplies within a radius of about 3 km of dwelling places 
have been depleted. In other words, to fetch a headload of fuelwood entails a walk 
~Jrther than 6 km (Gandar, 198-4:3). In such circumstances the loss of tree cover is 
serious, esp~clally In areas where rural communities are seldom further than 7 km apart. 
The fourth and final stage Is characterised by the almost total disappearance c,f trees. 
Some trees may still be found In deep ravinei and on mountain slopes, but even their 
exlstenco is at risk (WIison and Ramphele, 1989:-4-4). 
Rapid increase in population places pressure on all natural rvsources end is the main 
driving factor behind deforestation and the loss of tree cover. This is confirmed by Aron 
et al (1989). They project that by the year 2000 the demand for fuelwood will exceeti 
the overall sustainAble supply In the former homeland areas of Bophuthatswana, 
Kwandebele, KwaZulu, Lebowa, Qwa Qwa, Transkei and Venda, due to increases in 
population. However, the situation 1~ already serious in many IOCalities where the 
sustainable yield Is already being exceeded, resuttlng in the depletion of local tree stock. 
A wide ranging survey of fuelwood use by Ebemard (1986:3-4) shows that in many areas 
women walk an average of 9.-4 km to gather fuelwood In these areas the loss of tree 







Gandar ( 1991 . 96) 1s correct in pointing out that while fuelwood gathenng is probably the 
dor ,mant cause, rt is not the only activity responsible for the growing scarcity of trees 
Other human activities also exact a toll The clearance of virgin land to provide land for 
settlement and agriculture has significantly reduced the area covered by natural bush. 
Stock farming damages the resilience of the natural tree cover, especially where goats 
browse arid break the younger trees or where there is overgrazing. Even the collectors 
of natural medicines harm tree stocks by removing so much bark from trees that they are 
unable to ~urvlve Then there are the more direct uses of wood In construction and 
fencing. but their contribution Is small and declining. Studies indicate that In most areas 
less than 10% of all the wood harvested by rural households is devoted to these latter 
two uses, and as fuelwood shortages occur the omount falls rapidly (Aron et al., 
1989:24). 
The k>~s of tree r-.over/deforestation Is an important Impact in itself, but because trees are 
such vital links in so many biophysical and ecological processes, it has far wider 
consequences. The more important of these are noted: firstly, trees by the process of 
photosynthesis convert carbon dioxide Into oxygen. The loss of tree cover reduces the 
environment's capacity to deliver this vital service. Excess carbon dioxide contributes to 
global warning, which may severely disr ,pt the environment's capacity to sustain life. 
The environment's capacity to absorb carbon dioxide Is reduced by 50 000 tonnes for 
every million trees destroyed (Clarke, 1991 :154). At a very rough estimate, In the order 
of 20 million trees are being clestroyed each year for fuelwood in the former homeland 
areas alone. (This figure Is based on Aron et a/.'s fuelwood consumption figures. It is 
assumed that 50% of the fuelwood comes from live trees and that each tree supplles 125 
kilograms of wood ) Secondly, trees maintain the quality of soil by rejuvenating it with 
nutrients and hum1.,s ond by preventing it from eroding. The loss of trees exposes soil to 
the full force of wind and falling rain and reduces its absorptive capa:ity. The soil ls also 
no longer bound together by trees' root systems. As a result l he rate of run-off 
increases, farming land is exposed to erosion, the water table drops, rivers tend to flood 
and desiccate alternately, and dams silt up. Generally ground and surface water 
hydrology is disrupted. Thirdly. the loss of trees, along with overgrazing, Is hastening the 
process of Karoo encroachment or desertification, which drastically reduces the land's 
capacity to support any sort of farming activity. Lastly, the loss of tree cover means that 
whole ecosystems are destroyed and along with them the habitats of many valuable 
plants and animals. 
Loss of tree cover/deforestation caused by fuelwood gathering Is a problem that needs to 
be addressed both from the demand side and from the supply side. This Is the approach 
adopted in section i .1.1 (b), where ways of reducing and possibly even reversing the 











impact that the loss of tree cover i~ I ving or, the environment are discussed, along with 
a range of policy suggestions and recommendations 
5.1.2 Dung/crop wastes 
In South Africa dung and crop res1r1ues are fl els of last resort . Only households faced with truly 
critical energy shortages use these matenals Their use is, the1efore, not widespread, although 
In particular localities they are important (Gandar, 1984 7) The positive enwonmental effects of 
using dung and crop residues are :.tmilar to those of fuelwood, but certainly not as significant. 
They bum more cleanly than coal, but not as cleanly as fuetwood These materials, like wood, 
are also renewable energy resources, and when burnt their emiss10ns are spread over a wide 
area. 
The negatrve environmental impacts of burning dung and crop residues centre around air 
pollut10n and the loss of nutrients from the sou. 
(i) Atr pollut,on Dung and crop residues combust at relatrvely low temperatures, therefore, 
under the best circumstances they smoke profusely and even more so when slightly 
damp. Exposure to this smoke on a regular basis has similar hea!lh impllcalions as wood 
smoke. The risks are aggra'vated somewhct by hous"holds trying to conserve energy 
and so burning these materials indoors with minimal ventilation. From the macro 
perspective the quantity of waste originating from the burning of dung and crop resid,,es 
ts very small and only Important In so far as it Is preventable. 
(ii) Loss of nutnents Burning dung and crop residues as fuel sets a dangerous cycle of 
impoverishment of soil nltrogt.n, potassium, phosphorous and humus In motion -
dangerous hecause the so11 becomes progressively less productive and more susceptible 
to wind and water erosion (Rivett-Camac, 1982·20) 
In South Afnca the use of dung hes not near1y reached such dimen,ions. Indeed the 
amounts used are so small that Gandar (19S.:7) argues that "the em ironmental effect of 
this micro interruption of the nutrient cycle Is negligible" and the, 1:,e direct loss to 
agriculture Is even smaller since only a tiny minority of farmers USP. dung to fertilise fields. 
In some areas it may also be possible to use dung and crop wastes, a:- well as human excreta, 
to produce biogas Biagas Is derived from the anaerobic decomposition of organic materials. 
The end product of the process Is, therefore, a rich organic fertiliser that can be applied directly 
lo fields, which means no nutrients ere lost If anything the nutrient cycle Is more complete since 
the process renders excreta safe to use on fields. In China and India the improvements in rural 
sanitation and health that are made possible by biogas converters are regarded as important 
. . 
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se:::ondary be;iefits, after the production of a •.;lean fuel and the conservation of nutrients. 
Further details regarding the feasibility of biogas in South Africa are discussed in section 7.2.4 
5.1.3 Paraffin 
The benefits of u::.ing paraffin are greatest when it replaces fuelWood. dung and crop residues. 
Compared to these biomass fuels paraffin bums more cleanly and efficiently. In general, 
emissions per household are low because not much i~ consumed. They are therefc.•e only 
important to the extent that they are preventable. Paraffin emissions also occur at the point of 
use, which means they are spread over a wide area. 
in addition the domestic use of paraffin alleviates prassure on tree stocks and reduces the 
destruction of nutrients in so far as it replaces the biomass fuels. The us1 of paraffin should be 
encouraged In these circumstances. 
The negative environmental impacts of paraffin use centre around air pollution and the fact that 
it is a non-renewable energy source. 
(i) Air pollution Paraffin emissions include hydrocarbons, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide 
and nitrogen oxides. How much of each is discharged during combustion depends on 
factors such as the type of appliance and the efficiency with which It operates, the 
temperature of combustion and air pressL•re. 
The macro impacts of these emissions Are very small Indeed. The carbon dioxide 
contributes to global warming, the hydwr .~ns and nitrogen oxides to photochemical 
smog anci low level ozone, while carbon mo1?1)xide Is toxic. The micro level impacts tend 
to be more significant. Using paraffin in enclo$' j environments exposes the members of 
hotiseholds to above average levels of pollutant.- l"O a regular basis. This may Impair the 
ability to concentrat,~. aggravate respirator) prob:e~·s and cause eyo Irritations. 
(ii) Non-renewable resource Paraffin, like all petr,: ,, . n ,,roducts, Is a non-renewable energy 
resovrca. Despite the upward trend in consu,i ,, ,•;. n since 1980, the total amount 
consumed scarcely affects the rate at which global oil reserves are being depleted. 
(iii) Other impects The consumption of paraffin contrib-'.-es In a small way to the 
environmental impacts of the oil industry as a whole. Thes include pollution during the 
extraction, trar.sportation end refining of oil and more particularly of paraffin, as well as 
the washing/disposal of containers used to distribute it. The percl~ntage of these impacts 
that may be directly attributable to paraffin cannot be regarded In •solation; they are part 
of the way energy supply and use is presently structured. A m rdngful reduction in the 
environmental impacts of the oil Industry is unlikely unless the st,~ ·Ji-re of energy supply 
. ' ' 
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and use moves towards using renewable resources and conservinq energy . i e. towards 
sustainable hving practices 
5.1 .4 Coal 
Only the environmental im;>acts of domestic coal consumplion are of concern here The Impltl;♦ s 
assoctated with the coal generat10n of electricity are discussed in section 5.1. 7 .3(a). 
The domestic sector's demand for coal constitutes about 1 % to 1.5% of South Africa's total coal 
production. In 1991 this represented in physical terms between 1.5 -.nd 2.3 million tonnes of 
coal (Eberhard and Trolhp, 1992:23). Compared to the 70 million tonnes humed by Eskom in 
the same yeP.r, this is not very much coal (Eskom, 1992·28). DomestiC cc.,__"I consumption 
depends inter a/ia on its av1:1ilability and cost Households using coal a,e, therefore, 
concentrated In and around the coalfields. Transport costs tend to push the price b~yond 
pooplG's means in areas far removed from the coalfields This is reflected m the followini, 
f1gurec-: In 1991 the anmJal per capita consumption of coal in KwaZulu-Natal was about 9 
kilograms, in the Gauteng r,-,gion 11 was just less than 6 kilograms, while In the Cape Town area 
the amount was negligible (l::berhard and Trolllp, 1992.23). Climate also affects the domestic 
demand for coal. 
The only positive environmenlnl imped of domestic coal use would appear to be that It alleviates 
pressure on tree stocks, but thi., only represents a gain in so fftr as ooal replaces fuelwood as an 
onergy source. The fact that t,'le emissions from the domestic use of coal are spread over a 
large area is not considered to t •e an advantage, as it Is In the case of other fuels. The reason 
is that coal fires emit substantla11y more particulates and sulphur dioxide, which can be more 
effectively controlled if th" coal were burnt at a central point, as when generating &lectrlclty 
(Lennon and Turner, 1991 :&). 
Most of the negative environmenti•I impacts of domestic coal use centre around air pollution. 
The macro imp&ets arising from coal emissions are more closely associated with the coal 
genfllration of electricity which are dl!1cussed in section 5 1.7.3(a). Only the micro level Impacts 
of domestic coal use are discussed b11low 
(i) A,r pollution The real signif1cunce of the domestic use of coal lies in the Impact the 
• emissions have at the intermediate and mter0 levels The quantity of waste emitted 
usually exceeds the local environment's capacity to absorb and disperse it. 
Consequently, the quality of the air both within and around the household Is reduced. 
The impa-:t on the Indoor env'ronment depends on whether the coal is burnt in a stove or 
a brazier or on an open fire, on the effteier,cy of the appliance (where one is used), on 
the quality and quantity of coal used and on !he degree of ventilation. The season and 
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outside temperature ars secondary determinants since they affect the level of pollution 
via the other factors. For instance on a cold night a household will bum more coal and 
try to conserve heat by reducing ventilation. B'ith these measures will tend to aggravate 
Indoor pollution. The extent of indoor pollution may vary very rapidly since the body of air 
in a dwelling can be replaced quickly If a window is opened, but just as quickly polluted if 
rt is closed again. Data on indoor pollution should, therefore, reflect both long term 
aggregate levels, as well as short tdrm peaks. Figures on neighbourhood pollution (give,, 
below) suggest that aggregate levels of indoor pollution are high. Short term levels are 
sometimes so high as to be debilitating or even fatal. 
Coal emissions affect the quality of the indoor environment by ir"lp'lhing the life support 
seNice people '1erive from it. In the extreme carbon monoxide poisoning may occur 
when people sleep next to a coal fire in .J room with poor ventilation. Carbon monoxide 
rEduces the oxygen-carrying capacity ot ,.,e blood. A few hours exposure to high 
concentrations can cause brain damage end even asphyxiation (American Chemical 
Society, 1978·163). Other health impacts associated with Indoor coal emissions include 
the aggravation of respiratory diseases, irritation of eyes end the Impairment of people's 
ability to concentrate. Some of the components of coal smoke 9re also carcinogenic and 
regular exposure increases the risk of cancer. People most likely to be affected by 
indoor pollution are the &gea, children and sufferers of asthma, bronchitis, emphysema 
and cardiovascular illnesses (American Chemical Society, 1978:162). In Soweto it 
appears that children living in pollutt.d home environments ere more susceptible to 
diseases, especially acute respiratory infections (Lawson, 1991:57). All these impacts 
are known to increase morbidity and mortality rates, but to what -,xtent has not been 
determined because of the difficulty of quantifying health impacts. 
Coal emissions also reduce the amenitv of the indoor env11.:>nment. Breathing in 
particulates is unpleasant and the odour of coal smoke is disagreeable end may be 
nauseating to some people. The precipitation of particulates also covers everything in a 
fine layer of dust, reducing the Jenera! level of cleanliness. 
Emissions from the domestic use of coal are R major source of intermediate er 
neighbourhood air pollution. The problem is most acute in townships that are not 
electrified. but even those with electricity are affected by pollution 'spillover' from other 
areas and because many households in backyard shacks are not connected. In addition 
many households with electricity still use coal stoves. Emissions are also 1Jsually 
greatest in densely populated areas. which increases both the concentration of the 
pollution and the number of people exposed to it. The fact that domestic coal smoke is 
released at low level aggravates neighbourhood air pollution. Other aggravating factors 
., 
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include temperature , local climaltc and wind condrt10ns. the grade of coal consumed, 
household cooking patterns and the apphance or method used to bum coal. 
II Is d1fficutt to express the dimensions of the problem of ,:.missions, since rt varies from 
place to place along with the above factors and is compounded by pollution from other 
sources The worst ~ollution probably occurs in townships in Gauteng, where high levels 
of coal consumption on cold winter nights cor.,bine with stable air conditions and 
temperature inversions. Certainly, based 0,1 visibility, air pollution seems to peak in the 
mornings and evenings, and during the winter months. More detailed evidence is scarce, 
but that which is available suggests the problem is serious. Kemeny et al (1988:) report 
that smoke pollution measured at sites in Soweto in 1982 frequently ,"lxceeded the 
guideline limits set by the Department of Heatth. Even in a paper tnat sets out to allay 
fears about the dangers of air pollution in South Africa, Lennon and Turner (1991 :2) 
concede that the concentrations of fine particulate mass me11sured in Soweto "would be 
totally unacceptable overseas" They also report that concentrations of sulphur dioxido 
and nitrogen OJodes in Soweto are 2.5 and 3 times greater respectively than on the 
Mpumalanga Highveld, but In n&ither instance do they exceed the long tenn guideline 
hmrts. Tyson et al (1988;'40) stress the relative importance of low level emissions from 
domestic coal usA, even though "domestic/municipal combustion" contributes only about 
a twentieth of the emissions on the Mpuma1anga Highveld. 
Neighbourhood pollution inhibits the supply of various environmental services. It reduces 
the quality of life support services. As a result people's health may be affected in many 
of the ways already mentioned. These impxts tend to be less acute than indoor 
pollution, since ambient levels of air pollution are tower in the fonner instance. The 
amenity of the residential environment is also impaired in ways similar to those described 
above. The grey smoky haze Is an additional amenity reducing Impact. Air pollution al!>o 
affects buildings and other structures. Tyson et al. (1988:73) report that galvanised steel 
used in low cost housing schemes is particularly susceptible to corrosion by sulphur 
dioxide. The useft•i life of this material may be nearly halved due to air pollution. Other 
materials such as concrete. bricks and paintwork are affected as well - necessitating 
more frequent maintenance. It is also highly likely that air pollution damages thA plants 
and trees in townships, since far lower concentrations than occur in these areas are 
known to have adverse effects on crops and forests (Tyson ei ;;t. rnes:87 and 92). 
(1i) So//d wastes Apart from air-borne emisslor::.. the use of coal also generates a stream of 
solid wastes V\/here this waste Is simply dumped in the open it may continue to 
smoulder, adding to pollution, and the wind may spread it, covering everything in an 










wrth minimal effort 1f households would bury coal ash in a garden refuse pit or dispose of 
rt along with other household refuse 
(iu) Ot/19r imr .cts The domestic use of coal contnbutes in a small way to the environmental 
damage caused by coal mining and to the depletion of a non-renewable resource. Both 
these impacts need to be addressed at an industry level. It has been suggested that a 
carbon tax Is an appropriate method of forcing the price of coal to reflect its true marginal 
social cost (assuming this is known). The resulting rise in the coal price would make 
renewable energy systems more competitive, which would hasten their development and 
adoption and, thus, move the economy closer to a sustainable development path. 
Ways of reducing the environmental impdcts resulting from the domestic use of cool are 
discussed in .. action 7.1.3(a) The recommendations on ways to conserve energy in section 7.2 
are also relevant. 
5.1.5 Gas 
The gas used by households in South Africa is almost entirely liquid petroleum gas (LPG). 
Despite the relatively small amounts of gas consumed, it is an important fuel because of the 
env1ronrnental benefits associated with its use. 
(i) Few em,ss,ons Gas is the cleanest of the hydrocarbons. Particulate and sulphur dioxide 
emissions are minimal, while those of nitrogen oxides are comparable to coat and oil 
(Vohra, 1982:87). The combustion of gas also generates up to two-thirds less carbon 
dioxide than coal (Rogner, 1989:62). Th~ domestic use cit gas has no noticeable 
negative impacts on the home and neighbourhood environment. At the m3Cro level gas 
has definite advantages: it contributes less to global warming and acid rain than any 
other carbon ruel (Rogner 1989:62). l:,deed Flavln (1992:34) notes that heating with gas 
ftis in most circumstances less polluting than heating with electricity produced from coal 
or oil." 
(ii) Efficiency Gas appliances generally have higher thermal conversion efficiencies than 
those of other fuels, i.e. gas applian~s convert a greater proportion of the nett energy 
available in gas into useful energy tha. 1, say, paraffin appliances do with paraffin. For 
instance, for a gas stove the thermal efficiency may be as high as 75%, compared to 
50% and 20% for paraffin and coal stove,; (Viljoen, 1990:83). Similarly, in the generation 
of electricity combined-cycle gas turbines have thermal efficiencies of 47%, whlch is a 
signifteant improvement on the 34% of Eskom's coal power stations in 1'l91 (Rogner, 
1989:60; Eberhard and Trollip, 1992:27). 
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\In) Low ns/..s Eshmates of the heal!h and other risks of different energy sources have 
shown that gas has the lowest overall nsk assoc1a!ed with its use (Vot,ra, 1982:87). 
There Is, nevortheless. always the possIbihty of accidental leakages and explosions. 
An energy bnoge Pinple concerned about the environment regard gas as a 'bridge' from 
the existing fossil ft el based energy system to more sustainaole energy tech,1ologies. It 
prov,des a low pollut10n alternative to oil and coal, while the new solar, wind. hydrogen 
and superconductivity technologies are developed and disseminated (Rogner, 1~89 52 
and '13; Flavin, 1992: ◄ 1-'43). For this reason it is suggested Ir. section 7.1 ◄(c) that the 
domes•lc use of gas should be encouraged. 
The main environmental objection to gas Is that methane is rtself a 'greenhouse gas and so 
accidental leakages of rt would exacerbate global warminJ. Such leakages are likely to increase 
as ,:1e use of gas increases (Flavin, 1992:37). Gas is also a non-renewable resource, but the 
present l,:val of domestic consumpho,, hardly affects the rate at which reserves aro being 
depleted 
5.1.6 Other energy sources 
Apart from the above mentioned fuels and electricity, households also use candles, weVdry cell 
battenes an,j venous solar devices These are minor energy sources and so the extent of their 
r-egative imp11ct on the environment Is small. 
Candles' Imr,acts on the environment are comparable to those of paraffin, sinco they are made 
from paraffin wax. Candles do not convert energy into light efficiently. A paraffin lamp would 
probably do tt:e Job better. 
Many households without access to electricity use dry/wet cell batteries. Most dry cell batteries 
are non-rechargeable and cannot be recycled, whereas wet cell batteries aro rechargeable and 
some parts of them can be recycled. However, wet cell batteries are prone to the accidental 
leakage of battery/sulphuric acid, which may causo severe bums and pollute wuter. More 
,mportant are the impacts that Iha manufacture of both types of batteries hos on the 
environmen1 Some of the materials are toxic and the ratio IJtttween the energy used in 
manufaC\ure and the energy delivered to the household makes tht1m an inofflcient use of energy 
overall 
Solar-energy is seldom purposefully used by households In rural areas dwellings are 
sometimes located and designed to take advantage of the space healing properties of the sun 
This means that other energy sources need not be used for this purpo~~. which alleviatas 
pollut10n and means fev.er trees are destroyed The sun's passive heating qualities could be 







Solar-energy is also used by some more affluent households for heating v.ater. Solar-water 
heaters are still costly, which limits the extent to which they are used. This ts unfortunate 
because siQnificant amounts of fossil and biomass energy could be saved If an affordable model 
were av .,labte (Eberhard, 1986.12). Once installed, a solar heater has virtltally no adverse 
environm1.;ntal impacts and it has the added advantage of demonstrating to people that 
sustainable energy so·irces are available and potentially viable (section 7.2.4). 
5.1. 7 Electricity 
The environmental impact of the domestic use of electricity cannot be totally separated from the 
impacts resulting from ciectricity use in other sectors of the economy, e.lJ. industry, mining, 
agriculture, transport and commerce. This Is because the different end uses of electriclty are 
seldom specified during the generation and transmission procesr:.es. Nevertheleris, since 
households consume about 15% of the electricity produced In this ccuntry (Eberhard and Trollip. 
1992:19), they are responsible for at least a similar proportion oi the pollution afld other impacts 
associated with electricity use in South Africd. 
Attributing at least part of the external effects of electricity use to domestic consumers reverses 
the pr9valent trerd cf 1aying all the blame at the door of the supplier. Admittedly Eskom could 
have done mo:"e to reduce the negative impacts of its operations, but it also needs to be 
recognised that oomestlc consumers have resisted paying for the cost of control measures 
through the price of electricity and have done little to conserve energy and even Jess to inform 
themselves and lobby the govemrnent and Eskom regarding environmental impacts. There 
seems to be a general lack of appreciation on the part of the government, Eskom and the public 
for environmental issues and the integrated nature or household/community welfare and 
environmental welfare. 
This section aims to dei;cribe the different impacts associated with the consumption, 
transmission and genar:ouon of electricity and to focus attention on the links or trade-offs that 
exist between tho P.nv1ronmental benefits and costs of using electricity within the domestic 
sector. This issue is particularly relevant within lit& pro:iant context of rapid electrification. 
5.1 .7.1 The consumption of electricity 
The environmental benefits arising from the consumption of electricity must be weighed-up 
aga·nst the negative impacts of generating and transmitting it. Households are seldom aware of 
this trade-off, since the benefits or consumption accrue directly to them. while the costs are 
imposed on others or are not Immediately apparent or only affect them indirectly. 
The environmental impact of each household's electricity consumption is influenced by: 





the quMt1ty of ele<..1nc,ty consumed: 
the appliances used and their effic1enc;· , 
the typo/design of the dwelling: 
the extent to which energy conservation 1s pract1,;ed, and 
people's habrts and preferences in the use of energy 
These factors aro 1n turn influenced by \.Oriables such as income, the pnce of electricity and of 
electric appliances, geographical location, .,:;;-,1ate, modernisation and lifestyle. Since all these 
1acto•s and variablos d1ff9r from ono hcusehold to the next, so do their impacts on the 
environment. 
The posrtive enwonme'1tal impacts of using electricity domestically fall into two categories: 
(1) Clean energy source In d no.row sense electricrty is the cleanest domestic energy 
source. VVhen it replaces coal and biomass fuels rt alleviates local level pollution 
problems: the environment's life s;..pport service improves, which raducss the risk of 
raspiratory pmblems and generally enhances !)eople's health. Tne am3nlty services of 
the home environment also improve. Tr,e transrtion to ~1'1ctricit:., does not need tc., be 
complete for substantial improvements in environmantal qualrty to b9 ex;>arienced. 
lmproverr")nts in environmental qualrty are likely to be great1:1r when electricity rbp!acei. 
~I or fuelwood for cooking. space heating and heating water. Few impr~vements are 
likely where electricity replaces gas or paraffin. ltl effect, this means that the non-use of 
coal and fuelwood Is more directly linked to environmental quality in and arol•nd 
households than the use of electricity, i.e. if the use of these tw::> fuels o,uld be 
eliminated by other means the impact would be as beneficial as when electricity Is used 
to do so. In fact, biogas, gas and solar energy are probably cleaner substitute.; than 
electricity when all associated Impacts are taken into account, though they are not a .. 
versatile. 
At present only about one third of all South Africans have access to electricity. Virt11ai!v 
all whites, even those in remote rural areas, have access, while only between 15% and 
20% of blacks are served (Theron, 1992:10). The environmental benefits of domestic 
electricity consumption. therefore. accrue mainly to whites and have done so for many 
years. This inequalrty reflects yet another dimension of the patronage whites enjoyed 
under apartheid. The process of redressing the situation has begun with over 300 000 
new, mostly black households being added to the network each year, but as yet the 
government has not become financially involved - as it was when whites' homes were 
being electrified (Stavrou, 1992:5; Opperman, 1994:3). 
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(11) Replacement of biomass fuels Households with electricity use less biomass fuel, so 
electnfyIng townships and rural areas tends to reduce the loss of tree cover/deforestaholl 
and the destruction of nutrients For townships these are added benefits of a necessary 
process, but rt Is debatable whether electrification Is the most feasiblP ,r the best solutlon 
to the destruction of trees in rural areas Firstly, the electrification of rural areas will take 
time - probably not less than twenty years (Stavrou, 1992:4) \/\/hat are communities 
already faced by energy cnses to do in the interim? Short ta medium term measures to 
save eneIgy and re-estabhsh biomass supplies are neede.l (section 7.1.1(b). Secondly, 
extending the gnd is expensive. The poorest households are unlikely to be able to afford 
electricity even when it is accessible. If the govemment were to subsidise rural 
electrification and the cost of electrterty, areas such as housing, primary health care or 
education may suffer It is possible that these areas of social expenditure may yield 
greater overall benefits than electriftCation, in which C&Ul they should enjoy pnortty. 
Thirdly, the environmental benefits of supplying electricity to rural areas are probably lass 
than those associated with agroforestry, woodlots and afforestation. These measures do 
not only alleviate pressure on the environment, but aim to restore it and create a basis for 
sustainable rural living. 
The negative environmental Impacts of the actual domestic consumption of electricity are not 
immediately apparent, but are still important. 
(iii) Increase ,n nett energy consumption Electricity lends itself to consumption: it is 
convenient, clean, versatile, nearly always available and cannot be physlcally handled 
and measured like other fuels. As a result ho .~eholds with ac.;cess to it tend to develop 
energy Intensive lifestyles which are reflected in the appliances/products they buy, the 
consumption or hot watflr for washing and cleaning, the use of refrigeration, the 
elaborate preparation of food and the use of lighting - all adding up to an increase In nett 
energy consumption. 
The integrated nature of household and environmental welfare comes to the fore around 
this issue. Households benefit from using more energy, but each household's 
consumption contributes to global warming, resource depletlon, acid rain and the 
production of toxic wastes. Th13 problem is further complicated by the disparity that 
exists between the energy Intensive lifestyles of affluent households anc! the energy 
scarcity experienced by poor households. 
(1v) Environmental a/ienat,on People rolii:mt on biomass fuels and coal are continually aware 
of the links between energy use and the environment. By contrast electricity insulates 
people from the environment because of the way it is delivered and because the 









poople und seldom ffect them directly They t erefore become alienah1d from the 
environment, iiot tak1nc; any interest In its qu ltty, and not caring or unaware of the 
effects their energy use has on It As far as they are concerned electricrty 1s cle n and 
the supply is never ending Ways of addressing the above two trends are noted in 
ser.t1on 7 1, 3( d) 
5 .1.7.2 The tranamlsalon ofelectrlclty 
Once electnc,ty has been generated, it has to be transmitted to where it is needod. Eskom's 
total network comprises of more than 230 000 kilometres of power lines, operating at voltages 
as high as 765 kilovolts Part of this system forTrls tho natK>nal gnd - ubout 25 000 kilometres of 
hnes linking all power generating systems in the country (Eskom, 1993:51). 
The environmental benefits of the national grid Include the efficient use of generating capacity, 
11nc-, power surpluses car. be distributed to areas of shortage; the 1ntegrat10n of cheap hydro 
elt:ctricrty from surrounding countries - Namibia, Lesotho and Moz.ambtque at prosent, with the 
poss1btlrty of Zaire in the future; that rt provides a cheap and efficient means of transferring 
energy, and that rt protects or in~ulates many consumers from the lmmsdiati, environmental 
impacts of generation , 
The negative impacts of power lines relate to· 
(t) Construction end maintenance The effects vary according to the terrain, the type of lino, 
the ;,ylon's design nd the construct10n methods usod. The main Impact is the clearing 
of the 'right e,f way' servitude for the power line and the establilthment of access roads. 
In South Africa there are more than 1 ◄0 000 km of lines with servitudes varying from 18 
to 80 meters These interfere with normal land use - especially forestry, Irrigated 
agriculture and urban development - ond disrupt wddemess areas, particularly where 
woodland 01 forest Is cleared or where acces~ ,or.d!t -rro~i , '<'Ila •rJ• !Ire built (Gander, 
(II) 
1985.6◄) o lines and pylons th19mselves pose ft !:,r• ~' to b•! d!. wn;,re they are locllted 
across flight pains Iii various 1J1eas markers ar:, .. lloed :o ...,am birds - not so much to 
save them as to avoid the expense of the powe• being tripped when they hit the line. 
Ht1alth and hazard t1fft1Cts Evidence on whether the electric and magnetic fields 
surrounding power lines pose a health risk !s inconclusive; they may increase the risk of 
cancer very slrghlly, or they may have no effe(,1. Scientific opln,Jn Is divided If there are 
any adverse health effects they are p1oba!:>IJ r.lrnost Insignificant, otherw,~e why the 
d1fficutty 1n 1dent1,y1ng them? Nevertheles.-, it may still be prudent to adopt some 
measures to modify people's exposure to these fields In case- new evidence indicates 
that the nsl( 1s '"' fact greater than thought (Flo11g, 1992.7, Miller, 1982:401 and 409) 
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Power Imes are, however, a real hazard since accidental contact Is usually fatal These 
risks are well recognised and measures such as rrunimum clearances between the 
conductors anti the ground, and vigorous maintenance programmes aim to reduce them 
(Miller, 1982:401, Eskom, 1992:34). 
(iii) Aesthetic effects Power lines reduce the aesthetic value of scenic views, Interfere with 
the appreciation or wilderness areas and impair the amen~y of residential areas. In more 
affluent business districts end residential areas underground cables are used, which 
reduces both the aesthetic impact and the risk posed by power lines. 
Sertion 7.1 4(e){ii) looks at 1,arious ways of limiting these impacts. 
5.1. 7 .3 Generation of electricity 
The demand for electricity Is the principal cause of the environmental impacts associated with Its 
generation. Domestic demand accounts for 15% of the 149 000 gigawatt hours of electrlclty 
distributed in South Africa (Eberhard and Trollip, 1992:19 and 26) Coni;equently, roughly one 
seventh of the environmental impacts of generating electricity may be attributed to households. 
The nature of the impacts are primarily determined by the energy source used for generation. In 
1992 Eskom distributed 98% of the electrlcity in South Africa, of which 92% was generated from 
coal, 6% from nuclear power and less than 1.5% from pumped storaga/hydro power (Eskom, 
1993:48). The environmental impacts of using these different energy sources are looked at 
below. The aim Is to give an overview of the Issues and trends. 
(a) Coal g•n•rat/on of elKtrlclty 
The environmental impacts o( using coal to generate electricity are affected, inter alia, by the 
design and operating efficiency or the power stations: the pattern and quantity of electricity 
demand; the energy, sulphur, ash, etc. content of the coal used; the location of stations with 
regard to energy sources, consum9r" populF,tion centres, local climate and the environment; 
and, most importantly, the I~· ·•' ru.,•. ,; ,td to 'COntrol stations' waste streams. The social 
framework in which the genemtinr. "'t11itv o,.>drates Is also relevant. Important variables include: 
public awareness and militancy r 1pardi'tg environmental Issues; the utility's commitment to 
acting responsibly towards the el'\vlron·nent: the legal framework protecting the environment -
particularly emissions standards, mrmitoring and compliance requirements, as well as the 
sanctions for non-compliance; and, lastly, the level of research funding and effort devoted to 
1mp~11ing the efficiency of gener?1tion and pollution control, as well as the development of 








As alreMv noted over 90% of thA electric1ty in South Afnca is generated from coal. In 1992 
Eskom had seventeen coal fired power stations. nine or which were in commission, one under 
construchon and two used for stand by and training purposes respectively. The rest 
reoresented excess capacity and had been mothballed. Most or the operational unrts were very 
large, having installed ratings of 3600 megawatt and more (Eskom. 1992.22 af"ld 28) 
In 1991 Eskom burnt over 70 m1lhon tonnes of coal (45% of South Afrte2's total output) to 
produce about 135 oon gigawatt hours of electnc,ty. Each main station is located close to a 
dedicated colhery that has sufficient reserves for its entire working life of forty years or more. 
This minimises the cost or transport, and means the station is specifically des1gnad to use the 
coal available. Eskom has ,jeveloped expertise in the use of coal wrth a very low ttnergy and 
high ash content. because it is more abundant and cheaper. In some instances the high grade 
coal is removed from the coal sent to the power station, and used for other purposes (Eskom. 
1992 29 ~nd 36) 
Using coal to generate electricrty does hold some benefrts for the anvironment. At the general 
level th11,e include being able to hold a utilrty responsible for emissions control and 
environmental rehabilrtat10n, the more effectrve control of waste streams because the coal is 
burnt at a small number of localrt1es, and the more efficitnt transfer/distribut10n or energ\ . 
Benefrts may also occur at the station level depending on the technology used both to generate 
electricity and to control emiss'Ons, the efficiency and rel11tbility of operation and the stations' 
localrty At the household level the benefits include a reduction in Indoor and neighbol:mood 
pollution and the more efficient use or energy when the coal Is used to generate electncrty and 
not used directly by households. 
The negative environmental impacts include: 
(i) Atr pollution Burning coal in power stations reduces the quality of air and, hence, its 
capocity to deliver many of the environmental services mentioned previously. The extent 
of the impact Is related to three factors: the type and quantity of emissions; the 
charactenstics of the air mass into which they are emitted; and the demographic and 
biophysical features of the area where they are deposited. 
With regard to the last two factors, the situation on the Mpumalanga H1ghveld deserves 
special attention. This area of 30 000 square kilometres east of the Gauteng urban 
complex is the power house of South Africa with eleven power stations (73% of E~kom's 
total coal-fired generating capacity) located there. Consttquently, emissions are 
concentrated in a relatively small area. The situation is aggravated by the area's 
climatology which T 1ion et al (1988 2) describe as being characterised by climatic 
conditions which ar, hichly adverse for the dispersion of atmosphenc pollutants, namely, 
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high atmospheric stab1hty, clear skies and low wind speeds generally associated with a 
high pressure system prevailing over the region. Dunng winter, inversions of 
temperatures occur almost every night at the surface, while elevated inversions occur 
with high frequency - conditions conducive to the accumulat!on of atmospheric pollution. 
Tyson at al (1988:69) abo emphasise that ''the natural resources of the area are vital to 
the econorny• Over 50% of the country's high-potential agricultural land and forestry 
resources are concentrated in the area and along its immediate periphery, up to 25% of 
the country's water resources come from rivers draining it and adjacent areas, and 
important conservation areas are localed close by. 
Eskom is a(\A.--ays at pains to point out that electricity generation Is not the only polluting 
activity on the Mpumalanga Highveld (Eskom, 1992:52}. This is true, but it is, 
nevertheless, responsible for 80-90% of the emissions in the area (Tyson et al , 
1988.40). 
Attention 1s next given to the environmental impacts of the main air pollutants emitted by 
coal-fired power stations. Moil of the data relates to conditions on the Mpumalanga 
Highveld. 
Particulates In 1984 it was estimated that power stations on th9 Mpumalanga Highveld 
emitted over :\00 000 tonnes of particulates per year. Since then the situation has 
changed due to the commiss10ning of new stations and mothballing of old ones, the 
installation of control equipment and an increase in Eskom's coal consumption. Whether 
the change ; ,as been for the better is not known because more recent data are not 
available. 
Eskom has stfrted that the reduction of particulate emissions is a priority within the 
organisation: ,n 1992 R215 million or 6% of its net cap;tal expenditure was spent on 
upgrading control equipment (Eskom, 1993:21 ). At present the older stations have 
precipitators that trap up to 98% of the particulates in flue gasses, while three of the new 
stations are fitted with equipment that is 99,5% efficient. This still means that a 3600 
megawatt power station emits soma 12 000 tonnes of particulates per year (Gander, 
1985:61). Gn3ater efficiency is only reaily possible with bag/fabric filters. Pl&ns ar-, afoot 
to install such filters in three units at tha Duvha and Matimba power stations. To 
complement these controls Eskom is implementing a policy that will take units which do 
not comply wnh legal emission standard3 for particulates out of service until compllance 












The amb1e11t concentration or fine part1cu'ate mass on the Mpumalanga Highveld was 
measured at less than 20 m1crog1ams per ,.ub1c metre which is almost five times less 
than in Soweto and well below the guideline ~f 150 micrograms per cubic metre set by 
the Department or Health (Lennon and T\Jmer, 1991 :2). No corroborating data or time 
sanes data could be round. There is Hiso no data on the composition of the particulates 
available A number of toxic, carcinogenic and radioactive trace elements found in coal 
appear to concentrate in thA smaller particles which are not as easily collected as larger 
ones 
At tile macro level particulates contribute to global warming since they absorb incident. 
solar radiation {Gandar. 1985:61). The particulates may also act as catalysts in the 
conversion of other pollutants into more or less harmful forms (American Chemical 
Society, 1978:161). At the intermediate level particulate depositions/fall out may lead to 
the accumulation or toxic or radioactive trace elements in the soil, which may cause 
damage to crops and plantations. However, clear evidence of such impacts have not yet 
been found on the Mpumalanga Highveld (Vohra, 1982:86; Tyson et al., 1988:91 -92). 
Another impact at this level includes the loss of amenity, i.e. the impairment of clean 
morning air, clear blue skies or scenic views. The micro level impacts relate to health. 
Particulates may aggra"ate asthma and other respiratory symptoms, and increase 
coughing and chest discomfort. Tyson et al. (1988:71) refer to studies that indicate \hat 
chronic health effects are nol likely to be reliably detected at the ambient concentrations 
pres~n11y ex;>en.;;r.ced on the Mpumalanga Highveld. But this does not discount their 
occurrence. nor does it take into account the potential effects of long tenn exposure to 
; _'W doses of the lrace elemants found in the smoke. 
Sulphu, · dioxide. In 1987 sulphur dioxide emissions from the generation of electricity in 
S01•th A{d<.a were estimated to be 1, 75 million tonnes per year, with about 70% thereof 
cc:,cent,ated on the Mpumalanga Highveld (Tyson et al., 1988:44). Comparisons based 
on omissions per square kilometre per year sugaest that the Mpumalanga Highveld has 
among the highest sulphur dioxide emissior~ densities ir. ,,e world (Tyson et al., 1988:44; 
Clarke, 1991 :144). Lennon and Tum,n (1991·1 ) . in an effort to discredit the 
unfavcurable impression such compa· ,r 
and not "based upon scientifically · 
comparisons are used, very large 
uncontrolled into the environment of the , 
~::mte, . J that they are "subjective" 
ts". Ho-Never, irrespective of which 
sulphur dioxide are being emitted 
iga ~!ighveld. 
Eskom's policy with regard to sulphur dioxide and other gaseous emissions is to send 
them "somewhere else. instead of trying to reduce them" (Gandar. 1991:99). Stacks up 








Mi,umalanga H1ghveld Thtt aim •s •,) to limit low level pollut10n and (11) to allow emissions 
to be diluted and dispersed In the clean air of the upper atmosp:,ere. With regard to (i) rt 
wou:d ppear that the pohcy has been qurte successful so far. Ambient concentration of 
low level sulphur d10x1de have been measured at 10 parts per bill10n, which is well within 
the gu1dehne limrt of 30 parts per b1lhon (Lennon and Tumer, 1991:2) As regards (ii) the 
s, uat,~n rs more complex. To start wrth, Tyson et al (1988·32-3◄) emphasise that 
"condrt10ns for the dispersal of plumes Oller the Mpumalanga Highveld are highly 
adverse". Plumes even from the highest stacks are not able to penetrate the subsidence 
Invers10n layer at about 1 300 metre"s Lnd so the emissions, instead of dispersmg, 
accumulate ma quasi stable layer of pollution at high level (Tyson et al, 1988:3◄ , 56 and 
60). The pollution trapped in this layer pose$ a sigmf1C&nt threat to the environment both 
within the Mpumalanga Highveld and in adJ')Cent regions due to periodic washouts and 
!he banking thereof agamst forested mountam areas So high-stacks may well have 
transformed what was essentially a local problem to one of regional consequence (Tyson 
et el . 1988.56, 63 and 67). 
Environmental damage from sulphur dioxide emissions on the scale ohserved in other 
parts of the world have fortunately not yet occurr3d in South Africa. This, however. is no 
reason for complacency. Ambient levels of sulphur dioxide in the vicinity of power 
stations are at least episodically sufficient to cause damage, and rainfall acidity levels 
and sulphate deposition rates are enhanced throughout the Mpumalanga Highveld and 
many of the adjar.ent areas. The potential for extensive damage, therefore. exists. Unltl 
very recently there was a reluctance to delve too deeply into these issues, and even now 
most of the research is being conducted by Eskom, which raises questions about rts 
obJect1111ty In the late 1980's plantations east of Belfast in Mpumalanga began to show 
signs of damage from acidic mists There is also evidence that the soils in the region are 
becoming 1ncreasmgly acidic and so are the streams (Tyson et e/, 1988:8◄). ll would 
appear that "surface soils are buffering the acid input at this stage", thus protecting the 
streams to a large extent How long this buffering effect will last is not known (Bosman, 
1990.8). 
The micro level impacts of sulphur dioxide emissions include damage to physical 
structures and to people's health (section 5.1.4(i)). 
Carbon d1ox1de: This gas is a pollutant in so far as it contributes to the process of global 
warming. South Africa's man-made output of carbon dioxide amounts to about 300 
million tonnes per year, a third of which Is generated by Eskom on behalf of the 
consumers of electricrty (Lennon and Turner, 1991:2; Tyson et al. 1988:◄0) . 
- - . 




In global 1.,1 ms this mount appears insignificant - Soutt Af . .a.'s total emissions 
represent JUSt I 6% al the global output (Clarke. 1991 :15◄). This impression, Sou1h 
Afnca's developing country status, and continued uncertainty about Ille impacts o' global 
warming have promptud Eskom to adopt a wall and see pol cy: simpiy taking 
'c-.ogn,sance' of research developments an.1 not maklno any comrr itment to rec uce !Is 
em1ss10ns Indeed, rudimentary calculations suggest tt1at Eskom's total carbon dioxide 
em1ss10ns have bean 1ncroasing by about 2% per year since 198◄ . This apprcXimates 
the increase in coal consuription On the posllive s de, Eskom (1993:21) n<ites that 
increasing thermal efficiency has produr.ad a marj1inal decline in carbon dioxide 
emissions per megawatt hour sent out. 
The pnnciple 'small imp!IC!s add up' applies to the production and control ,:if carbon 
dioxide emiss10ns anrJ, hence, to efforts to avert global wam11ng. The pcitential for 
reducing carbon dioXJde emissions ansing from dom\lSIIC energy use in South Africa is 
discussed in section 5.2 . 
Other em1ss1ons. The combustion of coal also generates signtf1C811t amounts of nitro;;en 
oxides, ozone and aerosols. Low-level amhient concentrations of these substances in 
the Mpumalanga Highveld are below the guideline limits, although episodic incidents of 
high ozone concentnr.ions do occur (Tyson et al .. 1988:53 54). As in the case of sulphur 
dioxide, enhanced concentrations of i;ulphate and nitrate aerosots are found In the high-
level pollut10n layer above the Mpumalanga Highveld. 
The environmental imoacts of tt-ese substances are similar to those of sulphur dioxide, 
1.e damage to plcJnts, soil and water sources, as well as buildings and people's health. 
There is also the added riu that a mixtcre of these different pollutants may produce 
synergistic (greater than additive) impacts (American Chemical Society, 1978:165). 
(i1) Water pollution In 1989 Eskom's coal-fired stations used 260 000 megalitras of water for 
cooling and washing (Eskom, 1990:'4) The scarcity of watar in South Africa has led 
Eskom to develop end 1'lstall dry cooling technology at three of Its largest power stations. 
These now use only 0.6 litres per kilowatt hour of electricity generated, whereas 
conventional liquid cooled power stations use 2.5 litres of water (Gandar, 1985:61). In 
addition, Eskom has a zero effluent discharge policy. so while 80% of the water used in a 
power station is lost through evaporation, none is discharged. Water Introduced into 
power stat10ns 1s recycled m a "closed circuit" water system; special measures are taken 
to keep used water separate from clean water This negates the problem of thermal 
pollution and reduces the risk of polluting ground and surface water resources (Eskom, 
1992:33 and 36). Leaching from unbuned ash heaps is nevertheless a problem. 
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(111) So//a wastes The coal burnt by Eskom has a hrgh ash conter,t - av1traging about 25%, 
bu1 oing up to 40% in the case of Lethaba (Gandar, 1985 61 ; Eskom, 1992 26) As a 
result, Eskom has bout 18 mrlllon tonnes of sh to dispose of each year. The ash rs 
shallow•buned near tr, -.wer stat10n· half a metre of topsoil rs removed, the ash 
durr:ped and the topsoil replaced The area rs then revegetated. Over the forty year hie 
of large power stat10n up to 800 hectares may be disturbed rn this way Ganaar 
(1985 591 suggests that both the ash and coal discards should bt1 incorporated rn:o the 
mine infill 
(1v) Coal mmmg At most of lhe collienes dedicated to Eskom's power stations. open-cast 
mining rs practised. The environmental impacts of thrs fonn of mrnrni; include localised 
disruption of ground/soil structure and of ground water hydrology, dust pollution, smoke 
pollution from discards and the vanous health risks usually associated with coal mining. 
Rehabilitation of mined out areas arms to restore the onginal topography and potential of 
the land. Most efforts are fairly successful, although wetlands tend to disappear due to 
the disruptron of drainage r attems The cost of rel;abllltation lnvanably exceeds the 
resulting marttet valJe of the land, but is many times less than lhe benefit denved from 
using the coal It should, therefore, be regarded as a necessary and legitimate cost of 
extracting conl. In effect, rehabrlitatron rntemalises some of the environmental costs of 
mrnrng coal 
(v) Non-renewable resource Electricity generation uses almost half of South Afnca's total 
coal ol.itput, and is. therefore, the most important determinant of the rate at whK.•, I 
reserves are depleted. Allowing for a moderate growth in demand and using t...i~,lng 
technology, domestic coal reserves are probably sufficient to supply local needs well into 
the 21st century. The high ash content of mo .. t of the coal also means that ;1 is best 
used to generate electricity (Doppegieter et al . 1992:3-11). Whether it is wise to 
consume coal as rapidly as at present depends on the opportunity cost of foregoing 
consumption in the future. Since the predominant tendency is to undervalue the fu1ura, it 
may be sensiblP to depress coal consumption (conserve coal stocks) by increasing its 
pnce with a carbon tax. The principal aim of the carbon tax should, however, continue to 
be the internalisation of the po::Jtion costs of using coal, rather than the prolongetion of 
the carbon cycle energy system. A carbon tax may also encoura;ie the development and 
dissemination of renewable energy sys• .s by reducing the price differential betwe9n 
these systems and the carbon cycle energy system. 
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(b) Nuclear gene,atJon of electr,c,ty 
An immense amount of information on th1, environmental impacts of nuclear energy exists, and 
yet vast 1;1reas of uncert inty persist 
In 1992 nuclear energy was usaa to generate 9288 gigawatt or 6% of South Africa's electricity 
(Eskom, 19!>1.50) The single s,at1on, Koeberg - situated 30 km north of Cape Town • has two 
pressunsed water reactors (PWR) based on French technology wrtl, a total nominal capacity of 
1930 megawatt. It was built ldrgely for 'strategic' purposes rather than economic reasons and 
has been in operation since 1984 \Eberhard and lrolhp, 1992 27). Eskom (1%2:29) claims that 
,t ,s "1nev1t~ble that [1t] will have to extend ,ts nuclear capab1hty in future" and has sec ,red 
"suitable coastal sites• already. 
One's asse!;smnnt of the environmental impacts of nuclear energy depends on how one regards 
the impacts and nsks of radiation. Are the nsks controllable and the 1mp&ds minimal, or&! least 
no greater than any other industry? If so, then r.uclear energy ,s an attractive alternative to 
fossil fuels , as Blix (1990 105) po,nts out "nuclear reactors emit no sulphur dioxide, no nitrogen 
oxides and no e&rbon dioxide and ... the wastes they do give rise to are minuscule in volume." 
Nuclear power is also b!lmg heralded as the solution to global warming. Weinberg (1990:1011, 
Blix (1990:109) and many others assert that expa,1ded use of it is in,perative if carbon dioxide 
emissions are to be reduced . Some 5 000 nuclear stations v. . uld be required to reduce {l•Obal 
carbon dioxide emissions to an "allowable greenhouse budget" by the year 2040 (Weinberg, 
1990:102), 
The main >bjections to nuclear power relate to the risk of nuclear weapons proliferation, safety, 
waste disposal and the lack of public l • countability/secrecy which perv,ides the industry. The 
first and last points are of 'I socio ,Jvfrt...-. I nature, but they still affect the environment, albeit 
ir.riirectly 
(1) Prohferat,on Expanded comr,.,1,,~1.:1 ,, ,e of nuclear power ,ncri,ases the risk of terrorists 
obtaining material needed :, ,roducA a nuclear explosive device. Security arrangements 
make it more difficult to divert fissionable material to such groups However, Ward 
( 1988 29) argue:: that no amount of security 1s proof against &n "1n:;ide Job" carried 01 •t by 
an "educated terrorist" of the Baader-Ma1nhof-type. The existence of a nuclear Industry 
will also bring with ,t the hazards of trade in nuclear materi'lls. Nuclear smuggling ,s 
alrn :Jy taking p1ace, with over 100 repc,rted cases m 1992 (The Econom,st. 1993.86) 
(11) Safety In order to assess the safety of nuclear power, it,e health and t"nvironme11tal 
consequences of the entire uran,uni!plutonium cycle should be compared to other energy 









on who d0es 11 and on how widely they interpret 'moral responsibihty' in relation to the 
nsks of nuclear power 
Regarding the safety of nuclear powar. concern is focused on three areas of risk (in 
actdrt1on to the risk of proliferation). firstly, what are the chances of a serious nuclear 
accident, and what are the hkely consequences? Esf· ... ates of the probability of a worst 
possible accident occurnng at a plant such as Koeberg cluster around the 1 in 1C' million 
mark, but as Gander (1985 66) notes, computer modelhng of such risks does nm ensure 
any degree of prec1s1on, since "accidents are usually causoild by the unpredictable." 
Predicting the consequences of nuclear accidents is no less uncertain: the International 
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) descnbes Chernobyl as an "extremely costly industrial 
accident" but maintains that the effects of radioactive fall-out are minirnal because "the 
number of cancer cases from othe~ causes is so high that a small addrt1on will hardly 
be d1scem1ble" (Blix. 1990 110). By contrast, Lenssen (1992.49) reports that "estimates 
predict anything from 14 000 to 475 500 cancer deaths world-wide trom Chernobyl." The 
aeath toll of a worst possible disaster at Koeberg has been put at 6 000 by Eskom 
(Gandar, 1985:66). This, however, does not take into account cumulative cancer deaths. 
genetic effects or the disruption that creating a restricted zone of say 100 kilometres 
redius around the plant would cause. It would include the entire Cape/Boland area. 
Secondl 1, what risks do low levels of radiatior emanating from nuclear facilities pose? 
Again estimates differ widely beceuse there 1s disa~reement on (i) the effects of radiation 
and (ii) the Industry's ability to contain radiation. Wrth regard to (i), radiological protection 
standards wortci-wide are based upon the recommendations of the International 
Commission of Radiological Protection (ICRP). However, its recommendations have 
been continually contested on the grounds that they underestimate the effects of 
radiation. For instance, a re-evaluation of the Japanese atomic bomb survivors showr:,d 
that radiation is more dangerous than previously thought, but the ICRP (in 1989) refu!>ed 
to act on the evidence (Green, 1989:72-73). The existence of leukaemia clusters among 
c~1ldren living in the vicinity of nuclear facilities in the United Kingdom also raises 
questions abo1Jt previous assessments of the risks of radiation. Tha links are still 
uncertain. but Green 11989:73-74) argues there is sufficient circumstantial evidence to 
1ustify c:mcern. RaJiatlon may also damage genetic material causing aberratio11s in 
suCCt3!>3iva generations (American ~hemical Society, 1978:436). The extent of such 
effects wi!i only become evident with time. but the risks are real. As regards (ii) - the 
111dustrv's at:thty to contain radiation. the nuclear industry claims to have the techn:cal 
ability to isolate rarlioachve matenal from tho biosphere . However, accidents occur. 
Accor:lin!. to E: ,;Imm ( 1 !:lP3:.i/2J a review of nuclear safety at Koeberg conducted by the 
World Ass~ration of Nuclear uperators found that the station has "good s~fety 
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practir.,es" However given the likely of public reaction lo negative publicity, Eskom is 
probably inchned to only publicise 'good news' about its nuclear programme. In addition, 
the IAEA's failure to uncover the governments' massive bomb making project raises 
questions about the cap3city of outside bodies to fathom what is happening in the South 
African nuclear industry (The Guardian Weekly, 8 April 1993:12). Secrecy pervades the 
industry and extends to the reporting of accidents such as the release of 29 kilograms of 
radioactive uranium into the atmosphere at Pelindaba in December 1992 (Sunday Times, 
4 April 1993·20). 
Thirdly, how safe are the methods of nuclear waste disposal? 1 , ,. ~u ... •:on is 
considered below. 
(iii) Nuclear waste Low and medium level wastes make up most of the 11olume of nuclear 
waste. They include the tailings from mining and milling, all the materials (apparatus, 
protective clothing, cooling agents, etc.) used to enrich uranium. fabricate fuel and 
generated during the operating life of a nuclear plant, and finally, the equipment, 
bui!dings and grounds of nuclear facilitias that remain when plants are decommissioned 
(Lenssen, 1992:52). Although these materials may not be very radioaC'live, they still 
contain substances with exceptionally long half-lives. The medium levfll wa~tes from 
Koeberg are mixed with concrete and set in blocks, while the low level westes are 
packaged in steel d1ums. About 1000 o! the latter and 500 of the former are generated 
each year. These are transported to Vaalputs, wh'ch is 100 kilometres soutll east of 
Springbok in Namaqualand, where they are buried in 1 0 metre ditches (A yus, 14 
Nova: nber 1986:4). 
The Atomic Energy Corporation (AEC) claim:; that Vaalputs is an ideal waste disposal 
site. Nevertheless leakages fror,, similar disposal trenches have been record11d in the 
USA (American Chemical Society, 1978:420). This possibility has caused concEJrn, since 
Vaalputs is situated close to a numbar of villages whose inhabitants and livest04;!c. rely on 
borehole water (Fig, 1992: 123). 
High level wastes refer to irradiated futtl and the rnateria!s that remain after reprocessing. 
Hign l&vel wastes are relatively small in volume, but they are extremely radioaGtive and 
extre,nely long lasting. Saft> Jisposal requirns that they are complete!~ isol~•"d from the 
biosphere for between 600 and sever,}I hun,ired thousand years (1f materials that emit 
highly toxic alpha particles are present) to allow them to decay to innocuous levels. No 
acceptable means of ensuring such isolation has been devised as yet. At present hopes 
are pinned on lhe viability ol deep geological burial, but, so 1ar, investigations into 
possiblo sites have shown this option to be fraught with uncertainties about the stability 
of geological formations over periods in excess of llalf a million years. 
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Koeherg gener tas t>oul lwo cublC metres of high level waste pur year which 1s 
presently be111g slored n water t lhe station, while tho short,hved isotopes decay. There 
re then two poss1b1ht e~ ,1) the waste mdy be senl overseas, probably to Fran,;e , for 
reprocessing, or (11) 11 m<Jy be dry-stored at Vaalputs 11'1 an air cond1t1oned barn (C1t11en, 
14 November 1986 3J The former option would add to the surpl Is of plutonium that 
exists due to disarmament and for which there ,s no economic use • let alone one th,,t 
can be 1ustir1ed on 11th1cal grouncis ( The Economist, 1993:88) After reprocossing the 
plutonium, uranium and remaining high level w:nte would be returned to South Afnca 
Sh1pp1ng waste arou11d In this way is highly undesirable, due to the nsk of accidents or ht· 
1acking while 1n transit Neither of the above plans are long term solut10ns The AEC and 
Eskom have referreri to the possib11tty of deep geologteal burial, but have, as yet, not 
proposed any acceptable plans for the long term storage of high level waste (Gandar. 
1985 66, Eberhard and Trolhp. 1992:27). 
High level waste poses not only technical problems, but also ethical problems, Firstly, 
there 1~ the question of intergenerational equity. by using nuclear energy the present 
generation 1s impos ng costs on future generat.ons Expressed differently Do the short 
term benefits of nuclear power outweigh the long term social costs that are being 
imposed on future generattons? Secondly, the quest10n of private versus social costs t!i 
ut issue do the short term private benefits derived from the nuclear generation of 
eler.lnc,ty in any way balance the long term sl'Cial cost of storing the wastes over 
th:-J.;ands of years? Thirdly, does the present goneratton have the nght to undert.i~e 
act•v1ttes that may pose a real nsk to the existence of future generations? 
S9crecy Crit•cs of nuclear power argue that probably the most disturbing feature of it 1s 
tt,e ethos of the industry "the c!egree of centralisation of power, the secrecy, the 
restnct,on of informatton. the belief in - the almost worship of - technology .. ." (Gandar. 
1991 111) Undoubtl ·dly a certain degree of secrecy is imperative for security, but wh&re 
are the hm1ts? The release of 29 kilograms of radioactive uranium at Pelindaoa is a case 
In point, Full details of the 1nc1dent were only supplted after the ,ssue was raised by the 
Democratic Party 1n part1ament five months after 1t happ1med (Sunday T1/'T16s, 4 Apnl 
1993 20) fhe Nuclear Energy Act should be amended 1n o,der to increase 
accountab11tty and transparency (section 7 1 4(a\(11) 
(c) Hydro-•IKtric power 
The environmental benefits of gMereting elect11c1ty from hydro power are that 11 Is a clean, 
renewablt> source of energy and tile technology 1s eff1c1ent simple and reltabl, Where an 
hydro electric scheme 1s pdrt of water dovelopment proiect that involves the co11struct10n of a 
dam the generation of electr1c1ty ,s 1ust one of many other benefits which may include 
. ' 
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increased produr;tion of food a reliable wr1{Er . "PPIY, flood conlrol, nav1gallon, recrei=ition and 
aquaculture The whole scheme may also be pbr .,ac; to use labour intensive technology during 
the construction pnase, thus providing muc1, need0d efl'• r 
(81swas. 1982·528). 
-:>r a number of years 
The environmental costs of hydro-electric•ly ::.ro 1P!_:dv depena .. ,,t on wile,'"ler a dam :s part of 
the scheme, and whether it is part of P,: r-w,mli water-dt-velopment project. Where no dam is 
needed, as at the Ruacana Falls in NaMibia ,1;~ ... 11vironment1-11 impacts tend to be restncted to 
the disruption caused during construction. ',Nher~ a dam is buitt, but hydro-electricity is only a 
part of the overall project. then it is difficult to attribute the environmental costs of the dam to the 
rtevelopment of the hydro-potential per se. Instead they should be seen as impacts of the entire 
scheme. Only where a dam is built solely (or mainly) for the purpose of tapping its hydro-
potential are the environmental impacts themof directly attributable t..:.. the generation of 
electricity. Irrespective of the main purpose of constructing a dam. the negative environmental 
impacts may be divided into short term and longer term ones. The short term impacts occur 
during the construction and filling of the dam. Thev include the environmental disruption at the 
actual dam site and the boom-town accommodating the workers. and the loss of farmland, 
forests. wildlife and habitats when the reseNoir fills (Biswas, 1982:530; Doppegieter er al. 
1992:3-46). The longer term impacts are generally greater than the short terms ono. They 
include: 
the social disruption and loss of welfare caused by the relocation of communities whose 
homes and land are inundated by the reservoir; 
the introduction of new diseases (bilharzia) or the intensification or existing ones due to 
improvement of the habitats of the disease carriers - especiaUy in tropical areas (Biswas. 
1982:531-535); 
the alteration of aquatic and riparian habitats, as well as fanning conditions downstream 
of the dam due to changes in the water's quality, temperature and flow patterns; and 
the risk of the dam being breached by sabotage, due to a structural weakness or a 
reservoir-induc~d seismic shock. 
Hydro-potential in South Africa is limited by the lack of suitable sitec; and the unreliable flow 
patterns of most rivers. The two hydro-electric power stations on the two largest Orar.ge River 
dams have a nominal capacity of 540 n,egawatt. Use ts restricted to peaking and emergencies 
and the availability of water in ths da•.1s (Eskc,m. 1993.50) The use of pumped storage 
schemes has extended the 11se of hydro-power s1gnificant1, Eskom has lwo such scheme~. 
one near BArgville, the other near Grabouw with a combined no:runal capacity of 1400 
megawatt. The Cvpe Town Munic•pahty al:;o operaies a 90 mei;ewatt systJm at •t-io Ster.mbras 
Dam (Eberhaid and Trollip, 1992·27) These schemas pump water up t.:> a cuse.-vo1r during off 





powor sta!lons except the Palm1ot ~.tAtron at Grabouw, are part of water development schemes, 
so their impacts 011 the environment must be regarded m that context 
Tho hyoro-ooter1t1at tn Southern and Cen:ral Africa is very large Only about 4 °,i, of it has been 
developed, while 35% of 11 1s ucon·.,m,.:ally viable 81 present prices (Sims, 1991 :777). The site 
with the most poten11al (betwe£•n 00 000 - 100 000 megawatts) 1s at Inga on the Co11go River in 
Zaire Proposals to develop 1t ara al,eady being investigated, but very little attent10n has been 
given to the potenual environmont,.d impacts of damming the Congo River (Du Plessis, 1992). If 
rhe impac.,s are excesslvo 11 would be desirable to limit development to that which is possible 
without building a dam. Every E•ffort shuuld also be mcde to ensure that the poor people of the 
rc.g,on benefit from the proiect, especially if develt1pment loans are used to finance it. This 
applies to other hydro,electnc projects in the region as well. 
(d) Other mean• of g•n•r•tlng •lectric/ty 
In addition to electricity generated from the above three energy sources, small amounts are also 
generated from gas and solar enorgy. The use of theso energy sources is limited in South 
,:,frtca because they cannot compe1t1 with coal as 11 is priced at present. Photovoltaics are also a 
relatively new technology for which a market is only starting to deviilcp. 
Eskom operates two gas-turbine power stations with a combined nominal capacity of 342 
megawatt They are used for peaking and emergencies and are, therefore, used for only a few 
hours each year /Eskom. 1993:50). The presen~e CJf natural gas off the Southam Cape coast 
raises the possibility of extending this capacity. However, the existence of Mossgas limits the 
viability of such a power station, given that to invest more capital in utilising these gas fields 
would probably be a waste. Nevertheless, such a development would be less environmentally 
damaging than expanding either the country's coal or nuclear generating capacity, since gas is 
cl'laner and more efficient than ~al and does not produce radioactive wastes, (Bennet et a/ , 
1992:116) It would also be in line with the suggestion that gas be used as a low pollution 
'bridge' to a more sustainable energy system (Flavin, 1992:41 -43). In addition a gas pow&rod 
station could also utilise biogas (Rivett-Carnac, 1982:110). 
In South Africa solar energyiphotovoltaic installations for generating electricity have an 
estln 1ated capacity of 3 megawatt. The few households with such Installations are mostly 
situated in areas that are too remote to be economically linked to the national grid (Eberhard 
and Trollip, 1992.28) Photovoltaic systems have virtually no negative impact on the 
environment once installed, although there are fairly substantial environmental costs associated 
with their manufacture 
. . . 
• ' I 
' • I • 
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Other ooss1ble energy sources for generating electricity are still only being discussed or 
researched m South Africa Renewable sources with potential are wind energy, biogas, 
municipal waste and wave energy along the Natal South coast (Doppegieter et al.. 1992:3-51 ; 
Eberhard and Trollip, 1992:33). The potential of using solar energy to supply grid electricity also 
de~erves mention. 
5.2 Environmental impacts of energy conservation 
The aim of energy conse.-vation is to increase the efficiency with which present energy services 
are delivered, as well as to curtail certain uses of energy (Brown and Shaw, 1982:39). Since 
conservation tempers the demand for primary energy, the savings may be regarded as an 
additional energy 'resource'. This resource is 'found' in all sectors of lhe economy - wherever 
energy savings or improvements in energy use efficiency are possible. In this section the focus 
is on energy conservation in the domestic sector; more specifically on the impact that this has on 
the environment. 
Section 7.2 goes one step further and looks at what government and households can actually 
do in order to conserve energy, as well as the contribution altE1mate energy sources can make. 
Energy conservation at the macro level is measured in terms of the ratio of energy consumption 
to economic output - E/GNP; also referred to as the energy intensity of the economy. Gerholm 
(1992:27) is critical of this measure because the E/GNP ratio "can also be reduced by economic 
measures that raise productivity" without energy being used more efficiently. As it Is, this 
measure is of little use in the domestic sector, since it is difficult to value household activities. 
Energy savings in the domestic sector are, therefore, measured as a percent of pre-
conservation energy use of the specific household or of a sample of households not conserving 
energy (Nadel. 1992:508-509). 
Factors that influence energy conservation's ~ffect on the environment include: 
the quantity of energy saved; 
the type of fuel/energy source (saving fossil fuels usually yields greater benefits than 
saving energy f•om renewable resources), 
the conservation measures/policies used; 
climate (savings in cold regions tend to be greater than in warmer regions because more 
energy is ust:1d for space wa1ming in the former): and 
the extent of non-environmental benefits or costs of energy conservation. 
Less obvious, but more important, is the role that attitudes and perceptions play. If there Is little 
appreciation for the environment and the services it renders, or if energy supplies are perceived 
, r' ... • I •C • . . , . ' . .. :.... 
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as abundant and cheap, then conservi,,g energy is unlikely to be considered worth pursuing 
\Williams, 1987·6) 
Table 5 1 below gives an indication of the potential fo1 energy conservation and. hence. the 
possible extent of environmental impacts. The low, likely clod high estimates are not based on 
the same sets of variables, since they are taken from vanou:: sources that used different models 
to calculate the values The taL'o v 1'1dicates possible ordNs of magnitude. Unfortunately, 
only a few estimates based on Sou1., Afri~n data could be to,1na, but, as Williams (1987:12) 
notes, estimates from elsewhere in the world leave no doubt cf the "potential for substantial 
energy savings ... in this country" 
Table 5.1: The pobtntial fo; energy conservation 
Energy source Technical conservation pobtntial (•.4) I 
(:.ector/appliance) Low Likely High 
Electricity (all sectors) 9 1 25 - 301 701 
Coal (coal stove) - - 33 - 502 
Fuelwood (wood stove) 193 302 603 
Sour:ie, 1 Nadel, 1892 511 
, l•nnon and Turner 1991 8 
3 KarekeZJ. 11Bl 1 Z3 
The micro levE>I environmental benefits of conserving biomass fuel:. and coal tend lo accrue 
dirl'ctly to the households making the saving. Conserving these energy sources reduces the 
emissions from combustion 1 t:e main conservation measure - an efficient stove - also usually 
removes smoke from inside the dwelling. The combined result is a reduction in indoor ::,ollution 
or, conversely, an imprc,vement in indoor air quality which reduces the risk to people's health 
and enhances amenity. Similar, but less pronounced benefits may also accrue from conserving 
paraffin or gas. No such direct benefits arise when households conserve electricity. 
Micro level benefits also occur at those points where eni:irgy resources are taken from the 
environment and where electricity generat10n takes place. Wien Jess fuelwood or coal is 
consumed, fewer trees are cut down and less coal mined, thus preserving these res.;urces as 
well as the micro h3bnats that would be disturbed by mobilising them. Conserving electricity 
would also reduce the amount of coal mined and the problems of local pollution around power 
stat10ns Over a number of years such savings add up. 
The intermediate level environmental benefits of housaholds conserving energy still tend to be 
geograph1cally confined, but affect the households savir,g the energy less directly. This is 
particularly so in the case of ronserving fuelwood, i.e. the houserolds saving fuelwood do not 
derive much direct benefit from their act10n, since the main benefit would be less pressure on 





intermediate leve: rt can be s1gntf1cant, especially m the former homeland areas. Table 5.2 
1nd1cates the potential extent of ben<>flls If savings in fuelwood reached the indicated levels by 
the year 2000 
Table 5.2: The pc;tential benefits of conserving fuelwood in the year 2000 
•~ uptake Fuel-.vood consumption Number of trees 1 saved 
of (tonnes per year) per year conservation 
measure O%savmg 25% saving 50% saving 0% savir,g 25% saving 50%savmg 
0% uptake 8 305 300 8 305 300 8 305 300 0 0 0 
25% uptake 8 305 300 , 786 200 7 267 100 0 <I 152 7':xJ 8 305 300 
50% uptake 8 305 300 7 267 100 6 229 000 0 8 305 300 16 610600 
75% uptake 8 305 300 6 748 100 5 190 800 0 12 458 000 24 915 900 
Soufce t.r011 Ill Ill 19e8 10 
Ncte 1 1:ISl<Qnaumedloeqoa Ol'lell" 
Obviously, the potential for saving fuelwoca "arias between reg10ns. In the fonner homeland 
area of Qwa Qwa, for instance, 80% of the populat10n lives in peri-urb,m and urban areas where 
total fuel use Is already constrained, Thereforo, the potent1al for savings is also limitea. By 
contrast, in the former Transkei over 80% of the ropulallon hves m rural oreas, where per capita 
consumpt10n of fuelw::>od is about 650 kilogram:. per year (Aron et al , 1989:9). Consequently, 
greater savings are po::isible. If any of the above levels ~r saving were to be achieve,j the 
;mpact would be significant and eve" more so if maintained over ten years or longer. Not only 
would tree stocks benefit gre&tly, but also the broader environment, s1rce. as already noted, 
tree:. provide habitats for animals and plarts, promote wate1 retention, prevont erosion, absorb 
carbon d10,ode ar.d moderate local climates (sections 5.1.1 and 7 .1 . 1 (b)). 
Conserving f,,olwooJ llnd coal would ameliorate the proble"1 of intermediate leveVurb?n air 
pollution, especiall1 in black residential areas. Le c.;n anrt 1·umer ( 19S1 :8) present data that 
1nc1icatos that using wood dnd coal stoves for cook11ig and space heating would increase 
energy-use efficiency by 3 third and reduce emissions by a third. Such measures would reduce 
heelth nsks and improve the amernty of the env:ronment in the areas whore they are 
1mr,1em1mted 
Probably Ifie most significant 1'1lerm&d1at3 level l>enefrt of conservmA elactncity 1s \hat it rec!L'ces 
the demand for ,ncreasad generating capacity Between 1982 and 19t>2, peak demand for 
electnc,ty increased at 3% per year (Eskom, 1990.5, Esko~. 1:J<}3:4f>J. If conserv.ng energy 
r -- uld reduce this rate of growth to 2% per year over the nex! decade, only 4500 megawatt 
would have to bo brought into comm:ss10n instead oi 6800 megawatt In other words one les.; 
power :;tallor the size of Koeberg or Hendm1a would havg to be built, which means one lass 
.. • • ~ 4 • ' • 
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power station polluting the a,, and water, or producing hazardous waste, and occupying land 
(Nadel. 1992 .510; Nas,onale eounavorsinsmstrtuut, ·,977.1) Electricrty would have to be 
conserved ,n all sectors to achieve such a saving. The crucial question is whether investing in 
energy conservation is cheaper than investing m new generatiny capacrty Numerous studies cf 
ut,hties in the USA indicate that conservat10n is cost-effective (Ford. 1990 117, Nadel, 
11192.509) 
The macro level environmental benefrts ansing from households r.onserving energy affect 
households only indirectly, since they rela1e to mter-reg10nal and global problems. Conserving 
fuelwood reduces pressure on tree stocks, hence rt has been identified as a means of 
counteracting desert1f,cation (Davidson and Karekezi, 1992:6 and 10). Table 5.2 suggests what 
may be act.ls'.'ed Conservation also brings fuelwood use closer to being a sustainable form of 
resource utIhset , .r In the same vein, conservation reduces the consumption of non-renewable 
resources A 1 !>% saving in domestic electricrty use could reduce Eskom's total annual 
consumption of coal by 1.6 million tonnes or more than 2%. Even if an absolute reduction In 
coal consumption Is not possible, at least conservation would moderate demand growth. 
Smee energy conservation reduces or moderates thr amount of fuels bumt, it is widely regarded 
as part of the solution to acid rain and globai warming (Nadel, 1992:510, Davidson and 
Karekezi, 1992.10; Everest. 1989·102). Reducing the combust10n of coal and other fuels means 
that fewer emIss10ns w~I be produced This reduces the risk of damage being caused by acid 
ram and mizts, as well as dry depositions of pollutants Nadel (1992:510) notes that several 
studies m the USA tiave shown that demand side management programmes ~can be less 
expensive per ton of sulphur dioxide removed than scrubbers [equipment used :o wash 
emiss10ns]" 
The contnbuhon of energy conservation to ;i;;aucing carbon dioxide emissions could be crucial to 
averting global warming (Everest, 1989.102). Table 5.3 below gives a 10..igh estimate of the 
c.mtnbution that conserving different amounts of erergy in the domestic sector could make to 
reducing South Africa's carbon dioXJde emi~sions. 
. .__ •1 ~ . . , 
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Table 5.3: Possible reductions in carbon dioxiae emissions from energy conservation 
in the domestic sector m South Africa 
--------
Reducti:>ns in carbon dioxido emissions (tonnes) at different 
Source of energy levels of energy saving -
saving 10% energy 30% energy 50% e!lergy 
saving savm(l saving 
FuelVIOOd 1 464 200 4 392 600 7 321 000 
Coal 976 500 2 929 500 4 882 500 
Electncity (coal) 1510600 4 531 800 7 553 000 
Trees saved 265 800 797 300 1328800 
Total 4 217100 12 651 200 21085300 
% of South Afnca's 1 4 42 70 
total annual CO2 output 
Soufr• and notn I In all c:■ses an 80'!ft uptalo.e or energy CMS.,....,,, ,,_su,es ~ assumed 
2 Aron et el , 11l89 10 
3 V~,oen 1S0082 
4 L1111non and Turner 1091 8 
5 Eberhard and Trol,p, 11112 23 
6 EskDm 1993 22 and 48 
7 ClwQ. 19'11 154 




45 318 000 
7 9730C0 
126 512 000 
While savings of less than 5% of South Africa's !otal carbon dioxide emissions may seem small, 
,: Is a start, and the cumulative benefits ove' a number of years would make it all the more 
important 
Negative environmental impacts of energy conservation are few, being almost entirely restricted 
to the impacts associated with the use of materials and energy in the implementation of 
conservation measures. A more critical quest10n is: does energy conservation reduce energy 
dt>mand? In so far as it refers to increasing energy-use efficiency, Gerholm (1992:25) argues 
"no" and quotes Jevons (1805): 
it is wholly ~ confusion of ideas to suppose that the economical use of fuel is 
equivalent to diminished consumption. The very contrary is the truth .... It is 
tha very economy of its use. which leads to extensive consumption. 
Restated, their argument is that the efficient use of energy makes it more competitive vis-a-vis 
other production factors. Hence, energy will, to some extent, substitute for these factors, thus 
causing energy demand to increase. But the substitution process is constrained by technology 
and the extent to which the demand for energy services has already been satisfied If 
technology Is constant, then at some threshold level of energy use the opportunities for 
continued substitutv.,n will decline and furthe· increases in efficiency would lead to energy 
savings without affecting the delivery or quality of energy services So whether energy 








substitution effect and the impact of increasing efficiency. The second leg of energy 
conservation, namely. t..urtailing excessive. wasteful uses of energy will definitely reduce the 
demand for energy. Evidence from utilities in the USA and Europe, as w'311 as from stove 
projects in developing countries, indicates that energy conservation programmes do reduce 
ovorall energy demand (Nadel, 1992:521 , Ford, 1990:117; Karekezi. 1990:1-23). 
Ways of reducing energy consumptio11 and conserving energy in geMral are discussed in 
section 7 2. 
S.3 Environmental impacts and the domestic energy transition 
The question addressed in this section is the following: How do the environmental impacts of 
household energy use change as they ~~ .>grass through the diffarent phases of the domestic 
energy transition process? In other words, what environmental benefits. if any. accrue when 
households move from using, say, fuelwood to using paraffin, etc.? The aim of the analysis is to 
provide information on which patterns of energy use are preferable from an environmental 
perspective. it also draws attention to those patterns of energy use that need to be modified in 
order to reduce ttieir adverse environmental impacts. 
The section uses the standard model presented in section 2.3 .3 as a framework for the 
discussion. Attention is given first to the rural energy transition. then to the changes in the 
environmental impacts that occur during the urbanisation process, then to the urban energy 
transition and, lastly, to some overall trends in the nature of the impacts. 
S.3.1 Environmental impacts and the rural energy transition 
(i) Ftrst rural transition phase How,eholds in this phase of the energy transition rely almost 
entirely on fuelwood gathered from adjacent wooded areas for their energy needs. It is 
usually bumt on an open fire situated either inside the dwelling (often in the centre) or in 
a cooking shelter. Alternatively, the fireplace may be situated outside, close to the 
dwelling's entrance. Where the fireplace is situated has a direct bearing on t.,_e 
severity/incidence of indoor pollution. 
The most important environmental benefit of the energy use pattern in this first phase is 
that fuelwood. under normal circumstances. is a renewable and sustainable energy 
resource. Other environmental beneflti; include the relative cleanliness of fuelwood 
emissions and the fact that emls:;ions are spread over a large area er lhp·- *ore do not 
overload the environment's waste disposal capacity in any one L . -r: . addition. 
households in this phase tend not to use excessive amounts ot energy, 0.1& to the nature 
of the energy source (lack of versatility) and the need to gather it. 
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The indoor pollutJOn referred to above is the principal negative consequence. The smoke 
from cooking fires affects people's health, as well as the ~menity of their home 
environment. he combustion process also releeses gasses which aggravate macro 
envirc,nmental problems such as global warming, but these effects are relatively small 
when compared to the impacts of other energy sources. The use of fuelwood also 
damages the environment when deman1 ~xceeds the regenerative capacity of the tree 
resource t:-ase. The loss of tree cover is, however, usually not a feature of energy use in 
the first rura: transition phase, except maybe towards the very end of ii. Then the 
grov.ing scarcity of fuelwood causes households to change their pattern of energy use 
and so move forward to the next phase of the energy transition. 
(11) Sec-:Jnd rural trar,wrt1on phase In this phasa household energy use patterns are in a state 
of flux The increasing scarcity of fu&lwood will, initially, Induce the use of dung/crop 
wastes until incomes nse and distribution networks improve sufficiently for paraffin to 
become a viable alternative 
The environmental benefits of energy use patterns in this sacond phase are similar to 
those noted in the first phase: the biomass fuels are renewable, the emissions, from a 
macro perspective. are r.omparatively clean and spread over a large area, and energy is 
used spanngly. In addition. peop!e in this phase are often sensitive to the environmental 
problems associated wrtl-i the scarcity of biomass fuels, esp8C18lly the impacts of loss of 
tree stock. 
The gradual transition to paraffin which takes place during this phase helps reduce loc81 
(especially indOOf) pollution which has beneficial effects on people's health and the 
amenity of the home environment. 
Pnor to the transition to paraffin, the principal negative impact is the Indoor pollution 
resulting from the use of biomass fuels. Dung/crop wastes aggravate the problem since 
they combust at low temperatures, 1.e. combust10n is incomplete leading to the release of 
large amounts of smoke. The scarcity of energy sources is another factor. In an effort to 
conserve energy households bum fuels indoors with minimal ventilation. The Impact this 
practice has on people's health can be severe, even fatal if carbon monoxide poisoning 
occurs. 
The increa:.mg scarcity of fuelwood in this phase is evidence of another set of important 
negative environmental impacts. Population pressure and mismanagement has severely 
damaged the tree resource base in many areas and wiped it out in some. This has wider 




The growing scarcity o, fue wood also causes households to start using dung/crop 
wastes which sets a dangerous cycle of soil impoverishment in motion. 
Compared to the first transrtion phase the Impacts in this phase are not only more 
noticeable, but also more sovere. However, many of them are only indirectly linked to 
the type of energy source. I\Aore important are the circumstances under which the fuels 
are used and the conditio'ls of the environment from which they are obtained. 
Consideration must be given to these factors when assessing the environmental impacts 
in this phase. 
The changes in pattern of energy use that occur in the second rural transition phase 
reprss~nt the first moves away from renewable and (potentially) sustainable energy 
resources to non-renewable energy sources. This trend is for all practical purposes 
irreversible. It represents a fundamental change in households' relationshl;, to the 
natural environment. In all successive transition phases householrl energy use patterns 
become progressively less sustainable and the environmental impacts become more 
difficult to reverse. 
(iii) Third rural transition phase Household energy consumption patterns in this phase are 
fairly stable compared to the previous phase, but also a lot more varied In terms of the 
fuels used and the quantity consumed by individual households. Mo-.t households use a 
mix of fuels - fuelwood, paraffin and gas; a minority use stand-alone generators and 
some more wealthy homesteads have access to grid olectrtcity (in areas where it is 
available). The consequence of this diversity Is that households' impact on the 
environment vary widely in this phase. 
This phase is characterised by a transition to energy sources that amr.liorate indoor and 
local pollution. The benefrts are greatest when the transition involves a move away from 
biomass fuels, especially dung/crop wastes. Greater reliance on paraffin, as well as gas 
and eLctrlcity, b6nefrts people's health and improves the amenity of their home 
environments an<' helps alleviate some of the negativE. consequences associated with 
the use of thesl# fuels. 
The benefits arising from emissions being dispersed over a large area apply to most 
households in this phase. 
The principal negative environmental impacts in this phase relate to the changing mix of 
fuels used. The movement away from biomass energy sources, along with rising 
incomes, opens the way for households to increase their consumption of energy 
substantially. Households' impact on the environment is, therefore, greater in this phase 
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relative to the previous phases The us9 or coal and paraffin contnbut&s to the 1opletion 
of non-renewable resources. The emissions released during the combustion of these 
fuels also aggravates air pollut10n problems s,nce they are not as easily neutralised by 
the environment as those arising frorn b10mass fuels , There Is thus a trade-Off between 
the beneficial impact the,e energy sources have In reducing local pc!lution effects and 
the impact tt-<Jy huve on macro-environmental problems. The amount of energy 
households consl!m, also increases thus inr.reasing their overall Impact on the 
environment Lastly, the new sources of energy households consume insulates them to 
some exte11t from the local environment and so reduces their sensitivity towards the 
environment and environmental problems. 
5.3.2 Enviror.mental lmpacta of energy tranaltion du: ir.g 11rbanlntlon 
The effect that the urb .. nisation process has on the environmMtat impacts of tho energy 
tran,itiOn Is dep,mdent on which phases in the rural energy translllon proct)SS the households 
move out of and which phases in the urban trar,sition process the households jo•n. ~s noted In 
section ~.3 3.1, the lines between the rural and u1' n transition -;ections of tha standard modol 
s1 11gelit which urban transition phase a household coming from a ,pacific rural phase is most 
!,!!.,!}" 1, s1<.,t 1.,10 when moving to an urban area. 
At pr111,;1,nt no.st rural-urbl?n migration appears to be out of the flt st e, 1.f !econd rural transition 
phaset. !ntc t -. . rst u,t>an phase. Households making this move obviously have to make great 
change5 In , ,., : t1nnrgy use patterns. Most of them become almost completely reliant on 
paraffin and COYI, ,r,r,• biomass fu11ts are exceptionally scarce, if not unobtainable, In urban 
areas A few how,':lhc : r. from thas • qf1v rural phases may be fortunate to be able to get 
acceu to housing that is 11.~ ( ,med on "" , ng to n urban arell. They thus join the second or 
tt, .rct phases o~ the urban trans,1io11 :•rocess, Households moving out of the third rural transition 
phase ere more likely to join the th• c -;,r later urban transition phases than households moving 
out of the ar1ier phases of the rural ttnoryy transition. Such a shift would not usually involve a 
great change In thf'ir energy use patterns. 
The most important environmental benefit that may arise from urbanisation Is that households' 
exposure to Indoor and intermediate pollution may decline, since the scarcity of biomass fuels 
forces them to use cleaner energy sources. This benefit would be greatest where households 
get access to electricity. Howevl'r, where households, on urbanising, begin to use coat, all 
benefit would be lost and they may in fact experience worse Indoor and Intermediate pollution, 
since the proximity of other households leads to emissions being concentrated In small areas 
V\'here households get access to electricity on urbanising, the impact of the emissions resulting 
rrom their use or energy changes from being dispersed to being concentrated around the power 
• . r 




stations. There is thus a trade•off oetween greater local environmental impacts around such 
stations and virtually no local impacts Ill or around households where the energy is used. 
By urbanising, households inevitably become more dependent on non.renewable energy 
sources There is therefore a movement away from potentially sustainable patterns of energy 
u<e to ones that are unsustainablo1, since the environments! Impacts of using paraffin, coal, and 
electricity are more difficult to reverse once they have occurreJ. 
The greater use of non-biom,us energy sources in urban areas leads to a decline in household 
environmerital sensitivity Their direct dependence on the environment Is largely hidden by the 
supply networks of the different commercial energy resources, espec1a1i,, electricity. The link 
between their pattern of energy use and the resultant effects on the environmont is not as 
obvious as when they collected fuelwood directiy from their environs. 
Las,ly, tht. r,uwemr ,t of households to urban areas lays the foundations for changes in habits 
and e'<J)ectations that lead to more energy Intensive lifestyles than Is the norm In rural areas. 
5.3.3 Environmental lmpJJcta and the urban energy transition 
(i) Fir. t urban trans,t,on phase Two patterns of domestic energy use are found In this 
phase in coal produc:ng regions, namely Gauteng, Mpumalanga and parts of KwaZulu-
Natal, households use about equal amounts of coal and paraffin, while in ottler urban 
areas households are almost totally dependant on paraffin. ·, he nature of the 
environmental impr :.:s ,s directly linked to which one of these pc;:t"ms predominate In an 
area, 
The level of energy consumption in this phase 1s, on average, lower than In all other 
phases of the "nargy transtt10n process, therefore it cannot bo regarded as a significant 
factor In the nature or extent of the environmental Impacts that occur. 
The main environmental benefits of using paraffin are that it 11 a cleaner energy source 
than coal, it replaces biomass energy sources which are very scarce In urban areas and 
its emissions are spread over a wide area, reducing the risk of Intermediate level 
pollution 
There are few environmental ben its to be had from using coal domestically. Evan the 
fact that the emissions are spread over a large area is not a benefit (as is the case with 
oth&r fuels), since coal fires emn substantial amounts of pollutants which can be less 
effectivaly controlled in homes than at a central point, like a power station. 
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VI/here paraffin use predomi1,ates, the negative environmental impacts are 1ikely to be 
relatively mtld The most sig1,ifteant result of households using it without adequate 
venhlat10n, thus 9Xposing members to above average levels of pollutants which may 
impair their health. Ot~,er negative impacts of paraffin use include small additions to 
global air pollut10n and the problems caused by the petroleum Industry and the depletion 
of o non.renewable resource. Paraffin's detrimental impact is, however, far less than that 
of coal. 
The negative impacts of the domestic use of coal are discussed in detail In section 5.1.4. 
There rt was noted that coal's impacts on the environment are affected by factors ranulng 
from thw quolity of the coal used to the circumstances under whlcn It is burnt. In most 
cases the use of coal by households resuHs in s&rious Indoor and neighbourhood air 
pollution. The level of Indoor pollution Is sometimes so high thr. it has debili'.atlng, even 
fatal, consequences due to carbon monoxide poisoning Otherwise the enhanced levels 
of pollution cause and aggravate numerous respiratory condit10ns. The impacts of 
neighbourhood pollution include harm to peoples' health, reduced amenity and the 
corr,slon of structures. Other impacts of coal use include po!lution caused by the 
uncontrolled dumping of ash, the depletion of a non-renewable resource, the aggravation 
or macro air pollution problems and the lmp&cta associated with the mining of coal. 
The environmental Impacts resulting from the use of coal are greater than the Impacts 
associated wrth any of the rural transition phases. Indeed the air pollution problems are 
so serious, especially in townships In Gauteng, that they are one of the factors behind 
the concerted electrif1C8tlon drive that Is under way. It Is likely to reduce the 
neighbourhood effects by transferring the bulk of tt,e problems to the sites of power 
sta!lons. Thus, a trade-off occurs betwe-,n l'lCreased pollution around power stations 
and lower pollution In residential areas. 
(1i) Second urban transition phase This phase is characterised by rapidly changing patterns 
of energy use. The most important change Is the transition to gas and the 
complementary decline in the dominance of paraffin and coal In household energy 
budgets. Housl'hold consumption of energy also Increases across the phase as Incomes 
Increase and hfestyles become more energy intensive. 
The environmental benefits of the transition to gas are slgnifteant Gas Is the cleanest of 
the hydrocarbons. Its use In the home nas no noticeable effects on indoor or 
neighbourhood environments and it contributes less to global environmental problems 
than any other carbon fuel. It is also a very eff1eient fuel. The only drawback is that 
natural gas ls a non•ranewabla r•source. 
. . 
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At the beginning of the phase the environmental impacts of household energy use are 
similar to those of the previous phase, given that the energy use patterns are similar. 
The transition to gas, however, means that many of the negative impacts associated with 
the use of paraffin and, particularly, coal disappear. Unfortuna\ely, gas is mainly used 
for cooking. while coal is mainly used for space warming. The transition is, therefore, 
rarely complete. 
The overall effect of the changes in this phase will include a reduction in the severe 
indoor pollution problems noted in the previous phase. The impact on neighbourhood 
pollution will depend on whether the level of coal consumption declines as a result of 1he 
use of g~s or persists due to increases In total energy use. The effect on global 
problems is likely to be greater due to the increase In energy use across the phase. 
During this phase households are likely to become less sensitive to environmental 
problems since they will be progressively more able to shield themselves from them as 
their income increase and as the environmental effects of their enef11y use become less 
obvious than. say, when the use of coal causes visible air pollution. 
(iii) Third uriJ"ln transition phase At the beginning of the phase gas is the dominant fuel, but 
a transition to electricity occurs with the electrification of households. The present 
emphasis on electrlf1cation means this is taking place very rapidly. Households may 
continue to U!.8 ga5, for cooking for some time afterwards, but given the convenience and 
the versatllity of electricity there Is a tendency to use it to perform all energy related 
tasks. This gives rise to an upward trend In households' total er. ,(; consumption across 
the phase. 
At the beginning of this phase the environmental impacts are relatively mild where gas is 
the dominant energy source. The transition to electricity has only limited snvironmental 
benefits in such circumstances. The most ob·t1ious is that e~ectricity is totally clean from 
the household perspective. 
The main negative environmental impacts of electrification include: the environmental 
effects of extending the national grid; the concentration of emissions at a limited number 
of generation sites; the rapid increase in household total energy consumption that access 
to electricity facilitates: and a general decline in households' sensibility to environmental 
problems due to the fact that access to electricity Insulates them from most of the 
impacts of their energy use. 
Overall. gas is a cleaner energy source than electricity generated from coal or nuclear 
power. 
,.... . .. 









(1v) Fourth urban trans,t,on phase This phase is characterised by the almost total dominance 
:lf electncrty in househola energy budgets Other energy sources are only used for 
sp._>c1Plised functions and for back-up. The main trend in this phase is the Increase in 
energy use that occurs as households accumulate appliances and develop progressively 
more energy intensive lifestyles. 
As in the p1 evious phase, the most importan, benefit is that electricity is a clean energy 
source from the domestic perspective. This has very important health benefits and 
raises the amenity of the home environment greatly Another benefit is that burning coal 
At a etintral point such as a power station enables more effective control of the 
emissions. However, there is still a trade-off between greater local environmental Impacts 
around power stations and the smaller impacts on macro problems such as global 
warming, and virtually no local impacts in or around households where the energy is 
used. The importance of this trade-off is, however, limited at presc.. ' ut will gain in 
importance as the electnfication programme proceeds. 
These environmental benefits can, however, not be regard6cl in is J.1.llo,1. Section 5.1.7 
discussed a wide range of negative environmental Impacts associated with the 
generation, transmission and consumption of eiectric .. y. The most import3nt of these 
are: the increase in nett energy consumption that access to electricity facilitates: the 
environmental impacts of the national grid; the air pollutiOn caused by the coal 
generation of electricity; the risks of se,lous environmental disruption in the event of an 
accident at a nuclear power station; the ris~ s associated with storing highly toxic and 
radioactive nuclear wastes; and the depletior, ! non-renewable resources such as coat. 
The domestic sector consumes about 15% of the electricity generated in South Africa. 
Househ<'lds in this phase are responsible for the butk of this si~ their levels of energy 
use are substantially higher than those of the newly connected households in the 
previous transition phase. Households in ,his phase are, therefore, responsible for a 
greater proportion of the domestic sectors 'share' of t:ie negative impacts associated with 
the different components of the electricity industry. 
The most worrying dimension of energy consumption patterns in this phase is thnt most 
households act as if there were a never-ending supply of electricity. Access to etectriclty 
insulates people from tl'te natural environment, consequently they become alienated from 
it and take little Interest in its quality and do not care or are unaware of the effects their 
energy use has on it. 
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5.3 4 Overall trends 
The environmental Impacts acIoss the e:itire energy transition process vary significantly from the 
initial rural phase to the last ur:.,an phase. Indeed, tho imp'JCts between any two adjacent stagos 
differ substantially This should come es no surpri!.o given the complex nature of interactions 
between the different patterns of er ugy use end the environment. It Is, however. possible to 
identify some broader trends in the na:urtt of the environmental impacts of energy use across 
the entire domestic energy tran:;lti0n process 
To start with, the impacts are me: nly of local s1.,'lifrcance In the early rural r>h&ses, e.g. Indoor 
pollution, but thay become gradually •1'10re imports• t ffc,m the global perspective as the transition 
process progresses, e.g. global w.1nnir.g, acid ra!n and tha depletion of non-reMwable 
resources. The impacts also change f,om being disr ,n sed among individual rural households to 
being concentrated first in urban areas and then arou .. c• power stations. Given a constant 
ar. 1111t of air pollution, the environment would be able ton ··· itmlise it if it were widely dispersod, 
whereas serious environmental problems resutt 1f ii Is co1•1.,Mt,ated wHh'n a small arna This is 
what happens on the Mpumalange Highveld. 
The negative environmental impacts of domesti. enwr.iy u o increase and become more 
complex as the transition process progresses. This 1~ partly due to the fact that household nett 
energy con'lumpt10n incresses ar.ross the process and partly due to the fact that the pcllutants 
from the ener;iy sources used in the later phases of the process are more comple> than those 
used in the early phases. For instance, wood smoke Is almost innocuous, while nuclear waste Is 
highly dangerous 
Household patterns of energy use become progressively less sustainable across the transition 
process. This is principally due to the transition from biomass fuels, wtlich are potentl.Jlly 
renewable, to non-renewable energy sources in the second rural phase. HOY'aver, In many rural 
areas tree stocks are being depleted becausa use levels are not sustainable n:erefore, 
somewhat ironically, the use of non-reneweble energy sources helps alleviate the pressure on 
trea stocks and thus reduces the environmental pro~lems resulting from the unsusts nable use 
of this renewable resource. Another factor meiking for less sustainable energy use .,rtttems, is 
the increasing trend in household nett energy consumption across the entire process. 
Lastly, the transition from biomass energy sources to commercial fuels and finally to electiicny 
has the effect that households becomo less and less sei'sitlve to the state of the environment 
and the link between their pattern of energy use and environmental problem;;. Indeed, in the 
fourth urban phase households are so i11;;1.ila1ed frorn the impacts ttiey have on the environment 






THE WELFAP.f. IMPACTS OF DOMESTIC ENERGY TRANSITION 
Household welrare is de•ormIned by the extent to which basic needs and other ne6ds, desires 
and condrt10ns (the ir,termediate goals of welfare) aro satisfied, £JS well as by individuals' 
subjective assessment of their welfare position (section 1.2.1 ). This chapter examines how 
rlomestlc energy use affects household welfare at each of these levels and how the domestic 
en~rgy lransrt10n changes the nature of these welfare impacts. 
In chapter 4 attention was giver, to how each of the energy sources impacted upon household 
welfare in terms of the quantity cf e:iorgy household!I derive from tr.em and in terml> or their 
scarcity/availability and their versatility. A nu111ber of other aspects rtJeuant to the panicular 
ener3y sources and household welfare \.''Ore also noted. -,ni~ chapl9r ou1lds onto these poin!s 
The aim of this chapter is to provide a coher9nt structure to; discussing the multidlmensional 
nature of the rel?.tionshio b 'ltween energy use end household Nelfare and to investigate what 
happens to household welfGrtl in Ille different phases of the domest:~ energy transition. 
Broadlv speaking. the impacts of . nergy use on household welfare can be dividf'd Into two 
g,oups: firstiy, It.ere are the dlrec.t/lntl"nded consequences of domestic energy use. e.g. the 
welfare derived from usino 11Y for cooking, providing warmth, lighting and home 
entertainment. Secondly, ,t:e .. , ; .. npacts that either affect the quality, nature and availability 
of the abcve mentioned r' .,., , • :ic •s, or affect wom11re through other variables Sl'Ch as :ncome 
and price o attitudes and pi, .er s. However, this dil. ision hss only limited value, since all 
variables that affect wel'are aIsv .-1tect each other. 
The integratad approach is as relevant in this chapter as in the previous ono. In section 1.3.2 it 
was noted that people,'ho1Jseho ds derive at least four services from the environment. namely: 
th& provision of basic needs, the satisfaction of other needs, the ~lsposal of wastes and amenity 
services. The focus of this chapter is prlncipall-; on the first t,..,-o - provision of basic needs and 
the satisfaction of other needs/desires - regarded from th& perspective of household welfare -
whem11s the emphasis in chapter 5 was on the impacts that the mobilisation of energy resources 
• ,,s t · e disposal of wastes generated by the use of energy have on the environment. These 
fl' ,...,_ 1i:,pear to be separate Issues, but there Is a large degree of overlap, especlally In the case 
of - " ~•s such as health and the measures that might be taken to enhance the benefits and 
mocrrnla the negative impacts of energy use. In addition, it Is in using energy to meet their 
need:-. , ires t~at hcuseli~lds generate the environmental impacts that were the topic of 
chapter 5. It cannot be emphasised enough that the welfare of the environment and of 






factors themselves affect each other. e.g the excessive use of fuelwood depletes tree stocks 
which harms the natural environment 3nd increases the real cost of fuelwood, since more time is 
needed to gather it, which affects household welfare. 
This chap~~r is divided as follows: section 6.1 looks at how or to what extent households' basic 
energy needs are satisfied Section 6.2 focuses on ways in which the use of energy affects the 
attainment of other needs/desires or what are referred to by Terreblanche (1986:58) as the 
intermediate goals of social welfare. Kow enerov use affects the attainment of each of these 
goals is discussed in sections 6.2.1 to 6.2.4. Section 6.3 examines p iople's subjective 
assessments of how energy use affects their welfare position and, lastly, section 6.4 identifies 
the welfare impacts of domestic energy us" associated with the different phases of the standard 
model (described in section 2.3.3) and anaryses overall trends in their occurrence. 
As in the previous chapter, this chapter covers a v11st "mount of ground. As a result the 
treatment of the different topics is not exhaustive, but directed towards identifying broad trends. 
In addition, not enough attention could be given to the way variables interact, either reinforcing 
or lessening r di other's impact on household welfare. These Interactions are important to 
understanding " 'hat effect changes in energy use patterns re~ulting from the domestic energy 
transition process have on household welfare. The subjective 11,dicators may capture them to a 
limited extent, but this does not preclude the need for them to be studied more completely. 
6.1. Basic energy needs 
It was noted ii section 1.2 that energy is seldom listed as a basic need, but that it Is one Is 
indisputable. People use energy to perform numerous tasks; of these the most essential are 
cooking, healing water, providing warmth and lighting. If people have insufficient energy to 
perform these tasks they will suffer a form of deprivation, which might be called energy poverty, 
that ,s as debilitating as hunger, thirft or ex.,'lsure. 
Section 6.1.1 discusses the nature of energy poverty and, using the poverty lines suggested in 
section 1.2.1, examines levels of energy poverty in South Africa using data from chapter 4. 
Section 6.1.2 ci!scusses the distribution of energy use between different e11sential energy 
services just noted, namely cooking, heating water. the provision of warmth and lighting. 
6.1.1 Identifying ener~w P<'l.'8rty 
A household in a state ot ene,gy poverty does not have sufficient energy to meet its basic needs 
for energy either on average or at a specific time. In other words (i) the household's average 









providing warmth and lighting are generally inadequately performed, and (ii) the household rr,ay 
suffer a shortage of energy at a time wt-._ , it is essential for survival, e g. on a very cold night. 
These two situations differ from each other qurte consioerably. The first instance, (Q, refers to 
an energy deficiency which is ongoing or persistent, but not so critical as to be immediately life 
threatening; households have access to energy, but never enough. Like other form:: of poverty 
it has a gradual, insid10us effect on living standards. Only hou$eholds with very low incomes or 
in particularly harsh environments usually suffer this form of energy poverty. The second 
instance, (ii\ refers to a state that can befall any household - rich or poor. An 
unforeseen/accidental break in any households' normal energy s:.ipply can have disastrous 
consequences, especially in very cold weather. Despite these differences, these two 
dimensions of energy poverty are linked, since the risk of a household suffering a critical energy 
shortage is far greater if its normal access to energy is inadequate, i.e. households suffering 
from energy poverty of the first form (i) are more exposed to the second form (Ii) of energy 
poverty as well In this section the discussion focuses on energy poverty in the first sense: 
households suffering from persistent, inadequate access to energy. 
Energy poverty can be identified by its consequences. These include undercooked meals 
(which may result in forms of malnutrition); severe indoor pollution caused by households trying 
to conserve energy by reducing ventilation and/or burning low grade fuels such as dung, crop 
wast s, cardboard or poor quality coal; the use of unsterilised water; and low indoor 
temperatures on cold nights due to a tack of space warming. The severity of these 
consequences Is to some degree dependent on factors such as people's staple diets and 
cooking habits, the quality of their water supply, the altitude, climate and weather and the quality 
of their housing. The most important factor, however, ,s obviously their level of energy 
consumption and the extent to which this falls short of their needs. 
Energy poverty //nN 
The question, what is an adequate level of domestic energy consumption, was touched on In 
section 1.2.2. There it was noted that poverty lines may be thought of as comprising two 
elements: an objectively determinable amount of energy that is necessary to sustain life, and a 
further amount that may be regarded as necessary to participate in everyday life. Two energy 
poverty lines were suggested: 
10000 MJ (10 GJ) per capita per year for domestic nett energy consumption; and 
1500 MJ (1 .5 GJ) per capita per year for useful domestic energy consumption. 
In section 1.2.2 it was noted that these levels of energy use are probably closer to the level that 
is objectively necessary to sustain life than to what may be regarded as ar..ceptable minimum 









open to dispute. Despite this the above two lines appear to be reasonable estimates given that 
they are about 10% greater than the average levels of energy consumpt10n in rural areas of 
what was Bophuthatswana which Eberhard and Dickson (1991 34-35) describe as 
"unsatisfactory". 
,deally, a number of er_iergy poverty lines that take variations in climate, attitude, staple diet and 
available energy sources into account should be sp&Clfied. These could then be further refined 
by what is regarded as thb acceptable minimum levels of energy consumption in each of the 
phases of the energy transition process. However. tl1e data needed to specify a range of 
energy poverty lines are lackirg Another consideration is that the simplicity inherent in using a 
single energy poverty hne would be lost if a range of such lines were to be estimated. 
There are three further drawbacks associated with using the energy poverty lines specif10d 
above. rirstly, the poverty lines specify the amount of energy a person needs per year. This 
hides tne fact that !)&ople neAd access to energy resources on an almost continuous basis. It 
must therefore be assumed that the amount of energy specif10d by the poverty lines is a flow -
with some seasonal variation - spread throughout the year, as oppo!led to a stock received at a 
specific time and which has to be rationed until the next amount beco 'les available. It may be 
useful to regard an energy poverty line as refening to the sum of a person's daily energy needr 
during the course of a year. Secondly, the energy poverty lines rafer to desirable levels of per 
capita energy consumption rather than desirable levels of household energy consumption. This 
overcomes the discrepancies that would exist due to the differing size of households, but it 
ignores the economies of scale that characterise most domastic uses of energy. Thirdly, these 
poverty lines can only Identify areas where tha average level of energy consumption is 
unsatisfactory, but not sufficient infonnation is available to estimate the number of households 
suffering from energy poverty in each of the a,eas. 
The rest of this section uses the energy consumption data presented In section 4.tS to identify 
and discuss energy poverty in South Africa. The figures that follow are based on the data in the 
final columns of tables 4.14 and 4.16 respectively. Figure 6.1 presents the results of taking the 
nett energy consumption totals for the different samples and calculating to what extent they 
differ from the nett energy poverty line (10 GJ per capita per year). The zero line therefore 
represents the break-even point. Households with energy consumption levels below this line are 
assumed to be suffering from energy poverty. Households above the line are consuming 
sufficient energy to meet their basic needs. Figure 6.2 is calculated 1n the same way, except 
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Figure 6.1: Energy poverty as identified by the nett energy poverty line (10 GJ per 
capita) 
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According to the data in figure 6.1, energy poverty occurs in the highlying areas of the former 
Trani-kei, is w1desprearf in the former Bophuthatswana and is particularly acute in the black 
townships around Cape Town. Figure 6.2 gives a slightly different picture. The areas around 
Cape Town, as well as some other areas, that fell below the nett energy poverty line do not fall 
be!ow the useful energy poverty line. However, all the areas that do fall below the useful energy 
poverty line also fall below the nett energy poverty line. This suggests that the useful energy 
poverty line gives a narrower defir,ition of energy poverty than the nett energy poverty line. 
However, it may also be that the energy efficiency ratings assignr.,d to the different energy 
sources in table 4.2 produce some distortion given the varying patterns of energy use in the 
different areas. For Instance, in the Cape samples paraffin and gas predominate. So though 
the nett energy consumption levels are very low, even below the nett t1nergy poverty line (see 
table 6 .1 ), the high energy efficiency ratings of these two fuels mean that the levels of useful 
energy consumption appear to be satisfactory, i.e. above the useful energy poverty line (see 
table 6.2). 
Obviously not all households In the areas with energy consumption levels below the respective 
poverty lines are in a state of energy poverty. The aggregation of the data and the fact that it is 
based on total samples rather than households "using the energy source" hides such variances. 
Nevertheless a low average level of energy consumption suggests that energy poverty Is 
widespread among households in these areas. The use of aggregation also means that even in 
areas where the average levels of energy consumption are above the poverty lines there may 
still be Individual households suffering from energy poverty. 
Although the geogn:.~hical spread of the samplit: in the above figures Is limited, it Is sufficiently 
broad to suggest that en<irgy poverty is a problem In many areas In South Africa. Closer 
examination of locality and energy consumption patterns of the samples that fall ; mrt of the 
energy poverty lines suggests that households living in arid and somi-arid areas 
(Bophuthatswana samples), as well as in the high lying araas along t!1e ErAstem escarpment 
(Malefiloane, Jozanna's Nek and Nkanga samples) are partlcularty at risk. In all these areas 
fuelwood is scarce and access to alternative energy supply networks limited. Other areas where 
households are likely to be at risk are densely populated resettlement areas (Qwa Qwa) and 
peri-urban areas (Cape samples). In these s.reas fuelwood is generally unavailable and many 
households do not have the income to purchase paraffin or gas. 
The energy consumption patterns of the samples indicate that in rural areas it is households that 
are making the transition from the first phase of the rural energy transition to the second phase 
that are particularty at risk. In section 2.3.3.3 it was noted that households in this position are 
likely to experience a decline in their level of energy consumption and may have "little option, 
but to make greater use of dung and crop wastes". The widespread use of these fuels in the 













samples that fall helow the poverty lines confirm that households are being sorely pressed to 
maintain their levels or energy consumption. In urban areas households in the first and second 
phases or the urban transition orocess ore the ones particular1y at risk. As noted In section 
2.3.3 .3, 'free' biomass fuels are un.:111c1lable in urban areas, which means households have to 
rely on commcrciahsed energy sources. Households with low Incomes cannot afford to 
purchase the energy they require, forcing them into• state of energy poverty Figure 6.2 seems 
to suggest that energy poverty occurs loss !ictquently In urban areas than In rural areas. 
However, this interpretation of the figure s subject to the caveat relating to the energy 
efficiencies noted above. It may also simply be a function of the limited spread of ,he samples 
available for the analysis. There 1s nevertheless clear evidence that very few households with 
access to electricity suffer from energy poverty A plausible explanation for thl~ state Is that in 
the past only households that could afford electricity were ~iven access. VVhether this wm 
ch nge w,th the widespread electrtftcation is an open question. It Is possible that with 
electrification households may divert energy from essential to less es•ential uses and so 
continue to experience the consequences of energy poverty even though their level of energy 
use may remain the same or even increase. 
6.1.2 The uae of energy for eaaentlal energy aervtcee 
Table 6 1 presents estimates of how households divide their energy budgets between different 
uses at various stages In the domestic energy transition. Estimates are used because data 
measunng this a:.pect of energy use are not readily available, especially during the rural and 
ear1y urban stages of transition. In drawing up table 6.1, cognisance was taken of Information 
from the following sources: Cecelskl et al. (1979:20), Best (1979:23), f'lavin (1986:40), Rlvett-
Camac (1990:3-4 and 36), and Ebo1hrl and Dickson (1991 ;35). 
Table 1.1: Estimalled brHkdo1Nn of domHtic energy consumption between uaea 
Activity % ot Houaehold energy budget 
Rural stage Early urban stage Lale urban stage 
Cooking 60 - 90 40 . 70 20 - 50 
Heating \,eter 10 • 15 15 - 30 30 . 50 
Providing Vl4lmllh 5 - 20 ,0- 20 I 10 • 30 
Ltght1ng 2 - 5 5 • 10 10 • 15 
Refngerat,on < 1 < 2 10 • 20 
Televlslon < 1 < 2 2 - 5 
Other A00hancos < 1 < 5 10 · 20 
The following points are relevant In the interpretation of this table: firstly, it cannot be 
overemphasised that the figures are estimates and, hence, are open to d•soute: secondly, the 






figures ind,cate the range in which household energy choices are most likel~· to fall: thirdly, the 
figures do not equal 100% when added vertically because allowance is made tor variations in 
energy usn pAttarns, and lastly, using percentages hides the disparities that exist in the quantity 
of energy ust1,1 ,, .. different tasks at different stages of the enurgy transition. For instance, the 
significant decline ;,, cooking's share of the energy budget reflects en increase in the amount of 
onergy used for oiher purposes rather then a fall in the amount of energy used for cooking. 
Ideally, table 6.1 d1ould be besed on data giving a detailed breakdown of the actual amounts of 
useful enGrgy hc-11seholds devote to different tasks. This could then be complemented by data 
reflecting t!,e amour.l of energy needed to fulfll basic needs end the amount needed to maintain 
an acceptable star.da11 of living. If such data were available it could be used to Identify the 
specific energy service.: that need to be increased or altered In order to enhance household 
welfare. 
In the ensuing paragraphs the trends evident In table 6.1 are discussed, together with other 
information relevant \~ the Impact that using energy for cooking, heating water, providing 
warmth, and other services has on household welfare. 
(1) Cooking 
According to the estimates in tat,,e 6.1, cooking 1s probably the most important use CJf energy In 
both the rural and early urban stages of the domestic energy trfl, sltlon. Two explanations for 
this may be offered. one, the limited amount of en9rgy avai ble is used for the most basic 
need, and two, the enel'{jy sources used are not very versatile and the appliances needed to 
diversify are too expensive. In the late urban stages of the energy translt~ n the proportion of 
the energy budget used for cooking tends to decline. The principal reason for this (as already 
noted) Is that more energy Is used to provide other energy services. As energy consumption 
levels increase, it seems reasonable to presume that a ceiling exists on the amount of energy 
households can reasonably use to c.ook three meals a day. The existence of such a ceiling is 
supported by data referred to by Cecelskl et al. (1979:20). More Important, from a basic needs 
point of view, is the determination of what may be termed the cooking energy threshold, I.e. 
what is the minimum amount of energy a household needs for cooking In order to maintain 
health and an acceptable standard of living. A simple answer does not appear to be available 
due to the diversity In people's diets and cooking practices. Tables 6.2 and 6.3 present data on 
energy used for cooking derived from Lennon and Turner (1991 :8), who calculated the amount 
of 11nergy needed to cook a basic meal on different energy sources, and from Rivett-Camac 
(1990:29), who estimated the cost of fuel used for cooking in households In the Mariannhill area. 
' . ~ .. \ . . . ,-~ . 





Table 6.2: Energy used for cooking according to Lennon and Turner (1e91) 
Energy Energy used to Energy used for cooking per year 
source cook a basic meal' MJ MJ 2 ener source 
Electnc stove 1.7 
Coal stove 4.8 
Coat fire 14.4 
Wood stove 4.8 
Wood fire 14.4 
Source Lennon and T umer. 11191 8 
Net" 1 A•tum.cl that 2 5 mt11- are cOOMd per day during the course or a )'Ill' 
2 con.,.,llOns basad on ca!ofltl<: 1111lua~ ,n table 4 1 
1 550 430 kwh of electricity 
4 370 161 kg of coal 
13100 485 kg of c.oal 
4 370 256 kg of wood 
13 100 770 k of wood 
Table 8.3: Energy used for cooking ac.oordlng to Rivett-Carnac (199C.1 
Energy Monthly expendi- Energy cost used Energy uHd for cooking per year 
source lure on cookln for converslon1 MJ 2 ener source 
Fuetwood (fire)! R17 9 c/kg 38 500 2 270 kg 
Paraffin R16 67,5 ell 10 500 2841 
Gas R25 1,7 R/kg 8600 176 kg 
Coal R26 24,5 c/kg 34 400 1 270 kg 
Eledricity R33 9,03 c/kwh 15 800 4 385 kwh 
Source Rt\11111-Ca,nac 118l.29 
Net" 1 61118d on -gyc:oata In RMtt-Carnac \118l3') 
2 Conwrslons baMd on calorUlc \IIIUW III able 4 1 
There Is no indication whether the basic meal referred to In table 6.2 Is for a household of say 
f1Ve or six or for a single person. Comparing the tables rt would appear to be the latter, in which 
case the physical quantities of energy used do not appear to be consistent with the per capitR 
energy consumption data hi table 4.12. The second table Is based on h<'usehold data and the 
physical quantities of each energy source used compare well with data in tablo 4.11 . It may, 
therefore, be assumed thAt the cooking energy threshold is probably some way below the level:: 
of energy use noted In the latter tabla. Exactly how far below remains uncertain without access 
to bettar information. Even without the aid of such a measure it Is fairty obvious that In araas 
s•Jch as Amatelang, in what was Bophuthatswana, and In the former Qwa Qwa energy is so 
scarce or households so poor that many cannot afford to cook every day, while many more only 
cook once a day (Eberhard, 1986:59 and 96). It is almost certain that the limited availability of 
cooked meats affects people's nutritional status, but Information on the links between cooking 
and nutrition could not be found. 
Many other aspects of using energy for cooking affect household welfare. To sta,i with, the type 
of energy used can be assessed in terms of its affordability, acceptability, efficiency and 
convenience. Most of these aspects are considered elsewhere. Then there Is the type of stove 
(or lack thereof) and the range of pots and other appliances households own (discussed In 
- ', 







'"ection 6.2.4(a)) The many culturally deterrrnned cooking practices and habits are also 
important, especially aspects such as cooking indoors without ventilation (section 5.2) and the 
social function or the hearth. Finally, there are the many ways in which the level of welfare 
derived from using energy for cooking may be improved: energy-efficient stoves, smoke 
removal and conservation measures. as well as policies to ens1Jre adequate supplies of energy. 
Most or these ore referred to in other section!., especially section 7.2.3. 
(b) HHtlng water 
A distinction must be drawn between heating water for tea/coffee and for washing, batning and 
cleaning purposes. The former use or hot water is very closely related to cooking, not only 
because it is for drinking, but also because the appliances used to perform the task are the 
some, with the exception or kettles • especially electric kettles. In rural and peri--urban areas that 
do not have access to reliable, clean water supplies, bolling drinking water reduces the risk or 
contr9Cllng gastro-enterltis, cholera, typhoid, dysentery anct bilharzia. The prevalence of these 
disoases suggests that households may be unaware of the health benefits of sterilising water. 
Education needs to fill this gap, as well as me:1sures to give people access to clean water 
(Wilson and Ramphele, 1989:112). Another possibility Is that households that barely have 
enough energy for cooking, cannot afford to boil Yt '.ller as well. One form of poverty, thus, 
compounds other forms. 
The proportion or energy used to heat water for washing, etc. tends to increase gradually across 
the domestic •nergy transition as a whole, with a dramatic Increase occurring when households 
gain access to electricity, and more especially a geyser. This Is reflected in table 6.1. In the 
rural and ear1y urban stages the fire used for cooking invariably also heats water, otherwise a 
prlmus stove is used (Eberhard, 1985:63). The nater is used primarily for bathing and washing 
dishes; little is used for cleaning the household or for laundry. 
This relatively stable pt1ttem of hot water use changes when households gain access to piped 
water, and if they then Install a gas water heater. However, the proportion of the energy budget 
used for heating water Is still only about half that used for cooking. V\lhen households gain 
access to electricity, however, it ;s not unusual for more energy to be used for heating water 
than for cooking. The convenience of hot water on tap encourages bathing and showering, it Is 
used for washing laundry and in dishwashers as well as Innumerable other house cleaning 
tasks. Eskom estimated that a family of four requires about 540 kwh per month for heating 
water, which Is double the estimated amount needed for cooking (Rivett-Camac, 1990:3◄-36). 
From •he above discussion it Is evident that as the domestic energy transition takes place, 
houi;eholds gain accttss to energy sources (and appliances) that facilitate the heating of water 
and, hence, increase the amount of welfare households derive from this energy service. The 




increased availab1hty of hot water encourages a higher stanoard of personal and household 
hygiene, which has both health and social benefits Hllwe11c1r, the use of electric geysers often 
leads to excessive hot water use. In such cases welfare could probably be enhanced by usin'1 
hot water more judiciously and saving the energy used to heat it 
(c) Providing w•rmth 
The use of energy for providing warmth or for space heating Is a basic need when temperatures 
drop sufficiently to threaten people's health, otherwise rt is a non-essential, though often very 
welcome, energy service that enhances the amenity of the indoor environment. 
The factors that determine how much energy Is used to provide warmth also affect how much 
welfare households derive from the service. They include the climate, season and temperature, 
the altitude, aspect and location of the dwelling, its design, tha !tile of the household and their 
personal characteristics (age, health, diet and acclimatisation) and, of course, the type of 
energy, the aprliances and energy conservation measures used. Due to variations In these 
factors the amount of energy used for space heating differs wid&ly between regions. The 
estimates In table 6 .1 take this into account in the range of possible onergy budget proportions 
households might use to provide warmth. The mild climate along the eastern seaboard means 
households need to use a very small proportion of their energy budget for space heating, 
whereas in inland areas the proportion is far higher because It Is colder and more heating Is 
r.eeded The proportion tends to be highest In the Drakensberg, the Transvaal Hlghveld, Free 
State, Karoo and Boland where night-time temperatures regularly fall below zero In winter. 
Access to energy sources In these areas may be critical to welfare, if not to life 
In the earty rural transition, households have access to sufficient fuelwoou to meet their space 
warming needs. The cooking fire is usually use!1 to warm the house as well. The households 
most at risk from cold are those in the late rural and earty urban stages of energy transition, 
especially those too poor to buy commercialised energy sources. These households bum dung, 
crop residues and any other wastes to provide warmth. There are even reports of people 
removing window frames from deserted houses, .)f' cutting down their own fruit trees to bum 
(Wilson and Ramphele, 1989.-46) Households that are slightly better off may use coal, most 
often burning it in a brazier. The health risks this creates are discussed in section 5 .2.-4. 
In the middle phase of the urban transition, households may use a variety of energy sources and 
appliances for heating. Hearth fires and wood/coal stoves are common, paraffin heaters less 
so, while gas heaters are rare. Once a household gains access to electricity, the amount of 
energy used for space warming ten,,s to increas-. signlftcantly both In absolute terms and as a 
proport10n of the energy budget, as reflected In table 6 1. Most of this energy Is used for non-





essential space warming aimad at creating a comfortable indoor environment. The use of air-
cond,tioners for cooling should be regarded in the same hght. 
A notable aspect of this particular energy service is the large number of conservation measures 
household~ at all stages In the energy transition process can adopt in order to reduce their 
"heating bills" The various measures are discussed in some detail in section 7 2. 
(d) Ughting 
Lighting is not an a<>solute necessity, yet epart from the above threl3 energy services, it is the 
only other to feature prominently in all stages of the domestic energy transition. This is reflected 
in table 6.1. Lighting's share of household energy budgets tends to increase as the energy 
transition progresses. It would seem that Improvements in the quality of lighting, changing 
habits and greater ability to pay encourage use. 
Candles seem to be the predominant source of lighting at all stages of the transition process 
until housahold~ gain access to electricity. The use of candles Is dictated by necessl y and the 
feet that they are readily available and relatively affordable. Households that are slightly better-
off also use a variety of paraffin and gas lamps. Table 6.• \,ives an Indication of lighting 
practices In rural, village and peri-urt>an areas. Those In non-electrified urban areas are not 
dissimilar, except that wet-cell batteries are used as well (Eberhard 1986,66 and 100; Rlvett-
Camac, 1990:33) 
Table S.4: Energy sourcH and appliancH used for lighting 
Area Hours of % Households using energy 0M'lershlp of fighting 
lighting source appliances(%) 
per day -
candles paraffin gas v•raffln gas torch 
lamp . mp 
LUJiko 27 ◄2 98 - 96 2 57 
Manz,mahle 3.8 -40 70 ◄ ,.9 ◄ ◄◄ 
Clar1(ebury ◄.5 73 42 10 e 6 22 
Nkanga 2.9 6◄ 36 - e, - 18 
Cottondale 4.1 « 60 2 7 2 31 
Mokumuru 3.3 53 67 - -t, 7 50 
Vulindlela 2 I) 79 2◄ . 39 5 ◄5 
Qv.e Qv.e 37 94 19 . ◄5 8 17 
Amatelang ◄ 2 97 -40 . 41 8 49 
New Bethesda 30 78 90 . 91 I 3 69 Crossroads . 51 8◄ 2 6◄ ' ? 
Source Eber!wd 11166 81! and 100 




When households gain access to electricity, their use of lighting takes a quantum leap primarily 
because of the quality and convenience of electric lighting. The increase in consumption is 
invariably sufficient to off-set the fact that electricity is more cost-efficient than all other sources 
of lighting (Rivett-Cernac. 1990:33). 
The amount of welfare darived from lighting is affected by the amount consumed, the quality 
and cost thereof, the risks associated with its use and its convenience. Less obvious are the 
cultural and social i~pacts that access to lighting have and their relationship to welfare. These 
aspects are discussed f'1 section 6.2.4(b). Section '7.1.4(b) discusses the importance of lighting 
and makH a number of recommendations on ways c.1f ensuring as many households as possible 
are able to benefit from good quality lighting. 
(e) Other e:tergy servic .. 
Non& of the remaining energy services are essential or approach the importance of lighting. yet 
their contribution io hf'~sehold welfare can still be substantial. Access to these services is 
invariably depe,n::1ent _on the purchase of the appro1>riate appliances as well as access to 
electricity, which is why their share of household energy budgets in table 6.1 is insignificant until 
the late stages of the urban energy transition. 
Out of the range of energy services, refrigeration and fonns of home-entertainment (television, 
video and hifi's) are probably the next most important after those already discussed. lhe use of 
energy for home entertainment is discusted in section 6.2.4(c). As regards refrigeration, Rivett-
Camac (1990:35) notes that refrigerator ownership is almost universal among electrified 
households in the Mariannhill area, while paraffin and gas refrigerators are not uncommon in 
other households. This points to a high regard for the services a re!rigerator provides and 
sugge!»ts the welfare benefits of refrigeration are large - at least sufftcient to off-set the 
opportunity costs of a fair1y high capital outlay and ongoing tinergy costs. 
The extensive use of energy for non-essential tasks and services in the late stages of the urban 
energy transition raises a number of issues. Firstly, each of the services enhance the welfare of 
the households using 11, but that does not Imply that they enhance social welfare as well. The 
social cost of the energy may be greater than the private bsnefrt derived from its use due to 
external (environmental) effects. Secondly, the energy-intensive life-styla encouraged by the 
use of electricity is not environmentally sustainable. Thirdly, it is problematic both from a political 
and from an ethical perspective that there ere people unable to meet their basic energy needs 






o.2 Energy use and the intermediate goals of welfare 
This sect10n exarr,mes ways in which the use of energy affects the attainment of needs/desires 
other than basic needs. As noted above, these other needs/desiles are described by 
Terreblanche (1986:58) as the 1r,, .. ::rrnediate goals of social welfare He identifies four broad 
categories or goals: (I) growth and efficiency, (II) stability, (iii) distribution or equity and (iv) 
civilisation and culture. The relationship between these goals of social welfare and energy use 
was summarised In table 1.1. For ease of reference this table is presented again below. 




the growth and efficiency goal 
(economic and distributive efficiency) 
the stability goal 
(security and continuity) 
the distribution or equity goal 
(falmess and justice) 
the civilisation goal 
(rai:.inp/maintenanr.e of moral 
and cultural values) 
Energy relatlld facton that 
atr.ct Heh goal 
- percentage income spent on energy 
- price/cost of energy sources 
- appliance prices 
- efficiency of consumption 
• reliability of energy supply 
- stability of energy and appliance prices 
• provision of physical security 
- effect of policies on access to energy sources 
- lack of credit to purchase appliances 
- Incidence of energy subsidies 
• possession of appliances 
• entertainment opportunities 
- modemisation 
• lighting _J 
,..._ ______________ ...._ __________ _ 
There is no clear-cut distinction between aspects of energy use relevant to the attainment of 
thase intermediate goals of welfare and the basic energy needs discussed in the previous 
section. For example, expenditure on energy so,, ces, prices of energy al'ld of appliances are e!I 
In some way relevant to the fulfilment of basic energy needs, as well as the intermediate goal of 
growth and efflcitmcy. Furthermore, these aspects of energy use may also affect the attainment 
of other intermediate goals such as the stability or equity goals It cannot be overemphasised 
that all dimensions of welfare are interdependent, even though it is not always possible, as in 
this section, to analyse all the links that exist. 
The structure of this section 1s based on the above table. Since the different sr,ctions are widely 




the different goals relate to household wel' re and which aspects of energy use are relevant to 
the attainment of the different goals. 
The lntermedillte goals, energy un •nd hounhold welf•re 
(i) Growth and efficiency goal This goal, according to Terreblanche (1986:54), has to do 
with the fundamental economic problems of resource mobilisation, goods production and 
the allocation of both to satisfy people's needs. He argues that for the goal to be 
realised, resources (factors of production) must be developed and used effectively. 
There must ba both static and dynamic economic eff1eiency in the mobilisation of 
resources and production of goods, and goods must be of such a nature and be 
allocated in such a way as to ensure that individual, collective and future needs can oe 
satisfied. 
Many aspects of energy use are relevant to the attainment of the growth and efficiency 
goal. For instance, the mobilisation of energy resources, the conversion of primary 
energy resources into usable fonns and the distribution of energy through various 
networ1(s must each be done as effectively and efficiently as possible. Much of chapter 5 
is also relevant as it is concerned with the sustainable use of the environment and the 
various essential services it provides. Chapter 7 is also relevant as much of it is 
concerned with the eff1eient use of energy in the household. The discussion in section 
6.2.1 focuses, however, on those aspects of domestic energy use directly linked to the 
use of household resources, particularly Income, time and fuels. To be more speciflC, the 
section looks at domestic expenditure on energy sources, the cost of different energy 
sources, the price of appliances and the eff1eiency of energy use. 
(ii) The stability goal The conditions which Terreblanche (1986:55) suggests ore necessary 
for the realisation of the stability goal include a high level of economic activity with high 
rates of employment, a stable socio-political environment, stable external political 
relations, a balanced international trade account and low inflation. The links between 
these conditions end domestic energy usd may seem rather tenuous, but they ere there 
and are important. 
Continuity in the supply of energy to households is an integral aspect of a well 
functioning economy; changes in energy and apoliance prices have an impact on 
inflation: and the importation of petroleum affect& the trade balance. The guiding 
principle of "security and continuity" suggests that physic.ll security is also important to 
the attainment of the stability goal, I.e. household welfare can be enhanced when 
households use energy, along wrth various devices, to pro~ect themselves and their 






supplies. the stability of energy and appliance prices and the use of energy to provide 
physical secunty. 
(iii) The d1stnbut1on or 'lqU1t} Joa/ This goal requires that both the material and non-material 
costs and benefits of economic activity, as well as opportunities it affords, be divided 
reasonabl/ fairly between individuals and constituent groups of society. At very least, 
people should have access to sufficient resources to satisfy their basic needs 
(T erreblanche, 1986:55). 
Any discussion of equity in South Africa usually draws attention to the disparities in 
income, wealth and land ownership between the racial groups or between urban and 
rural areas. There is also another dimension of inequality, namely unequal access to 
energy resources, pE.1 ticularty elactricity in the domestic sactor. 
At various points in chapter 5 reference was made to the uneqr:31 way the environmental 
costs and benefits of energy use are divided between races and between urban and 
rural areas. It was evident that those lacking income and wealth (and politieal power) 
also do not have access to the more modem energy sources. The possibility that 
different fonns of inequality are correlated with each other is touched on in section 6.2.3, 
but is not fully ir,vestigated. The issues discussed focus on the role of government In 
detennining differential access to energy resources, the availability of credit to purchase 
appliances and the possible incidence of energy subsidies. 
(iv) C1vi/isat1on goal This goal is far less concrete than the others. How does one mt1ssure 
civilisation? What are the moral and cultural values referred to in the guid!ng principll'? 
What factors promote civilisation? VVith regard to the last question, Terreblanche 
(1S86:55) argues that the civlhsation goal can only be satisfactorily realised if, among 
oth&r things, people enjoy sufficient freedom to allow them to develop as persons. V"'1ile 
the use of energy can affect the existence of civil freedom in only a very round about 
way, there are certain energy uses that may facilitate the process of personal 
development. Notable examples include home lighting and access to audio-visual 
appliances. Access to more convenient and efficient (modem) energy sources and 
appliances also seems to have an impact on househ •!1s' level of modernisation. 
Modernisation is also usually associated with changes in moral and cultural values. 
Since many of these valuus underpin any concept of civilisation, changes to them are 
relevant to the civilisation goal. What exactly the relationship is depends on a subjective 
assessment of what is desirable and what is not. and what contributes to civilisation ar. • 
what does not. Indeed, even the concept of civilisation is subjective. Despite these 
caveats, the westemimodem/matenalist interpretation of civilisatic mpllCit to the 
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d1scusston In s ct ion 6 2 ,t l he 1s ue~ e mined there include apphance ownersh•p. the 
us ol hghtmg nd Ill rol nergy plays in home entertainment opportunrties 
6.2 1 Tl,e growth and efficiency goal 
(&) Donul.tic ex,-nditure on energy .aurcN 
pend1ture on energy sources refers only to the cost of purchasing energy and should be 
d1s1lngu shed from expendrturo o,, energy services, which incorporates the caprtaJ cost of 
appl nces and other fittings as wr,1 At a theoretical level the expenditure on energy services 
would give a truer p;cture of what the use of energy costs a household, but ~ince rt is far easier 
I'> collect data en exp ,,drture on energy sou,..-...es, this measure is generally used. 
E,rpenditure on energy sources is relevant to the attainment of the growth and efficiency goal in 
so far as it indicates how households allocate their resources. in this instance income, bfttwe, n 
d1fterent uses in their effort to max:mise welfare. In the subsect,ons that follow tho relatconship 
between expenditure on energy sources and household wel'are is examined from three 
i,erspective~· expenditure on energy sources, percentage Income sp-1nt on energy, and energy 
sources and mcor, _ levels. 
But first expenditure data from five of the studies referred to in chapter -4 are presented in table 
6 5. In order to facilitate comparisons between the studies, the annual expenditure on the 
1m.hvrdual energy sources is expressed as a percentage of lhe households' total annual 
expenditure on t1ner(i'Y which 1s given in the "Total given in source" column. In all cases the data 
are based on whole sam,ole aggregates. The Rivett-Camac (1990) study does not present a 
breakdow,, of energy ,t xpenditures based on the whole samples. He only presents expenditure 
data tn, thosP hou-.el'!olds u .. ing the individual energy sources (see Rivett-CSmac, 1990:20-21) 
This is not comparatrle to the data from the other studies and so is not presented here. The 
other blank spaces :n the table either indicate that the households in thA sample did not 
purchase the particular energy so1.1rce or tlley only purchased negllgible amounts (this is an 
'!Ssumpt10n based only on the fact that expondrture figures on these energy sources are not 
reported) The second column from the right expresses the total annual expenditure values 
given in the third column from the right in 1990 Rands (the Consumer Price Index (CPI) wt'S 
used in the conversion (SARB. 1994:$- 118)). These amour1ts ara comparable. The column 
furthest to the right expresses the houset,olds' total annual expenditure on energy sources as a 
percentage of their total annual income. Ideally, the households' total an.1ual eXPenditure on 
energy sources should also be expressed as a percentage of their total annual expenditure so 
as to get an idea of tho importance of energy in household consumption budgets. Howsver, the 






Table 6.5: Annual expenditure on energy sources per household 
ArH 
Run/ Trr,na/tlon Stage 
LftCltho- Malellloent 
T rwnala • Joza'Wl'a Nelc 
KMZukl • Malhunka 
CIS!al • Lujllllll T,.,_.. • Menzi<nel11e 
T,.,.,_•CIII~ 
Ttanalai • Nlanga 
Gazlnkutu - Cottondalt 
Lei- - MoklJmuN 
Bcpl'olt/wllMIW • Bodlbe 
Bl}f)IUhltaMNI • Madi.Cle 
~ - OtnolQne 
~-Gr,~ 
Bophlihlawllna • DellrNard 
~ - Loopeng 
Boptulwt&-. (nnl ■--eel 
£arty Urt»t, Trr,n8't.loM/ Slllfl• 
Naal - Vulncllla 
ow■ o ... 
Boptuha__,. · Am■telang 
c,pe • New Belhtlda 
Cape • Cl'IIU(Oe(js 
Cape (old Informal) 
Capt (,_ lnlom..r) 
Cape (■-■ge) 
Tr■na-..ul (,,..t lnftlrmel) 
Nol · Mlrillnnhll (pe,1 urtlen) 
Natal · MarllMhlll (l'ahlp non ■ ) 
Bopllu.h■t.-na•Mmlbatho 






























Cape (old lormal) Vlljo«I 
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(1) fapen -/1/,,•._, ,, , "v gy sourr.as h seel"ls reasonable to assume that as expenditure on 
energy sou,• ,h I c:;A"!f.l'.'.,. so does household welfare. so long ~s ~'rices, etc. remain 
constanl. Nevertheles:., this llv no means 1mpliec 1:,at expenditure on energy is In itself 
an adequate indicator of welfare derived from '.!~o:tf 'i:IY· There are to.l many other factors 
that need to be taken into consideration: for instance, how the ensrgy is used, the effect 
this use has on the environment, the amount of non-oommercial energy hous lholds use, 
etc. Expenditure on energy sources is, however, an ;mpr,rc~nt determinant of th-t amount 
of energy households have available to them and, hence, of the welfare lhty der:Ve from 
energy. 
The 'act that the energy ::ources that households purchase tend to ue more efficient, 
convenient and varsatila lhsn tne non-wmmercial enefgy sources also suggests a 
posi .. ve relationship betwe em e"penditure on energy sou1'Ces and household welfare. 
However, this may not always be the case: for instance if a t:ousehold purchases coal 
Instead of using fuelwood, the increa:;qd enpe'lditure is unlikely to enhance household 
welfare. Differences in the relative cost of useful energy derived from each energy 
source may also tend to counteract the positive reiaUonsJ;ip. This is an important factor 
when comparing the welfere impact of expe:,dllure on energy sources at different stages 
of the domestic energy transition process. Honoholds in th1:1 tater stages of thP. urb11n 
transition are likely to derive more welfare from the same level of expenditure thsn those 
in the early stages because of differences in the cost of energy df'r.ved from electrv.!ty 
compared to that derived from paraffin, coal and gas, as well as the differences in the 
quality of energy service derived from these energy sources. Yet another example of 
where e,e positive relationship may not hold is when households that have access to free 
fuelwood are compared to those that are reliant on commercial fuels. 
Various trends in the expenditure on individual energy sources are also evident from 
table 6.5. Immediately apparent is the high proportion of expenditure used to obtain 
fuelwood in many areas, particularly in the fom1er Transkei. It would appear that the 
scarcity of fuelwood in rural areas has led to commercialisation, while in pen-urban and 
urban areas very little is available and so little is purchased. The proportion of 
expenditure spent on paraffin shows less variation between the rural Md early urban 
stages of the energy transition. It is the most important energy source in terms of 
expenditure In areas where households do not have ready access to commercialised 
fuelwood or where households have progressed to using gas and/or electricity. From 
table 6.5 it would appear that coal Is rarely an important energy source in terms of 
expenditurn. However, this impression is probably erroneous, merely reflecting a lack of 
data from those areas where coal is used, namely Gauteng, Mpumalanga and KwaZulu-
Natal. Data in Eberhard and Troliip (1992:23) seem to confirm this. Gas is a minor fuel 
' . . 




111 terms of expenditure in all areas, except in the Western Cape, where it seems to be 
used instead of fuelwood and coal However, it may also be that t' e households 
sampled in this area have simply progressed further in the energy transition process than 
households in most of the other samples The proportion of expenditure used to 
purchase candles tends to be highest In rural areas, while the actual levels of 
expenditure between the rural and early urban stages of the el'ergy transition are similar. 
In all cases the relatively high expenditure on candles points to the fact that they are an 
expensive source of lighti11g. Indeed, the data presented In section 6.2.1(b) below 
confirm that for the same level of expenditure, households with access to elact,1c lighting 
denve far more welfare than households using candles. The data on •~~ a:-nenditure on 
batteries are insufficient to identify trends, except probably to note that ,i tt:tt proportion Is 
as high in all areas as rt is in those areas where it is measured, i.e. they are not an 
unimportant component of energy expenditure. 
There Is no lack of data on household expenditure on electricity, but very little of it gives 
the expendrture on other energy sources as well. Therefore. unless such households 
only consume electricity, the data are not comparable with that presented In table 6.5. 
The issue of expenditure on electricity (service charges) is a topic of study in itself, 
especially In the light of Eskom's high capital outlay in the electrification of households 
with relatively low incomes and th9 problems being experienced with (i) getting 
households to consume sufficient electricity to make the programme viable, (ii) the 
willingness of households to actually pay for elactric1ty and (iii) the ability of hou~eholds 
to purchase sufficient electricity to meet their energy needs. These issues are dealt with 
here simply because they are too complex to tackle within the confines of a study on the 
domestic en~rgy transition process. 
(ii) Pe,centage mcome spent on energy From table 6.5 it is evident that some households 
may spend almost a fifth of their income on energy, while most spend between 7% and 
12%. The lftvel seems to be higher in rural and peri-urban areas than in urban areas. 
Possible reasons for this are that income earning opportunities and incomes tend to be 
higher in urban areas, and energy sources may be more expensive in rural and peri-
urban areas (Rivett-Camac, 1990:18-19). The poor design of houses in these areas, 
necessitating greater use of energy for space warming, is also a factor. 
How the percentage income spent on energy is related to welfare seems to depend on 
the particular household's circumstances. For instance. a low percentage may be 
feasible in rural areas with access to free fuelwood, which would mean income would be 
freed for other uses. By contrast, a low percentage of income spent on energy during 
the late rural or early urban stages or the energy transition could signify severe energy 
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poverty. since these households often d ... ~t have larg"' incomes and only very limited 
ccess to free energy resources. Another poss1b1lrty Is that the percentage is low 
bec-.ause the households concerned have ldrge incomes. This seems to be true of many 
households In the later phases or the urban energy transition. However. for many newly 
electrified low income households the convenience of electncrty leads them to consume 
more than they can afford. As a result, II has been found that "the anxiety level of 
waiting for an [electricrty] account at the end of the month Is a maJ()f stress factor" for 
these housoholds (Stavrou, 1992.7). This detnmental welfare impact could largely be 
ehminated by the use of pre,pa1d eledncrty cards whtch enable households to budget 
their use of electnclly better. 
The perr.tintage of household expenditure or curr•nt consumption spent on energy may 
give a better measure of well-being than the percentage of income spent on energy. The 
reason for this is that "current consumption ... reflects households' abUrty to buffer their 
standard of living through saving and borrow1ng C:espite income fluctuations" (World 
Bank. 1990:26). Unfortunately, rel" ble data In this format were not available in the 
aterature reviewed for this study, so apart from noting that it may convey a different 
picture of the way expenditure on energy affects welfare, not much more can be said 
(hi) Energy sources end income levels The causal relaticnshtp between income and the 
energy transition process was discussed in section 3.2.2. There it was noted that 
households tend to use "more modem" energy sources as their Incomes rise. Data in 
VilJOGn (1990:106), Rivett-Camac (199025) and Eberhard and Dickson (1931 .42--43) 
confirm this trend. This is hardly surprising, but how does it affect household welfare? 
Higher incomes enable households to purchase or gain access to cleaner, more 
convenient energy sources which means they enjoy a higher standard of energy service 
a..,d hence, a higher level of welfare. Few low incoma touseholds can afford the capital 
outlay (coonf'Ction fees ,1nd appliances) required 1-.> 2.-in acc-ess to these energy 
sources, parttcular1y if it has to be paid in a lump sum, uan '' .JU:Jh hJy 'Yla}' be able to 
afford the ener ,ources themselves A possible expl mPt ~il tor It-,1s is that households 
living close to the poverty th:eshold simply cannot affor1.1 to divert any of their expenditure 
on consumptiOn goods, such as energy which is essential for day to :Jay survival. to 
capital goods. such as stoves. Their income Is comm!lted to surviving, while households 
with higher incomes have greater s-:ope to budAOt for capital goods This aspect is 
referred to again in section 6.2.1(c) below, where the prices of apphances are discussed, 




(b) Cost of energy aource• 
Thi:! cost of energy sources affects household welfare in so far as it Is one or the factors 
deterrninIng both how much energy a household can afford to consume and which energy 
source or combination or energy sources a household will use. In the first instance, should the 
cost of energy increase relative to all other goods, welfare will tend to decrease, assuming that 
energy Is a normal good. \1\/hal proportions of the welfare change would be ascribed to the 
substitution and income effects cannot be determined wltt\out knowledge of the shape of a 
hou~ehold'~ utlhty functions Neither Is it possible to calculate the nett welfare effect without 
such knowledge. In the second instance, a change in the relative price of energy sources will 
tend to cause households to consume more of the cheaper energy source. However, such 
ch'!11ges in consumpt10n patterns are only likely to the extent that the different energy sources 
are substitutes, I.e. they can be used to perform the same task. No two energy sources are 
r,,erfect substitutes, but there is some degreo of flexibility as to which energy sources 
households can use for cooking, heating water. spaco warming and lighting. 
(1) Net' energy end useful energy cos/$ The prices of different energy sources are not 
comparable unless they are converted to reflect either the cost of nett eni,rgy or the cost 
of useful energy. Table 6.6(a) summarises data on the cost of energy sources; based on 
this information tables 6.6(b) and 6 .6(c) present data on the nett energy and useful 
energy costs calculated using the calorific values presented in table -4.1 and the 
effte1enc1es in table -4.2 . 
Table •·• (a): Coat of energy aourcH In 1110 Rands 
Energy Eberhard Eberhard et e/. Vlijoen Rlvett-Carnac 
source 11H 1111 1910 1190 
Fuelv.oocl (R/kg) 0 1 - 0 ◄7 0 07 • 0 28 00 - 022 
Paraffin (R/1) 1 01 - 1 26 1.1 066 - on 0 7◄ - 0.79 
Coal(R/kQ) 0 16 - 0 55 0 12 • 0 16 009 0 2◄ · 0 32 
Gas (R/kg) 1,5 - 395 2 21 1.13 • 138 1 63 • 2.23 
Eloctnr.ity (Rik~) , 0102 
Candles R/each 0 2 - Ci 2◄ 025 02-029 
Table 1.8 (b): Coat of nett en•rgy ,,, ,t ~O , ands 
Energy Eberhard Eberhard et a/. Vlijoen Rivett-Carnac 
source (11H) (1111) (1110) (1110) 
tRIGJ) (R/GJ_} I (R/GJ) (R/GJ) 
Fuelv.oocJ 59 276 ◄ 1 • 16 5 I 0 0 • 12 9 
Pnrafrln 2,3 • ~ 1 29 7 178 • 208 20 0 • 21 ◄ 
Coal 5& - 20 ◄ 4 ◄ · 5 9 33 89 - 11 .9 
Ga\ J06 • 80 6 45 1 23 1 • 28 2 33 3 • 45 5 
El~.tnnty ? 28 6 




Table 6.6 (c): Cost of useful energy in 199C Rands 
Energy Eberhard Eberhard et al. Viijoen Rivett-Carnac 
source (1986) (1991) (1190) (1990) 
(R/GJ) (R/GJ) {R/GJ) R/GJ 
Fuelv.ood 45 2 • 212 7 31 7 • 126 7 00 - 995 
Par..ilfin 546-881 595 357-416 400 • 42 7 
Coal 39 5 -135 8 29 6 • 39 5 22 2 593 • 790 
Gas 510 -1 34 3 752 384-469 55 4 · 75 9 
Electncity ? 40 87 
Candies 1159 • 1391 144 9 115 9 • 168 1 
Net• I Thedlb on the coat ottnergySOUICN from t.'le dltle<ent lllld,n MS llandetdlMd us,ngthe CPI (SARB 111M S-118) 
:: CalOrlflc ,....,. ot a calldle • 0 .00345 GJ (Ebeltwd and Otcbu1 111n 33) 
3 €~y-uuatrlCleneyotc:lllldMaMumedtobe~ 
Comparing lhd nett energy and useful energy costs of the different energy sources rt is 
clear that energy-use efficiency is a crucial detennlnant of useful energy costs, 
particularly of fuelwood and coal. In terms of nett energy these two energy sources are 
by far th chnpest, but when efficiency is taken into account they lose much of their 
cost advantage. From table 6.6(c) it is evident that thtt co~i vr hath f•Jelwood and coal 
vary widely. In the r.ase of fuelwood. the fact that ii is a local resource means that its 
cost is largely determfni;d by availabihty, which varies greatly from area to area. The cost 
of coal alrn varies geographically, but in this ir,stance transport Is the detennining factor. 
Coal is generally cheaper than paraffin close to the coalfields and more expensive in 
areas such as the Western Cape. The consumption patterns of coal and paraffin reflect 
these differences. Paraffin prices do not vary much, but they appear to be slightly higher 
In rural and pen-urban areas. Gas can t:e up to 50% more expensive than paraffin and it 
also shows a stronger urban bias. In term-. of useful energy cost, candles are the most 
expensive energy source Rivett-Camac (1990 33) calculates that a 100 watt electric 
filam-int light bulb end a 1.5 matre fluorescent tube are, respectively, 256 and 16◄0 times 
more cost efficient than a candle lastly, the single figure for electricity shows that 
although the nett energy cost of electricity is not ve,y competitive, rt is certainly one of the 
ch~apest sources of useful energy 
VVith regard to the impact of energy costs on welfare in different phase of the domestic 
energy transition, it would eppoar that households In the rural and early urban phases 
are faced by higher energy costs than households in the late urban phases of transition. 
The differences arise from the fact that households in the former phases of the energy 
transition process are forced to consume the more costly energy sources, because they 
do not have access 'o either free fuelwood or electncity, and that energy p1ice1 tend to 









(11) The cost of free' energy sources Free energy sources may not cost money, but they 
certainly require the expenditure of time and effort to collect and transport them to the 
home As with other areas of home production, shadow prices could be used to estimate 
the impact that fuel gathenng has on household welfare However. this approach is not 
used in the literature surveyed. In the case of fuelwood. dir~iy observable variables are 
used instead. Table 6.7 summarises data on fuelwood ge!iiering. 
Table 6.7: Th• cost of gathering fuelwood 
Area Source No. of trips rime taken Walking Average 
date per....,..k per trip (hrs) distance to 'Might of 
I collection headload a,.a (km) (ka) 
Lesotho Malefiloane Best 1979 ◄ .38 310 3.!> 21.30 
Trarsk11 Joanna's Nek Best 1979 3.59 ◄ 00 3.2 162 
KwaZulu Mashunka BHt 1979 3 ◄1 330 2.5 2062 
Gazankuh.1 Giyanl IIM Uengme 1983 (3 3) - 4-5 31.11◄ 
KwaZulu P.Aahl•bllbnl (HG) Gandar 1911◄ 2 .0 ◄ :30 ◄ 2 37.9 
KwaZulu Mahlablltinl (LG) G■ndar 198◄ 28 2.35 18 37 9 
Ctskei Luj1ko Eberhard 1986 avenige 400 34 ) 
Transkel: MMu:lmahle Ebertl11d 1988 of 610 42 ) ■venige 
Transkel · Clarkebury Ebuh11d 1986 2·3 4·30 28 ) of 
Transk11: Nunga Eberhard 1986 bmes 340 38 ) 30 
Gaz■nkulu Cottondale Eberhard 1988 per 2 "'° 47 ) 
Lebow■ Mokumuru Eberhard 1988 week 3.10 3.0 ) 
Boohuth■ts- Eberhard 1991 - (2-611) 83 -
(rural ■vtn111e) ., al. 
It is abundantly clear from table 6. 7 that fuelwood gathering requires a lot of time and 
effort. Not reflected is the fact that the task is perfonned almost exclusively by women 
which Is an indication of the subordinate position women occupy, particularly In rural 
areas. Gandar (198-4:5) observes that there is a limit lo the amount of time wcmen can 
spend gathering fuelwood because of commitments to other household chores. So when 
fuelwood becomes scarce they are unable to maintain their level of fuelwood 
consumption by increasing the time spent collecting it. because their time Is fully 
committed already. 
Apart from the time-cost and effort of walking long distances carrying heavy bundles, 
interviews with women also Indicate that the risk of molestation in the woodlands, the risk 
of fines for cutting green wood, and the necessity to go out in all weathers and when sick 
are all additional "cost" factors (Wilson and Ramphele. 1989:44). 






There ,s a lot of necdotal information on fuetwood gathenng ,n the lrterature. (Seo for 
instance Best (1979), Liengme (1983), Meller (1985), Gandar (198'4), Eberhard (1986), 
Cecolsk1 et al ( 1979), Eberhard and Diel.son (1991) and Gandar (199n) Of particular 
unportance are reports on the gradual commercialisation of fuetwood due to !he use of 
transport to fetch and carry rt (particul3rty in the former Transkei) and the sale of 
"imported~ fuelwood from ooalyards m the former Bophuthatswana. These developments 
have caused Eberhard (1986:37) to note that "it no longer makes sense to draw a 
distinction between non-commercial and commercial fuels and to characterise fuetwood 
consumption 1n rural areas as being predominantly non-commerc,ar. Indeed, It would 
appear that the main reason why househo,ds continue to collect fuelwood themselves is 
1n order to conserve their financial resource; for other pur.>0ses. 
Coll9Ctmg dung and crop residu"ts are alsc time consuming tasl , . Best (1979:13 and 
19) descnbes the collection and preparation of dung m the villages of Malefiloane and 
Jozanna's Nek ond in both instances notes that it is less time consuming a,,d requires 
less effort than collecting fmttwood. This may, to some extent, compensate for the other 
inconveniences of usln~ it 11s an energy source. 
(11i) Other costs The cost of energy sources can be interpreted more broadly than merely 
financial and time costs Associated with the use of each energy source is an array of 
social costs, h.'l h costs and environmental costs. How these various costs change as 
the onergy trans,tion process firogre!lses and how they relate to household welfare are 









(c) Cost of appliancoa 
Table 6.13 presents infonnation on the cost or vanous appliances sold In shops (including a major 
cham store) ir Stellenbosch. 
Ttble 6.8: Cost of appliancu (Aug. 1993 - Stallenbosch) 
Energy Appliance Price (R) 
source 
Paraffin Pnmus stove • single plate 52-56 
Slow cooker - single plate 20 
• double plate 48 
Wick lamp + glass 10 
• Lamp fitting only 3.5 --
Gas CADAC • smgle plate 33-34 
• double plate 114 
CAOAC • 100 cp lamp 46. 57 
CAOAC bottle -3 lb Q~4 - 103 
• 7 lb 99 - 114 
• 11 lb 119 
Electnaty Single hot plate 96 
Double hot plate 146 • 249 
Table top stove and oven 700 
Four plate stove and oven 1800 • 2500 
M1crov.eve ovens 500 • 1300 
Electnc kettle 60 
Small double bar heater 68 
The above table clearly illustrates the differential cost of appliances for different energy sources. 
Given that a stove or other appliances (apart from pots) are not essential for fuelwood or coal to 
b& used, the cost of appliances shows a definite upward trend across the domestic energy 
transition process. ft is for this reason that the choice of energy source is often determined by 
the cost of appliances rmher than the cost of the energy sources themselves. For instance, 
while paraffin appliances cost a lot less than other types of apphances, they may still not be 
affordable to households tha: would nonnally purchase them. Their incomes may bit so low that 
expenditure on capital goods such as a paraffin stove may not be possible. Even households at 
later phases in the energy transitron and with higher incomes may not be able to progress to the 
next stage because they cannot afford tt,e new appliances. The cost of appliances as well as 
other capital costs such as electric wiring may, therefore, be depit.,dd as an "entry fee" which 
households must pay in order to progress from one phase to the next In the energy transition. 
At each level of income an "affordability threshold" may be postulated, i.e. how much can 
households spend on capital goods once all their essential consumption needs and recurren, 
expenditures (such as rent) have been met? If the entry fee Is greater than this threshold then 
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the household Is unlikely to ba able to progress In the energy transit10n process; the entry fee 
acts as a bamer. 
The existence of this entry fee Is well recognised with regard to electrificat:on. Formdl 
connection of a household to the gnd costs upwards of R2300 (April 1992) (Stavrou, 1992:6-7). 
In add1t10n, the installation costs are borne by Eskom or the municipality with only e non,inal fee 
levied for hook-up The shortfall Is recovered via a surcharge on electricity consumption, as well 
as through cross-subsidisation by other consumers. In effect, therefore, households are being 
given a discount (due to cross-subsidisation) and a long-term loan in order to enable them to 
gain access to electncity. Sometimes electric appliances, such as stoves, kettles, irons, et~. aro 
included in the packages (Eskom, 1992.18). 
However, there is not the same appreciation for the affordability threshold/entry fee gap at 
ear11er stages in the energy transition, or if there is, not much is being done to bridqe it. The 
result is that seemingly low-cost, fuel-efficient appliances, particularly wood stoves, have a very 
low take-up rate. 
(d) The efficiency of energy UN 
Here the focus 1s on energy-use efficiency or thermal efficiency in the domestic sector, i.e. what 
proportion of nett energy received by households is actually usefully used? Obv10usly, 
efficiency at all stages in the various energy cycles is important to welfare. Greater efficiency in 
the mobilisation, conversion, distribution/transmission and use of energy sources means 
resources are utilised more effectively and productively, which has both cosUeconomic benefits 
and environmental benefits. The imrortance of conserving energy, which in effect increases 
energy-use efficiency, was discus:..;.: in section 7.2. 
Data on energy-use efflC'iencies used in the literature and in this study were presented in table 
4.2. This information is very important in analysing the impact energy use has on welfare. In 
the foregoing sections it has been used to calculate useful energy consumption levels and 
useful energy costs which, apart from being indicators in their own right, have also been used to 
identify energy poverty and been shown to influence people's energy choices. 
The efficiency ratings given in table 4.1 may be assumed to reflect the level of energy-use 
efficiency at different stages of the domestic energy transition process. VVhile the given 
efficiencies probably reflect broad trends fairly accurately, there is still scope for improving 
energy efficiencies at each stage of the energy transition process. In this regard. table 5.2 
indicated the extent of improvements that may be feasible. 
Whether households improve their energy-use efficiency by using more efficient energy sources 








the impact on their welfare 1s largely the same. Improvements in efficiency means that less 
energy 1s used to provide the same or a s1m1lar servtee. Less energy, therefore, oeeds to be 
bought, whteh saves income The gain in welfare may also be reflected by a decline in the 
ustful energy cost. VVh19rq households are reliant on energy sources they gather themselves, 
greater effteiency would r&au":d the amount of time and effort they devote to this task. Women 
would be the main beneflCianes since they are invariably responsible for gathering fuel This, no 
doubt, explains why women use fuelwood more sparingly than men (Gandar, 19~ 4) lastly, 
many energy conservation measures help to Improve the amenrty of the home environment. For 
instance, the use of efficient wood/coal stoves reduces indoor Pir pollution 
6.2.2 The stability goal 
(1) Rell•bllity of •n•rgy aupply 
Most uses of energy are time dependent, so enEtrgy sources must be continuously available. 
otherwise welfare enhancing opportunities will be lost. Rehabd:ty of supply is an indicator of how 
trustworthy and secure an energy source 1s It may be measured by the number of times ihe 
supply of a particular energy carrier is interrupted 1n a part1CUlar lime period. Another dimension 
of reliab1lrty 1s that the long term supply of the energy source should be sufflcientty certam or 
secure to warrant investment dec•sK>ns being based upon rt. For instance, it Is hardly worth 
buying paraffin apphances 1f the supply of p~raffin is likely to bf" restricted for whatever rea!;on. 
The reliability of an energy source mus• i.>e distinguished from the reliability of the appliances In 
which rt is used. If an appliance malfunctions it most certainly affects household ..,. .,ti d'e. 
Sometimes the impact can be very great, as when a fire is caused by an electrical fault, c.. ~ i'len 
someone is injured or killed by a primus stove or gas appliance exploding. But these impacts 
are not to be confused with the consequences of interruptions in the supply of an eneray 
s::-urce. 
There Is no standardised means of measunng the reliability of different energy sources, which 
makes comparisons across the domestte energy transition process difficult. Cuts in electricity 
supply are most notteeable, but may not be more numerous than the times the gas or paraffin 
distribution networks fail to get these energy sources through to consumers. Tnere may be 
regional differences due to the nature of the supply network, the weather or fanning practices. 
Lightning, cane burning, veld fires and birds can all force electric transmission lines to trip, which 
interrupts supply. 
A reliable supply of energy tends to enhance welfare by creating a sense of security or peace of 
mind. It is also convenient The effects of an unreliable supply of energy on welfarr ar 1 more 
easily specifie~. A household may be likened to a continuous processing plant - any interruption 
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of the power supply r1tsrupts the household rou11f11e Welfar& enhancing activities that would 
norm3lly be performed at specific times have to be postponed or foregone: supper is late, the 
meal 1s uncooked, the morning shower is cold, the favourite television programme has to be 
,ssed, etc. A rehable "nergy supply is particularly important during very cold weather, since 
the need for warmth is one of the most immediate needs there is. The lack of spa ~ healing at 
the time when it is needed causes severe discomfort and may even result in death. 
If h, •seholds' major source of energy 1s unreliable, they will tend to make provision by investing 
m parallel energy systems. In a survey 1n the Mariannhill area, Rivelt-Carnac (1990:29) found 
that 3CI% oi househclds with access to electricity had a back-up cooking facility because of the 
high frequency of electric power cuts. At the other end of the transition process, Eberhard and 
Dickson (1991 :27) found that 87% of rural households in the former Bophuthatswana 
periodically ran out of fuelwood and had to rely on other energy sources instead. Investing in 
such parallel systems uses up income that could be used meaningfully elsewhere. 
In the case of electricity, ':In unreliable supply 1increases the risk of people electrocuting 
themselves due to uncertainty about whether the power is on or not. The ciuality of supply is 
also i111portant since s~l!ed low-frequency Incidents or brown-outs affect the operation of 
many dppliances and con even damage them. Eskom ( 1992:34-35) has an elaborate cc.ntrol 
network to ensure a consistent quality of supply and claims that the number of intermptions and 
low-frequency incidents have been redured "tenfold" since the early 1980's. 
(o) St•bii'lty of energy a11d appliance prlcw: 
Stable prices promote economic certointy, wtuc-: r ,tables households to plan capital investments 
and recurring expenditure~ elitt,jively, even for long periods in advance. Such planning leads to 
the optimal use of income and enhan1.;es hous<t11ol(1 WC'lfare. By contrast. unstable energy and 
appliance prices ir. likuly to introduce greater risKs and uncertainty into household decisions, 
whid• means that income is used less effectively. Rising energy and appliance prices also 
reduces household purchasiny power if there are not oomparable increai;es in ~t,eir incomes. 
Such inflation may distort expenditure patterns as well. For example, if the real price of energy 
increc'.lses this will lead to a decrease In the consumption of energy and/or a decrease in the 
consumption of other goods. Either way hou1ehold welfare is affected negatively. 
A detailed ev,1mination of changes in energy and appliance prices Is beyv='<' the scope of this 
study. Much of the macro lev'll data on energy prices can be found in South African Energy 
Statistics, 1950 - 1990 (NEC, 1990). The price increases of coal, paraffin and electricity, on 
avenge, exceeded the inflation index (assumed to be derivP- fr, ,,n ttle CPI} over the period 
1965 - 1989 "In general, price adJustments were smaller than 1110 inflation index up to 1972 ... 





Since 1983 pnce increases were held below the 1nflat10n index" (Doppeg1eter et al, 1991:298). 
However. since 1989 there have been considerable pnce increas&s again . The retail prices of 
the different energy sources have tended to move in sympathy, but ltle difference between the 
wholesale price of coal and that of electnc,ty has t;oen decreasing, especially since 1984, 
(Dop.,ieg1eter et al . 1991.29&) 
When assessing the welfare impact of rising energy pnces a disunct10n should be drawn 
between increases resulting from inflation and mcre11ses that either reflect the growing scarcity 
of certain energy resources. or the internalisation of externahty costs that were previously borne 
by soc,ety as a whole In the latter instance rt Is immaterial whether the extl!rnal costs are 
mternalised by means of a P1gol 0vIan tax or Increases in production costs due to the use of 
cleamng equipment: what Is important is that the new priclt reflects the actual cost of the energy 
more accurately. If prices nse due to increasing scarcity and the internalising of external costs, 
1nd1v1dual households would be negatively affected, but the overall welfare effect is most ltkely to 
be positive, since these changes will improve the accuracy wrth which pnces reflect the true 
scarcity value of resources and the social cost of utilising them. Accurate prices promote better 
planmng and the more effteient and effective use of resources, which in turn improve social 
welfare 
(c) Provision of physical security 
Few households sttll keep ttie fire burning all night m order to ward off ma1auding beasts due to 
\, e widespread decimation of wildlife and changing circumstances Bu1 households sttll use 
en&rg/ to protect themselves and their property from danger Ebemard (1986) reports that 
som& rural households ltght their l':omes all night "because they are afraid of evtl spirits or 
tsotsis". Lighting is the only energy reltant security measure available to most households in thft 
rural and early urban stages of the energy transrt10n. Access to electricity, however. increases 
peopl&'s options immensely There Is a wide range of electronic security devtees available 
lightmg systems, burglar Alarms. closed-circuit cameras. automatic locks, Intercom systems. 
socunty gates and doors, telephones and two-way rad10s, as well as smoke detectors, fire 
alar,ns and autmnati.. sprinkler systems. 
The amount of w'!lfare that l1ouseholds da~e from tt:e use of such devices differs from one to 
tt,e next depe1 ·dmg , 1 their characten.-ticc;, attitudes and beliefs People that feel threatene1, or 
are nsk averse or wealthy people are ltkely to denve ., greater sense of welfare the more 
Sl'<:Unty dovtees th~y use By oon!rast ,>eople that are not frightened by circumstances, are not 
bound by their possessions or bljheve the,r i.t!currty Is in God's hands are llkely to Invest less in 
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A "generally acceptable" level of investmenVexpend1ture on security measures does not seem to 
exist However, excessive security, which may be characterised by six foot walls, security gates 
and intercom systems. harms (or at least does not encourage) ne!ghbourty relations and the 
sense of community and, hence, may detract from welfare VVhether these a~pects outweigh 
the v1elfare benefits denved from the possession of security devices can only be subJectivAly 
iissessed. It is therefore not possible to specify any trend in the welfare househu1ds deri. • ,r,-
using energy for the provision of socurrty. It is, nevertheless, a fact that households ;, ti tale 
stages of the urban energy transition, i e. those with access to _,t.ctncity, posseis more ene1~y 
rehant security devices than households at arv prevrous stage in the energy transition. 
6.2.3 The distribution and equity goal 
(a) Go>;t1rnment pollc/N and accea to •n•rr,y 
The immense f'!oonomic and pohhcal power wielded by whites in South Afnca for many d'3Cades 
enabled them to control resources, either directly or through government policy, t(1 their 
advantage. Part of this process is reflscted in the unequal access to energy rescurces 
particularly electricrty; 
Eskom has sufficient generating capacity to supply everyone in South Africa wrth 
electricity, but almost 70% ?r approximately 23 millron people Irving in 3 million 
households do not have acce,;s to rt (Du Plessis, 1992:1) 
Virtually all whit6 ,, even those in remote rural areas, have access to electricrty, while cmly 
15% o: 20% of blacks have electricity in tha1r homes (Theron, 199210) 
About 20% tC" 30% of blacl'.s living in urban areas (including small towns) have ;,ccess to 
el8\.1ncrty. In the former homeland c\reas it is available to only 5-10% of the population, 
while on farms owned by whites about 15% of the workers have access (Theron, 
1992 10) 
These racial and spataal di'iparit1es are compounded fur:her by dtfferenc6S 1n service quality. 
The former white munte1paht1es have over the years developed electricrty supply networks that 
are relaable, safe ond cost-effectrve. In addrtron, l'lecause the large proportion of their networkr 
have already been paid for. they were able to use the profrt• generated from the sale of 
electncrty to subs1d1se the rates of the predominantly whrte property owners in their areas and to 
finance the prov1s1on of non-income generating services such as roads, sewerage, refuse 
removal and parks (Stavrou, 1992·3) In 1989 white munic1palrt1es made a total profit of around 
R600 m11hon from the sale of electncrty (Theron, 1992· 11) 
By contrast, electnc1ty supply to township areas by the now defunct Black Local Authorities 
(BLAs) was. ,n most instances. in a state of chaos Bl.As were adm1n1strat1vely ''leak They 








or of ensunng accurate meter reading and b1lhng. BLAs were also politically unpopular, 
consequently con!.umers boycotted paying for services This crippled BLAs financially, 
particularly ir. the former Transvaal In some instances they were unable to pay their bulk 
supplier~ of electricity (often the local white munlc1pahty) and as result had their supply cut off 
(Stavrou , 1992 "') 
From the inception of the electricity industry m South Afriea, access has been c:kewed to f.-vour 
whites, It would appear ths.t prior to 1948 the inequalities were largely a by-product of the racist 
patterns of settlement and development that took place. There does not seem to have been any 
deliberate or systematic pohc:· to deny blacks access, but neither was there any attempt to 
include them Their interests were neglected or, most probably, ignored After 1948 the 
plethora of racist government policies entrenched and aggravated these inequalities: 
Spending on social services, which includ~d electrification, was deliberately skewed to 
favour whites. The government made a concerted effort to electrify white communities 
and farmsteads. In tha process a si~niftcant precedent was set: the capital investment 
costs were not bomtt by the newcomers, but by all the C".Onsumers on the national grid 
(Stavrou, 1992:5). 
Wrth1n the migrancy-aparthe1d scheme black township dwellers were regarded as 
'tomporary sojourners' and so theu needs were deliberatoly ignored. It was hoped that 
by denying townships access to basic services, blacks would be 'encouraged' to move to 
or stay in the homelands. 
The Group Areas policies divided along racial lines towns and citie:. that should have 
been regarded as single entities and served t.y single municipalities, as now is the case 
The re~utt1ng white municipalities had access to greater financial resources, as well as 
administrative capacity, than the equivalent bodies in the black areas Some of the 
consequences of this imbalance have been noted already Another, very important 
result was that any form of cross-subsidisation between rich (white) ratepayers and poor 
(black) ratepayers was ehminatod. The concept of 'one city on,: tax baJe' was 
suppressed 
Eskom, as a parastatal, fell wrthin the governments sphere of control Its policies, in the 
past, followed the government line. Specific examples of this are the establishment of 
'independent' electncrty .. upply commissions m the former homeland and TBVC areas 
and the fact that BLAs in most instances l,ad to purchase electricity from white 
munrc1palrt1es and not direct from Eskom. 
Changes on the political front have already begun to affect the electncrty supply industry The 
new government 1s under pressure from black urban ccmmunrt1es to dehve1 •Jniversal urban 
electnfication Eskom 1s tackling the task under the slogan "Electncrty for All" Areas that are 
already rece1vmg attention mcl1Jde . 
. . ' . " . 
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the compos,t1on of the Elflctnc,ty Council and t' ,e noed lo hrm" "'· '• ion making 
regarding electricity closer to the communities that -Nern exclude· 
the fragmentE>d r,ature of local supply structurl'S, r .~rt cu''lrly . .; they are ,n 
conflict with the concept of 'one city one tax o- ~o· 1:11.: '" so far till they are not cost 
effective, 
the structure or the electncrty tariffs and the poss1.:>.:•~)' ,1f using them to recover capital 
expenditure and for cross-subsidisation , 
resolving payment boycotts; 
thq fi,1ancing of extensions to the supply network; and 
the development of cost-effective delivery systems, e.g. raadi-boards and pre-paid meter 
systemll 
Eskom and some municipalities are deeply involved in projects to electnfy townships, but as yet 
the government has only committed itself to universal electrification In principle, but not to any 
sort of electrification pltin. How soon rt will adopt such a plan depends on political processes 
related to resolving differences surrounding the first four ,ssues mentioned above, namely 
representation on the Electricity Council, unification of urban municipahtles, the specification and 
implementation of an appropriate electricity tariff structure and the non-payment of electricity 
bills. More practical issues such as financing, appropriate delivery systems and the technical 
capacity to implement large-scale electrification programmes are unlikely to hold up the process 
(Van der Berg and Du Toil, 1991 :29-23). Assuming there are no major hitchqs, an electrification 
programme would still take at least 20 years and financing of about RBOO million per year from 
government to reach all households in South Africa (Theron, 1992:17). Such a scenario is, 
however, sensitive to the priority given to electrification vis-a-vis other social services. Van der 
Berg and Ou Tait (1991 :21-27) investigated different scenarios of housing and electriftcation in 
urban areas. They found that under the most likely scenario it will take 20 years to increase the 
incidence of access to electricity to 76% among urban households. Clearly, eradicating 
inequalities in access to electricity is not going to be easy or costless. 
Government policies have not only limited access to electricity, but have alsc, affected people's 
access to other energy sources, particularly fuelwoo1. Policies such as the pass laws, influx 
control and resettlement programmes which aimed to l.mit or even reverse the process of black 
urbanisation had particularly profound effects. The1 k•d to ~;, artifir:1AI increase in homeland 
popula'.ions, which put additional pre'isure on already overbu,dened natural resources. As a 
result, ruelwood availability h1u decreased drastically in many areas. Ths use of dung a11d cmp 
wastf,s, the commercialisation of fuelwoocl and the low levels of fuelwood com:ump!io,, 
compared to those of pE>mffin and gas all serve to Cl)nfinn this trend. Examr:es citPd '/ Wilson 
and Ramphele (1989:45) show that resettlement areas such A~ (.lwa Owa, Amatelang and 
Bendell m Bophut.,atswana and Thornhill in the Ciskei suffer very severe energy shMages 
. . . . 
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becauso the environments in these areas are not able to support the high numbers of people 
forced to settle in them. The situation in the former homelands was further aggravated by past 
governments' pohcy of neglecting these areas. Even now, desprte the obvious fuelwood crisis 
the new government has been s!ow to act Afforestation, woodlot, stove and hotbox 
programmes in rural areas are still only being undertaken by NGOs The new government 
needs to be senst11ve to tne needs of those 1n the rural areas, and not only the urbanrtes who 
ha-.e greater polrtical ~lout. 
(b) Lacie of credit ,or th• purchase of appllancu 
The nom;~I functioning of the market tends to accentuate and perpetuate inequalities in access 
to the benefn:; of certain em,rgy sources and appliances Access to credit, ;n whatever form, is 
usually linked to a h--•i •othold's financial position (household income and fuced assets). 
Wealthier households are, therefore, able to purchase apphances on credit Md so increase the 
benefits they denve from energy, while poor households are denied access to i:redit because 
their low incomes make them a poor risk. This is an example of how institut10nal structures 
make rt difii::utt for poor households to break out of the poverty trap. Poor households probably 
have a , , o • .Jr need for credit than rich households since their incomes do not give them much 
scope to :11ter their consumption patterns. The greatest portion of their in'"v,11e, ;j 1,ul all of rt, is 
used up in :;atisfying basic needs, consequently they are unable to purchase even seemingly 
inexpensive appliances. They also cannot afford to make the initial Investment in a new energy 
system even though 1t rnay reduce their current expenditure on energy (sect10n 3.2.4) The 
expenence wrth improved wood stoves and hotboxes 1s relevant 1n this regard (EDRC. 1992 29 
Gandar, 1 gos 11 ). In both Instances ownership of the appliances would benefit household 
welfare, but the target households could not afford them, even though the prices were modest 
Stokvels and other informal credrt Arrangements have emerged in order to meet poor 
households' Meds for credit. However, these forms of credit are more expensive than credit in 
the formal sector Poor households, thus, have to pay more for credit than nch households. 
which does nothing to alleviate the maldistnbution of benefits and opportunrttes between nch 
and poor. 
The lack of credit Is most notteeablo in the final stage of the urban energy trans1t10n, when 
hous9holds are v.anting to electrify Connecting a household to the national gnd costs upwards 
of R2300 (the read1-board or pre-paid meter cost R300 and the conn~ton and installat10n 
R2000 plus) (April 19<l2) (Stav1ou, 1~92:6) This does not even ,ncludA the cost of apphancea 
needed to use the &lectncity These capital costs or entry fees represent a substantial h rrttlr to 
poor households Eskom and some mumc1paht1es have recognised this nd tntroduced 
schemes whereby they bear thq 1nstallat10n c'>st in1t1ally with only a nominal fee being levied ro, 
the hook up The shortran ,s the,1 rec-.overed v!a a surch rgP. on the housohotrl' el c1<1c1ty 
., ·, . 
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con umption Tho o lien S 1" t 11ft 1s u ed for this purpose (Stavrou 1992 5) Eskom has 
lso I rto!l syr.tom ot cross suh 1,11s 11011 whereby all consumers 011 the gnd contribute 
toward~ tho co!:t of und extension:: 
lhe ma;n advllnlage of thes" sr,he1m1s 1s thot they give a de recto long term loan to households 
for the purpose of installing eloctnc1ty Furthennore, they hnk repayment of the loan to the 
mount of electrlc1ty the household consumes. Thus. the rate of repayment Is partially linked to 
hvuseholds' ability to pay The system seems to work so long as the newly connected 
hou .. oholdli utilise electnc1ty for energy intensive tasks such as cooking and water heating. To 
encourage electncrty use, Eskom sometimes offers stoves, irons and heaters in the 
electnf1Catt0n package sub1ect to the same repayment .;ondrtions Desprte these good points, 
the S-1 tariff approach represents a departure from previous policy. As already noted, when 
white communities nd farmsteads were being electnfied, the capital costs were borne by "II 
consumers on the gnd Van der Berg and Du Tort (1991 :31) argue that if the cost of all new 
electncrty connec!10ns were borne by all consumers there would be "some upward pressure on 
el ctncrty tariffs", but the overall effect "would be less than II rise of one quarter of a percentage 
point in the VAT rate" Such a policy also hiH the advantage of being a hidden tax on the rich, 
wn1le prov1d1ng exphc:11 benefits to the poor. 
rhe efforts made to overcome the lack of credit where electrification is concerned, however, do 
not address the credit needs of households who are either too poor to afford electricity or are 
unlikely to gel access to electncrty because they live ,n rural areas Other schemes to enable 
these households to overcome the 'entry fee' barriers that face them at different points In the 
energy tr ns1t10n p1ocess are noedad 
(c) The Incidence of energy •ubaldlN 
The lrterature on domestic energy use ;n South Africa that was reviewed for this study did not 
mention the poss1bilrty of subsidising energy sources in order to assist poor housaholds. Thus 
far. no such policy has been Implemented This probably, 1n part, reflects past govemmsnts' 
I k of concern for the poor. Grven the new government's greater interest in social welfare it is 
important to know whether, say, a paraffin subsidy would be an efficient and effective means of 
assisting those suffering from energy poverty. 
Io start with, there are well known welfare arguments indicating that a lump sum subsidy 
en bles households to attain higher levels of ulllrt~ than a subsidy of equivalent value on a 
specific good, be use the latter skew:: the household's consumption in favour of the subsidised 
good, while the lump sum subsidy enables the household to allocate its income according to its 
consumer preferences The Axtenl of this diffdrence in welfare is, however, uncertain and 
whatever welfmt losses there may be would probably be more than compensated for by the fact 
. . . . . ' . . . .. .. 
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that a spec..1fic subsidy Is rar easier and cheaper to aarr101strate than an income subsidy. It may 
also be argued that a spec1f1c stibsidy such as one on paraffin, targets the poor effectively since 
paraffin Is used almost exclusively b-t poor households. Thi:i is true, but those that need 
assistance most would benefit least sined they would still not be able to afford sufficient paraffin 
to meet their needs, even with a subsidy. Those that can already afford to use paraffin 
extensively would tend to benefit most Another disadvantage of such a subsidy Is that it would 
encourage the continued use of paraffin by households that would normally have progressed to 
using cleaner energy sources such as Q 'l:> ,r 1 electricity. In addition, if the subsidy is large, 
people may be tempted to use paraffin in tntll vetiicles, thus defeating the aim of the subsidy 
altogether 
As regards electricity, domestic consumers do not receive any explicit consumption subsidy. 
Indeed, Eskom's new tariff structure favours large consumers. thus discriminating against 
households in general (Stavrou, 1992:8), Nevertheless, the government has io the past made 
substantiel capital investments in electricity generation and distribution infrastructJre. There are 
cogent public goods arguments justifying these investments, but they do not detract trom the 
fact that electricity is in effect subsidised and that the benefits of this subsidy accrue almost 
entirely to the consumers of electricity, who, as noted previously, are predominantly urbanised 
and/or white. The unequal incidence of these benefits strengthens the arguments for continued 
government involvement in the financing of eloctrif1Cation projects and the cross-subsidisation of 
these projects by all consumers on the grid. 
In the past white households also benefited from what may be termed the 'load management 
subsidy'. Most of the former white municipalities supplied electricity to a broad range of 
consumers: ligh. ,md heavy Industries, commercial enterprises and households. This enabled 
them • "I purchase bulk electricity from Eskom at competitive rates and to institute cost saving 
load management mP.asurns (e.g. regulating the times at which geysers are switched on). The 
former white municipalities also served a wide range of electricity users (domestic, Industrial and 
commercial) that enabled them to maintain higher basic load levels and thus lower peaks in 
demand. (Eskom charges municipalities for the peak level of ener')y consumption during a 
particular time period.) By contrast, the former BLAs generally only supplied households which 
meant lower bulk, less scope for load management and more pronounced peaks in demand. 
The electricity available to black households was (and in many instances still is) therefora more 
expansive than that available to whitti households. The inequality was aggravated further by the 
fact that many BLAs had to purchase their slectricity from white municipalities instead ot directly 
from Eskom (Stavrou, 1992:7). The benefits of this load management subsidy will be more 
evenly spread now that towns and cities are integrated on the principle of "ona city, one tax 
base" or if Eskom supplies all consumers directly. The former soluhon is the more practical 
solution, given the existin{, structure of local electricity distribution networks. In some instances 
. . 
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rt may be to the consumer's benefit to have Eskom admrnrster and supply electncity directly to 
them either because there Is no viable local authority to undertake the tasli.. or because there are 
historical conn,cts between commumtres that need to be resolved before the amalgamation of 
service funct10ns can be organised 
At a completely different level, certain sectors of society, particularly future generations, are 
subsidising pan of the cost of consuming energy. The extent of this subsidy is equal to the 
difference between the marginal social cost and the marginal private cost (or the consumer 
price) of energy sources consumers use Stated differently, the subsidy is equal to the public or 
external cost of air pollution, global warming, deforestatt0n, water pollution, nuclear waste, 
resource depletion and general environmental degradation resulting from domestic energy use 
As regards the incidence of this 'subsidy', it may be argued that since affluent households 
generally consume more energy per capita than poor households, they derive greater benefit 
from the subsidy. The fact that affluent households use mostly electricity also means they tend 
to be spatially separated from the external dffects of electricity generation. Most households 
using electricity do not suffer from the pollution on the Mpumalanga Hii)hveld which i!: causf'd in 
part by the power stations located in the area. Chapter 5 dlscusses the inck:encs of most of the 
external effects resulting from energy product;on imd use Suggestions are also made as to 
how these externalities might be either limited or internalised so that all consum1:1rs pay the true 
(private plus soc1aI) cost of the eMrgy sources they use. 
6.2.4 The civilisation f:IOai 
(al Possess/on of •pp/lance. 
b.s noted above, many aspects of eneriJy use may be relevant to the attainment of morfl than 
one of th13 inte:mediatP. goals of welfare. The possession of appliances is a case in point: it 
affe<,1s both the growth <:1nd Afficiency goal and the equity g~I. Indeed. the discussions and 
data on appliance owneri.hip in the literature reviewed for tr.is study are directed towards oither 
establishing the level of material well-being within groups or assessing racial and rural-urban 
inaquahties. However, t:1ese aspects represent only O'le side of appliance own-rship - a side 
tha: is taryely based on the assumption that the possession o! matenal goods is positr1cly 
correlated to househcld welfare. The validity of this assumption ii. r.:>t being questioned here: 
yot it does not .ake cogmsanc" of the fact that a far greater proportion of the welfare 
households aerive from .ippliances arises from their use rath9r than from the:, nIere possession. 
This section. therefore, emphS\sisos the servic6s th3t housaholds derive from appliances, as well 
as the links between these services and tho intermeorate welfare goal of "civilisation". These 
links anst1 from the assumption that the services denved from appliances ue inte;:al to modem 
hfe-styles. But first data on appliance ownership in township and pen-urban areas in KwaZulu-
Natal and in the:s Western Cape are presen!ed and discussed. 
' . ~ . 
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Table 6.9: Appliances owned by households in township and peri-urban areas in 
Mariannhill, Nat.al 
0.4 of households with aooliances 
Appliance 
Electrified Non electrified 
Electnc stove 92 -
Paraffin stove 4-4 90 
Gas stove 40 33 
Coal ,;tove - 11 
Open r,re - 17 
Lighting see note 1 see note 2 
Irons see note 3 see note 3 
Electnc refngerator 92 -
Paraffin & gas refngerators - 15 
Electric heaters 48 see note 4 
Water geyser 27 -
Radio see note 5 see note 5 
H1fi 48 see note 5 
Telev1s1on 79 see note 5 
~ 
Source RMtt-Carnac 1 llllO 21,-43 
Natn 1 Un.--..1 UM ol elec:tncal ltght,ng may be assumed 
2 The uaa ol peraffin and ol gas lamps - lo.nc, to be ~mted MIiia the UM ol candlN - "•lmoc ~ (R1\1911-
Carnac. 1llll034) 
3 "The iron II aimO.t Uflf'MMJly UMd. 'Ml«8 ITlUlS electncty IS •"8Jlable moat people O'Ml Mdnc irons In non-
electnfied houMholds irons are usuolly helled on the stOYO" (RMtt-Cornac, lllllO 42) 
4 F ow nor....ioctnllod housoho4ds 111 tlw ., .. O'Ml apace hoating appllancea duo to the mild cllmale on the Durnan ., .. 
(RNllll·C•rnac, 1900 34) 
5 ·o- the .nt,re sample more than thr• quarters owned raa .. half owned telo'Mlon's and e third Ml oqu,pmonl" 
(RMIII c-. 1Slil0 3lil) 
Table 8.10: Distribution of appliances among black households in the W.stllrn Cape 
-









Source VRio-, 190011. 
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Table 6.11 : The type of appliances owned by black households 1n the Western Cape 
-
Energy source Percent of households with each type of appliance 
Stove Lamps/lights Heater Fridge Radio Hlfi Television 
Electnc1ty 150 20 7 6 1 17 2 56 12 2 17 8 
Paraffin 522 43 3 49 4 0 - - . 
Gas 8 3 1 1 2.7 28 - - . 
Electr'IClty & paraffin 27 - - - - - -
Electnaty & gas 33 - - - - - -
Paraffin & gas 18 3 . . . - - -
Candle - 7,8 - - - - . 
Candle & paraffin - 26 8 - - - -
1~  Wet cell battenes - - - - 2.2 -Dry cell battenes - - - - 43 9 -
Source \/i1jocn 1900 11 • 
Ncie Only 17 8'li- o! these "°"'8noldll llleettlfied 
Despite differences in the format in which information is presented in tables 6.10 and 6.11, it is 
evident that appliance ownership among households in the town,;hip and pen-urban areas of 
KwaZulu-Natal and the Westem Cape is in many respects similar. In both areas the ownership 
of cooking and lighting appliances appears to be universal, th 1 use of irons 1s widespread anJ 
there are h1gn levels or radio, televis10n and hifi ownership. Ancther similarity tnat is not quite as 
obv10us is that nearly all electrified households in each sample own both electnc stoves and 
refngerators. To what extent these similarities are characteristic uf appliance ownership in other 
township and peri-urban areas in South Afnca is not known, but there seems no particular 
reason why they should differ greatly from these areas 
Of greater interest are the differences between the KwaZulu-Natal and Western Cape samples 
and what may be inferred from these differences about appliance ownership patterns 1n other 
areas Most obvious is the total absence of any mention of coal stoves and open fires in the 
Westem Cape sample. The reasor, for this is apparent in table 4.10, wnere it is noted that just 
1. 7% ::,f the households sampled use fuelwood and none use coal. By contrast, in the 
Manannhi!I area of KwaZulu-Natal 11 % and 17% of non-electrifiod households have coal stoves 
and c,en fire places respectively, which compares favourably with the levels of coal and 
fuelwood usage reported in table 4.10, between 9.4% and 13.6% use coal and between 15% 
and 31% u~'l fuelwood It therefore appears that the ownership of stoves is dependent on the 
main energy sources households have access to and use. There is also a difference in I'. e 
ownership levels or space healing apphances between the samples. In the Westem Cape, 57% 
or the households own heaters, while in the Manannhill area 64% of the households "employ no 
form or space heeling for warming their homes" (Rivett-Camac, 1990:39). The mild climate in 
the Durban area is a!ypical in South Africa, consequently patterr-; of heater ownership across 
the country are more lik.ely to be similar to those found In the Western Cape rather than 
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Manannliill Another u1fference between the samples relates to the level of back-up cooking 
systems among electrified households that own electric stoves. In the Western Cape fewer than 
a third of the households with electric stoves own parallel gas or paraffin systsms, while in the 
Mariannhill area 80% had a back-up cooking facility - "b&cause of the high frequency with which 
. black-outs occur" (Rivett-Carnac, 1990:29). 
This discussion of t:ie similarities and differences between the data sets prompts the question: 
what factors affect patterns of appliance ownership? Some of the factors are referred to briefly 
below. 
the need for a particular service. This explains the universal ownership of appliances like 
pots. stoves and lights: 
the type of energy sources households have access to and use, as well as the versatility 
and reliability of these energy so1 ·rces: 
the household's level of income, the cost of appliances and the availability of credit to 
purchase appliances. These factors were discussed in sections 6.2.1 (c) and 6.2.3(b), 
where it was noted that the price of appliances constitutes an 'entry fee', which if greater 
than the 'affordability threshold' of the households would exclude them from gaining 
access to the services of the particular appliance (or onergy source) unless credit were 
available to them. It was also noted that the availability of credit favours those with 
higher incomes; 
the length of time a household has had access to an energy source, particularly 
electricity. It takes time to build up a stock of appliances; and 
the host of subjective racto~s su:h as perr.eived need, taste, convenience, time saving, 
keeping up with the ne•ghbours, etc. 
How dON th• poueaion of appliances affect hounhold w.lfar•? 
Various links may be identified: in the introduction to this section it was suggested that the 
services that households derive from appliances they own are the principal link. Households 
own stove~ lights, geysers and irons for cooking, lighting, heating water and ironing. Obviously 
tho nature of the service and its contribution to household welfare varies from appliance to 
appliance and according to !he situation of the particular households. Nevertheless there are 
four broad categories of sarvices worth noting: 
(i) Services arising from the use of 'key' appliances which include pots. stoves (apart from 
wood and coal stoves), most lamps and lights, refrigerators and nearly all f . Irk 
appliances. Households would not be able to benefit from these services w1 ; 
actually owning or having access to the appropriate appliances. For instance, a 
household with access to el .. :tric,ty requires access to a variety of electric appliances as 
well, otherwise it will c.or,tinue to be excluded from the welfare enhancing potential of this 
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energy source The appliances are thtt Irey to using the energy sources to supply 
se1V1ces that add to household welfare This 1s why the cost of appliances i£ referred to 
as an 'entry fee' which households must pay in order to progress from using one energy 
source to another and from one phase to the next m the domestic: energy transition 
process 
Services that are unique to particular appliances and that cannot be substituted or 
obtained by other means. For example, the servicfls derived from audio-visual 
appliances fall into th:s category, while the servicas of washing machines, vacuum 
c.leaners and cake mocers do not. since the tasks that the:.e appliances perform can be 
done manually The high levels of radio and television ownership noted in the above 
tables sugg6·ti1 that these unique servk-.es ere important lu households and contribute 
signiflC8ntly to their welfare. 
(iii) Services that enhance the welfare derived from certain uses of energy, even though the 
appliance Is non-essential. The servicas of wood and coal stoves are typical examples: 
a household can cook quite adequately over an open fire, but a stove offers distinct 
advantages such as smoke removal, simultaneous water heating and fuel saving. The 
use of the appliance improves the quality and convenience of the partia.llar energy 
service. Other appliances that provide this category of servica include paraffin pressure 
lamps, geysers, microwave ovens, pressure cookers and kettles. 
(iv) Services that 'make life easier' by simplifying tasks, saving time or lmpro,ing hygiene. 
Washing machines, vacuum cleaners and polishers dish washers, hair dryers, all 
manner of electrical kitchen and do-it-yourself appliances, lawn mowers and even burglar 
alarm systems all deliver services in this categoty. The use of these appliances 
contnbutes to household welfare in at least two ways: firstly, the tasks they are used to 
perform contribute to the smooth fundioning of tha household and, secondly, the 
appliances enable the tasks to be accomplished more quicltly and efficiently, to a higher 
standard and with less effort. These aspects are probably more important to welfare, 
since the actual tasks would anyway have had to be ci~ne by other means if appliances 
were not used. 
These service categories do not by any means cover all the welfare enhancing opportunities 
that appliance c.nnership l)fford. One of the most important aspects not referred to above is the 
prestige value of owning ,;ertain appliances or particular makes/brands of appliances. This 
contribut10n to household welfare is difficult to assess, but in some cases can actually determine 




Overall the role appliances play In fac1:1tating a modern hfe style is enormous. Indeed certain 
appl,ances are symbols of modernity, e.g. televis10n and refngerators However, appliances are 
also often seen as syrrbols of the ·~ulture of waste' and of the con<1umerist etluc that 
charactenses modem life-stvles 130th these per,;pectives have validrty; however, to draw a line 
between what appears to be a reasonable level of appliance ownership £ind what is excessive is 
d1ffteult. Most non-electrical appliances (e.g wood stoves) enhance household welfare while at 
the same time improving energy-use effrciency, therefore ownership of these appliances should 
be encouraged Ownership of electrical appliances that provide essential seNices should also 
be encouraged. It is when one gets to appliancos that provide seNices of the kind noted in 
caiegory (rv), i.e. seNices that simplify tasks, save time or improve hygiene, that one runs into 
difficulties as to what is desirable from a "civilisation" perspective and what is excessrve from an 
environmental perspectrve. Appliances of purely a prestige nature and the multiple ownership of 
appliances like televisions fall on the consumenst side of the line, which damages the 
environment more thari it promotes 'civilisation'. There is thus a trade-off between a modem 
consumenst life-style and the environment. 
Nevertheless there is scoJ;e for increasing many households' level of appliance ownership 
before they even begin to approach the level .. of excessive consumerism characteristic of many 
more wealthy households in South Africa. It is desirabl~ both in terms of promoting 'civilisation' 
and creating a more egalitarian, stable and Just society that the former households' level of 
appliance ownership be raised. Ways of facili1ating access to appliances are discussed In 
section 7.1.3(c}. 
(b) Ughting 
Households do not use energy to supply lighting with the e~ ress purpose of ociliflving the 
intermediate goal of civilisation. The effect of lighting on this goal ;s better described 11s a 
positive extemality. 
Numerous aspects of lighting are relevant to household welfare. n.e cost of candles, Ii~hting 
appliances and energy sources used in these applian=es, the quality of lighting supplied by 
differf"'lt sources, and the convenience and risk aspects of each lighting source re all 
important. Howe·,er, the impact of lighting on the cMlisation goal has more to do with how 
t,ouseholds · •s". lighting or what they do given the availability of lighting. 
The most obvious use, 1ndeed the primary purpose, of using energy to supply lighting Is to 
extend the day Into the nl\ ·ht, i.e. to enable people to continue day time activities aftor the sun 
has set. The quality and c. 'lflvenience of the lighting source, and in some cases the price as 
well, sre key determinants in this 'substitution' process. Cheaper, more convenient and better 





Is far superior to any other source of lighting and is consequently porceivod as the best and 
preferred source of lighting. As Rivett Carnac (1990.33) notes, non-electrified hous1:1holds only 
use candles and paraffin for lightinu by necessity and not by choice When householus are 
electrified, access to high q11alrty, convenient lighting is one of the main b,nefrts 
Using electnc hwhl1111J to extend activity times means that household members, particularly 
scholars and students. are ab.a Iv spe .. d more time reading and stu\1ying, which has a direct 
impact on literacy and overall eduat.ional standards and, hence, c.n the civilisation goal. 
Obv10Usly necessity dictates that other fonns of II\Jhting are ,1lso used for these purposes, but 
their poorer quality discourages extensive use. 
Other uses of lighting that enhance households' qualit) o, li!o Include the provision of sacurity, 
the perfonnanco of household tasks after day light hours and the facility of being able to work 
after hours lo eam extra Income. Llnk.-d to thes9 Is the conl/er,lence of not having to make 
early morning starts In the dartt und being a:,Ie to see one's way arcund when Ct'"1 ng home late 
et r,ight - especially important for shift wortter1... Lighting also facilitatu night time entertaklment 
1d ~octal occasions. Again, the convenience, quality and few l'ISk of electric lighting medn that 
•,ou:ilih<•lds with access to it generally enjoy higher levels of oeneflt in the performance of BIi 
i' ,., n tas~s than households using other forms of lighting. Wa~•s ;' !n provlng household 8C';C8SS 
Iv 1•1; ~~ no :-or..,ices are discussed In section 7 1.'4(b). 
(c) En, .~~,•.m.nt opportunftlM 
The ust: of ere,gy fecilitates hcvn411 entertainment in at least three distinct, but by no means 
sepa1'6ble, ways. huu • t-i..:>lds use en•~ v in appliances that enable them to 'create' ITIO(l9 1Gl1ure 
time; th,: rgy •~ used to ere ·to a conteA.~ for th1J entertainment, e.g. an evening around a fire o ci 
dinner by candle Ii""'· anc. energy Is used to power the appliances that provide th6 
entertainment, e g . radio, tele·ll.,lo1, o~ vldee>machlne. 
(i) Creat,on of leisure timt1 The creation of leisure time and the value of leisure time are 
lmpo11ant topics In microeconomics (see Bryant, 1990: 122-1'40). Essentially, 
households treat leisure like any other scarce commodity, I.e. they seek to increase their 
consumption of it until the marginal rate of substitution of leisure time (MRSL) Is equal to 
the marginal rate of substitution of wortt time (MRSw) or, for that matter, of all other 
commodities (MRSx)- In effect this means households, In order to Increase their leisure 
time, exchange wortt time (and the Income associated therewith) and the income earning 
opportunities missed during the leisure time, as well as the Income spent on 
Anlertainment activities pursued (-iring the leisure limit, for it. An additional cost of 
leisu ·e time Is the price of 'time saving' appliances that are supposed to enable 
households to create more leisure time by simplifying and speeding up the performa11ce 
' .• 4' 
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of many household tasks That there is a substitution effect between income used to 
purchase such appliances anJ leisure time Is obvious, but it is impossible to specify what 
percentage of the ai:,ohance p1 ;ce should be designated as part of the overall cost of 
leisure time It will vary for each household. One must also not forget that these 
appliances provide other services to the household m addition to helping create leisure 
time 
All manner of appliances are designed to help in the cr~ation .:,f lel:iure time. Many are 
hand operated and so fall outside the scope of this discussion. Of the remainder most, 
Indeed nearly all, rely on electricity: they Include microwave ovens, vacuum cleanero, 
polishers, geysers, hair dryers, washing machines, dish washers, electric kettles and 
toasters, cake mixers and all manner of kitchen choppers, slicers and liquidisers, as well 
s e host of do-it-yourself appliances. 
Househulds In the rural energy transition and the early phases of the urban energy 
transition have very little scopa to use energy operated appliances to create leisure time. 
Firstly, appropriate appliances using the energy sources they rely on do not exist and 
secondly, even if they did exist. most households in these energy transition phases 
would not have beeri able to afford them. Most newly electrified households are also 
excluded from the time saving benefits of many appliances, since their Incomes are such 
that they cannot afford them. Therefore only households with access to electricity and 
with high incomes ,..:._ really able to take advantage or thes. time saving services. 
Consequently it may be concluded that households' pcsitlon In the domestic energy 
transition process, along with their level of incorT,8, is an lrnportant detennlnant of the 
amount of leisure lime they are able to 'create' through the use of time saving 
appliances; hence also of the amount of welfare they are able to derive from the 
enjoyment of leisure time. 
(Ii) Context for entertainment Many households use energy sources to provide an 
appropriate context, milieu nr atmosphere for the enjoyment of leisure time or for the 
pursuit of entertainment. The most Important use of energy In this regard is In ti1e 
provision of lighting. Households use all forms of energy for this purpose: the open fire 
forms a social centle or context for fellowship, story telllng, reminiscing and romance 
wherever it is found: candles are almost essential Ingredients of romantic evenings or 
times of celebration: and other forms of lighting, especially electric lighting, enable a host 
of entertainment activities from board games to bridge, from dancing to darts, to he 
continued long after the sun has set. Throughout the domestic energy transition, energy 
is used to provide lighting for these purposes. This is also one of the areas of energy 
1.1 r., whore there are no clear boundaries between the different transition phases. Candle 
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hght dinners are nt,arly a universal phenomenon, and households rehant on fuelwood do 
not by any means have a monopoly on the use of hearth fires to provide social centres 
on cold winter's nights. 
Another common use of energy m the creation of the context or atmosphere for the use 
of leisure time is in the provision of background music (as opposed to the musie being 
the focus of the entertainment) . Hifi's, radios, CD players, etc. all provide this service 
and to operate these appliances the housoh"' ◄ 'lbviously eithc.r has to have access to 
the electric grid or to weVdry cell batteries. The widespread use of the latter amongst 
non-electnfied households suggest that this service Is valued by many of them. 
En&rgy is also used to regulate the temperature of indoor environments. which In so far 
as it is no! essential for survival may be regarded as creating a pleasant context for 
living, which naturally Includes leisure time. 
,Iii) Provision of entertainment Households use anergy sources directly to provide 
entertainment, e.g. the candles or sparklers on a birthday cake, the fires on a feast day, 
the lights on a Christmas tree, the bonfires, crackers and all manner of rockets 
,, soclated with Guy Fawks and the simple fiddling with the wax of a candle. Fuelwood 
and candles are most often used in this way and so a t;ousehold's position In the 
domestic energy transition process seems to play little role in determining access -
Income is the most Important determinant. 
Households also use energy sources to operate some appliance which provides an 
entertainment service. These appliances are nearly all reliant on electricity. Most require 
access to the grid, while a few such as audio-visual appliances can be operated with 
batteries Electnfied households are, ,.,.erefore, In a better position to take advantage of 
this welfare enhancing form of energy use than other households. This Is especially so 
given the extremely high cost of energy derived from both wet and dry cell batteries 
comparod to the cost of grid electriclty. The few cases where ontertalnment pro"iding 
appliances do not use electricity aM generally related to cooking for fun "' g. braais, stir 
fries and fondues, as opposed to cooking out of necessity. 
Household Income levels also piay a I important role In determining the range of 
appliances they can afford. Most households have radios, fewer have cassette players 
and televisions and still fewer have video machines, CD players, computers and electric 
musicel instruments. The stock of electrically operated toys a household owns Is also 
largely a function of its Income rather than its position in the transition process. 
' 
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The extent to which household welfare is enhanced through the ownership and use of these 
appliances is s1gmficant, but 1mposs11lle to quantify given their diffenng characteristics, the way 
th~y value particular forms of entertainment. the reality of diminishing returns tn the use of these 
snte,1ainment services and the overall effect these forms of entertainment can have on family 
hfe or on individual members (e.g the negative effects of too man}' violent television 
programmes, videos and computer Qames). 
What is clear, however, is that access to electricity, along with the income to purchase certain 
appliances that provide entertainment services, can enhance household welfare enormously by 
bringing a whole new range of entertainment opportunities within households' reach. 
6.3 Energy uae and the subjective measures of w,lfare 
This section examines people's subjective assessment of how energy use affectr. their welfare 
position. in other words. how satisfted are they with their pattern of energy use? What pattem 
of energy use do they aspire to? Does their use of energy and appliances enhance their status 
positi<>n or sense of self worth? These and other similar quest10ns are discussed in the sections 
below, 
People's subjective experience of the level of welfare they enjoy as a result of their energy 
consumption pattem cannot be treat9d as a completely separate dimension of welfare. Smee it 
Is subjective, this aspect of welfare Is Influenced by a host of other psychologlcal and normative 
foctors that ma~ be completely unrelated to energy use. Did the person have a good night's rest 
before the Interview or Nhat do people think they can gain by giving answers with a particular 
bias? These problems are well known In these kinds of studies, oo • 1.1uently great care Is 
usually taken in the formulation of questionnaires, the manner In which the Interviews are 
conducted and i11 the Interpretation of the results. The use of large samples is also aimed to 
minimise these problems. 
People's subJective experience of how energy use affects their level of welfare Is also influenced 
by the objective circumstances of their energy consumption pattern~. The type of energy 
sources available, the quantity of energy used, the advantages and disadvantages of each 
energy source, the appliances a household has access to, etc. all combine to Influence people's 
feelings with regard to the energy sources they use Special circumstances of e particular 
household can also have an Important impact. For Instance, If people have expenenced some 
mishap, say the explosion of a primus stove, with a particular energy source or appliance, then 
they will be Inclined to regard that energy source or appliance os dangerous - more dangerous 
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Households' subJectl\'e estimation of the benefit they derive from the use of energy, therefore. 
needs to be placed in the correct perspective . From !he household point of view their subjective 
expenence 1s what matters most to them It is what they experience, it is the way they perceive 
things, It is what they feel - all of which affec.s their immediate sense of well-being. However, 
people's subjective experiences do not and cannot give the whole picture. Some peo1,1le ms.y be 
desperately miserable with their lot, but measured objectively their circumstances may not be 
too bad or could be a lot worse. 
People's i,ubjective experiences of the welfare they derive from energy consumption provide 
insights Into how household welfare levels are affected by the use of energy and appliances that 
are not determinable from the host of objective measures and circun ., " Ces discussed 
elsewhere. But to claim that "the subjoctive element of quality cf lh . ,,le- s us to begin 
approximating a standard of evaluation~ seems to be claiming too much ( '., 1hr et a/ . 1987:-4). 
The status, importance or value one attaches to subjective Indicator l f µeople's welfare 
position remains a normative qu&st!on. Subjective indicators do not embody the whole truth 
about people's welfare positions, nor are they a standard or ase by which other measures of 
welfare should be assested. Instead, they represent one of the windows through which a 
particular view of the truth may be obtained in the process of building up an integrated picture or 
how household welfare is affected by itnergy u•e and the domestic energy transition process. 
(a) S.tlafactlon 
Satisfaction Implies a sense of contentment or happiness with existing circumstances and an 
absence of stoving to bring aboui change. Households that are satisfied with their existing 
patterns of energy use experience a sense of well-being that enhances their overall sense of 
welfare. 
Households' satisfaction with their pattem of energy use is usually founded In the fact that they 
have access to the energy sources and the range of energy services they desire. In other words 
their needs and, to a lessor degree, their wants are being met to a sufficient extent to rMke 
them content with what they have. Satisfaction implies more than just having nothing to 
complain about, which Is a neutral or indifferent response. It sugges!s e real sense of well-being 
with the situation as It Is. 
Meller et a/. (1987:-4-4--45) report the results of a survey which measured different race groups' 
levels of satisfaction in specific domains of living, e.g. health, housing, education, Income, etc. 
Unfortunately, they did not include domestic energy consumption as one of the domains of living 





If it is assumed that groups' level of satisfact10n with energy services follow:; the broad trends 
1den1tfied for the other oaste needs it rmpltes, unsurprisingly, that whites and Indians are more 
satisfied than coloureds wrth their patterns of domestic energy consumption, whilt1 coloureds are 
more satisfied than I-lacks The same ordering is fourid In respect of "access to 
govemmenVmunlcipal servto'ls" which may be assumed to include the supply of electricity: 80% 
of whites, 68% of Indians, 55°~ of coloureds and 33°.< of blacks perceived themselve:. to be 
"satisfied" or "very satisfied" wrth 1he services tt>ey received (Meller et al., 1987:4◄◄5). To 
extend the interpretation of these . lSutts any further would be reading more into them than can 
be Justified. Nevertheless, r,revious di~,c• ss,on has shown that black households dominate the 
rural and ear1y urban phases o the domet,ic energy transition, coloured households the middle 
phases of the urban transition L nd Indians b,' d ".:i,ites the late phases of the urban transition. It 
would therefore appear that the, ., is a measun of correlation between households' positi-;,n in 
the domestic energy transition process and the1 level of satisfaction with their circumstances. 
This would confirm the argument ttlet sa!isfaction ,s related to the extent to which needs and 
wants are fulfilled 
(b1 Aaplratlon• 
Mod&misation theori9s suggest that the pictu•i e:foct and/or the empa,hy effect aro the driving 
force behind the diffusiOn of modem institutic.,<i. b~haviour and norms At the indrJ1dual level 
these ul fects enable people to imagine themuN~s in new, improved po!iiitlons and create in 
them a desire to improve their circumstances. In other words they aspire to something beltt.. 
than what they have at present 
In the cc11texf of domestic energy use peGple's aspirations may find expression In the desire for 
improved availability of energy, the desire for access to more modem energy sources, especially 
electricity, or to the services of particular appliances, and the desire to possess certain speciftc 
appliances Obviously a host of considerations may underlie these aspirations: expectations, 
cost, convenience, effectiveness, status value, modernisation, entertainment or envy. 
Households' aspirations with regard to their patt'lm of energy use can affect the:r welfare 
positively or negatively. The effect may be negative if that to which they aspire i3 beyond their 
means, both present and future, or if it is unobtai~able, e.g. grid electricity in remotA n,ral areas. 
People may become disillusioned, despondent, angry or frustrated by having thti1 a:;pirations 
blocked by clrcumstanc9s beyond their control. These emotions will Impact neoatlvely on their 
sense of well-being. 
Aspirations may affect people's welfare position positively if their desire to obtain somtltntng 
leads to striving or to greater moHvmion that has posi◄ive outcomes in that they are able to 






The effect that aspIratIons have or household welfare at different phases of the domestic 
energy transrt10n process differs from household to household, depending on their existing 
circumsta,,ces and scope to c,•~nge them, what they aspire to and many other factors. No hnk 
between specific phases in the energy transition process and aspirations can be postulated, 
there are simply too manv vant\bles. in addrt10n to householdf objectrve pattern of energy use, 
that affect the formation of aspirations. 
(c) St.tu• value 
In this discussion status value is ttiat enjoyment, pleasure or st.nse of fulfilment •hat J..90ple gain 
not from the pos-.ession or use of :.omalhing, but from kl'owing that o·,ht.rs are aware or SM that 
thoy possess it In other words, in this CO'lloxt sta•~s value has purely a r, aterialistic basis :t is 
clcsety allied to the idea of conspicuous c,r. urn:,tion. This ;s obviou~I/ ;. gross simpliflCStion nf 
reality sin:e status is accorded a person 011 u host of other u eria as wttl' e.g their nosition, 
power or personal characteristics. 
The status or recognition accorded to people by their friends, associates and community 
increases their welfare or c;enso of •11ell--being by ra1sinv them up abo-,e the rest In some way 
Status value enables people to differt :.tiate themselves from others. It lncrEJases their •·ense of 
in,;;r.:i(luality or unic-ueness wnich In turn enhances their sense of personal worth. For this 
reuson the quest for status entA' • ing for an improved position relative to other members of 
c;oclety, which may also giv~ ~, '" ,.,di Impro.,ements In material waif-are. For ttxam;,le, the 
de.•lre to treep ahead of the .I r ~ v c-ause a per~cn to wortt overtime in order to be abie to 
buy that new doep freeze. Mo v In the case of asplr3t10ns, tho quest for greater status 
may be frustrated which • ay gI1; 11se to feelings of failure, dis1llus1onment or desponticflcy. 
Toes , emotions will Impact negatively on people's sense of well-being. 
In the area of domestic energy me people may seek to enhance their status by CO!'suming 
certa1,1 fuels and/or owning cert::iln appliances. 
Household:. that have access to or use energy sources that are viewed as better or superior to 
that commo,,l'f used In the community In which they live tend to enjoy a measure of status as a 
re!'1Jlt ~o In the earty phases of the rural energy transition thA use of paraffin or gas or, better 
still, ~ 1.;& of a stand.alone electric generator may be status symbols among households that 
can u , ~,;illy only afford to use fuelwood. However, in the later phases of the rural energy 
transit, , -:araffin will become less of a status symbol as more households will be using it as a 
matter of . •·~a. Acr~:1s to -:rid electricity will be the new status symbol. Similarty, in the earty 
phctses of ' urban energy trans,:ion most households have no alternative but to use paraffin 
and r;&s so · · )Ir use aoes not irnpart any status, whareas grid electricity would be a status 
symbol Lalt.. n tl\e urban enerf,Y transttion, when grid electricity becomes the norm, it, too, .viii 
\ 4 ·: . .. . . 






loose rts status value. At the top end of the urban energy transition some households seek to 
enhance their status by using 'enviro-fnenciry' energy devices. e.g solar heaters for the pool or a 
'tradrtionaVrusttc' hearth fire. As with anything else, when everyone has access to a particular 
energy source it is no longer a status symbol. 
The scope for differentiation and status seeklna in the field of appliance ownership is nearty 
endless . Few households purchase appliances solely for the service they provide. The status 
of owning the particular appliance or an appliance with particular features Of a particular brand 
name is also a consideration The status value denved from owning differant appllancas Is 
affected by many factors: income, cost of the appliance and its 'newness' (does it incorporate 
the latest technology?), what appliances do ot► - · hc.,useholds possess. materia!lsllc orientation. 
tastes, sophistication, level of modernisation and education, lifestyle, entertainment prererencas, 
etc. It would seem that the household's position in the domestic energy transition process is 
important in so far as it determines what range of appliances households can meaningfully use 
to enhance their status. 
6.4 Welfare imp11 r; and the domestic energy transition 
This section is similar to section 5.~. except Instead of investigating the relationship between 
environmental Impacts and the domestic energy transition process, here the focus Is on how the 
welfare 1,npacts of household energy use change as they progress through the different phases 
of the domestic energy transit10n process. The aim Is to Identify ways households can Increase 
the level of welfare they derive from their energy use. 
As in section 5.3, the standard model is used as a framework for ttie discussion. Attention is 
first given to the rural energy transition i:,rocass, then to changos in welfare impacts that occur 
during urbanisation, then to the urban energy transition process end, lastly, to some overall 
trends in the welfare Impacts across the en:!re transition process. 
6.4.1 Welfare Impacts and the rural energy transition 
(i) First rural transition phase In this phase most households are able to meet their basic 
need for energy relatiVely easily. Some may, however, exp&rience temporary shortfalls 
due to not being able to fetch and carry fuetwood at all times, say, when it is raining. 
However, towards the E'lld of the phase the risk of households suffering from energy 
poverty increasas as fuelwoo<! 1 11;ources start to become scarce. 
Fuelwooo Is used for cooking, heating water and space warming, services which it can 
perform quite adequately. Candles and paraffin lamps are the principal sources of 
lighting, but this service is used sparingly due to the high cost of especially candles. 
. . ' . . . . 
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Other welfare enhancing aspects of household energy consumption patterns in the first 
phase of the rural energy trar,~rtion include· 
- the social function of the hearth fire in many households, 
- fuelwood is a 'free' resource in the sense that to obtain it does not require cash; and 
- few appliances (apart from pots) are needed. This means there is no "entry fee" or 
investment required to gain access. 
The welfare households can tierive from their energy use in this first phase is restricted 
by the limited versatility of fuelwood - wood stoves are the only appliance in which it can 
be used Consequently, households are excluded from a wide range of services such as 
refrigerat10n, radio broadcasts etc. There are also real costs associated with gathering 
fuelwood. These include the time, effort and risk factors which are invariably borne by 
women. Other aspects of energy use in this first phase that impact negatively on 
household welfare include: 
- fuelwood SJnd candles are not convenient energy sources to use. They need to be 
handled, they mess and there are risks associated with their use; 
- the quality of the services they supply is not very high, particularly in the case of 
candles being used for reading or study purposes; 
- candles are by far the most inefficient source of lighting: 
- fuelwood's specific energy and energy use efficiency is low, which means households 
have to bum large volumes of it to meet their energy needs. The effort/energy 
expended in bnnging fuelwood to the household is, therefore, quite considerable; and 
- there is no credit available to households wanting to invest in energy efficient wood 
stoves. 
Even though fuelwood Is readily available in this phase, households should be 
encouraged to adopt strategies to conserve future supplies. On the supply side 
households should use only dead wood, plant trees and not destroy tree stocks 
unnecessarily. On the demand side, wood stoves can improve thf: efftelency of fuelwood 
use signifteantly. However, e~ noted elsewhere, few households in this phase can afford 
the capital outlay needed to purchase stoves. Low cost credit for this purpose is needed. 
Information on ot!'ler methods or conserving energy, e.g. hot boxes, also needs to be 
made available. Households should also b& encouraged to diversify the energy sources 
they use so 95 to be able to get access to energy services that have signiftcant welfare 
enhancing possibilities, e.g. radio broadcasts 
(ii) Second rural trans,t,on phase Household levels of energy use are under pressure in this 
phase due to the scarcity of fuelwood. To maintain energy consumption levels, many 






meet their bas•c energy needs. Ene.gy poverty has serious negative effects on welfare. 
Households are unable to cook food property and regularly, they use minimal quantities 
of hot watu and are not able to provide adequate spa--..e heating during cold weather. 
The strategies they adopt to conserve energy can aggravate these negatrve impacts 
further. e g. dung produces more smoke than fuelwood and reducing ventilation to a110id 
heat loss traps this smoke indoors The use of paraffin can on the one hand alleviate the 
eno1gy shortage (and associated negative effects). but on the other hand it may place 
~train on household budgets, leaving them lrttle income with which to meet other 
essential needs. 
Apart from the negative effects of using dung as a fuel, there i!> an appreciable decline in 
the welfare benefits households derive from energy use. Although the range of services 
is essentially the same as in the previous phase, they are all perfonned to a lower 
standard. There is also a significant decline in the reliability of the energy supply 
Shortages become a fact of life. The time and effort required to get sufficient fuelwood/ 
dung is far greater thar, in the previous phase, i.e . the cost of th&:;e energy sources is 
higher. This is reflected by the fact that in many are~s fuelwood Is commercialised 
There are few rural areas in South Africa where fuelwood stocks are not under pressure. 
Therefore a concerted effort needs to be made to improve the reliability of supply of this 
important energy source through woodlot, afforestation and .. groforestry programmes, 
Overall households' levels of energy consumption and e;iergy service in the secon◄ 
phase of the rural transition are not satisfactory at all. It i!i important that they establish 
access to suitable energy sources. In remote areas, this may entail re-establishing 
fuelwood supplies, e.g. throu~h woodlot programmes. In other Instances it may be more 
realistic to facilitate the transition process. Apart from providing households with greater 
income earning opportunities, this can be done by: 
- providing credit for the purchase of primus stoves, thus overcoming the •access fee" 
problem; 
- extending the electrification programme to rural areas where possible; and 
- providing infonnation on the efficient use of energy, e.g. wood stoves, hot boxes and 
improvements in housing design. 
(iii) Third rural transition phase Energy use patterns in this phase show that households rely 
on a range of energy sources including paraffin. gas, coal and electric generators, in 
addition to fuetwood. The transition to these coinmerciali:.:,d energy sources is 'pushed' 
by the shortage of biomass energy sources noted in the previous phase and 'controlled' 
by household income levels. the affordability/price of these energy sources and the cost 
of appliances needed to use th6se eilergy sources (the 'access fee'). Another factor 
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determining the rate of energy transrt10n tn this phase is the extent and delivery of rural 
electrif,cat:on programmes. 
In this phase the quantity of energy households consume is expected to be adequate, 
i e. more than the miniml.m specified by the different energy poverty lines, but by no 
means lavish or excessive. As a result, households dertve more welfare from their use of 
energy in this phase compared to previous phases. In practice this means regular, 
property cooked meals, sufficient space warming, greater use of hot wat&r and better 
quality lighting The welfare impact is further enhanced by the fact that paraffin, gas and 
electricrty are cleaner, more convenient energy sources than fuelwood or dung. Other 
positive welfare impacts include greater use of radios (though battenes are expensive), 
the use of paraffin lamps and o redudion in the fetching and gathering lime to obtain 
energy sources. 
Negative welfare impacts of energy ui:e In this phase include the greater use of income 
to obtain energy. This has both a direct cost and an oppOf'tunlty cost, since the money 
spent on fuel cannot be used for other welfare enhancing purposes. The use of paraffin 
and gas for cooking means the addrtional space warming and social benefits of the 
hearth are lost, while the use of coal may in fad aggravate indoor pollution. Ti1e 
transition to paraffin a,1d gas may also lead to increased risks associated with r,n1:r-.,y 
use, whteh detracts from welfare. The dangers of a hearth fire are relatively llmited 
compared to those of an exploding gas canister or primus stove, though the likelihood of 
the latter occumng may be comparatively low. Despite these negative impacts the 
overall effect of changes In energy use In the third transition stage are likely to be 
overwhelmingly positive, particularty given the reduced health risks of tt,e 'new' energy 
sources . 
By the time households reech this stage of the energy transition process, the best means 
of further enhancing welfare denved from energy use Is to facilitate further progress in 
the transition process, i.e enabling greater use of paraffin and gas, and facilitating the 
process of rural electrification. This is best done by increasing household income so that 
they can afford the energy sources and appliances they require. The process of 
transition can also be facilitateid by enhancing access to credit and providing Information 
on energy conservation, as mentioned above. 
6.4.2 Welfare Impacts of energy transition during urbanisation 
As with the environmental impacts, the effect that the urbanisation process has on the welfare 
imper.ts of the energy transition is dependent on which phase in the rural energy transition 
process households move out of and which phase in the urban transition process they join. As 
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noted previously, most of the rural-urban migration appears to be out 'lf the first and second 
rural transition phases into the first urban transition phase. 
Households making this move obviously make significant changes in their anergy use patterns 
and much of what was said in section 5 3.2 in this regard is relevant here as well Most 
households become almost compltttely reliant on paraffin and coal. A few households from 
these early rural phases may be fortunate to be able to get access to housing that is electnfied 
on moving to an urban area They thus join the second or third phases of the urban transition 
process. Most households moving out of the third rural transition phase are likely to join the 
third or later urban transition phases. This does not usually involve a great change in therr 
energy use patterns. Not all the welfare impacts of these different changes are discussed here, 
since they are obvious if the welfare impacts of the rural phases above are compared with the 
impacts of the urban phases described below. Nevertheless, a number of specific changes are 
worth noting. 
The most important welfare beneofrt arising from urbanisation Is that households are far more 
likely to gain occess to electricity. Given that it Is easier and cheaper to electrify urban areas, 
this is where the electrification programme is focused at present. Should the household indeed 
get access to electricrty, it will in effect be moving Into the third phase of the urban energy 
transition, with all the associated welfare benefits relating to convenience, ringe of services, 
cleanliness, safety, etc. These positive welfare effects are, however, tempered by having to 
purchase appliances (and pay for eloctricity) and the effect this has on the household budget. 
In addition to readier access to electricity, there is also readior access to other commercial 
energy sources in ufl\en art>as. rho distnbution networks of both paraffin and gas are far more 
concentrated In urban areas than In rural r'.tas Through 'spasa' shops r:eraffin is usually 
available just around the comer', while gas is obtainable f.om the nearest shopping centre or 
garage. Appliances to use these fuels are also more readily available in urban areas than in 
rural areas. Elect,icity, paraffin, gas, coal and appliances also •~nd to be cheaper In urban 
areas than in rural areas. Together these factors are likely to have a positive influence on the 
welfare of households moving to urban areas. 
However, the underlying assumption is that urbanising houjeholds will have the income to 
purchase energy sources and appliances. This is by no m,ans a safe assumption, given the 
very high levels of unemployment across the country. The li~elihood that urbanising households 
do not have access to adequate income Is very high. In urban areas households without access 
to income find it very difficult to meet their energy needs given that 'free' biomass fuels are very 
scarce or simply unavailable. Therefore hooseholds moving into urban areas may also be 
moving into energy poverty. Such a deterioration In household energy consumption levels 







debilitating, even fatal, consequences for individual members of households. Possible ways of 
mitigating the Impact of energy poverty in the urban context are discussed In section 7.1.3(11). 
Lastly, uroanising householJs move into new social environments' which has consequences for 
the way they subJectivPI , regard their patterns of energy use end the status or degree of 
satisfaction they derive from It. The movement of households to urban areas also lays the 
foundations for changes in habits and expectations regarding energy sources, appliances and 
energy use patterns. These changes impact upon the subjective measures of welfare referred 
to above. For examplo a primus stove may be a status symbol in rural areas, but In urban areas 
it is noi. The main consequence of these attitude changes Is that households adopt more 
energy intensive lifestyles in urban areas than Is the norm in rural areas. 
6.4.3 Welfare impacts and the urban energy tran1ltlon 
(i) First urban transition phase Two patterns of domestic energy l,se are found In this 
phase: in areas where coal Is available, households tend to use about equal quantities cf 
coal and paraffin, while in other urban meas households are almost totally dependent on 
paraffin. The nature of the welfare Impacts is directly linked to which one of these 
pattt1rns prt,dominete In an area. 
The level of energy consumption i,l this phase is, on average, lower than in all other 
phases of the energy transition process due to the unavailability of biomass fuels and the 
need for income to purchase other energy sources. The need to pun:hase nearty all their 
energy, as well as appliances. places greet strain on household budgets and reduces 
their capacity to meet their other essential needs. Some households resort to burning 
cardboard and other unconventional Items In order to bolster their energy consumption. 
This has signiflcailt negative welfare Impacts. 
The use of energy is restricted to meeting basic needs - for cooking, space warming and 
lighting. In cold weather many households experience severe shortages which detracts 
from welfare, and can even be fatal due to either hypothermia or carbon monoxide 
poisoning (especially where households use coal braziers). \Nhere households use coal, 
impacts of indoor pollution on mi'Jmber's health can reduce welfare significantly. 
The welfare enhancing aspects of enorgy use in this phase are limited, especially where 
coal is the predominant fuel. v'Jhere households use paraffin, the greater convenience, 
claanliness and availability of this energy soun:e all enhance household welfare. The 
only redeeming aspect of using coal is that, if used in a coal stove, it provides good 
spacing warming. 
. . 
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It is difficult to improve the level of welfare households derive from energy consumption 
in this phase of the urban energy transition. Electrification may seem an obvious 
solution, but many households simply cannot afford the initial connection fee, the cost of 
,1 d iances or the electricity itself The lack o~ income is the inhibiting factor. Where 
hou1eholdll have some income, it may be possible to bridge the 'access fee' problem by 
finC:ing ways of making credit available to households. Oth1trwise the only way of 
enhancing tne welfare households derive from their use of energy in this phase is in the 
area of energy conservation. 
(11) Seco,,d urban transition phase As noted above, this phase is characterised by rapid~, 
cha11glr,q patterns of energy use. The most important are the transition to gas and the 
complemontary decline in the dominance of paraffin 3nd coal in household energy 
budgets. ~1ousehold consumption of energy also Increases across the phase as incomes 
Increase and Ufestyles become more energy intensive. Energy poverty In this phase Is, 
therefore, rare. although households may stlll suffer periodic shortages. 
The Increased reliance on gas does not increase the range of energy services that 
hc,useholds use. Households prefer to wait for access to electricity before purchasing a 
refrigerator or switching from paraffin lighting, mainly because gas lamps and 
refrigerators are comparatively expensive. As regards entertainment services such as 
radio and television, households In this pha!>n c-'ten use dry and wet cell batteries to 
power these appliances. The possession and use of these appliances become a 
significant status symbol In thii. phase. 
The most important wslfare benefit of the transition tu gas Is that it Is a clean, reliable 
energy source. Its use in the home produces no noticeable Indoor pollution. It Is also a 
very efficient fuel. However, the transition to gas is rarely comp,ete. Households 
continue to use paraffin for lighting and in areas where coal is readily available, 
hou<ieholds continue burning coal for space warming. 
The scope for Improving the welfare household:5 derive from their energy use in this 
phase is again limited. Information on the safe and efficient USG of gas can make some 
Impact, but a major improvement Is only likely if househo!ds' use of coal can be stopped. 
This Is only likely to occur with electrification. 
(Iii) Third urbdn transition phase This phase sees the advent of electriflCStion. The present 
emphasis on electriflcation msans many households are getting access to electricity, l.iut 
the transition to ~ually using electricity is not as rapid as expected. t!ouseholds may 
continue to use gas or paraffin for cooking for some time after being 'hooked-up', but 
given the convenience and the versatility of 1:tlectrictty there is a tendency to use it to 
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perform all energy related tasks. There is thus an upward tr,ind in household:.' total 
energy consumption across the phase. 
However, households' consumption of electricitv may remain limited for some time after 
electrification. Households with very low Incomes cannot afford any form of 
commercialised energy source. Electrifying them. therefore, makes very littl9 difference 
to their overall low level of energy consumption. Indeed, their consumption of energy 
services may become skewed as a result of electrification, I.e. away from cooking and 
water heating to greater use of lighting. The nature of electricity is such that it Is also 
difficult for households to monitor their own consumption. As a consequence households 
may end up consuming more electriclty than they can afford. thus skewing their 
expenditure away from other essential needs. The use of pre-paid metres helps 
eliminate this problem. The desire to purchase appliances may also result In households 
lncumng more debt than they can afford. 
Another welfare reducing aspect of electrifir.atlon is the fact that the pre-paid meter cards 
are not as readily available as, say. paraffin. So when a household runs out of money on 
their card, someone has to make a special trip to the payment centre for a new card. 
Payment centres are usually only open during office hours and are often not accessible. 
As a result, households perlodlcally do not have access to electricity, which necessitates 
maintaining parallel energy systems. 
The most Immediate welfare benefit of electrification is the tremendous Improvement in 
the quality of lighting. This has Important positive externalities for studying and home 
entertainment. It takes time for households to accumulate other appliances and thus 
gain access to their seNlces. Lighting Is usually followed tly television, mdio/hifi and 
refrigeration. Less tangible welfare benefits Include cleanliness, the convenience of an 
on-line energy source and greater security due to improved lighting and sometimes the 
use of alarm systems. 
A comprehensive energy conservation, Information and training programme is needed to 
enhance the welfare households derive from their use of energy In this phase. Areas of 
particular concern include the conservation of hot water, the purchase of energy efficient 
appliances and the effective use of electrical heaters. To date Esk<ATI has tended to 
emphasise only the benefits of using mo,e electricity because the utility's main concern is 
to Increase overall levels of domestic energy consumption in order to make the 
electriflcEltion programme financially viable. 
(iv) Fourth urban transition phase This phase is characterised by the almost total dominance 
of electricity in household energy budgets. Other energy sources are only used for 
I •. 




specialised functions and for back-up. The main trend in this phase is the increase In 
energy use that occurs as households accumulate app:iances and develop progressively 
more energy intensive lifestyles. Despite the increases In energy consumption, energy's 
share of household expenditure tends to declin.a as overall consumption increases with 
increasing income. 
As in the previous phase, the most important benefit is that electricity is a clean energy 
source from the comestic perspective. In addition, households gain access to a very 
wide range of welfare enhancing services as their stock of appliances Increases. Indeed 
access to these services, and to elactriclty generally, becomes a fact of live and no 
longer somethil"fg special. 
As noted in section 5.3.3, the most worrying dimension of energy use patterns in this 
phase is that most households act es if there is a never-ending supply of electricity. 
They become insulated from and, hence, insensitive to the natural environment. While 
high income households often show greater concern for some environmental Issues, 
especially those that affect their immediate living enviror.ment, they often take little 
Interest or are unaware of the effects their energy use has on broader environmental 
problems. As noted with the previous phase, a comprehensive energy conservation 
programme is needed both to educate penple about the impact of their energy use on 
the natU1al environment and also to create 1 ,centives to encourage energy conservation 
(section 7.2). 
6.4.4 Overall trend• 
The welfare impacts across the antlre energy transition vary slgniflcantty from the Initial rural 
phase to the last urban phase. This is hardly surprising, given the widely divergent sources of 
enerqy, appliances and quantities of energy u.;ed in each phase. It is, nevertheless, possible to 
ident'ify some broader trends in the nature of the welfare Impacts of household energy use 
patterns across the entire energy transrtkm process. 
To start with, energy is a 'free' resource in the early rural phases, but becomes Increasingly 
commercialised, until by the se~nd urban tral'lsition phase households tend only to use 
commercial energy source~. There are real costs associated with collecting 'free' energy 
sources. As energy sources become commercialised, the cost becomes a financial one. In both 
the early rural and urban phases household Incomes tend to be very low. Consequently, 
expenditure on energy sources represents a signifteant percentage of total household 
expenditure. As household Incomes increase, spendinA on energy tends to increase as well, 
although exp&nditure on energy as a percentage of total household expenditure tends to fall. 
By 1he fourth urban transition phase, households are consuming more energy, but spending less 
. 
I 
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of their income on it, than in any previous phase. This obviously affects households' capacity to 
meet other essential needs. 
Another expenditure related factor is that the level of the 'access fees' and the cost of 
appliances for each new energy source increases across the energy transition process. It costs 
virtually nothing to get access to and use fuelwood In the first rural transition phas9, whereas to 
olectrify a house In the third urban phase entails a slgnifJCSnt capital outlay for hook-up, as well 
as the purchase of a wide range of appliances in order to use the electricity. 
Another positive welfare effect from the household perspective is that levels of domestic energy 
consumption increase across the entire transition process, despite significant declines in 
individual phases. The amount of energy that a household consumes at the end of the fourth 
urban phase is slgnifJCSntly more than at the t 'lginnlng of the process. Not only that, but the 
energy sources are far more versatile. So households experience not only an increase in the 
quantity of Individual s11rvices they derive from energy, but the range and quality of services also 
increases. The greatest Improvement in this regard occurs when households are electrified. 
Coupled to this Is a movement away from using energy to meet basic needs such as cooking, 
heating water, space warming and lighting to meeting increasingly non-essential wants, e.g. 
television, refrigeration, hot blankets, hair dryers, etc. 
Lastly, as the domestic energy transition progresses, the scope for households to change their 
patterns of energy use so as to conserve energy lncraasas, although the need for energy 













CONCLUSION: CHANGING THE DOMESTIC ENERGY TRANSITION 
The analysis 01 ::,OCial phenomena such as the domestic energy transition process only has 
value 1f the consequent greater understanding Cdn be used to inform the choices that 
individuals, households, communities and society as a whole aro continually making. In section 
2 4 rt was noted (t, t if sufficient information were available it would be possible to compare 
each of the different phases of the energy transition process and determine exactly which are 
desirable shifts m dom&stic energy consumption patterns and which not. Based on these 
comparisons it would then be possible to make policy recommendations on how to change 
household energy use patterns so as to ameliorate the negative environmental and welfare 
impacts or, altomatively, to enhance the positive ones. This is In effect what this chapter seeks 
to do based on the analysis and discussion contained In the preceding chapters. 
Tho modus operandi of section 7.1 is to identify P""'~lem areas In the domestic energy transition 
process and then to recommend, very briefly, what should be done to overcome them. The aim 
is to Inform decision making regarding domestic energy use and energy policy generally. lhe 
problems cover a range of environmental and welfare issues in line with lhe Integrated approach 
adopted at the outset of the study (see section 1.3.1). There is thus no strict separation 
between environmental concerns and welfare concerns, The recommendations themselves are 
aimed at various levels of decision making - national, provincial, local and individual - and it is 
usually obvious which level Is relevant in a particular Instance. Recommendations re:ating to 
individual behaviour are made on the basis that In many Instances, if things are to change, 
individuals have to take action, and also on the i,~lisation that micro changes combine to form 
macro changes. The maxim ihlnk globally, er locally' referred to in section 1.3.3 is also 
relevant here. This is particularly true of section 7.2, wh&re rewmmendatlons on \-1.'ays of 
conserving energy within households are conside1'6d. 
Given that this is the conC:uding chapter of this st dy, sr :vn 7.3 makes recommendations a, to 
possi~le areas for further study and section 7 .4 pro ' •, • vi.;ual summary of the main poil'ts of 
chapters 2 through to 6 
7.1 Impacts and recommendations 
The key areas of concern in the domestic energy transition pro·~ ' SS tend to stand out either on 
the basis of the number of people involvod or the extent of the Im► ·ct on ttie environment. The 
discussion of the different problems is very brief, relying mostly on references to preceding 
sections of the study. The aim is simply to provide some background 1<' the recommendations 
that follow. 
' 
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The sta11dard model (see section 2.3.3) is used as a framework: for the discussion. Attention is 
first given !o problems in the rural energy transition process. t' .en to ones relating to the 
urbanisation process, followed by those in the urban energy transition and, lastly, to some 
issues of an overarching nature. 
7 .1.1 Problems in the rural energy translti.,n 
\Nhen considering ways of alleviating the negative Impacts of the rural domestic energy 
transition there are two points to remember. Firstly, electrification offers no solution to the 
energy problems already being experienced in rural areas. As is noted in sections 5.1 .1 and 
5 1.7.1(b), rural electrification will lake time - probably not less than twenty years and then many 
areas will still not be connected simply because it is too expensive (Stavrou, 1992:5). Even if 
electricity were to be made readily accessible In rural areas, the vast majority of rural households 
do not earn sufficient income to support a monthly electricity bill, let alone the cost o! hook-up 
and the purchase of appliances. Other ways of addressing rural households' energy problems 
are therttfore called for. Secondly, the scope for resolving the energy problems being 
9.xperienced by rural households is severely constrained by their limited access to income 
eam,ng opportunities and, hence, to cash incomes. Any recommendations have to take this into 
account and where some capital outlay is required provision needs to be made for micro loans. 
Even then the uptake, on a voluntary basis, is likely to be very low unless the benefrts are 
significant. 
(a) Energy poverty ;n rural •reu 
Households in the second phase of the rural energy transition are particularly at risk to energy 
poverty (section 2.3.3.2). Geographically speaking these households are most often located in 
arid and semi-arid areas of the country, as well as the eastern escarpment (section 6.1.1). The 
factors giving rise to energy poverty in n1ral areas include the scarcity offuetwood (caused by an 
increasing population placing pressure on the natural resource base) and the lack of income to 
purchase comMercialised fuels (section 3.3.1 ). The effects of energy poverty on household 
welfare are discussed in section 6.1.1. They include undercooked meal, severe Indoor pollution, 
the use of unsterilised water, a lack of space warming and the use of low grade fuels such ..1s 
dung and crop wastes. Households with low average levels of energy consumption are also at 
greater risk of suffering a shortage of energy at a time when it is essential for survival. 
Another important welfare impact associated with energy poverty in rural areas is the high real 
cost of collecting fuelwood. As noted in section 6.2.1(b), this task is invariab!.' performed by 




There are no quick-flX solutions to energy poverty in rural areas, principally because household 
incomes are very limited There is thus no scope for 'spending out of the problem', which is why 
many stoves, solar cookers and other energy saving devices dasigned for rural areas have 
made little impact. If households had the income they would use paraffin or gas. The primary 
solution, if there is such a thing, is to seek ways for rural households suffering from energy 
poverty to earn cash incomes sufficient to purchase commercial fuels. Failing this, ways need to 
be found to re-establish access to fuelwood and to ' ,crease thi> efficiency with which the 
households use energy. It Is in this light that the reccmmendations below are made. 
Recommendations: 
The government should implement, as a matter of urgency, projects to re-establish 
households' acc..<1ss to fuelwood in those areas where households are reliant on 
dung/crop wastes for energy (see section following). 
Existing wood stove and hotbox projects need to be extended. Government support is 
needed to ensure that rural communities that are unlikely to receive electricity in the near 
future are servicfld by these projects so as to ensure they use fuelwood resources 
available to them efficiently. The possibility of subsidising these appliances to the extent 
that they become affordable should be considered. 
Information on appropriate housing designs, materials and construction methods needs 
to be disseminated so as to ensure that all new rural dwellings are as energy efficient as 
practically possible. Special attention should be given to capturing the so called 'lost 
opportunity' features, namely building orientation and appropriate material use. Attention 
should also be drawn to the energy conserving features of traditional dwellings so that 
these can continue to be incorporated in new dwellings. 
Information on how to conserve en6rgy and use fuelwood most effectively should be 
compiled and disseminated in rural areas. 
There should be an ongoing campaign aimed at redefining the collection of fuelwood, as 
well as water, as men's work, so as to alleviate women of the burden. 
(b) Loss of trH cover 
In many rural areas the demand for fuetwood is too great to be met sustainably from the e:rlstlng 
resource base. As a result there has been a severe loss of tree cover across the whole of South 
Afdca, which has serious environmental implications (section 5.1.1 (v)) PS well as the welfare 
consequences due to Its impact on household energy consumption patterns (see sections 6.1.1, 
6.2.1 (b) and 6.4.1 (ii)). To counteract these negative impacts, measures need to be taken to 
ameliorate the use of fuetwood (demand side) and re-establish tree stocks (supply side). 
f ~ --- - - - -
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Demand side measures fall into three broad categories Firstly there are those aimed at 
increasing the effir.iency of fuelwood use. Numerous models of wood stoves have been 
designed wrth these aims m min'1. Karekezi (1990:1-23) reports on various surveys that indicate 
that stoves can bring about fuAlwood savings of between 19% and 60% - depending on their 
design. At present the dissemination of stoves in the rural areas of South Africa is very limited. 
There is thus scope for fuel savings by this method. However, the spread of stove technology is 
being hindered by the emphasis on electrification. As mentioned above, electrification is not the 
solution to the energy problems in many rural areas. This needs to be impressed upon people 
so that alternate energy strategies are planned and Implemented. Secondly, the consumption of 
fuelwood can be reduced by conserving energy generally. Ways of doing so are discussed in 
greate, de!ail in section 7.2 below. Methods appropriate to rural and peri-urban areas include 
locating and orientating the dwelling place so as to utilise the area's micro-climate effectively, 
designing the house to conserve energy and constructing it with appropriate insulating materials, 
using hot boxes for cooking, only keeping the fire alight when necessary and heating water 
whilst cooking. Thirdly, it is possible to reduce fuelwood consumption by getting households to 
use other energy sources. Fuelwood may be replaced by paraffin, coal, gas or electricity, if it is 
available. This would be in line with the domestic energy transition process. Otherwise blogas 
and sun cookers may be viable options. 
Addressing the loss of tree cover/deforestation problem from the demand side has its 
advantages. If the demand for fuelwood can be reduced, the rate at which existing tree stocks 
are being destroyed wm fall and a stage may even be reached where the stocks are able to 
regenerate naturally. More importantly, the benefits of the demand side measures accrue 
directly to the lndlllldual households that adopt them. Many of the changes can also be 
implemented at minimal cost and achieve results rapidly. Lastly and probably most importantly, 
the expertise and organisational infrastructure required to co-ordinAte demand side changes are 
minimal compared to an afforestation or agroforestry programme. 
Supply side measures represent the other side of the coin. The problem Is that the stock of 
trees is too small to meet both the present and future demand for fuelwood. Therefore 
measures need to be taken to increase the stock. The first set of measures is directed at 
utilising existing tree stocks more efficiently. This includes both those that are far away from the 
point of demand and those to which access is restricted by legal titles of ownership and 
conservation considerations. Some areas, such as on commercial farms or plantations, have a 
latent supply of fuelwood. The immediate problem is that to tra,,sport fuelwood is costly, 
because of its low energy density. Transport costs can be reduced by converting wood into 
charcoal, which has a higher energy density than wood. However, the production of charcoal is 
ve1y wasteful of wood resources, so unless it Is utilising a source such as plantation residues or 










Rrvett-Carnac, 1982: 11 ). In the second instance, restricting access to certain wood stocks ,nay 
be counter productive It makes sense for owners of private land to harvest and sel! the wood 
on therr iand in a sustainable manner. In conservation areas people may be given the right. a 
servitude as rt were, to collect dead wood. Thrs would not only meet their need to some extent, 
but also g .re ti,,.,n an interest or stake in the existence or the reserve. In a small way this would 
be linking people's development needs to conservation. 
The second set of measures aims to increase biomass fuel supplies. This is usually equated 
simply with planting more trees. Much has been written about the need for afforestation and 
woodlots. (See for instance Eberhard (1986), Gander (1983) and Aron et al. (1989).) However. 
expenence in ether countries suggests that this type or energy planning has seldom been 
successful beca11se the planning model used has beon 'top down' and even where local people 
have been involved, "it is typically the economically and politically dominant men who control 
proceedings whilst those who need the wood most, women and the landless, are largely 
excluded" (Soussan, 1981:199). Soussan (1988:100) notes that the basic problem with most 
woodlot and afforestation projects is that they do not meet the people's needs: 
Land is developed for one use only, to grow trees. Often tnis runs counter to 
people's needs: for example, communal grazing land is alienated from the 
peopla, or tree spocies which grow slowly, but are valued for a range of uses, 
are replaced by fast-growing but single-use trees which people do not know 
and do not wish to know. In other words, they fail because those In charge do 
not recognise the complexity and diversity of the way rural people interact with 
their local environment to provide for a range or needs. 
Tree planting projects that have served to strengthen the role of trees as a component of 
subsistence farming systems have often been more successful. The aim of so called 
'agroforestry' projects Is erther to Introduce new crop-tree combinations or to e'dend this type or 
farming to areas where it is not traditional. As far as the production of fuelwood is concerned, 
this approach has a number of advantages. Firstly, fvelwood is already being supplied from 
trees on farmland. Therefore agroforestry strengthen; existing patterns of production and is 
readily recognised by farmers as meeting their neods. Secondly, present fuel gathering 
techniques concentrate on wood that is srr all In diameter. This offers !he possibility of 
developing short rotation 'energy trees' which could easily be Integrated into existing production 
systems. Thirdly, agroforestry can provide a continuous su,:;;>ly of wood, whiCh can be 
'harvested' much like any other crop by techniques such as coppicing and pollarding. Fourthly, 
the trees do not have to be exclusively fuelwood trees but can provide fruits, poles for 
construction, environmental protection and other outputs. Finally, agroforestry ca •. icrease the 




Most of the recommendat,ons made above with regard to al/ev1atmg energy poverty m rural 
areas ate also relevant here. as 1s much of the d1scuss1on of energy conserv~t1on 1n section 7 2 
Recommendattons sper.,f,cally Id/avant here mclude 
Tho fact fhat s/ectr,ficatton 1s not the solution to rural energy problems and to the problem 
of loss of tffHI cover needs to be aclmowledged by government and action taken to 
addf9SS the problems directly, through stove proJ9cts (see abow). energy conservation 
ec'ucat1on (section 7 2 1) and tree plantmg programmes (see immediately below) 
Communities living in close p.rox1m1ty to conservation and foresrry areas should be 
granted st1rvrtudes tc, collect dead wood for their own energy needs. 
rhe feas1b11tty of afforastation, woodlot and agroforestry proJ9Cts should b,; investigated 
thoroughly This should lead to the n1plementation of a •national tree planting project• 
whteh seeks to meet commumt,es' needs for tree products (fuelwood, timber, fruits and 
natural remedies) while upgrading the environment. It may /:le most efficient to extend 
the c&, JC1ty of NGO's working on proJ9Cts of this nature a/reedy. $!)6(:1al care must be 
ta~e.1 1,, involve communities ,n the development and implementation of such projects 
and to ensure that the proJ9Cts are directed to ,meting community needs 
(c) /r,door pdfutlon 
Duong the rural energy transition, Indoor pollution Is a problem In all households that use 
biomass fl•«'IS or coal without a stove or without a hearth with a fundionlng chimn .. y. Regular 
e-",'>Osure to such smoke may have serious consequences for people's health (section 5.1.1 ). 
Households suffe,irig from energy poverty are partlculariy at risk since dung and crop residues 
smoke profusely a.rid because in their efforts to conserve warmth they often reduce ventilation 
(!iection 5.1.2). The L'Se of coal braziers i:. also a slgniftcant cause of indoor pollution (section 
5. t .4). Although paraffin l>ums a lot more cleanly than all the above fuels, it also raises levels of 
indoor pollution to the extent that it may be unhealthy (section 5.1.3). 
The problem of indoor pollution can he addressed in a number of ways. Firstly, it can be 
reduced by using the e11ergy sources and the energy produced during combustion more 
efficiently. Numerous models of stoves have been designed v/rth these aims in m,:id and, as is 
noted above, the savings can be significant. Secondly, conserving energy generally and thus 
reducing the amount of smoke producing fuel that is burnt in the dwelling will reduce indoor 
pollution. Thirdly, it can be limited by using cleaner energy sources, whicl, may include charcoal, 
paraffin, gas or ele,;tridty, as well as alternate energy sources such as solar enArgy and biogas. 
However, the mo ;t effective solution to indoor pollution is a stove with a chimney. Karekez:I 










cite smoke removal as the most important reason for adopting various types of stoves, Failing 
the use of a stove, a hearth with a prop.,r chimney can also be effective. 
Recommendations 
The Department of Health should publtctse the dangers of indoor pollut,on as an integral 
,art of its basic health programme 
The government should (as suggested above) also support the dissemination of wood 
stoves by making micro loans availabie to households wanting to purchase them, as well 
as by subsidising them to raduce the pnce for households, as argued earlier. 
Schools, the media and climes should provide peof)le with information on the amen,ty 
and health benefits of effecttve hearth chimneys Information on d1ffe,ent construction 
techniques should be made available as well. 
Information on the danaers and proper use of braziers should be dis/:,eminated. 
7 .1.2 Problem a of energy tran111ition during urbar.laation 
Many households moving from rural areas to urban areas .nove into a position of energy 
poverty. This is especi.ally so where households mov, out of the first or third rural energy 
transition phases and Into the first urban transition phase (compare the descriptions of these 
respective phases in sections 2.3.3.3 and 6.~). Levels of energy consumption tend to be very 
low in the first urban transition phase because Incomes are so low that households cannot afford 
to purchase the energy they require and, unlike in rural areas, 'free' biomass fuels are 
unavailable (section 6.1.1 ). This move into energy poverty can be particularly stressful for a 
household that moves from a warmer to a coldar climate, e.g. from KwaZulu•Natal's coastal area 
to Gauteng. There is no immediate solution to this problem, except to emphasise the 
importance of employment and access to adequate Income. 
Another problem associated with the process of urbanisation is that it leads to the concentration 
of the negative environmental impacts arising from households' use of energy. In rural areas the 
impacts of domestic er.argy use tend to bl3 fairly dispersed. Consequently, the environment Is 
able to absorb the srn<: Ke produced by households with little or no adverse effects. VVhen 
households move to u ban areas the impacts are concentrated into a smaller env;ronmental 
'pool' and as a result ,lfe more likely to be critical (section ~.3.2). The intermediate level air 
pollution in many reside11tic>I &reas resulting from the domestic use of coal is a good example 
(section 5.1.4), as is the almost non-existence of tree cover around some urban areas. 
More wealthy h"useholds insulate themselve$ from these impacts by using electricity and by 
creating an attrACtive urban environment through planting of trees. Tl'ees can be planted in sny 




intermediate level a,r pollution re,ul!ing from the 1.11>..i:i use of co..,I, H e discussion below is 
relevant, 
7.1 .3 Problem• in the urban energy trana1tion 
The greatest negative impacts of enorgy use in urban areas are associated ai!1,er \\,.h energy 
poverty in the first phase of the urban energy tr.msihon process or with the domestic ,se of coal. 
These impact directly on the welfare of hou, .. hr:ds. Less obvious re the environmental 
impacts that resu!t from the energ1 m,ensive hfe!tyle! of many middle and hi~h Income 
households 
The exce~tion"Jlly rapid rate of urban tttedrtfution Is a :.ey consideration when considering 
problems in the urban energy transition. onen r.oosehc.lds are b ing oxpected to move directly 
form the first and second phases into the foo,1h phase. There Is noching Inherently wrong with 
this, but in many instances there ~ no 'structural compatibility' (sectio(, 2.2) between e,cisting 
patterns of energy use, their levels of Income. the,r stock c,f a::,J;ltMces and thh new source of 
energy. As a result households are often unable to take full ac,vantage of the opro,tunities it 
offers. This Is largely due to the lack of access to appliances. 
(a) Energy povwt, In ur#Mn area 
HouJeholds In the first phase of the urban energy transition can often only afford to buy very 
limited amounts of p raffin or gas. As a result they are particular1y at nsk to ener{?y poverty 
(section 2.3.3.2). The lack of Income is the principal cause, but the unavailability of ttttematlve, 
to commercial fuels Is a factor as well. \Nhereas poor households in rural areas have &ecess to 
'free' biomass enttrgy sources, poor urban households rarely do, although they sometimes 
supplement their energy budgets by burning cardboard, plastics and other non-conventiontd 
fuels to provide warmth. The effects of energy poverty in urban areas Is much the same as In 
rural areas discussed above. To recap, they lndude undercooked meal, severe Indoor pollution, 
the use of unsterilised water, a lack of space warming and the use of low grade fuels. In 
addition households in a state of energy poverty are more likely to s•Jffer a critical shortage of 
energy when rt is essential for survival (section 6.1.1 ). 
As with energy poverty In rural areas, 11,ere are no quick-fix solutions. Indeed, the options may 
be even mort1 limit j, as there is little scope for 're-establishing' supplies of fuelwood within 
urban areas As before, the primary solution ls to create income earning opportunitlas for the 
poorest households and thus provide them wrth sufficient means to purct.ase commercial fuels. 
. . . . 
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The sl/ocat,on of demarcated plots net1ds to be fsc1/ltated so that households c11n be 
grv1tn ccess to electnc,ty as soon as possible IMlen households have access to 
electnc1ty, the government should consider subsidising a 'l1f9-lme' quo,a to alleviate the 
worst ravages of energy poverty 
As noted ,n section 7.1 1(a), information en appropnate housing designs. matena's and 
construction methods needs to be disseminated so as to ensure that all naw dw1>llmgs 
are as energy efr1c1ent as pract,ca/ly possible Special attention should be gtvftn to 
captunng the so called 'lost opportunity' features namely building onentat1on and 
appropnate matenal use AttentJori should also be drawn to the energy conserving 
features of trad1tJonal dwelhngs so that these can continue to be incorporated ,n new 
dwellings 
Information on how to conservo energy and use energy most errectively should be 
compiled and disseminated 
The poss1b1hty of building community size b1ogas plants shOuld be considered senously, 
since they would help alleviate energy shottages and provide a hygienic method of 
treating sewer&Qe 
(b) Urban ,,.. of coal 
The use of coal for domestte purposes Is concentrated in and around the coalfields of Gauteng, 
Mpumalanga and KwaZulu-Natal. The most Important Impact of the urban use of coal centres 
around air pollut10n both at the Intermediate/neighbourhood level and at the micro/household 
level. These Impacts are discussed at some length in section 5.1.4. A very brief summary is 
given here The most serious I, "Paci Is that the quantity of wastes emitted by domestic coal 
fires usually exceeds the local environment's capacity to absorb and disperse them effectively. 
As • result air podution levels in some residential areas such as Soweto often exceed official 
guideline levels. Such levels of air pollution seriously affect people's health (Increasing the risk 
of cancer and aggravating chest conditions). reduce the amenity of IMng In the area, corrode 
buildings and other strudures and damage plants and trees. If coal is burnt Indoors with no 
ventilation, carbon monoXlde poisoning can result 1n death. 
Households can limit their emissions by burning cleaner grades of coal (if they can afford them). 
More important is for coal emissions inside the dwelling to be kept to a minimum A coal stove is 
the most effective method of doing so. An open coal fire should not be lighted in a dWelling 
where there Is no proper fireplace and chimnoy. 
Neighbourhood pollution can only be ameliorated If less coal is consumed. First~. both the 
energy source and the energy produced during combustion must be used more effic1ently. 
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According to Lennon and Turner (1991 8), coal stoves use about 50% less energy to cook a 
bas,c meal and for space heating than an open coal fire Consequently, coal stoves generate 
about 50% less emIss10ns in performing these ta .. ~<:. Most coal ~,oves also heat water while In 
use, thus using energy more efficiently Secondly, conserving energy generelly can reduce the 
need to consume coal (section 7.2} Thirdly, coal consumption can be reduced by switching to 
cleaner energy sources. Electricity is widely regarded as the best attematlve, yet the extent to 
which this reduces pollution levels in areas such as Soweto is not clear. Clarke (1991 :150) 
argues that the shift from coal to electricity is unlikely to be complete, since many households 
prefe1 coal stoves Up to 22% of households in Soweto with electricity still use them (Heyl, 
1988) It Is therefore suggested that a smokeless stove fuel should be made available Instead 
of forcing people to use electric stoves This route was followed In the United Kingdom after the 
London smogs of the 1960's. "Only when the option of buying smokeless fuel was open to all 
were smokuless zones declared" (Clarke, 1901:150). Smokeless coat or charcoal Is likely to be 
more cost!) than coal, which is also the main reason why better grad81 of coat (anthracite), 
paraffin and gas are not used more widely and Intensively. 
Recommandat,ons 
Information on the dangers of indoor pollution causfld by coal fireslbrez1t1rs should be 
d1ssemmstfld along with information on mf#asures households should adopt to alleviate 
the problem. Here th8 dan(Jers of sleeping neKt to a brazier or coal fire should be 
emphasised 
Afflas that suffer from severe smo/1.e pollut,on should be prioritisfld for e/ectnfication 
Eskom should considor swapping e/ectnc heaters for coal stoves in order to encourage 
housef,olds to use electnc,ty for space warming instead of coal. 
The poss1b1l1ty of declanng residential areas smoke fr&e zones once they have been 
e/ectnfled for some time should be mvestigatfld. 
(c) Acc ... to •ppll•nc .. 
The sarvices that households derive from appliances m~ke an important contribution to 
household welfare and the realisation of a 'modem llfestyl~'. / .:; :lotad '" section 6.2.'4(a), these 
services can be divid Into four broad categories: the se111ces r.: 'ke~·· app·lances. i.e. those 
that enable the household to actually u~;I) energy sourc,-1s; ,,c1rvice ~ unique to a particular 
appliance, e.g. television, services that enhance the quality of a particular energy service, even 
though the use of the appliance is non-essential; and st>rvlces that 'mak(' life easier'. The 
possession of appliances ls very unevenly spread among households, largely due to the 
inequalities of income and wealth that exist in South Africa. 
s . . 
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In section 6 2 1(c) It was noted that the cost of appliances was an important determinant of 
whether a household can in fact adopt a new energy source in hne with the energy transition 
process. The cost of apphances acts as an 'entry fee' which households must pay in order to 
progress It was also noted that each household had an 'affordability threshold' which limited its 
capacity to pay the entry fee and thus progress in the energy transition process. The existence 
of th,s entry fee Is well recognised with regard to electrlficaticn and appropriate loans and tariff 
structures have been introduced flS a result. However, there is not the same appreciatiori for the 
affordability threshold/entry fee ~ap at earlier stages in the energy transition. Consequently, 
credit Is not available to hom,eholds needing to p:..1rchase appliances that could enable them to 
progress in the energy transition process or contribute significantly to their welfare. 
As :s noted in section 6 .2.~(b), the normal functioning of credit marttets favour more wealthy 
households, even though poor households have a greater need for credit, given that their 
incomes are so low that even a modest initial investment In a new energy system or appliance is 
unaffordable. At present poor households have to pay more for credit (in the Informal marttet) 
than rich households, which does nothing to alleviate the maldistributlon of benefits and 
opportun ies between rich and poor. Clea1ly there Is a need for a credit scheme that enables 
poor households, particularly in rural areas, to overcome the 'entry fee' barriers that face them at 
different points In the energy transrtion process. 
Recommendet,ons 
There ,s a .strong correlation betwHn a household's level of income end ,ts level of appliance 
ownership The most effective means of increasing levels of appllance ownership is, therefore, 
to make sure households have access to income earning opportunities and that the incomes 
they earn are sufficient to eneble them to invest in appliances, 1.e more than e mere 
subsistence income Job creation strategies are beyond the scope c,f this study. The following 
recommendations focus on specific strategies to promote low income households' access to 
appliances 
The government should promote the creation of special credit facilities for the purchase 
of energy efficient wood and coal stoves in areas that are not likely to be electnfied in the 
near future and for the ,,n.· .s,> r ' even the most modestly pnced eppllences, such es 
primus stoves, so thdt "' " 11. , households can hurdle the affordability threshold and 
obtain the eppl,ance ~ n, .. ·o take advantage of new energy sources 
Information on the coristruction of home-made enerpy efficient wood stoves that also 
have chimneys should be made available. This could be done through climes as part of 
the basic health programme nus may even entail holding demonstration workshops so 
as to fam,harise prospective users with the technology 
Newly e/ectnfied households should be offered a package deal on a sot of energy 




to the electnc,ty bill Eskom does operate such a scheme ,n some areas, but ,ts focus is 
to raise household electnc,ty consumption levels so as to make the connections 
economically viable Eskom therefore offers households appliances that are heavy 
energy consumers I e e/ectnc stoves kettles, heaters and irons, rather than allowing 
households to determine what services they need and want This scheme has potential. 
but needs to be aimed at meeting customers needs rather than the utilities needs One 
of the ways of d01ng this 1s to give newly electrified households a once-off, fixed credit 
allowance which the/ can use to purchase any electncal appliances either from the utihty 
or from part1c1patmg stores As with the present scheme, the repayments would still be 
linked to households' electnc,ty purchases. Such a scheme would help overc,;me the 
lack of credit ava//abla to poor households for the purchase of electnc apphances 
(d) Energy lnfenslve 1/futylN 
Electricity lends itself to consumptlOfl: it is convenient, clean, versatile, nearty always available 
and cannot be physically handled and measured like other fuels. As a result households with 
access to it tend to develop energy Intensive lifestyles, acting as If there is a never ending 
supply (sections 5.1. 7 .1 and 5.3.3(iv)). Electncity insulates households from the environmental 
impacts of their energy use and as a result they tend not to take an interest In maintaining its 
quality by conserving energy. The integrated nature of household and environmental welfare 
cannot be ignored even if electricity provirJes a clean environment from the household 
perspective. 
Recommendations. 
A progressive electnc1ty tanff structure that penahses high levels of consumption should 
be implemented to encourage affluent households to conserve energy, while still g1vmg 
poor households access to the benefits of electnc1ty 
A P1gouvian tax or carbon tax should be incorporated into the e/ectncity bills of all homes 
electnfied before, say, 1985 to generate funds for pollution control. 
Information on how the use of electnc,ty affects the environment needs to be made 
available to people, so as to educate them about the links that exist between the 
environment and household welfare 
7 .1.4 Overall considerations 
(a) Electrification 
Electrification has not been the focus of this study. Nevertheless, the importance of this process 
for the overall domestic energy transition process is undeniable. The rapid rate of electrification 
is moving hundreds or thousands of households each year from the earty phases of the urban 





welfare are discussed at various points throughout the study Here the emphasis is on 
h1ghhghtmg some issues (and recommendations) that follow from these discussions. 
(1) Pre-paid metflrs 
Nearly all new electncity conner,tions utihse pr•pa1d meters. To-, aim of usi,ig these 
meters is to overcome the problems associated wrth the non-payment of electricity 
accounts. However. as noted tn sect10n 6.'4.3(iii), the 'electricrty e&1ds' needed to operate 
these meters are not readily available, since payment centres are usually only open 
dunng office hours and are often not accessible to consumers. 
Recommendations· 
(11) 
Eskom and the mumc,palllles should locate payment centres with the convenience of the 
consumers ,n mmd 
Eskom should mvest,gcte the poss1t1hty of developing card dispensers, like A TMs. that 
g/V8 consumers access t., electnc,ty cams on a 24 hour basis 
Cross-subs1d1sat1on 
In section 6 2.3 it Is noted that connecting a household to the national grid costs upwards 
of R2300, which does not include the cost of apphances. These capital costs or entry 
fees represent a substantial :>arrier to poor households. Eskom and some munlcipalit,es 
have recognlseJ this and so have introduced schemes whereby the supplittr bears the 
installation cost initially, with only a nominal fee being leV18d for the hook-up. The 
shortfall is then recovered via a surcharge on the household's electricity consumption 
However, this scheme is running into difficulties because newly connected households 
are not ::onsuming sufficient energy to generate the revenue needed by Eskom to cover 
the interest on the capital outlay of its electrification programme. Therefore to avoid a 
spiralling debt burden, Eskom has started a system of cross-subsidisation whereby all 
consumers on the grid contribute towards the cost of grid extensions. This cross-subsidy 
was not part of the original electrification programme. It has been introduced in an effort 
to keep tho programme viable. 
This ex post ad hoc approach to cross subsidisation is unacceptable. \/Vhen white 
communities and farmsteads were being electrified, the capital costs were borne by all 
consumers on the grid (section 6.2.3). Cross-subsidisation was an integral part of the 
electnf,cation process, not an add on The suggestion is therefore that tt,.J cost of all 
new ccnnections in the present electrif,cation programme also be borne by all consumers 
on the gnd This would be a relatively simple matter if Eskom was solely responsible for 
electricity distribution. However, the fact that municipalities and private companies, in 
addition to Eskom, do distribution makes n difficult to determine how a cross-subsidy 
should be administered other than on an ad hoc basis. This is an important Issue since it 
.. - -





determines whose capital outlays are being subsidised. The recommendations below do 
not address this last question since a more detailed analysis is needed before 
suggestions can be made. 
Recommendations 
(iii) 
The notion that the electnticat1on programme can or should pay for itself. except m the 
very long term, must be abandoned 
At present, the revenue nowmg from new consumers does not cover the interest 
payments on the capital outlay Eskom made to link them to the electnc1ty gnd 
Consequently unless alternative funds are generated the mcreasmg debt burden may 
J9opard1se the continuation of the programme Therefore the electrification programme 
should be re-costed to take into cons,deration the lower than expected consumption 
(revenue) from nawly connected housc,holds Then an appropnate rate of cross 
subs1d1~at1on from existing consumers must be calculated in orr.!er to pay for the 
programme and tanffs ad1usted accordingly 
Impacts of power Imes 
The discussion in section !i.1 7 2 lr.dicated a numiJer of areas where power lines have a 
seemingly unnecessary impact on the environment. Eskom's policy is to consider up to a 
15o.4 incre~-:9 in the cost of building power lines in ordsr to lessen environmental 
d1sturbanco. ?ossibl& mPasures include the rerouting of lines to avoid sensitive areas, 
the usA o' r~licopters to eliminate access roads and the use of pylons that occupy less 
<;1liw-A (~ -: on,, 1992:33 ar,d 35). Gander (1985:&4) points out that such "er. arbitrary 
up,11tr limit" doe .. not allow for the varying conservation needs of different areas. 
R9(.,ommc,.,dahons. 
Eskom should adopt a policy of "taking all reasonable measures• tD lesse,, the 
~nv1ronmental impacts of power Imes, rather th,1n 11-:mg a 15% cost inr.resse as the 
hm1tmg factor 
(iv) Generating electnc1ty 
This study focuses on the variOl the r'omestic energy transition process. 
The attention given to the environ, arising from the generation of electricity 
must be seen in that context, as the r-'Cemmend1ttions that follow. The 
discussions in section 5 .1. 7. 3 noted that domestic demand for electricity accounts for 
15% of all the electricity sent out in South Africa. Consequently roughly one seventh of 
the environmental impacts of generating electricity may be attributed directly to 
households. It Is therefore incumbent on households to take an interest in the 
consequences of electricity generation and possible ways of ameliorating those impacts . 
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This Is 011er and above any general level of concern people should have for the 
maintenance of a healthy environment 
In the debate about limrting emissions emitted dunng the generation of electricity, three 
issues are espec1Slly pertinent to the discussion of th<.i domestic energy transition 
process. The first relates to the Idea that a trade-off exists between pollutiOn controV 
desulphurisat10n and electrifcat10n. It has been expressed by Eskom (1992:32) as 
follows: 
For a power stat10n with an installed rating of 3 600 megawatt, the cost of 
desulphurisation would be of the ordor of R2 billion, before running costs. 
The effect would be to reduce rainfall acidity by 2.3% and ambient sulphur 
dioxide levels by 6.9% ... . By contrast, R1 billion Invested in tho 
electrification programme would bring electricity to ◄20 000 homes. This 
would improve air quality in the townships by 70% 
Firstly, suggesting, as this does, that a trade-off exists between desulphurlsation and 
electnfication may sound compelling, but the argument is wrong. Electnflcation and 
desulphunsat10n are just two projects in Eskom's large portfolio of capital projects. 
Instead of comparing only these two with each other, Eskom should arrauge all the 
proJects In increasing order of nett social benefrt. The funds available for investment 
would then determine where the cut-off point should be. H may be that projects such as 
the eledriflCallon of farms or research on possible nuclear sites should t:e scaled down 
to release funds for both the above projects (Engelbrecht, 1991 :7). H should also be 
recognised that consumers bear a responsibility toward both projects. As noted above, 
when white communities and farms were being electrif19d, it was government policy that 
the capital investment costs should be bome by all consumers on the grid (Stavrou, 
1992·5) VVhen the present electrification drive w&S undertaken, the Intention was that 
there would be no such cross-subsidisation. Apart from being ur.just from the point of 
view of the new consumers. this would have limlled the rate of elec1riflC8tion. However, 
this approach has proved not to be feasible given the political imperative of supplying 
electricity to as many homes as possible as rapidly as possible. Consequently, about 
2.5% of all existing consumers' electricity payments goes towards subsidising the 
process (Opperman, 199◄ :3). A similar approach should be used to provide funds to 
clean up the environmental effects caused by the gen..:ration of electricity. Such a 
charge would amount to a Pigouvian or carbon tax on the use of electricity. Equity 
considerations suggest that those consumers that have enjoyed the services of electr·'1y 
for a longer period of time should pay proportionally more to clean up. It would ue 
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1mposs1ble to 1mplem 1nt such a system by targeting individual consumers. but rt could 
work 1f the extra levy were to be linked to all houses electrified, say, before 1985. 
The second issue revolves around the question: Who should bear the cost of pollution? 
At present most of the costs of pollut10n are borne by society as a whole and by future 
generat10ns. This means that polluters, who are the consumers of electricity, are being 
'subsidised' to pollute and the people paying this subsidy • i.e. suffenng the cost of 
pollut10n • are being forced tn do so. This is both unethical and unjust. According to the 
polluter-pays-principle'. the consumer price of electricity should reflect the full cost of 
producing it. In other words the external cost of pollution from generating electricity 
should be internalised - so thllt the consumer pays it. This may be achieved in two ways. 
(i) by adding a Pigouvlan or carbon tax equivalent to the marginal social cost of 
generating electncrty to the present consumer pnce of electricity, or (ii) by passing the 
cost of pollution control measures on to the consumer via the price of electricity. Option 
(i) makH the consumer pay the full cost of pollution, but does not specify how this 
revenue should be allocated, whereas option (ii) reduces the difficulties of determining 
marginal social costs and hnks pnce changes to specific pollution control measures, 
Both methods are hkely to entail a substantial upward correct10n 1n the price of electricity: 
Eskorn (1992;32) claims the cost of desulphurisation would add 30%, but Clarke 
,1991 :1-49) argues that the figure is "inflated to discourage the public from demanding 
pollution controls". This raises the third issue, namely, the need for an agency which 
determines environmental policy ano standards and that has sufficient Independence 
and clout to ensure their effective implementation. The present division of 
responsibilities between gcwerr1ment departments are not conducive to effective 
environmental protection 
Recommendations 
The aim httre 1s not to specify all that needs to be done to amet,orate the environmental impacts 
of the coal generation of electnc1ty This reqwres a separate study Instead, a number of 
recommendations that follow from the analysis in section 5 1 7 3 1 are made 
Spread1nu the impacts 
All new coal-fired stations. without any exceptJon must be locatad outside the 
Mpumalanga Htghveld and away from densely populated areas 
Given that th-> 'high stacks' policy ,s only partly successful. more attenllon needs to be 
given to controlling a,r borne em1ss10ns at source 
Spreading only ameliorates micro and intermediate impacts, bu• not the macro impacts 







Control/mg the emissions that cause the macro impacts 
Households should t:. encouraged to conserve electnc,ty and to use ,t dunng off-peak 
penods This would ml,wfy overall demand patterns and hence reduce the productJon of 
emissions Measures a,rn&d at achieving this are discussed in section 7 2 
Eskom must continue investigating ways of mod1fymg the electnc,ty generating process 
so as to use coal more efficiently and to reduc:e the formatJon of toxic gasses. In this 
regard new technology, such as coal gas,ficat,on and nu1d1sed bed combustion, could 
make a s,gn1f1cant difference Improvements in the thermal efficiency of existing stations 
are important as we//. 
Gaseous emissions should be controllfKJ at the end of the genflrating process usmg add-
on cleaning equipment Particulates are already controlled in this manner. and 
dlfJsulphunsat1on equipment has been mentioned There are a/so vanous other 
technologies for cleaning nue gasses wh11:h should be assessed 
Society as a whole, but with Eskom taking the lead . .;hould undertake to plant suffic1e11t 
trees to 'mop-up' the carbon d1ox1de produced dunng the coal generation of electnc1ty It 
1s estimated that at least two b1llton trees would be needed, a modest 100 m,11,on trees 
per year would accompltsh the task in twenty years. Such a pro;ect could have a dual 
purpose cleaning the atmosphere and rev1talls1ng rural areas. The latter would ta!(e 
place since most trees would have to be planted in rural areas. thus ensunng an 
adequate enerpy supply and resronng the environment Agroforestry /7ldy be tho bes: 
approach to such e project It Is 1mporlant to note that such a tree planting proJfl(. t "ou!d 
not conflict w1ti1 tho Department of water Affairs pro)6Ct to remove alien vegetaflon to 
conserve water. The ellen vegetation is being removed from areas that ongina/ly did not 
support dense stands of trees, whereas the tree planting pro)6Ct would aim to restore the 
tree cover m areas where it has been dapletea and where II Is part of the natural ecer 
balance Planting trees m areas that receive heavy rainfall would also conserve water by 
reducmg the speed of run-off thus allowing water to seep into the ground to replenish the 
water table 
Measures airn&d at control/mg emissions of liquid effluents and solid wastes are generally 
effective Nevertheless, the mstJro.1'1onal framework for protecting the environment needs to be 
strengthened 
Control/mg the impact~ of coal mining 
An independent agency to monitor and enforce envtronmenta' quality standards needs to 
be set up to replace tne present fragmented system 
There needs to be a review procedure to ensure that companies (1) set aside sufficient 
funds dunng the ltfetime of a mme to rehab1/1tate it once it Is mined out and (11) to ensure 
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that they actually carry out the rehablfltat,on when m111,ng ceases Many larger 
compames have self-,mposPd controls ,n this regard, but the scope for abuse still exists 
Reducing tho consumption of coal 
Attention !ihDuld be given to ;nvest1gating and developing alternative cleanar energy 
sources for g9neratmg olectnc1ty. An obvious possibility 1s the use of the natural gas off 
the Southern .';ape in combined~ycle turbines Such technology is relatively simple and 
it may therefcre be a more cost~ffective way of utilising th&se gas reserves than 
Mossgas Other options include using the tremendous hydro potential of the Congo 
RivtJr micro hydro systems, solar energy and wind energy, 
Th6 poss1b1hty of imposing a carbon tax on the mining of coal so as to encourage thg 
development of renewable energy systems (section 5 1 7 3(e)) 
Nuclear ener(Jy 
The ensu,ng suggestions are premised on the belief t/iat the risks and social cost:; that nuclear 
power imposes on preser.t and future generations and the power structures that control it cannot 
be defended on ethical grour ds 
People need to be informed of the environmental, ethical and technical problems, as w&II 
as the social costs, of n1Jclear power and the disposal of nuclear waste 
Control of the nuclear mdustry should rest with Parliament (not the g<Jvern,r,ent) or with 
an autonomous publtcally accountab/a ,rganisation In either case the Constitutional 
Court should have final control. 
South Afnca should follow Sweden's lesd and aim to pllase out nuclear power by 2010, 
1 6 no new nuclear factlillds should bo pl..Jnnad, let alone built. 
Research fundtr,g should be redirected tr~,11 nuclear research to the research and 
development of alternative energy s .. •t 'Ces 
Hydr~lectnc1ty 
Efforts to develop the subcontinent's hydro-potential should be encouraged and backed-
up with the necessary research. 
More research funding dnd CFJp1tal fir ance should be made available for the development 
of small lwd,o-elactnc proJ9cts These could either be linked to the> national grid, or be 
usec. .o electnfy dwellings in ramote rural areas. Both C!,ina and Indonesia have used 
such schemes to good effect (Ward. 1988 196; Ooppeg1eter e1 al , 1992: 3-46) 
Alternative technology 
The development and d1ssammat1on of technology usm7 "''' ·wable energy souf'Ces for 
generat,ng elrJctnc1ty needs to be speeded up 




The pnce of e/ectnc1ty should be made to reflect or at lea!>t approximate the marginal 
social cost of generarmg 1t - this would mcke renewable energy sources more 
competil1ve 
Energy policy and Eskom's mission should be rq--onentated towards long term 
sustameb1hty rather than supplymg present custome,., with eiectncity at "the cheaptJst 
possible pnce· (Eskom, 1392 10, G6M0/'1l, 1992.22-23) 
Information on the real costs cf different methods of generating electricity needs to be 
made widely available so that people can lobby both government and Eskom regarding 
the continued use of environmentally damaging energy sources and the neglect of 
renewable ones 
(b) Importance of lighting 
Lighting, lhOugh not a basic need, can make an important contribution to households' quality of 
life (sedion 6.2.4(b)). Lighting enables households lo extend activity limes after dark, which 
means that household members, particularly scholars ond students, may to spend more time 
reading and studying, which would have a dired impact on literacy and overall educational 
standards. Eledric lighting is the preferred source of lighting because of its convenience, quality 
and low risk. Households u!ie other sources of lighting purely out of necessity. Given the 
importance of lighti'lg for education and, hence, future income earning opportunities. improving 
the quality of lighting households have access to can significantly improve their welfAre levels 
both now and in the future. 
Recomm9ndations: 
Households presently using candles as the,r main source of lighting should be 
encoureged to use paraffin lamps smce they are a better quality, cheaper source of light. 
As with other appliances, ways of enabling poor households to purchase th~se lamps 
n6ed to be investigated. 
lnforMation on the !IBfe and effective use of candles, p<traffin and gas lamps should be 
made a~ ailablo, particularly through climes and schools. The aim would be to enhance 
ths benefit derived from th6se lighting sources, given that many households are unlikely 
toge. gccess to electric hghtmg m the near future. 
The manufacturers and c!istnbutors of wet• ~ell batteries should investigate the market for 
lighting from th1~ e:,ergy source, especially m fl.Ira/ areas and in squatter areas where 
either fha remote location or the lack of proper land tenure excludes the possibility of 
electn/Jcat1on. This m,w lead to the development of a credit scheme to encourage 
holJ!:!lholds to rurch.:Mi bRttenes. It mJJy also be possible to set up smail entrepreneurs 
to servictJ, recharge ;;111.J recycle the b1Jff9nes that households use to power fight:; and 
awJ10-visual ec:uipm1:1.'1t, as well as those us11d in cars Apart from the cost of the 
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battenes themselves the cost of recharges 1s a ma1or c,bstacle to the use of this source 
of energy for lighting 
Eskom should investigate the poss1b1/tty and 1mpltcat1ons of downgrading non-paying 
consumers' access to electnc,ty so that they can only use .•t for ltghting This approach 
st,// provides households with an incentive to resume payment, but doss net 1eopard1se 
scholars' educational opportumltes, especially since they rarely have any say as to 
whether J household maintains payments or not. The cost of mamtammg such 'ltght 
/mks' ,s a social investment that the government may consider subsidising 
Eskom and the mumc1palittes should design schemes, e g. replacement purchases, to 
encourage all electrified households to use fluorescent lights both ,'-3cause ,,_ ~ . -ce of 
lighting 1s cheaper and because ,t 1s energy efficient 
(c) Ua/ng gas 
As is noted in sectton 5.1.5, gas is the cleanest energy source that is commercially viable at 
pre~,,'lt Its use is even less polluting than electricity produced from coal. Gas is also more 
effl;.;1ent than all other fuels and it is for this reason that people concerned about the 
environment suggest that rt be used as a 'bridge' from the existing fossil fuel based energy 
system to more sustainable energy technologies. It provides a low pollution alternative to oil and 
coal whil& the new solar, wind, hydrogen and superconductivity technolo~ies are developed and 
disseminated. As noted above, it may make economic sense to seek alternative ways of using 
the gas off the southern coast, giver. the failure of Mo!».;gas (section 5.1 . 7 .3(d)). 
Recommendations. 
The government should encourage tht1 domestic use of gas - oven among those 
households with electricity - m view of its clean/mess and efficiency. People should also 
be 9ducat9d ,n the safe use of gas, so as to ltm1t leakages and accidental explosions 
The poss1b1/tty of extenrJmg the p1pecl gas networks ,n Cape Town, Sasolburg and 
Johannesburg, as well as starting new networks, should be investigated It may be 
feasible to supply towns in the Southern Cape with natural gas from Mossgas, as well as 
,-ipe 1 ,,.., r 1pe -:-0wn and Port Eltzabeth/U1tenhage. Usmg the natural gas directly 1s 
,,,ore ch,.:1ent, ,:,rob ... b1y cheaper and less env1ronmenta/1v damaging than using it to 
p r,., r:J1 :P t,q~ •d ft .,,s 13S 1s presently the case 
7 .2 Energy conservation 
The discussion in section 5 2 highlighted numerous ways in which energy conservation can 
ameliorate the negative impacts of energy use on the environment. Discussions in other 
sections have indicated that energy conservation can also enhance household welfare by 
reducing e><pendrture on energy and by improving the home environme, <. The discussion of 
" ' . • . • .. , ""- . r - . 






energy conservat10n ,s mcluded in this concluding chapter because rt Is the one dimension of 
domestic. energy consumption that truly into!)rates the environment with household welfare, In 
adJrtion to being relevant to all phases of the domestic energy transition, As is r.oted in section 
5.2, the aim of enargy conservation is to increase the efficiency wrth which present energy 
services 6re delivered, as well as to curtail certain uses of energy 
Section 7.2.1 looks briefly at the issue of responsibilrty for energy conssrvation at'\d the need for 
a national conservation campaign: section 7 2.2 look:. at ways of impmving the energy efftciency 
of South Africa's housing stock; section 7.2.3 deals with ways of conserving electricrty; and, 
lastiy, section 7,2 '4 addresses the issue of using alternative onergy sources. 
7 .2.1 Promoting energy conservation 
Efforts to conserve energy in the domestic sector in South Africa are woefully inadequate. 
Awareness of the potential and need for energy conservation is low among households, while 
bodies that may have been expected to take the ldad have by and large failed to do so The 
near universal lack of interest in energy conc;ervation amongst municipalities probably stems 
from ths fact that they generate, substantial profrts from retailing electricity (Gervais, 1987:6· 
Theron. 1992:11) Eskom is in l"'Uch the same position; saddled with massive over-capacity, the 
utility wishes to sell as much electncity ai; possible This is certainly one of the motivating 
factors behind the electrification dnve, as well as the promotion of appliances that use large 
amo•Jnts of power (stoves, heaters, irons and elements for heating water) among newly 
connected households (Van Gass, Eskom· personal communication). Eskom's energy-use 
efftc1ency programme is aimed at increasing its share of the industrial energy market, rather than 
reducing energy con::...imption Its efforts in the latter diroction are confined to providing 
infoml8ho, ,, which falls far short of conservation programmes being Implemented by utilities in 
other countriei. (Eskom. 1992·33, Nadel 1992:515-520) The government has also not provided 
a clear lead Vaoous departments have conducted energy awarenes!\ campoig1•s, but a long 
term energy conservation programme seems to Lie something of a burnaucratic orphan. many 
departments have a limited interest, but none of them want the full resi><>nsib11ity 
As far as promoting the conservation of fuelwood and coal Is conc.trned, various non-
government orgamsat10ns have undertaken pro1ects, but are finding it difficult to disseminate the 
technology they have developed due to a lack of manpower and the waalt financial position of 
rural and peri-urban households 
From an envtronmental perspective people hav£t a social and moral respons1b1hty to conserve 
energy Each household should take the necessary action and by the same token government, 
Eskom, mun1c1pahlles and other suppliers of energy should be fostering the process far more 
actively than at present. 
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An mdependo.,t comm,ss,0I, r.n .. . ;~d by government should be formed to oversee 
er.ergy conservation po/icy (Ger\dtS, ~987 6) AnP,. ,.., in,t,aftng programmes 1tsf'lf, 
such a body could also use leg,slat,on tn torr: • mumc1paht1es to undert,ake or 
promore certa,n conservation meaw,~s 
Such a comrrnss,on should f;s ,na.., ~ rosponsI0,o for resea,'Chtng ar;d promctmg the 
conservation of all forms of , ' •'l'lt•.:t•!' nergy use. The follow mg policy instruments might 
be cons,dered mformat1c,n an ~-~:~·, , onat programmes, cash rebates and low interest 
loa.,s for the implementation c;( cor, r,rvahon measures and the purchase of energy 
efficient appltances and legislated building standards 
Eskom should be requ,r&d to investigate ,he feas1b1/ity of conserving electnc1ty with load 
management schemes energy audits, progressive tanff structures and off-peak 
d,scounts 
Leg,slat1on prescnbmg appltance performance standards and compulsory appltance 
performance label/mg should be passed (Nadel 1992·515-520; Gervais, 1987 2) 
The manr:er m which each of these programmes are 1mpl~,n,Jnled Is obviously crucial to their 
succass 
7.2.2 Improving the energy efficiency of housing 
In areas with extreme climates, the potential for saving energy by Improving the thermal 
efficiency of houses is significant. Although South Africa's climate is for the most part 
temperate, there is sttll pot&ntial for reducing the amount of energy used to moderate ll'door 
temperatures Many of the measures involve using the passive heating effects of the sun or 
reducing the impact of such effects. Table 7.1 summarises the measures that can be adopted 








Table 7.1: Measures to improve the energy efficiency of houses 
Measuras that cost I Measures that cost Measures that are 
_____ n_o_th_ in_.1a,__ ___ -+--·--- __ a_l_ittt_e ____ -4--_.....:.;,e:.;l..::•tl..::v.:.ce:.;IL..:;.e;..:;x;.i;.::;.:..cn.;;.si:.:v..::e_-----l 
- keep inside doors C:osed so - pla11t deciduous trees that - install ceiling i uulatlon 
that only rooms in use are shade windows and east 
hea'.ed or cooled and west walls in summer - use reflective glass 
- use doors/windows ror 
ventilation and to control 
inooor temp11ratures 
- c;cal chimney and open 
hearth when not ,n use 
SculCN I RSA 111711 ◄2..0 
I - usu blinds/curtains to b!ock unwanted sunlight 
I 
- seal doors and windows 
- circ11late cold/warm air wrth 
a r.in 
- use thermostat switch on 
air conditioners 
2 N•aiona• 8"'.lna-.or-.ngStnS1•w. 111n 1e.111 
- add outside window 
shutters 
- place a heat outlet over 
stove 
- change outside mlls and 
roof to appropriata colour 
(dark in cold areas and light 
in warm areas) 
M3n,1 conservation features can be incorporated when designing a house that to retrofit later 
wr J.., :1e more expensive or sometimes impossible. These so called 'lost opportunity measures' 
inc. Jde correct orientation, the use of aspect and local climatic conditions, the use of roof 
overhangs suited to the latitude, the installatlon of appropriate window sizes, and building with 
matenals suited to the area (Nadel. 1932:526; Nasionale Bounavorsingslnstitu1.1t, 1977:19). 
Since the turnover of housing stock is very slow, it is important to capture the savings from these 
lost opportunity measures in each new house. It has been noted that indigenous hut 
archrtecture in some areas already use measures suet- as orientation, aspect, ornamentation 
and building matenal to optimise indoor temperatures (Siegfried, 198-4:1-2). The use of thest-
measures needs to become universal. 
Recommendations 
Building codas that incorporate conservation standards should b6 promulgated These 
would a,m to capture most of the 'lost opportunity measures' 
Explicit attention should be given to factors such as onentatlon and aspect when 
planning low cost housing schemes 
7.2.3 Conserving electricity 
The scope for energy consarvation in electrified households Is largt1 because, though it sounds 
contradictory, 8'.'Yareness of the need to conserve electricity Is low A concerted education 
campaign is needed to inform people of common-sense ways of conserving electricit/. Table 






Table 7.2: Measures households can adopt to con!>erve electricity 
Service or Measures that Meas1,res that Measures that are 
appliance cost nothing cost a little fairly expensive 
geysers . set thermostats - insulate hot - match geyser Stze 
at ss·c wat'.lr ptpes to that of household 
- locate geyser close 
to pomt of use 
hot v.oter . use cold tap . fit economical 
shO'M!r heads 
stoves - match size of pot I • use potswth use microwaves 
to stove plate nat conduc-
- swtch plate/oven live bottoms 
off before cook- - use pressure 
mg/baking is cookers 
complete - seal oven 
. defrost foodstuffs door 
before heating 
. keep lids on pots 
I wi11e cooking I 
refngerator/ . defrost regularly . seal doors . match size of 
freezer . allow hot food- refngerator/freezer 






swtch off wien . use task specific . replace 1ncandes-
not muse light,ng cent bulbs wth 
I fluorescent bulbs 
heaters . close doors of . set a thermostat . buy Infrared heaters 
I room being heated 
other Appliances I . &Mich off wien . buy effiaent 
not muse aee1ances 
Sourcn 1 RSA 1978 42...C 
2 NeSIOI\Jle s--",ngs,ntttw 111n 18-20 
\Nhether the campaign is conducted by the government, Eskom, municipalities or an 
independent commission set up for the purpose, it will need to be backed-up by other measures 
1n order to encourage people to take action 
Recommendations 
. . 
The tanff structura of electnc1ty should be used to provide households with a pnce 
,ncent1ve to save electnc1ty Both a decltnmg block canff and a nat rate tanff fall to give 
appropnate price signals Instead a progressive tanff should be used which caters for 
the basic electnc1ty needs of the poor and pena/tses households that consume excessive 
amounts. At present such a tanff structure would be contrary to Esl<om's policy of us,ng 
low pnces as an ,ncentIve to increase electncIty s.Jles It a/so means that there may be a 
measure of cross-subs101sat1on s,nce ,t costs more per unit to deltviar a smell amount of 
power than large amounts (Esl<om 1992 15) The government may, therefore, have to 
,nferver,e to persuade/force Esl<om to change ,ts tanff policy 
' . . . . 
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An education programme should bo run in con1unctton with a programme whereby 
Eskom and/or mumc1paltt1ec: conduct free energy audits for house~olds. so as to advise 
them of the conservation measures they should adopt and what the cost may be 
Vanous incent1ves such as rebate programmes or lov interest loans could then be used 
to encourage households tot,_.~ a 1I0n (Nadel, 1992 519) 
D1stnbutors of electnc,ty should t; / 1 nplRment load management schemes that switch-off 
hot water geysers dunng peak demand penods 
Measuf"fts to improve the average efficiency of the domestic t ppltance stock and of 
appltances marketed in South Afnca need to be implement1,o To start with, the 
government should leg,:.late minimum appltance performance stdndards tnat become 
progressively stncter over time This w,11 raise the average effic1,~ncy of appltances 
available to consumers There shou,d also be compulsory applti.r1ce performance 
label/mg, so as to encourage customer.; to take efficiency into account \ 1hen purchasing 
an appltance 
Households should be encouraged to purchase the most etric1ent applianc.es available. 
This may be done by Eskom providing cash rebates or low interest loans to customers 
puri;hasmg efficient appliances From the point of view of Eskom, investing in an efficient 
appliance stock may be more cost effect,ve than incroasing electr,'c1ty output or bwlding 
new power stations. 
All the above m::iasufljs wll/ tend to mcrease tne effectiveness of any educational campaign 
promoting energy conservation (Nadel 1992 518-520) 
7.2.4 Uaing alternativo anergy aourcea 
The contribution that alternative energy sources can make to conserving energy varies with 11'\e 
type of technology, as well as with the acceptability and cost t"ereof. It also depends on 
whether the alternative energy is used to replace conventional energy sources or to supply a" 
additlonaVnew energy service. 
In the discussion on Improving the thermal eff1C1ency of houses, various measures to hinder or 
enhance the passive heating effects of so~. energy were noted. Households can use solar 
energy to conserve other types of energy in a number of other ways as well. Solar water 
heaters used to feed warm/hot water into a geyser could red:.ice the amount or electricity an 
average household uses to heat water by about 3700 kilowatt-hours per year or oy ov3r 30% 
(Rivett-Camac, 1990:36-37). This is a significant saving in electricity, but to realise 11 the price of 
solar water heaters would have to fall substantially. At 1989 prices solar heaters offered 
households no savings in total costs and, therefore, no incentive to make the capital outlay 






heaters as a cheaper option to ha111ng to invest in new generating capacity. Where households 
do not have access to electnc1ty. solar heaters would still help to conserve energy, but the main 
benefit would be an increase 1n th~ a11a1labilrty of hot water. Again, cost constraints would need 
to be overcome to realise these benefrts (Eberhard, 1986:12). 
Stand alone photo1101taic systems can supply households not connected to the national gnd with 
sufficient electncity for lighting. television and radio The main benefrt of using such systems 1s 
that they save grid electricrty, which 1s mostly generated from non-renewable resources. Other 
savings are small: candles. paraffin and gas, as well as dry and wet cell batteries used to power 
tele111s10ns and radios. Photovoltaics may be competitive in remote rural areas far from the 
nat10nal grid, or in areas where wet cells are used extensively Otherwise costs would need to 
fall considerably before widespread use would be viable (Eberhard, 1986 11 Rivett-Camac. 
1990 42, Doppegieter et al. 1992:3-43). 
Solar cookers are also often advocated as a wa}' to cons,.,rve energy Various designs exist end 
they all can cook r,lOst types of food in a reasonable pe iod over midday - wrthout using eny fuel. 
Although this saving is substantial, other fdaturl}s of the technology have been found to make it 
inappropria1e to people's needs. So despite concened efforts to disseminate cookers. few 
households use them (Eberhard. 1986·20, Die Burger - by/ae, 30 Apnl 1993.1). 
Bioga:; has been mentioned as an e,, iro-fnendly alternative 11., burning dung, fuelwood and 
paraffin. as well as an energy source for th& generat10n 0f electricity In each case it would be 
conserving the energy resource it raplacds. Other environmental benttfrts c; biogas aro that it 
bums cleanly ana efficiemly, it is a ,enewable resource dnd it is produced without destroyi!'lg 
organic material. The improvements in health d&rived from processing s~werage in biodigestors 
1s an important secondary benef,._ Rivett-Camac (1982:114-121) investigat3d the feasibility of 
b10gas technolog 1n South Africa and found that family scale plants could be viable in rurn' 
areas if obstacles such as unreliable water supplies, a K of iochnical abilrty and costs co..il<1 
be ove,come A medium scale plant operating on a C.Jmmerc,al sized diary, pig or poultry farm 
was fou"tl to be viable anti under certain conditions could aven give a good ret:1m on 
investmttnl. Economies of scale made large, plants even more att1active Biogas. therefore. 
appear& to be an eneroy sourc,e worth investigating and developing. The only negative 
env1ronmental impdctS of biogas is that methane c.ontribut.1s to global warming 1f reti,ased into 
the atmosphern and, as wrth all gases, there is the m:k of ac-.cidcntal explosion 
HotLOxes, although not an altAmative energy source, can 1educe 1:-ie amouni of anergy used for 
cook,· J by allowing trod to cook in the residual heat after beir.\J heatsd to bo1hng point 
Hotboxes can be used in con1unct10n with any energy source, but a survey in KwaZulu-N<.:1tal 
found that pdraffin was most commonly used The same survey indicated that the regular use of 
a hotbox could enable a household to conserve between 1 1 and 5 7 htrtts of paraffin per week. 
. - ~ 
... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . ' . .. . , . '. 
.. . : ~ . .. . - . . . ' - . . 
. . . 
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with the lower figure being more hkely. A saving of 1.1 litre amounts to about a 10% reduction in 
weekly paraffin consumption (Gandar and Udit, 1988:5). A po~rtive aspe1.1 of• ,is technology is 
that fuel-saving is not the only benefit users cite; others include convenience, time saving, better 
4uality food and ability to cook food while at work. Hotboxes were also noted to have facilitated 
the transition from fuelwood to paraffin and even gas (Gandar and Udit, 1988:4 and 6). They 
are, therefore, a very desirable fonn of technology from an environmental purspective. Their low 
cost also makes rapid dissemination a possibility. It may be an idea to sell hotboxes in 
conJunction with primus stoves. 
Recommendations 
Funding for nuclear research should be redirected to research into alternative energy 
sources. 
Some of the funds being made ava,lable for electrification should be used to subsidise 
solar water heaters. wonder boxes and the construction of community size biogas plants 
so as to help alleviate energy shortages ,n areas that are unlikely to be electrified in the 
near future. 
1.3 Areas requiring further study 
lha scope of this study is very broad; as a result, many issues have not been deait with as 
thoroughly as would have been possible if they had been the single focus of a study. In addition 
new data on domestic energy use have been collected since the main body of this study had 
bee'l completed, which would have been useful to incorporate, bu~ time constraints have made it 
impossihle. It is for these reasons that the following list of topics for further study is suggested: 
fhe South African Living Standards ana Development Survey (SALDRU Survey) 
collected a lot of data on domestic 1.margy use. It would be interesting to see how this 
infonnation impacts on the analysis and conclusions of this stuc!y. 
Research is needed to estallli!.h verifiable energy poverty lines for South African 
conditions. 
Research is needed to establish w:,at households' energy needs for cooking are, taking 
people's dietr and nutritional needs into consideration. 
A study needs to be made of different rural electrificatio,1 scenarios in order to establish 
VJhich areas are not likely to receive electricity within, say, the next five years so that 
~ltemative strategies for meeting the energy needs of \hese areas can be developed. 
Research Into the extent and consequences of loss of tree cover is needed in order to 
din,ct reforestation programmes. 
Practical polic.ies for implt:tmenting 8'l 'lforostry through public works programmes need 
to ' 8 studied. 
' . . . . . . . . . . ·. 
. . •l• . 
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Each new housing project needs to be assessed in order to identify ways of captunng the 
so called 'lost opportunity measures' this should be an ongoing research/policy p1oject. 
A study of the energ)' efficiency of the South African housing stock would be useful in 
identifying ways of conserving energy 
Research needs to be done to determine whether using the gas off the s ... :,them coast 
for generating electricity is not more cost effective t~'\n Mossgas. 
Research should be done to determine the commercial viabil,ty of 1:1stablishing 
community sized biogas plants for processing Sliwef3ge qnd generating electricity 
Research into the poss1bllity of producing wet cell batteries suitable for providing 
affordable lighting in run,I areas is r ,eedC'd. 
7.4 A visual summary 
This section gives a somewhat cryptic summary of the main points of the study. The six figures 
that follow show the standard model of the domestic energy transition process as desr.ribed in 
section 2.3.3 and figure 2.5 along with text boxes below each of the transition phases. The 
information in these text boxes differs in each figure according to which aspect of the study is 
bei11g summarised. 
Figure 7.1 summarises the main characteristics of each of the different phases of the domestic 
energy transition as described in section 2.3.3.3. 
Figure 7.2 summarises the causal factors which ~end to move the energy transition process 
forward in each of its phases. This figure is based on the discussion in section 3.3. 
Figures 7.3 and 7.4 summarise the positive and negative environmental impacts of energy use 
in each of the phases of the domestic energy transition process. These figures are based on 
the information in chapter 5, especially sectic;,n 5.3. 
Figures 7.5 und 7.6 summarise the positive and negative welfare impacts that distinguish each 
of the phases the domestic energy transition process. These figures draw on the information 
in chapter 6, especially section 6.4. 
Finally, figure 7.7 summarises some of the various measures that might be taken to ameliorate 
the negative environmental and welfafe impacts of domestic energy consumption i1 1 each of the 
phases of the domestic eneryy transition process, as well as measures that can move the 
process forward. In this case the information s drawn primarily from the foregoing sections of 
this chapter. 
' . . 




Figure 7.1: Main characteristics of each phase of the domestic energy t. ansition 
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Figure 7.2: Causal factors that dete.mine domestic energy transition 
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Figure 7.3: Negative environmental impacts of energy use in each phase of the 
domestic energy transition process 
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Figure 7.4: Positive environmental impacts u f energy use in each phase of the 
domestic energy transit:on process 
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F1Qure 7.S: Negntive welfare impacts of energy use in each phase of the domestic 
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Figure 7.6: Positive welfare impacts of energy use in each phase of the domestic 
energy transition process 
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Figure 7.7: Ways of reducing the negative impacts of energy use in each phase of 
the domestic energy transition proce~s 
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